
 



J U D G M E N.T

'Zero tolerance to violence agaanst doctors and clinical

establishment', was the theme of 'Doctor's Day'of the year 2019, which is

meant to raise awareness about violence happening with doctors across India.

This'Doctor's Day'is observed in India on lst July of every year, to recognize the

contributions of physicians to individual lives and communities. But, the message

did not reach the common masses. Barely two months after this day, an errant

mob, in a Tea Garden Hospital of Assam, snuffed out the life of a senior Doctor,

who was in their service till his last breath. This macabre anecdote, the factual

matrix of which is described herein after, took place in Teok Tea Garden, under

Teok Police Staticln.

The Factual Matrix:-

2. It was 31d day of August of the year 2019. At about 3 pm, Shri

Subhash Rajowar, a dresser, was attending his duty at the Teok Tea Garden

Hospital. Then he saw one patient, namely Samara Majhi, being carried by Milon

Rajowar and Dipak Rajowar carrying to the Teok Tea Garden Hospital in a Hand

Caft, who, according to their family members sustained head injury by falling in

his washroom. Then the dresser, having noticed oozing out of blood from the

nose and mouth of Samara Majhi, immediately rushed tc the official quarter of

Smti. Ranjula Hazarika Borah, GNM Nurse of the Hospital, and reported the

matter to her. The Nurse then rushed to the Hospital and checked the pulse,

blood presser, and heart beat of Samara Majhi and having been failed to detect

the same, she immediately reported the matter to Deben Dutta, Doctor of the

Teok Tea Garden Hospital, and as advised, she administered one Dexona

injection to the patient. Immediately, Dr. Deben Dutta also arrived at the

-,rUOnt Hospital and advised her to administer another Dexona injection to the patient

.gggf$*rf and he himself started nebulizing the patient. While they were treating the

patient, then B/9 attendants of the patient, present inside the Hospitai, started

shouting and abusing Dr. Deben Dutta and they prevented Dr. Dutta in giving

proper treatment to the patient as according to them treatment is being given to
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a dead patient. This is the threshold

second part of the occurrence, which

transcend all the features of barbarism'

of the first paft, but the genesis of the

is not only shocking but also cruel that

3. As soon as attendants of the patient stafted shouting and abusing

Dr. Deben Dutta and prevented him in giving proper treatment to the patient' Dr'

Dutta asked the dresser to call the Manager of the garden' Then' having got the

information Shd Manoj Gogoi, the Garden Manager, rushed to the Garden

Hospital at around 4 pm, and there he found a mob of around 40 people in the

Garden Hospital premises, creating ruckus and shouting and then he went to the

chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta and enquiring from the mob as to what had

happened. Then the mob started attack upon Dr' Deben Dutta' Though he tried

to protect the Doctor, the mob did not listen to him and continued to attack Dr'

Dutta with fist blow and kick. After some time, police personnel arrived at there

and tried to control the mob. But, the same infuriated the mob and they became

more aggressive and they started pushing the police' By that time' some more

members joined the mob and the number increased to about 200' and they

started breaking glass panes of doors and windows of the Hospital and they

attacked upon the Dr. Deben Dutta with broken glass pieces' apat from kick and

fist. There was profuse bleeding from one of the thigh of Dr' Deben Dutta and

then one person has wrapped the injury with a saline pipe to stop bleeding' as

other first aid material of the Hospital were destroyed by the mob' Then

called one 108 Ambulance, but the mob did not allow to take Dr' Deben

for treatment and chased away the Ambulance and they shouted that they

will not allow Dr. Deben Dutta to go for treatment and they want him to die out

there. Thereafter, more police personnel, along with Magistrate' arrived at there

but the mob did not allow them to perform the duty. But, finally, the Magistrate

was able to evacuate Dr. Deben Dutta and the dead body of samara Majhi

through the back door of the Hospital and they were taken to Jorhat Medical

College Hospital in a police vehicle' But, on the way to Hospital' Dr' Deben Dutta

slipped out of his mortal coil never to return' The attending Doctors at Jorhat

Medical Cotlege Hospital (herein after JMCH), declared him as brought dead'
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4. On the same day, at about 10 pm, Shri Manoj Gogoi, Manager, of

Teok Tea Garden lodged one FIR with the Teok P.S. in connection with the

occurrence, narning as many as 30 accused therein, namely - (1). Sri Sanjay

Rajowar, S/o Late Babu Rajowar, R/o Major Line, (2). Sri Sanjib Rajowar, S/o

Late Jatin Rajowar, R/o Major Llne, (3). Sri Suresh Rajowar, S/o Late Ramesh

Rajowar, R/o Major Line, (4). Sri Ajay Majhi, S/o Jagat Majhi, R/o Major Line,

(5). Sri Debeswar Rajowar, S/o Late Samlal Rajowar, R/o Hathkhola Line, (6).

Sri Upendra Bhumij @ Kishore Bhum'rj, S/o Late Debeswar BhumU, P/o Major

Line, (7) Sri Ratul Rajowar, S/o Late Jagat Rajowar, R/o Major Line, (8). Sri

Bablu Rajowar, S/o Late Lala Rajowar, R/o Major Line, (9). Sri Anil Majhi, S/o

Late Lalit Majhi, PJo Major Line, (10). Sri tujun Majhi, S/o Late logen Majhi, R/o

Major Line, (11). Sri Arun Majhi, S/o Rupnath Majhi, R/o Major Line, (12)' Sri

BUay Rajowar, S/o Siba Rajowar, Vo Major Line, (13). Sri Bolin Rajowar, S/o

Late Madan Rajowar, R/o Major Line, (14). Sri Dipak Rajowar, S/o Late Nagen

Rajowar, R/o Major Line, (15). Sri Gulu Dev Majhi, S/o Srikanta Dev Majhi, R/o

Major Line, (16). Sri Hari Majhi, S/o Late Arjun Majhi, R/o Major Line, (17). Sri

Milan Rajowar, S/o Late Lala Rajowar, R/o Major Line, (18). Sri Misilal Majhi @

Jabra, S/o Late Ramai Majhi, R/o Major Line, (f9). Sri Pritom Majhi @ Sotu Bhai,

S/o Late Jagan Majhi, R/o Major Line, (20). Sri Rinku Majhi, S/o Hari Majhi, Vo
Major Line, (2r). Sri Sanju Plajhi, S/o Jay Majhi, R/o Major Line, (22). Sri

Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu, S/o Sunu Mahali, R/o Major Line, (23), Sri Toklu

Rajowar, S/o Late Gopi Rajowar, R/o Pipol Line, (24). Sri Deba Rajowar, S/o

(not known), R/o Ting Line, Near Food Villa, (25). Sri Ramesh Bhumij, S/o Bisu

Bhumij, R/o Major Line, (26). Sri Kalicharan Mahali, S/o Sunu Mahali, FJo Major

Line, (27). Sri Kartik Bhumij, S/o Segu Bhumij, R/o Major Line, (28). Sri Rahul

Rajowar, S/o Tepuram Rajowar, R/o 'ling Line, (29). Sri Rinku Bakti, S/o

Ramnath Bakti, R/o Major Line, & (30). Sri Siba Mahali, S/o Late Bijilal Mahali,

R/o Pipol Line, all from Teok T.E., P.S. Teok, District-Jorhat, who were involved

in the incident.

SESSIONS JUDGE
JORHAT

5. Upon the said FIR, the O/C Teok P.S. registered a case, being

Teok P.S. Case No. 43412019, under Sections 302/34t134714271506118611431

l44lL47ll48ll49l109 of IPC. read with section 4 of the Assarn Medicare Service
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Persons & Medicare Service Institutions (Prevention of Violence & Damage to

Property) Act, 2011, (here in after AMSP & MSI Act) and himself investigate the

same. It is wothwhile to mention here that prior to receipt of FIR, the O/C Teok

P.S. received information about the occurrence over phone and then he reported

the same to S.I. Khanindra Nath of Teok P.S., who had recorded one G.D. Entry

No. 526, dated 31.08.2019 at about 4.08 pm.

6. During investigation, the I/O had visited the place of occurrence,

examined the witnesses, and also got the statement of seven witnesses recorded

in the court under section 164 Cr.P.C. The I.O. also made a prayer before the

court, under Clause 7(e) of the Witness Protection Scheme 2018, for

protection of seven witnesses by concealing their identity, as the said witnesses

received threat to their lives and the same was allowed by the court. He also got

the inquest and autopsy on the dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta conducted at

JMCH and collects the reports thereof. He also sent the viscera of Dr. Deben

Dutta, collected during autopsy by the Doctor at JMCH, for chemical examination

at Forensic Science Laboratory (herein after FSL) Kahilipara, Guwahati and

collects the repot. He has also taken some photographs of the place of

occurrence and seized some broken glasses lying scattered there and one chair

used by Doctor Deben Dutta, to FSL, Kahilipara and collects the report. He then

arrested the accused persons and fonruarded them to the court. Thereafter, he

got the Test Identification Parade (herein after TIP) of the accused persons

conducted at Central Jail, Jorhat and collect the TIP Charts. Then he collects

of one accused, namely Sanjoy Rajowar and along with broken

glass piece with chance fingerprints therein, and he sent the same for

examination at FSL, Kahilipara, Guwahati. The I.O. also obtained a report from

the Joint Director of Health Services, Jorhat as regard falling of Teok Tea Estate

Hospital under the purview of the AMSP & MSI Act and thereafter, on completion

of investigation and having been found well established a case under sections

^-.,. ,uDGPz/34U342142715061 
l$6lt43ll44ll47ll48lt49lr09 of IPC, read with Section

SEssId;iAT 4 of the AMSP & MSI Act, he laid charge sheet vide charge-sheet No. 203/2019,

dated 22-09-2019, against 32 accused persons, including 30 accused named in

the FIR and in addition, against another two accused namely (i) Kalanag Majhi,

r"ffi\



Sri Rahul Rajourar (A-29), (rcu) Sri Kalanag Majhi (A-30), ()oc(i) Sri Manoj

SESSIONS J-UDGE Maihi f A-?l I and iryyvii\ qri Rinkr r Ftakti f a-?rl r rndar qp.ti^n< ?o) l14q

S/o Late Lodhro Majhi of Sarucharai, under Pulibor P,S, and against (ii) Manoj

Majhi, S/o Late Puna Majhi of Pepol Line ofTeok Tea Garden, before the court of

Ld. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Jorhat to stand trial in the court under the said

sections of law, vide Charge-sheet No. 203/2019 dated 22-09-2019.

7. Eventually, the case was transferred to the court of learned

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Jorhat, (jurisdictional Magistrate of Teok

P.S.). The accused persons were produced before the court of Ld. Addl, Chief

Judicial Magistrate and then complying the provision of section 207 Cr.P.C., the

Ld. Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate committed the case to this Court for trial,

being the offence under section 302 IPC, is triable exclusively by the Court of

Sessions.

B, Accordingly, all the accused persons, all of whom were in jail

hazoot, produced before this court. Then hearing learned Advocates of both

sides on the point of charge, my Ld. predecqssor-in-office has framed charges

against all the 32 accused namely, (i) Sri Sanjay Rajowar (A-1), (ii) Sri Sanjib

Rajowar (A-2), (iil) Sri Suresh Rajowar (A-3), (iv) Sri Ajay Majhi @ Tutu (A-4),

(v) Sri Debeswar Rajowar (A-5), (vi) Sri Upendra Bhumij @ Kishore (A-6), (vii)

Sri Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim (A-7), (viii) Sri Bablu Rajowar (A-8), (ix) Sri Anil

Majhi (A-9), (x) Sri Arjun Majhi (A-10), (xi) Sri Arun Majhi (A-11), (xii) Sri

BUoy Rajowar (A-12), (xiii) Sri Bolin Rajowar (A-13), (xiv) Sri Dipak Rajowar

(A-14), (xv) Sri Gulu Dev Majhi (A-r5), (wi) Sri Hari Majhi (A-16), (xvii) Sri

Milan Rajowar (A-L7), (xviii) Sri Pritom Majhi @ Sotu (A-18), (xix) Sri Rinku

Majhi @ Batu (A-19), (u) Sri Misilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20), ()o(i) Sri Sanju Majhi

(A-21), (uii) Sri Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22), ()odii) Sri Debeswar Rajowar

@ Deba (A-23), (niv) Sri Kartik Bhumij (A-24), (n<v) Sri Sanjay Rajowar @

Taklu (A-25), (to<vi) Sri Kalicharan Mahali @ Naina (A-26), (ro<vii) Sri Rameswar

Bhumij @ Ramesh (A-27), (>o<viii) Sri Siba Mahali @ BUit Mahali (A-28), (tc<ix)

;;"-;i-- Majhi (A-31) and, (rcc(ii) sri Rinku Bakti (A-32), under Sections 3021L49,

flffi\
Kffiq

34U149,3421149,3521149,4271149, 1861t49, L4Bll49 IPC, read with section 4
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of the AMSP & lvlsl Act, and on being read and explalned over the same to the

accused persons, they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

9. In order to bring home the charges against the accused persons,

the prosecution side has examined as many as 56 [fifty six] witnesses,

including the M.O. and the I.O., and also exhibited as many as 89 documents

and 126 material exhibits. After closing the prosecution evidence, the accused

are examined under Section 313 of Cr.P.C. in which also they pleaded innocence'

The defence case, as it appears from the trend of cross-examination, is total

denial and adduced no evidence in defence. However, it has exhibited one Letter

written by the I.O. to Joint Director of Health Services, Jorhat as Exhibit-A. The

prosecution side has re-examined P'W.-33 and 37 after closing of prosecution

evidence. The defence side declined to cross-examined them futher.

10. Thereafter, on 08'09.2020, one additional charge, under section

302 IPC, was framed as no charge for the substantive offence under section 302

IPC was found to be framed earlier, and another charge under section l96lt49

IPC was altered to section 353/149 IPC, with the aid of section 216 Cr'P.C', after

hearing Ld. Advocates of both sides. The said charges, i.e. 302 IPC and 3531149

IPC were read and explained over to the accused and they pleaded not guilty to

the same. After addition of charge under section 302 IPC and alteration of charge

from 186/149 IPC to 353/149 IPC, opportunity was afforded to both side to

examine and cross-examine the prosecution witnesses afresh, but, both side

submitted that they would not re-examine and cross-examine the witnesses

again.

11. Then the Ld. Advocates of both sides have submitted written

argument and supplemented the same by oral arguments also by Mr' Durga

prasad Jaisawal, the Ld. special Public Prosecutor for the state as well as by Sri

Anup Kumar Dutta, Ld. Defence Counsel. We also heard Mr. Rintu Goswami, the

Ld. Counsel engaged by the complainant to assist the Ld. Special P'P' lt4r'

Goswami also submitted written argument independently.
,rr;'',S.n$ont
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12. It is worthwhile to mention here that while the case was posted

for judgment after conclusion of hearing, one accused namely Hari Majhi (A-

16) died in the Jorhat Medical College Hospital, Jorhat on 23.09.2020 at 6.46

am, due to cardiac arrest. Then proceeding against him was abated'

THE POINTS FOR DETERMINATION ARE:-

13. Whether the accused persons on 3t108120L9, at about 3'15 p'm''

at Teok Tea Garden Hospital, under Teok P.S':-

(i) committed murder by intentionally causing the death of Dr'

Deben Dutta by assaulting him with sharp glass blades-

extracted from door and window panes, blood pressure

machine (Sphygmomanometer), and wooden legs of table and

thereby committed an offence punishable under Sections 302 of

IPC ?

-And-

Whether the accused persons on the same day, same time and same

place. i.e. on 3U0B/2019, at about 3.15 pm, at Teok Tea Garden

Hospital, under Teok P.S. were member of an unlawful assembly and

in prosecution of common object of causing hurt to the medical staff

of the hospital and, to cause death of Dr. Deben Dutta, as well as

causing damage/destruction of the hospital property:-

(i) were members of an unlawful assembly, being armed with

deadly weapon and, thereby, committed the offence of rioting

punishable under Sections 148/149 of IPC?

(ii) used criminal force to Sri Naresh Rabidas and Smt' Ranjula

Hazarika Bora, Chowkidar and Nurse respectively, serving at

Teok T.E. garden hospital and, thereby, committed an offence

punishable under Sections 3521149 of IPC?

ffi
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wrongfully restrained Sri Subhash Rajowar, dresser of the

hospital, while he was proceeding to protect Dr. Deben Dutta

(since deceased), who was being subjected to brutal assault

and, thereby, committed an offence punishable under Sections

34Llt49 of tPC?

wrongfully confined Dr. Deben Dutta (since deceased), in his

chamber of the hospital and, thereby, committed an offence

punishable under Sections 3421149 of IPC?

(v) committed murder by intentionally causing the death of Dr.

Deben Dutta and thereby committed an offence punishable

under Sections 3021149 of IPC?

(vi) caused damage and destruction of the hospital property and

thereby committed an offence punishable under Sections

4271t49 of tPC?

(vii) voluntarily obstructed Sri Bhaskar Rajbongshi, Executive

Magistrate and police personal of Teok P.S. in discharging their

official duty at Teok Tea Garden Hospital and, thereby,

committed an offence punishable under Sections 3531149 of

IPC?

(viii) used violence to cause damage of the propefi of Teok T,E.

Garden Hospital and death of Dr. Deben Dutta and, thereby,

committed an offence punishable under Section 4 of The Assam

Medicare Service Persons & Medicare Service Institutions

(Pi"evention of Violence & Damage to Propert/) Act, 2011?

DECTSIONS AND REASONS THEREOFI

14. We have carefully gone through the evidence of all the 56

prosecution witnesses, and all the 89 Exhibits and 126 Material Exhibits,

which the prosecution side has exhibited in order to bring home the charges

(iii)

(iv)

(_/ ^ ,$sae
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against the accused persons. Also we have gone through the defence exhibit-

ExhibitrA' carefully.

15. The FIR (Exhibit-2), and also the evidence of P.W.1to P.W. 5 and

P.W. 7 to P.W. 39, and P.W.41 to P.W.44 and P.W'46 and P.W.56 reveal that the

occurrence took place on 31.08.2019, at Teok Tea Garden Hospital' The evidence

of P.W.25-Shri Subhash Rajowar, the dresser of Teok Tea Estate Hospital,

reveals that it was around 3.20 pm when patient Samra l4ajhi was brought to the

Hospital and then he informed P.W.26, Smti. Ranjula Hajarika Borah, Staff Nurse

of the Hospital and also informed Dr. Deben Dutta and Dr. Deben Dutta arrived

at the Hospital at around 3.55 pm, and the incident took place thereafter. P.W'12

Shri Nareswar Robidas is the Chowkidar of the liospital and at the relevant time

he was at the t'lospital. His evidence reveals that on 3i.08.2019, at about 3.20

pm he noticed one patient being carried in a Hand Cart to the Hospital. Then

Subhash Rajowar, dresser of the Hospital went to inform the staff Nurse, Smti

Ranjula Hazarika Borah about the patient. And, about 10/15 minutes later, Dr.

Deben Dutta also arrived at the Hospital and he found the patient already dead.

Then the attendants of the patient started hue and cry and created a scene and

one Manoj Majhi, a member of MTTSA, also joined them and when Dr' Deben

Dutta tried to come out of the Hospital then Manoj Majhi did not allowed him and

then Dr. Dutta asked the dresser to inform the Garden Manager. Thereafter,

30/40 persons gathered there and assaulted the Welfare Officer of the Tea

Garden, who arrived at there. Thereafter, the Garden Manager arrived at there

and went inside the chamber of Dr. Dutta, then all the members of the crowd

entered into the chamber of Dr. Dutta and they assaulted Dr. Dutta.

16. 'Ihus, from the evidence of these two witnesscs (P.W.12 & 25)

it beconles apparent that the occurrence took place at around 4 pm. The

evidence of ihese two witnesses, in respect of the time of occurrence, are found

to be clear, cogent and trustworthy as they were present at the place of

occurrence, at the material time of accident. P.W. 26, Smti. Ranjula Hazarika

Borah, Staff Nurse vvas also present at there, but she has not testified about the

time of occurrence. P,W.3, Shri Manoj Gogoi, the complainant, also testified that

(-/ 
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iN / also testified that on 31.08.2019, at about 4 pm he went to the Garden to collect

.,',/ - ration and, thereafter, he went to the Hospital as he was suffering from cough

!d ,9on" .nd then he saw huge gathering at there and found 40/50 persons assaulting Dr.

se55\"qfl$N Deben Dutta. P.W.3B- Shri Pawan Garh and P.W.39-Jibon Tanti also testified that

the occurrence took place at about 4 pm on 31.08.2019. P.W.l- Soumen

Kundu and P.W.2 Shri Kalyanjeet Borah also testified that the occurrence took

place at about 4 pm. It is fact that P.W.l, 2, & 3 were not present at the place of

occurrence at the relevant time. But, they either reached at the place of

occurrence at that time, or they heard about the same. P.W. 5- Shri Sarangapani

Sakia testified that he got the information at about 4 pm on 31,08.2019, about

the incident from one reporter namely Rupakjyoti Borah. P.W.7 Shri Mohan

Mahali is a driver of Teok Tea Estate Hospital and on that day he reached the

Garden Hospital at about 4 pm, while carrying one patient and he heard hue and

cry in the Hospital. P.W. B is a Male Attendant of Teok Tea Estate Hospital and

on 31.08.2019, at about 3.15 pm he went to the Hospital for duty and found the

dresser - Subhash Rajowar and GNM Nurse Ranjula Hazarika attending duty and

at that time Dr. Deben Dutta was not there and on being called by GNM Hazarika

Dr. Deben Dutta arrived at there and, thereafter, he heard hue and cry inside the

room of Dr. Deben Dutta. P.W. 9- S.I. Khanindra Nath of Teok P'S. testified that

he was directed by the O/C to proceed to Teok Tea Garden Hospital at about

4.05 pm, as some incident had taken place at there. P.W.2B, Shri Muktajyoti

Baruah, is the Asstt, Manager, Teok Tea Estate, and he testified that at around

4.08 pm he was asked by the Manager Manoj Gogoi to come to the Hospital.

P.W.-30, Shri Debojyoti Baruah, Clerical Staff of Teok Tea Garden testifled that at

about 4 pm, on 31.08.2019, Subhash Rajowar came to his office and informed

him that one incident, involving Dr. Deben Dutta, had taken place at Tea Garden

Hospital. He then reported the matter to the Manager, Shri Manoj Gogoi.

17. P.W.32 is a vegetable vendor and on 31.08.2019, at about 3.10

pm, he went to Teok Bagan T'iniali and then he saw huge gathering at Teok Tea

Garcjen Hospital. P.W.36 Shri Gopal Borah, an employee of the Teok Tea Estate

the occurrence took place after 3.30 pm. P.W.4O-Raju Barik testified that the

occurrence took place at about 4 pm. P.W,41, Shri Pabitra Sahu testified that the
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incident took place on 31.08.2019, at about 3.30/4 pm. P'W. 42-Shri Utpal Jyoti

Khound testified that he came to know from his colleague Rupak Borah,.that on

31.08.2019, at about 3.30 pm, some people surrounded the Doctor at Teok Tea

Garden Hospital and the situation was tense. P.W.43 is RijU Kumar Saikia and he

testified that he got information from Utpal lyoti Khound on 31,08.2019, at about

4 pm that some incident had taken place involving the Doctor Teok Tea Garden

Hospital. P.W. 44- Shri Duleswar Majhi testified that he got information at around

3.30 pm from Manoj Rajak, Chowkider of the Hospital that some incident had

taken place at Teok Tea Garden Hospital. The evidence of the I.O. (P.W.56), S.I'

of Police and O/C of Teok P.S. reveals that he got information from Sarangapani

Saikla on 31.08.2019, at about 3/3.30 pm, that some law and order situation has

arisen at Teok Tea Garden Hospital. Thus, we find that the oc€urrence took

ptace on 31,08.2019, at around 4 pm, at Teok Tea Garden Hospital.

18. It is to be mentioned here that the date, time, and place of

occurrence is not disputed by the defence side. But, the Ld. Defence counsel, in

the written argument, submitted that - admittedly the complainant- Shri Manoj

Gogoi (P.W.3) has not prepared the Ejahar-Exhibit-2. It was drafted by his

Assistants of namely- Shri Mukta Jyoti Baruah (P.W.28) and Soumen Kundu

(P.W.1). And P.W.28 came to know about the names of accused that were

present in the mob from one Prakash Rajowar, and Welfare Officer-Shri Jibon

Kurmi (P.W.52), and dresser of the Hospital -Shri Subhash Rajowar (P.W.-25),

as well as from other staffs. But, the prosecution side has not examined Prakash

Rajowar as witness here in this case. It is further submitted that P.W.l and

P.W.52- Shri libon Kurmi have admitted that they did not see the accused

persons assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta. Besides, the I.O. has not mentioned in the

FIR the date of receiving the same. And, as such, the FIR and the names of 30

accused mentioned therein, according to the Ld, Defence counsel is doubtful.

But, having considered the submission in the light of facts and circumstances on

the record we find no force in the same. P.W.3 has identified as many as 12

accused in the court and he categorically stated that he learnt the names of rest

of the accused fr,om the staff as well as seeing the video clippings. It is a fact

that he did not state before the I.O. that he learnt the names of other accused

,q
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from the staffs and video clipping as it was not asked to him. This being the

position the defence side cannot take the benefit of the same. It is also a fact

that the I.O. has not mentioned the date of receiving the FIR, Exhibit-2. But, he

has clearly stated having mentioned it in the printed copy of FIR. Therefore,

there is no scope for any doubt about the date of receiving it.

19. It is also a fact that Prakash Rajowar is not cited and examined

here in this case as witness. But, his non examination here in this case as

witness caused no dent to the prosecution case in as much as the evidence of

other prosecution witnesses are clear, cogent and sufficient enough to establish

the same beyond all reasonable doubt, It is also a fact that P,W. 52 has not

named any accused in his examination-in-chief. But, it is elicited in cross-

examination the names of as many as 24 accused, of whom he identified 9

accused by name and others without name. He had found all of them either on

the verandah of the Hospital or in front of the room of the Doctor. It may be

mentioned here that this witness could not enter into the chamber of Dr. Deben

Dutta as he was assaulted by the mob in verandah of the Hospital. Thus, the

submission of the Ld. Defence counsel in respect of the FIR is found to be devoid

of merit. It may be mentioned here that FIR is not the encyclopedia of the crime.

It's object is to set the criminal law into motion. Reference in this context can be

made to a decision of Hon'ble Supreme Couft in Kirender Sarkar and Others

vs. State of Assam,(Criminal Appea! No. 845 of 2009).

20. It also appears that in connection with the same occurrence

another FIR was lodged by Shri Manjil Dutta (P.W.46) who is the son of

deceased, Dr. Deben Dutta, on 04.09.2019, with the explanation for the delay in

lodging the same, The prosecution side has exhibited the said FIR as Exhibit-

32, The I.O. (P.W.56) also confirmed having received the same on 04'09.2019,

and his evidence reveals that he has treated the same as statement, as already a

case has been registered on another FIR. We have gone through the Exhibit-32

carefully, and we find that the LO. has rightly treated the same as statement.

Exhibit-2, which was lodged by Shri Manoj Gogoi has to be treated as FIR here

in this case, being first in point of time, as it was lodged on the same day i.e.
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31.08.2019, on which the occurrence took place, and the second one becomes a

statement, which is hit by section 162 Cr.P.C. and it cannot be treated as FIR

within the meaning of section 154 Cr.P.C. and, consequently, inadmissible'

21. While the occurrence took place on 31.08.2020, at around 4 pm,

the FIR (Exhibit-2) was lodged on the same day at about 10 pm. There was

delay of about 6 hrs. in lodging the FIR. Apparently no explanation is offered by

the prosecution side for the delay. It is the dictum of law that in criminal cases

delay in lodging the FIR has to be explained satisfactorily. Reference in this

context may be made to a decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Thulia Kali

Vs. The State of Tamil Nadu, AIR 1973 SC 501, wherein it has been held as

u nder:-

"The object of insisting uPon prompt lodging of the rePort to
the police in respect of commission of an offence is to obtain

early information regarding the circumstances in which the

crime was committed, the names of the actual culprits and

the part played by them as well as names of eye witnesses
present at the scene of occurrence. Delay in lodging the first
information report quite often results in embellishment which
is a creature of afterthought. On account of delay, the repoft
not only gets bereft of the advantage of spontaneity, danger

creeps in of the introduction of coloured version, exaggerated

account or concocted story as a result of deliberation and

consultation. It is, therefore, essential that the delay in the
lodging of the first information rePort should be etisfactorily
explained,"

22. Here in this case we find from the evidence of the complainant

Shri Manoj Gogoi (P.W.3) that after evacuation of Dr' Deben Dutta from the

Garden Hospital, he was there to pacify the crowd and when he succeeded in

pacifuing them and when they dispersed, then he instructed his Assistants Shri

Muktajyoti Baruah and Soumen Kundu to enquire into the incident and then tried

to find out the names of the culprits involved in the incident. And, thereafter, he

went to Jorhat Medlcal College and Hospital to follow up treatment of Dr. Deben

Dutta. It also appears that in the lorhat Medical College Hospital Dr. Deben Dutta

was declared brought dead. His evidence also reveals that he was present at
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JMCH at the time of holding inquest on the dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta, by

P.W.29 Shri Rajib Gogoi, Circle Officer, Jorhat (West) and he was signatory of

the Inquest Repot Exhibit-3, being its witness. The inquest was held at about

8.30 pm. And at about 9 pm he returned to his Office Chamber from Jorhat. The

distance between Jorhat and Teok Tea Estate is about 28 km. Then on enquiry

through his Assistants and other office staffs as well as from Welfare Officershri

Jibon Kurmi he came to know the names of the accused persons and then his

Assistants prepared the FIR and after going through the same and after

necessary correction, he put his signature and his Assistant Muktajoyti Baruah

lodged the same with the Teok Police Station. It also appears from the Exhlbit-2

that the place of occurrence is situated at a distance of 3 km from the Teok P'S'

Thus, it appears that though not expressly, but impliedly the delay stands

explained and the same is found to be natural and consistent with the facts and

circumstances of the case and therefore, the same could not spell inveracity into

the prosecution version.

Charge under section 302 and 302/149 IPC:-

23. We find from the evidence of P.W.l to P.W.44, P.W. 46, and

P.W.56 that Dr. Deben Dutta had passed away in the fateful evening, on

31.08.2019, after the bizarre incident in the Teol( Tea Garden Hospital. The

factum of death of Dr. Deben Dutta on 31.08.2019 is also not disputed by the

defence side also. Now, it is to be seen how it happened and whether it was

accidental, suicidal or homicidal in nature.

24. Fisl, let the evidence of Dr. Kanak Ch. Das (P.W.33), who

conducted autopsy on the dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta on 31.08.2019 at JMCH,

be discussed. Dr. Kanak Chandra Das is the Professor and Head of Depaftment of

Forensic Medicine, ,MCH. He testlfied that on 31108120L9, around 9.30 p.m., he

performed post-moftem examination over the dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta,

with his colleague Dr. Ved Prakash Gupta and Dr. Swaraj Phukan, both

SESSIONS. 
J-UDGE Demonstrators, Depatrnent of Forensic Medicine, JMCH with reference to Teok

JoHnr. p.s. G. D. Entry No. 526, dated 3tloSlzoLg. The dead body was identified by
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UBCIa8, Sri Debasish Baruah. During the time of post-mortem examination, he

found the following:-

25. A male dead body of average built, pale, wearing a half shirt,

white ganjee and a half pant. Wearing garments were stained with blood & dust.

Dead body was cold externally and internally at the time of examination. Both

eyes & mouth were closed. Rigor-moftis was fully developed all over the body.

Penis, anus, and scrotum were healthy.

INIURY:-

a. Stab injury of size 4 cm x 1 cm x muscle deep was present over the

medial aspect of right thigh, situated 13 cm above the upper border of

patella,23 cm below the symphysis pubis and 5 cm medial to mid-thigh

line, having clean cut margins and clotted blood were found adherent at

the wound margins which were resistant to washing wlth water' On

dissection, it was found that the weapon passes through (track of the

injury) through the skin, sub-cutaneous tissue, vastus medialis, adductor

longus and femoral artery partially cut and separated.

b. Contusion of size 5 cm x 4 cm x soft tissue deep, was present over the

right side of face, just lateral to right eye (red in colour).

c. Contusion of size 5 cm x 3 cm x soft tissue deep, was present over the

left side of face, just lateral to left eye (red in colour).

d. Contusion on the scalp, size 3 cm x 2 cm, over the forehead.

Contusion of size 4 cm x 3 cm, over the right parietal region.

Contusion of size 3 cm x 2 cm, over fronto-parietal region.

Contusion of size 3 cm x 2 cm, over the parieto-occipltal region.

(All contusions present on the scalp were red in colour).

e. Contusion of size 6 cm x 5 cm was present on front of the chest, upper

part, and left side. Uncierneath 3'd& 4th ribs were found fractured with

surrounding soft tissue contusion.

Other organs were found healthy & pale.
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MARKS oF LIGATURE oN NECK - No ligature mark detected at the time of

examination. Neck organs were found healthy.

SCALP. SKULL & VERTEBRAE

Scalp- as described. Vertebrae- healthy. Skull bone- healthy.

MEMBRANE - Membranes were found healthy & pale.

BRAIN-healthy&pale.

SPINAL CORD - Not examined.

HEART - Healthy, pale, chambers were empty.

PLUEM. LARYNX & TRACHEA. RIGHT LUNG. LEFT LUNG AND

PERICARDIUM - Healthy & pale.

ABDoNIMAL ORGANS - Wall - healthy. Peritoneum - healthy & pale.

MOUTH, PHARYNX & OESOPHAGUS - Healthy & pale.

STOMACH & ITS CONTENTS - Stomach was found healthy and pale.

Contains digested food particles.

LARGE INTESTINE & ITS CONTENTS - Healthy, pale. Contains gases &

faeces.

IIVER, spLEEN, KIDNE - were found healthy & pale.

ORGANS OF GENERATION, EXTERNAL & INTERNAL _ AII WCTE fOUNd

healthy.

During the time of post-mortem examination, he preserved following visceras

and handed over to escorting constable in a sealed, labeled, and signed

container with the request to be sent to State Forensic Science Laboratory,

Kahilipara, Guwahati.

JAR NO - 1:- Contains stomach with its contents.

JAR NO - 2:- Portion of liver & half of each kidney.

JAR NO - 3:- Sample of preservative, i.e., saturated solution of common salt.

Vial No-1:- Contains 2 ml of blood in sodium fluoride preservative.

Vial No-2:- Contains 5 ml of blood in EDTA vial.

His evidence also reveals that post-mortem examination was done during

night time as per order from District Magistrate, Jorhat, vide Order No.

)MJ.1812017 lA, dated Jorhat 3U0812019.
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Opinion regarding cause of death :-

"Death was due to shock & hemorrhage following the injuries

sustained as described which were ante-mortem and homicidal in

nature. Injury No- (a) was caused by sharP cutting pointed weaPon

and injury No (b), (c), (d) & (e), were caused by blunt weapon"'

However, viscera and blood were preserved for chemical analysis.

Approximate time, since death, was 6 to 12 hours, He confirmed Exhibit-5,

the post-mortem examination report with his signatures thereon as Exhibit-

6 (1) & Exhibit-6 (2). He also confirmed Exhibit-6 (3), the signature of

Dr. Ved Prakash Gupta, and Exhibit-6 (4), Exhibit-6 (5), Exhibit-6

(6), Exhibit-6 (7) &Exhibit-6 (8), the signatures of Dr. Swaraj Phukan.

After receiving the viscera and blood analysis report from State Forensic

Science Laboratory, Kahillpara, Guwahati, they have given the Final Opinion

as to the cause of death of late Dr. Deben Dutta, as under:-

Final opinion -

"Death was due to shock & hemorrhage following the iniuries

sustained as described which were ante-moftem and homicidal in

nature. Injury No (a) was caused by sharp cutting pointed weaPon

and Injury No. (b) to [e] were caused by blunt weapon.

Approximate time since death was 6-12 hours."

Viscera analysis:-

Report No. DFS 48314620IOX-74212019, dated 16/09/2019, which states no

poison was detected in the Exhibit Nos. Tox 742l2olg (a), Tox 742l2}lg (b)

&rox742l20t9 (c).

He confirmed Exhibit-7, the Fina! Opinion Report and his signature

thereon and the signature of Dr. Swaraj Phukan, Exhibit-7 (2) over the

same. His evidence further reveals that after completion of post-mortem

flffiwp
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examination on the dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta, clothes, which he was

wearing at that time, were removed, & handed over to the escoting police

constable alongwith the dead body. Police seized those clothes vide Exhibit-4

(seizure-list), and took his signature Exhibit-4 [2] over the same as witness' He

alsoconfirmedMaterialExhibit-3l,onehalfsleevecreamco|oredshirt
containingbloodstainsthatwaswornbythedeceasedandMaterialExhibit-

32, one blue colored half pant containing blood stains that was worn by

deceased Dr. Deben Dutta and Material Exhibit-33, one white colored

sleeveless vest containing blood stains that was worn by the deceased and

Material Exhibit-34/ one silver grey colored full pant with cut on right leg

containing blood stains that was worn by the deceased'

26. His evidence also reveals that police seized the preserved viscera

vide Seizure list Exhibit-8, and he conf]rmed his signatures, Exhibit-8 (1) &

Exhibit-8(2)overthesame.Itiselicitedincross.examinationthatlnjuryNo.

(a) was caused by sharp cutting pointed weapon and same cannot be sustained

falling from a hard object.

27. In his re-examination by the prosecution side, P'W 33 testifled

that Injury No. (a) can be caused by Materiat Exhibit -21 and Injury No' (b) &

(c) can be caused by Material Exhibit -4 and Injury No'(e) can be caused by

administeringlegblow.Healsotestif|edthatdeathwasduetohemorrhageand

shock due to cumulative effect of all the injuries, but Injury No.(a) alone is

sufficienttocausedeathofapersoninthenaturalcourseastherewasmassive

hemorrhage from it.

28. The prosecution side has also examined Sri Rupam Lachit'

sclentific officer, Toxicology Division, Directorate of Forensic science, Kahilipara,

Guwahati as PW.55, who conducted chemical examination of viscera of Dr.

Deben Dutta at FSL Kahilipara. His evidence reveals that on 11/09/2019, he

received the parcel consisted of 3 (three) exhibits in three sealed plastic jars

enclosed in a sealed cafton box with cloth cover, which was sealed with the seal

impression of Additional S.P., Jorhat, Assam, through the Director in connection
SESSIONS JUDGE

JORHAT
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withTeokP.s.caseNo'434/20.Hisevidencealsorevealsthathehasmarked

one plastic jar containing stomach with its contents as Tox-742119 (a)' one

plastic jar containing portion of liver and half of each kidney which he marked as

Tox-7421L9 (b) and one plastic jar containing sample of preservatives' i'e''

saturated solution of common salt which he marked as Tox-742l19 [c]' He

found all the articles to be sealed with the seal impression of Depaitment of

Forensic Medicine, Jorhat Medical College & Hospital. His evidence also reveals

that on analysis he could not detect poison in the Exhibits mentioned above. He

also confirmed Exhibit-S7, the forwarding letter and Exhibit-S7 (1), the

signature of sri Gajendra Nath Deka, Director-cum-chemical Examiner to the

Government of Assam. It is worthwhile to mention here that the defence side has

not cross-examined this witness'

29. The evidence of Sri Rajib Gogoi, (PW-29), Circle Officer

[West], Jorhat reveals that he carried out inquest upon the dead body of Dr'

DebenDuttaon3UOBIZOLS,at8.36pm,atJMCH,asdirectedbyA'D'C',Jorhat'

in presence of witnesses. His evidence also reveals that at the time of the inquest

sufficient light was arranged in the hall of ,McH as per direction of the District

Magistrate, Jorhat. His evidence further reveals that during inquest he found one

cut injury over the head, light iniury on right eye and the stomach was

swelling and also found one cut iniury over the right thigh of Dr' Deben

Dutta. His evidence also reveals that as per police reporflopinion, the death of

Dr.DebenDuttawasduetopublicassault.Accordingly,hesubmittedhis

Inquest Repo* vide Exhibit-3. The Inquest report, Exhibit-3 is also found to

be consistent with his version and the same also lends corroboration to the

evidence of P.W.33 in respect of the injurles on the dead body of Dr' Deben

Dutta. It is to be mentioned here that the defence side has not cross-examined

this witness. P.W.3- Shri Manoj Gogoi and P.W.30, Shri Debo Jyoti Borah are

the witness of inquest and they also confirmed Exhibit-3 and their signature

thereon, as witness. Nothing is elicited by the defence side in cross-examination

of these witnesses on this Point'

sESsloNs {'DGE
JORHAI
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30. The other prosecution witnesses also categorically deposed

regarding the injuries sustained by the deceased' It is apparent from the final

opinion, Exhibit-7, that the death was due to shock & hemorrhage

following the injuries sustained as described which were ante-mortem

and homicidal in nature. According to P.W.33, injury No. (a) was caused by

sharp cutting pointed weapon and it may be caused by Material Exhibit-21

and injury No. [b] to [e] were caused by blunt weapon and lnjury No' [b] & [c]

may be caused by Material Exhibit-4 and injury No'[e] may be caused by

administering leg blow.

31. Thus, the evidence of P'W'29, P'W'33 and P'W' 55 and

Exhibit-3,6,7andExhibit-SS,morespeciflcallytheevidenceofP'W'33and

Exhibit.6 and 7, goes a long way to establish beyond all reasonable doubt that

the death of Dr. Deben Dutta was neither accidental nor suicidal, but, homicidal

innature.TheimmediatecauseofthedeathofDr'DebenDuttaWasshock&

hemorrhage following the injuries sustained, as described above' And injury

No.(a) alone is sufflcient to cause death of a person in the natural course as

thereWasmassivehemorrhagefromit.ItisWorthwhiletomentionherethatthe

defence side has not disputed that death of Dr. Deben Dutta was homlcidal in

nature.

32. Here we deemed it apposite to understand 'Hemorrhage' and

.shock, which are the cause of death of Dr. Deben Dutta. Chapter XIII of

Modi's Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology, (21d Edition) deals with

"TheMedico-LegalAspectsofWound".Inthesaidchapterithasbeen
stated that (1) Hemorrhage (2) Injury on vital part and (3) Shock are the

immediate or direct cause of death.

Hemorrhage: -

Thismaybeexternalorinternal.Externalhemorrhagemayproducemarkedfall

of blood pressure and consequential shock causing death either rapidly, lf a large

blood vessel, such as the carotid or femoral aftery, has been wounded, or slowly,
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if a number of small vessels have been injured. The amount of hemorrhage

required to cause syncope varies according to circumstances. The sudden loss of

blood is more dangerous than the same quantity lost slowly. The loss of one-

third of the blood of the body is almost enough to cause death. Children, women,

and old persons die from the loss of much smaller quantity. It is also stated that

multiple rib fractures also lead to loss of blood of 1-2 L in adult man.

Shock:-

As a result of considerable loss of blood or obstruction to respiration or

circulation lack of oxygen develops, which also cause endolethial damage and

increased capillary permeability resulting in changes in fluid balance and various

degrees of shock. Wound may cause depression of vital functions as a result of

shock due to trauma. Death may occur from primary or neurogenic shock without

any visible injury from paralysis of the heaft by a blow on the cardiac region, or

from the inhibitory action of the solar plexus caused by a blow on the pit of the

stomach in the upper part of the abdomen. Death from shock occurs easily in

persons who are deeply intoxicated, severely ill and in the feeble, old, and young

children. Shocks usually appear immediately after receiving the injuries, but it

may supervene after sometime, if the individual at the time of receiving injuries

was in a state of great excitement and mental preoccupation. Shock may be

produced from exhaustion resulting from several injuries combined, though each

one of them separately may be very slight. [Ref:- Modi's Medical Jurisprudence

& Toxicology, 23rd Edition, Chapter 25:- Medico-legal Aspects of Wound'

(Page-752,753)I

33. Here, we find from the P.M. Report-Exhibit-6, that the

deceased, Dr. Deben Dutta was 73 years old at the time of occurrence. The

evidence of his son, Shri Manjil Dutta (P.W.46) reveals that his father was 70

years old at the time of occurrence, and he was hypertensive and diabetic also.

We find from the evidence of P.W.33 that in the occurrence Dr. Deben Dutta

suffered from as many as five numbers of injuries and injury No- (a) was caused

by sharp cutting pointed weapon and injury No (b), (c), (d) & (e) were caused by
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blunt weapon, Though P.W.33, at first, has not stated specifically which of the

injury was fatal, but, in re-examination by prosecution side P.W.33 has stated

that though he mentioned in his report that death was due to hemorrhage and

shock due to cumulative effect of all the injuries yet, injury No.(a) alone is

sufficient to cause death of a person in the natural course, as there was massive

hemorrhage from it and the same may be caused by Material Exhibit-2l' From

the dimension of the injuries sustained, as described by P.W.-33, and from

Exhbit-6 and 7, it can be Iogically concluded that injury No.(a), which involved

cut of right femoral artery, and loss of blood from the same, which is apparent

from the photographs taken by the I.O., specially from Exhibit- 6L,62,66,75,

(admissibility of which are belng discussed little lateo, and also from the

evidence of P,W.l, 4, L4 L4t 17, L8, 19, 20, who have found large pool of

blood all around the floor, underneath the chair of Dr. Deben Dutta, where he

was sitting at the relevant time, appears to be a fatal injury, as the same caused

loss of large quantity of blood and, thereby, lead him to shock, and in ordinary

course, the same is sufficient to cause death. It is to be noted here that P'W' 33

has found the chambers of the heart of the deceased empty at the time of post

modem examination. This fact also substantiated the factum of hemorrhage'

34. We also find from the evidence of P.W'33 that Dr. Deben Dutta

had sustained injury No.(e) i.e. fracture of 3'd & 4th ribs with surrounding soft

tissue contusion, of size 6 cm x 5 cm, present on front of the chest, upper part,

left side. As per Modi's Medical Jurisprudence multiple fracture of rib also causes

loss of blood of 1-2 L. But, P.W.33, in his re-examination, has stated that he

found no hemorrhage due to this injury.

35. And, the other injuries, though appears to be not fatal, yet, injury

No.(d) which comprises of 4 contusions.and found on head which is vital part of

the body and combined with the injuries No. (a) & (e), they i.e. injury No (b),

(c), & (d), produce shock from exhaustion' With pre-existing co-morbidity

conditions, such as hypertension and diabetes, and old age (73 yrs'), the

hemorrhage easily lead Dr. Deben Dutta to shock and consequential death'

[Ref:- Modi's Medical Jurisprudence & Toxicology, 23rd Edition. Chapter 25:-
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Medico-legal Aspects of wound. (Page-753)l Being a Doctor, the deceased also

knows that unless treated his death is inevitable from injury No. (a), and in a

sub-conscious state while he could identiff P.w.1, he told him his last words that

"so far I know my femorat arterT has been cut, call the Ambulance or I
will die." Thus, the prosecution side has succeeded in establishing beyond all

reasonable doubt that Dr. Deben Dutta died as a result of shock and hemorrhage

following the injuries sustained, as described, which were ante-mortem and

homicidal in nature. It is worthwhile to mention here that the defence side has

not disputed the injuries sustained by the deceased Dr, Deben Dutta and the

causes of his death.

36. Now, it is to be seen who caused the above mentioned injuries to

the deceased, Dr. Deben Dutta. Out of the 56 witnesses, so examined by the

prosecution side, the evidence of P.W.l- Shri Soumen Kundu, P.W.2- Shri

Kalyanjit Baruah, P.W.3- Shri Manoj Gogoi, P.W.8- Shri Dhiraj Mahali, P'W'9- S'I'

Khanindra Nath, P.W.10- Shri Debasish Baruah, P.W.l1- Shri Ghanakanta Mili,

P.W,12- Shri Nareswar Robi Das, P.W'19- Shri Diganta Kalita,-P.W'28- Shri

Muktajyoti Baruah, P.W.32- Shri Manoj Das, P'W.36- Shri Gopal Borah, P.W'37-

Rupam Saikia, P.W.3B- Shri Paban Garh, P.W.39- Shri Jibon Tanti, P.W.40- Raju

Barik, P.W.41- Shri Pabitra Sahu, P.W'42- Shri Utpal Jyoti Khound, P.W.43- Shri

Riju Kumar Saikia, P.W,'14 -Shri Duleswar Majhi, and P.W.51- Shri Diganta Das

and of P.W.52-Shri Jibon Kurmi, and of P.W.56, the I.O', are material here in this

case, It is worthwhile to mention here that P'W.32- Shri Manoj Das, P'W'36-

Shri Gopa! Borah, P'W'37- Rupam Saikia, P.W.38- Shri Pawan Garh,

P.W.39- Shri Jibon Tanti, P.W.40- Raju Barik, P'W,41- Shri Pabitra

Sahu, are the protected witnesses, under Clause & 7 (e) of the Witness

Protection Scheme-2018, and the names reflected here are not their actual

names, which were concealed as per order of the court.

37. Now, endeavor will be made to analyze their evidence one by

one. Shri Manoj Gogoi (P,W.3), the complainant of this case, is the Manager

of Teok Tea Garden. His evidence reveals that on 31/08/2019, around 4 p'm.

while he was in his official quarter, he came to know from his office staff Sri
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DebojyotiBaruah(P.W.3O),abouttheincidentofassaultonDr'DebenDutta

at Garden Hospital. He then rushed to the Garden Hospital and on the.way he

requested Sri Kalyanjeet Borah (P.W.2), Senlor Manager [R&D], Teok T'E', to

inform the police and asked him to come to the Garden Hospital to attend the

problem there. on reaching the Hospital he saw the welfare officer, Sri Jibon

Kurmi, staggering towards the Hospital gate, and a mob of around 40 people, in

the Garden Hospital premises, creating ruckus, and shouting and he then

proceeded to the Doctor's chamber and tried to enquire as to what had

happened.ThenthemobStartedattackingDr.DebenDutta.Thenhetriedto

protect him and pleaded the mob to stop the assault and calm down' But, they

did not listen to his request and continued attacking Dr. Deben Dutta with fists &

blows and kicks. After sometime, some policemen came and tried to calm and

control the mob, but the mob got more aggresslve and threatened policemen

and also pushed them. The mob did not allow them to protect the Doctor. By this

time the crowd had also increased to about 200 people and stafted breaking the

glass panes of windows and doors. His effort to protect the Doctor failed and

they continued to attack Dr. Deben Dutta.

38. His evidence also reveals that after sometime, some more police

personnel as well as Magistrate arrived at the Garden Hospital, but, the mob did

not allowed them to do their duty and the crolvd was so big, that they

surrounded the Garden Hospital. After sometime, they have been able to move

the people out of the room and by this time, he noticed that Dr' Deben Dutta

was bleeding profusely from his left thigh. Then one of the security personnel,

with a pipe of saline bottle, tied the cut portion of the thigh to stop bleeding'

Finally, after much effort, the Magistrate was able to evacuate Dr' Deben Dutta

and the dead body of samra lYajhi from inside the Hospital and Dr. Deben Dutta

was taken to JMCH for medical treatment, where he was declared brought dead

by the attending Doctors.

sEssl;s,.lJuoGE,ONS J9U"" 39. His evidence also reveals that later on, he came to know that one

roRnnt patient, namely Samra Majhi got injury in the toilet of his home and was brought
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Rajowar immediately informed the Smt. Ranjula Bora-Staff Nurse, who came

immediately and attended the patient. She then called up Dr' Deben Dutta, who

advised her to give the patient a 'Dexona' injection. Dr. Deben Dutta also anived

at there and tried to treat the patient in the Nebulizer room but, subsequently,

he died. Then a crowd of about 40 people stormed into the Garden Hospital and

threatened the Hospital chowkidar, sri suresh Robidas and also threatened the

Nurse, Smti Ranjula Bora and stopped the Hospital dresser, Sri Subhash Rajowar,

from trying to protect the Doctor. Later, Sri Jibon Kurmi, the welfare officer also

came to help Dr. Deben Dutta, but he was also assaulted and sent away' And at

that point only he came to the Garden Hospital. P.W'2S-Shri Subhash

Rajowar, dresser of the Hospital, and P.W.26-Smti. Ranjula Hazarika

Borah, Staff Nurse also corroborated this piece of evidence of P'W'3, though

they have not named any accused who have caused hurt to Dr' Deben Dutta, as

because P.w.25 had no occasion to see the same who left the Hospital out of

fear having seen assaulting the welfare officer by the mob and P.w.26 was new

to that place.

40. His evidence also reveals that while the Doctor was taken to the

Hospital, he remained present at the Garden Hospital and pacified the mob and

after their dispersion, he instructed his Assistant, sri Mukta Jyoti Baruah and sri

soumen Kundu to find out the names of the persons involved in the incident.

Thereafter, he proceeded to Jorhat Medical college & Hospital to follow up the

treatment of Dr. Deben Dutta. His evidence also reveals that he could recognize

the persons present in the mob, but, he does not know their names'

subsequently, after enquiring about the incident through his Assistants, other

office staffs as well as welfare officer sri Jibon Kurmi, he came to know the

names of the culprits/accused. Further, his evidence reveals that of the accused

persons present in the court, he could recognize accused persons namely [1] Srl

Ajay Majhi @ Tutu, [2] Sri Manoi Majhi, [3] Sri Anil Majhi, [4] Sri Dipak

Rajowar, [5] Sri Debeswar Rajowa r@ Deba, [6] Sri Suresh Rajowar,

[7] Sri Debeswar Rajowar, [8] Sri Sanjib Raiowar, [9] Sri Sanjay

Rajowar,[l0] Sri Rinku Majhi, [11] Sri Bolin Raiowar and [12] Sri

SanjuMajhi.Hecametoknowthenamesofotheraccusedpersonsfromhis
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office staff as well as seeing the video clippings. It is also reveals that Dr' Deben

Dutta was also assaulted by broken glass pieces besides flst blows and kicks. His

evidence also reveals that he was present when police held inquest over the

dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta and took his signature over the Inquest Report,

(Exhibit-3), He then lodged the FIR (Exhibit-2), with the Teok P.S. His

evidence also reveals that he came to know that over the death of Samra Majhi,

incident of this case had taken place.

41. The defence side has cross-examined this witness at length and it

is elicited that Exhibit-2 was lodged at the police station on 31/8/2018, around

10 p.m. by his Assistant Sri Mukta Jyoti Barua' It is also elicited that he did not

state before police the names of other accused persons which he learnt from his

office staff as well as seeing the video clippings, as he was not asked by police. It

is further elicited that the accused persons, whom he had identified in the court,

he knew them by their faces, but, he do not know by their names. It is also

elicited that from Whats-app and video clippings taken by one person, whose

name he do not want to disclose due to security reason, he came to know about

the involvement of the accused persons' named in the ejahar. But the defence

side has failed to confirm the contradiction through the I.O, and as such the

same cannot be pressed into service. It is an admitted fact that he did not

mention the names of accused Sri Kalanag Majhi and Sri Manoj Majhi in the FIR,

Exhibit-2. The Ld. defence counsel, in his written argument has assailed the

evidence of this witness on the ground that he had not visited the police station

to file the FIR and that his statement was recorded after 415 days of the incident

and that he did not know the names of the accused, and that he did not state

the names of accused before the LO. and as such his evidence cannot be relied

upon.

42. U/hereas, tne ld, Special P.P. has submitted during argument

that P.W.3 is the Manager of the Teok Tea Garden and the entire occurrence

took place before his own eye. He was in a state of shock and also fears and as

such it is natural that he omitted to state the names of the accused before police

and on that count his evidence cannot be thrown overboard' The Ld' Special P.P.
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has referred one case law, Bikash Chowdhury vs. State of Assam, 2017

CRI. L.J. 4647, in support of his submission, wherein a division bpnch of

Hon'ble Gauhati High Court has held in paragraph 29, that non disclosure of

names of the assailant at the initial stage cannot be a ground to doubt the

veracity of prosecution case. Referring another case law, Banti @ Guddu Vs.

State of Madhya Pradesh, Appeal (Criminal) 713 of 2003, the Ld. Special

P.P. further submitted that unless the Investigating Officer is categorically asked

as to why there was delay in examination of witness, the defence cannot gain

any advantage there from,

43. On careful consideration of the submission of Ld' Advocates of

both sides, in the light of established dictum of law, we find substance in the

submission of the Ld. Special P.P. and the ratios laid down in the said cases fully

supported his submission. It is a fact that P.W'3 did not state before the I.O. the

names of the accused which he named in the court and in the FIR. Being the

Manager of the Teok Tea Garden he was in a state of shock and horror as the

whole occurrence took place before his own eye where the Doctor, who was his

employee, lost his life in the hand of his own employees. It is natural that due to

shock and horror he did not dare to name the accused, who took life of the

Doctor in his presence, His life, his career, his business and his future, evefihing

involved in the said Garden. In such a perplex situation, he mlght not dared to go

against the employees of his Tea Garden. Therefore, and in view of the law laid

down in Bikash Chowdhury vs. State of Assam (supra), the evidence of P.W'

3 cannot be jettisoned. We also find from the cross-examination of the LO.

(P.W.56) that he examined P.W.3 on 31.08.2019 itself. And, as such, the

submission of the Ld. Defence counsel is found to be devoid of any force and,

accordingly, the same stands repudiated. P.W.3 has identified as many as 12

accused in the court and named them and it is elicited in cross-examination that

he has clearly seen accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri

Suresh Rajowar and Sri Arun Majhi assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta on the

relevant day and that he knows the accused persons by their face, We also find

from the cross-examination that he did not state the names of the accused
,tt.:3t'*ifouE
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before the I.o. as he was not asked for. Therefore, the defence side cannot take

the benefit of the same.

44. Thus, we find from the evidence of P.W'3, the complicity of

accused [1] Sri Ajay Majhi @ Tutu, [2] Sri Manoj Majhi, [3] Srl Anil Majhi, [4] Sri

Dipak Rajowar, [5] Sri Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba, [6] Sri Suresh Rajowar, [7]

Sri Debeswar Rajowar, [8] Sri Sanjib Rajowar, [9] Sri Sanjay Rajowar, [10] Sri

Rinku Majhi, [11] Sri Bolin Rajowar and [12] Sri Sanju Majhi' Though, he has

named 30 accused in the FIR (Exhibit-2), he could not identiFy rest of the

accused. It is fact that there are two sanjoy Rajowar here in this case and it is

not clear from his evidence which one he has implicated. But, this is not a ground

to discard his testimony and the same also caused no dent to the prosecution

version as the other prosecution witnesses established the role of each sanjoy

Rajowar beyond doubt, We find the contradiction, so pointed out by the defence

side, in the version of this witness, failed to cast any doubt about the veracity of

his version. Probative value of his evidence remained unshaken in his cross-

examination. His evidence lends unstinting support to the prosecution case. The

FIR, Exhibit.2, aIso lends assurance to the same' on critical analysis and

evaluation of his evidence, with the yardstick of probability, its intrinsic worth,

and animus of the witness, we find the same wodh believing and, accordingly,

we accept the same.

45. His evidence finds corroboration from the evidence of his

Assistants Sri Mukta Jyoti Baruah (P.W.28) and Sri Soumen Kundu

(P.W.1) and Shri Kalyanjit Baruah (P.W.2), Welfare Officer, Shri Jibon

Kurmi(P.W.52).TheevidenceofMuktajyotiBaruah,(P'W'28),revealsthat

on the date of occurrence, at around 4.08 p.m., while he was in his official

Bungalow, Sri Manoj Gogoi, the Estate Manager, called him to the Garden

Hospital immediately. Accordingly, he rushed to the Garden Hospital and reached

thereataround4.20p'm.andtherehesaw50/60peopleshoutingoutsidethe

Garden Hospital. In the Hospital gate, he met Sri Jibon Kurmi, Welfare Officer

and enquired from him what was happening there. In turn, sri Jibon Kurmi told

him that Dr. Deben Dutta was assaulted and he was also chased out from the
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Garden Hospital by few workers. He also told that Sri Manoj Gogoi, Manager' is

insidetheDoctor,schamber.ThenheWentinsidethechamberofDr'Deben

Dutta and there he found 30/40 persons surrounding Dr. Deben Dutta and sri

Manoj Gogoi, and the persons present there were raising hue and cry and though

Sri Manoj Gogoi was trying to pacify them no one was listening to him' After 3/4

minutes, more people entered into the Doctor's chamber through both front and

backdoorsofthechamberandhe,alongwithonestaffnamedPrakashRajowar,

blockedthebackdoorofthechamberinordertopreventfurtherentryofother

people inside the chamber. Then suddenly, the mob of 30140 persons, who were

already present inside the chamber, along with newly entered persons, started

assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta by pushing away Sri Manoj Gogoi' Then someone

calledpoliceandafter15/20minutes,4/5policepersonnelarrivedatthereand

entered into the Doctor's chamber, then the mob present inside the Doctor's

chamberbecamemoreViolent'Theypushed2/3policepersonnelandtheyalso

stopped the police personnel from doing their duty' After few minutes more

police force and Circle Officer arrived at there' With presence of more police

personnel, they could vacate the doctor's chamber by moving out the crowd'

46. His evidence also reveals that by that time, the condition of Dr'

Deben Dutta was very bad as he was punched in his face. He also noticed blood

on the floor, just below his chair where he was sitting. Then one police officer

folded his trouser which he was wearing and then he could see one cut mark on

rightthighofDr.DebenDutta,wherefrombloodwasoozingout.Inordertostop

bleeding from the cut portion of Dr. Deben Dutta, one police staff, with the help

ofasalinepipe,tiedthecutportion.ThenSriManojGogoiWentoutsideand

requested the crowd to allow taking Dr. Deben Dutta out for medical attention,

butnoonelistenedtohim,rathertheywereshoutingthatDr'DebenDuttahas

to die here only. After few minutes, more police force came to Teok Tea Garden

Hospital and with the help of Circle Officer, they could finally mange to take out

Dr. Deben Dutta and dead body of Samra Majhi through the back door of the

chamber and then taken in to a police vehicle. It also reveals that prior to taking

Dr. Deben Dutta in the police Vehicle, one 108 Ambulance arrived at the Garden.rr"!Bu.HlYont
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Garden Hospital, but the crowd/mob did not allow the Ambulance to come inside'

They also threatened the driver of the 108 Ambulance and chased away.

47. His evidence further reveals that after evacuation of Dr. Deben

Dutta, as per direction of Sri Manoj Gogoi, Manager, he stayed back at the

Garden Hospital itself in order to find out the names of the persons present in

the crowd and to ascertain why the incident had taken place. Then, with the help

of few stafts, namely Sri Prakash Rajowar, Welfare Officer-Sri Jibon Kurmi, and

dresser Sri Subhas Rajowar as well as other staffu, he could gather the names of

the persons present in the mob. Later on, he learnt from Sri Manoj Gogoi, that

Dr. Deben Dutta had expired. Then around 9/9.15 p.m., Sri Manoj Gogoi came

back to his office at Teok Tea Garden from Jorhat. By that time, he has drafted

one F,I.R. as per the instruction of Sri Manoj Gogoi, Manager, and after

correction, Sri Manoj Gogoi, put his signature there on as informant. Thereafter,

he went to Teok Police Station and lodged the F.LR. there. He confirmed the FIR

(Exhibit-2), in the court.

48. His evidence also reveals that in the F'I.R he had mentioned the

names of 30 persons, and all the accused standing trial now, was present at the

time of the incident. Out of them, he could recognize and identifo accused Sri

Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, Sri Aiay Majhi, Sri Dipak

Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar, Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Son of Late

Jogeswar Rajowar, and he saw them assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta and apart

from them Sri Misilal Majhi @ Jabra and Sri Sanju Majhi were also present

inside the Doctor's chamber, and he saw them shouting and raising hue & cry,

but he did not see them assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta. Rest of the accused persons

were also present inside the Doctor's chamber engaging in pushing and shoving

and raising hue & cry. His evidence also reveals that on enquiry, from his office

staff and few workers as well as from Sri Soumen Kundu, he came to know that

the whole incident had taken place due to instigation of accused Sri Manoi

Majhi who was a member of MTTSA. He also came to know from his office staff

and few workers, that it was accused Manoj Majhi, who compelled Dr. Deben

Dutta to be seated at his chamber and prevented him from coming out.
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49. It is elicited in his cross-examination and also confirmed through

the I.O. (P.W.56) that this witness did not state to him that he alongwith one

staff named Prakash Rajowar, blocked the back door of the chamber and that

the crowd present inside the Doctor's chamber pushed 2/3 police personnel and

they also stopped the police personnel from doing their duty and that 30/40

persons, who were already present inside the chamber, started assaulting Dr'

Deben Dutta by pushing away Sri Manoj Gogoi and that condition of Dr' Deben

Dutta was very bad as he was punched in his face. He, of course admitted that

he did not name the accused persons, namely Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late

Babu Rajowar, Sri Ajay Majhi, Sri Dipak Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar, Sri

Debeswar Rajowar, Son of Late Jogeswar Rajowar, about assaulting Dr' Deben

Dutta by them specifically, but he has stated about assaulting of Dr. Deben Dutta

by the persons present inside the Doctor's chamber. He also admitted that he did

not name Sri Sanju Majhi and Sri Misilal @ Jabra, before the police, about their

shouting and raising hue & cry specifically. Admittedly also he did not state

before the police that he also came to know from his office staff and few

workers, that it was accused Manoj Majhi, who compelled Dr. Deben Dutta to be

seated at his chamber, preventing him from coming out, as he came to know

about the same much after the incident. Except this the defence side could elicit

nothing tangible to demolish his version. In his written argument the Ld. Defence

counsel has assailed the evidence of this witness on the ground that he did not

named any person before the I.O., though he named seven accused in the court'

And that he gathered the names of accused from one Prakash Rajowar, Welfare

Officer-Shri libon Kurmi (P.W.52), and dresser-Shri Subhash Rajowar (P.W.-25),

as well as 1'rom other staffs. yet, the prosecution side has not examined Prakash

Rajowar as witness here in this case and admittedly P.W.52 did not see the

accused persons assaulting Dr' Deben Dutta. Therefore, it is contended not to

place reliance upon the same.

50. It is a fact that the prosecution side has not examined Prakash

Rajowar as witness here in this case. But, non-examination of Prakash Rajowar

would have no bearing upon the veracity of evidence of this witness in as much

as he gathered the names of the accused from other staffs also apaft from
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Prakash Rajowar. It is also a fact that he did not state the name of any accused

before the I.O. which he has mentioned in the court. But, in view of the. law laid

down in Bikash Chowdhury vs. State of Assam (supra), as discussed in

forgoing para we are inclined to ignore the same. The other contradictions so

brought on record and proved and also admitted, by this witness are not on

material point and as such the same failed spell inveracity in his version. On

careful analysis and evaluation of his evidence by applying the well recognized

test of basic human probabilities, we find the same clear, cogent and

trustworthy and we find no ground to disbelieve the same, which lends

corroboration to the prosecution version.

51. The evidence of Shri Soumen Kundu (P.W.l) reveals that on

3L108120L9, at around 4 p.m., he went to Teok Tea Estate Factory, and there he

got information from the gate Chowkidar that some chaos was going on in the

Tea Garden Hospital. Thereafter, one Sri Ajay @ Bapi (office staffs) informed him

that Doctor of the Hospital had been assaulted. Then he went towards the

Garden Hospital and he could see a huge crowd in front of the Hospital. He then

went into the crowd and asked the mob what had happened and he could hear

the noise of breaking glasses and banging of door, coming from the Doctor's

chamber. Then on enquiry he came to know from the mob that the Estate

Manager Sri Manoj Gogoi and the Factory Assistant Sri Mukta Jyoti Barua are

inside the chamber. Thereafter, along with R & D Manager -Sri Kalyan Jit Baruah,

he went to the Thana to report and at there, they were informed by the Officer-

in-charge, Teok P.S. that they have already got the information and forces have

been deployed and are on the way. Thereafter, he returned to the Hospital and

went inside the Doctor's chamber and there he found the mob chanting slogans

in Assamese language that "this Doctor should die and we will not let him

go". He then found the police personnel with a towel pressing on Doctor Deben

Dutta's right thigh aM blood was all around on the floor, Dr. Deben Dutta was in

subconscious state and he could identify him and told him that "so far I know

s'ssr;s ru""' l: i::"'::^"::.i::.::::"::i"l:i'^:.T:J::::::: :::::':": ::j6nHef also found the Doctor brutally assaulted and his right eye was blackened and he
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he asked his office-staff-Sri Debojyoti Barua, to call the 108 Ambulance. But, he

found the Ambulance already on the gate, and when he moved out of the

chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta to escort the Ambulance to the back side because in

the front it was full of mob, and then the mob moved from the front of the

Doctor! chamber towards the Ambulance and they asked the Ambulance driver

to leave the Hospital premises. To his instruction they came backside, and when

the door was opened, the mob came at the back side door of the Ambulance,

banged it and the Ambulance was surrounded by the mob chanting that "the

doctor wil! not be attowed to go for treatment and we want him to die

out here". Thereafter, being afraid of, the driver went out alongwith the

Ambulance. Very soon, CRPF anived at there and the mob, in front of the

chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta, was moved back down the verandah and the Estate

Manager Sri Manoj Gogoi was requesting the mob to let the Doctor to go for

treatment. However, the mob was adamant and was chanting the same slogan,

as stated above. Thereafter, CRPF and police personnel had taken Dr. Deben

Dutta towards Jorhat Medical College & Hospital in police vehicle. Thereafter,

police collected articles from the place of occurrence. Later on, he came to know

that Dr. Deben Dutta succumbed to his injuries. His evidence also reveals that

when he returned from Thana and was going to the chamber of Dr. Deben

Dutta, then he saw accused Sri Manoi Maihi outside the chamber, addressing

8/10 people, that the doctor should have been nemoved long before by

the Management and that they have given application to the Manager to

remove him. He identified accused Sri Manoj Majhi in the cout. His evldence also

reveals that in the mob, he could identifo accused Sri Kalanag Maihi, Sri Ratul

Rajowar @ Hasim, Sri Kartik Bhumij, Sri Sanju Majhi, and he identified

them in the cout and they have shut the door of the Ambulance and obstructed

the Ambulance from taking the Doctor to the Hospital for medical treatment.

Rest of the accused persons, present in the court, were identified by the other

staff and Estate Management from video footage as well as from the staff, who

were present inside the Hospital during the time of assault upon Dr. Deben

Dutta. They were involved in the incident of assault upon Dr' Deben Dutta'
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52, Cross-examination of this witness reveals that he did state before

the I.O. that he do not know about the persons who were involved in assaulting

Dr. Deben Dutta and that he did not see the accused persons assaulting the

Doctor. It is also elicited that though he identified the four accused persons,

other than Sri Manoj Majhi, he do not know their names and he was called to

Jorhat Police Station to identify the accused persons, but he was not exposed to

them for security reason. It is also elicited that he did not state before police that

accused Sri Manoi Maihi was outside the chamber, addressing 8/10 people,

but failed to get the same confirmed through the I.O. and as such it cannot be

pressed into service. It is confirmed that this witness stated before him that he

heard chanting in Assamese language that "the doctor will not be allowed to go

for treatment and we want him to die out here". Thus, it appears that this

witness identified accused Kalanag Majhi, Sri Ratul Raiowar @ Hasim, Sri

Kartik Bhumij, Sri Sanju Majhi, who have shut the door of the Ambulance

and obstructed the Ambulance from taking the Doctor to the Hospital for medical

treatment. He also identified accused Manoj Majhi, who was addressing 08/10

people. Though he could not identifl/ rest of the accused by name, yet, according

to him they also present inside the Hospital during the time of assault upon Dr.

Deben Dutta and they were involved in the incident of assault upon Dr. Deben

Dutta. It is also submitted by the Ld. Defence counsel that this witness is a

colleague of the complainant and Asst. Manager of the Teok Tea Garden and as

such he is an interested witness here in this case and, therefore, his evidence

cannot be relied upon. But, on a dispassionate scrutiny of the evidence of this

witness, we find ring of truth in the same and, accordingly, we accept the same'

Thus, we find that this witness also lends support to the prosecution version.

53. The evidence of P.W.2, Shri Kalyanjit Borah reveals that on

3LlO8/2019, around 4 p.m., he was in his office chamber located at Factory

Campus, Teok Tea Estate. Then Sri Manoj Gogoi, Senior Manager, Teok Tea

Estate, informed him that Dr. Deben Dutta was assaulted at Tea Garden Hospital.

He then went to Teok tea garden hospital and there he saw a gathering of about
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Manoj Gogoi, Then saw Sri Somen Kundu, Assistant Manager, and with him he

went to Teok Police Station to repot about the occurrence. There he came to

know that police pafty had already left for Teok Tea Estate' On returning to the

garden he informed Sri Sanjay Singh, General Manager of Teok T'E' about the

incident. As per his advice, he did not go to the hospital and get down near his

factory gate and Sri Souman Kundu went to the hospital. Then he came to know

that Dr. Deben Dutta had been cut over one of his legs and he was profusely

bleeding. Thereafter, he came to know that one 108 Ambulance had arrived at

the garden hospital, but, it was not been allowed to enter. Then he asked

Additional S.P. Sri Imdad Ali for additional police party. Thereafter, he came to

know that police party could manage to take Dr. Deben Dutta out of the hospital

and sent for rnedical treatment to JMCH. Later on, he came to know that Dr.

Deben Dutta had succumbed to his injuries at JMCH. Then, at around 7 p.m', he

went to the hospital and at there; police recovered some afticles and seized the

same in his presence. He conflrmed Exhibit-1 is the seizure-list, vlde which police

seized 30 [thirty] numbers of articles. He confirmed the same in the court. His

evidence further reveals that out of the accused persons present in the court

today, he knows only accused Sri Manoj Majhi as he was previously a member of

MTTSA, It is elicited in cross-examination that he did not visit garden hospital on

the relevant day. The Ld. Defence counsel has criticized the evidence of this

witness on this count. But, reading his evidence in its entirety we find no

substance in the same. His visit to the place of occurrence is confirmed P'W.1,

who took him to the P.S. Though he has not implicated any accused except

Manoj Majhi, yet his evidence lends suppoft to the version of P.W.2 and 3.

54. The evidence of Shri Jiban Kurmi (P.W.52), Welfare Officer of

Teok Tea Estate, reveals that on 3U08/2019, at around 4 p.m., while he was in

his official quarter at Teok Tea Estate,. then Sri Debo Jyoti Baruah, office staff

informed him over telephone that Dr. Deben Dutta was being assaulted by some

of the labourers at Teok Tea Garden Hospital. He then rushed towards the

Hospital and there he found many people in the verandah of the Hospital and
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ground and sustained injury over his hand and back. Then he noticed Sri Manoj

Gogoi, Senior Manager and the Assistant Manager-Sri Mukta Jyoti 
.Baruah,

entering into the Hospital campus. There were about 100/150 people inside the

Hospital and in the verandah. Then alongwith Sri Satyajit Hazarika he went to

Teok FRU and took medical treatment. Then at about 7 otlock he came to know

from Sri Mukta Jyoti Baruah and Sri Soumen Kundu about the death of Dr' Deben

Dutta at Jorhat Medical College & Hospital' His evidence also reveals that at the

time of his reaching the verandah of the Teok T,E. Garden Hospital, some people

were assaulting the Doctor, but he has not seen the persons who had assaulted

the Doctor at the relevant point of time. His evidence also reveals that he has

seen the accused standing trial now in the verandah of the Teok T.E. Garden

Hospital and also inside the Hospital compound and he heard assaulting Dr.

Deben Dutta by the people inside his chamber, but, he did not witness the

incident of assault.

55. Cross-examination of this witness reveals that he has not

remembered whether he has stated the name of the person to the I'O., who had

assaulted him on the relevant day of occurrence. It is elicited that he has seen

Sri Sivcharan Mahili in the veranda of the Hospital and he has not seen Sri

Siba Mahili. He has seen Sri Pritam Majhi in the veranda of the Hospital, but,

he does not know his name. He has seen accused Sri Dipak Majhi, Sri Milan

Rajowar, Sri Jabra Majhi, Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Sri Kalicharan Mahili, Sri

Arjun Majhi, Sri Anil Majhi, Sri Rinku Bakti, Sra Debeswar Rajowar, Sri

Manoj Majhi, Sri Sanju Majhi, Sri Ajay Majhi, Sri Kartick Bhumij, Sri

Debeswar Rajowar, Sri Rameswar Bhumij in the verandah of the Hospital.

He has seen accused Sri Upen Bhumij, Sri Ratu! Raiowar near the door of

the chamber of the Doctor of the Hospital. He has seen Sri Sanjay Rajowar

and Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar, Sri Rinku Majhi in front of

the door of the room of the Doctor. He has not seen rest of the accused. It is

also elicited that he reached the Hospital after half an hour of the beginning of

^^,nNS J\JOGE the incident and he was there for about half an hour to fifty minutes. Thus, we

SEsD'rlflulr find from the eviclence of this witness that he had seen sri Sivcharan Mahili,

Sri Pritam Majhi, Sri Dipak Majhi, Sri Milan Rajowar, Sri labra Majhi, Sri
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Sanjay Rajowar, Sri Kalicharan Mahili, Sri Arjun Majhi, Sri Anil Majhi,

Sri Rinku Bakti, Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Sri Manoj Majhi, Sri. Sanju

Majhi, Sri Ajay Majhi, Sra Kartick Bhumij, Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Sri

Rameswar Bhumij, Sri Upen Bhumij, Sri Ratul Rajowar, Sri Sanjay

Rajowar, Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar, Sri Rinku Maihi at the

veranda and also in front of door of the Doctor's chamber, though he had not

seen them assaulting the Doctor. The Ld. Defence counsel has assailed the

evidence of P.W.52, on the ground that he did not see the person who had

assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta, But, it is not the prosecution case that this witness

has seen assaulting the Doctor by the accused' Rather, it is the defence case that

this witness has seen 23 accused named above, in the place of occurrence and

he identified them In the couft. We find element of truth in his verslon, which

lends support to the prosecution verslon and we accept the same accordingly' He

faced the wrath of the accused persons while he tried to enter into the Hospital.

56. P.W.32- Shra Manoi Das, P.W.36- Shri Gopal Borah,

P,W.37- Rupam Saikia, P.W'38- Shri Pawan Garh, P.W.39- Shri Jibon

Tanti, P.W.4O- Raju Barik, P.W' 41- Shri Pabitra Sahu are the eye witness

to the occurrence. And these 7 witnesses also lend unstinting support to the

prosecution case. The evidence of Manoj Das (P.W.32) reveals that on

3UOB|2O79, which was a Saturday, at around 3.10 p.m., he went to a tea-stall

situated at Teok Bagan 1-ini-Ali, to have a cup of tea. On hls way he saw a huge

crowd in front of Teok Tea Garden Hospital. He then went there and saw some

members of the crowd pushlng & pulling the Welfare Officer. He could identiry &

saw accused Sri Suresh Rajowar amongst others, pushing & pulling the said

Welfare Officer. He then tried to resist them. Then, hearing hue & cry inside the

Doctor's chamber, he went there and saw Dr. Deben Dutta was being

surrounded by about 60-70 persons in the chamber and they were shouting and

saying that Doctor should be thrashed. He could identify and saw accused Sri

Hari Majhi, Sri Dipak Rajowar, Sri Milan Rajowar, Sri Arjun Majhi, Sri

Ramesh Bhumiz, Sri Taklu Rajowar @ Sanjay Rajowar, Sri Kaftik

Bhumiz and Sri Deba Rajowar @ Debeswar Rajowar, and they were

shouting and demanding that the Doctor should be thrashed and assaulted. His
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evidence also reveals that in the meanwhile, some members of the group, who

were inside the Doctors' chamber at that time, started assaulting Dr. Deben

Dutta by giving blows. He could identify and saw accused persons namely Sri

Ajay Majhi, Sri Upendra Bhumiz, Sri Kalicharan Mahali, Sri BUay

Rajowar, Sra Kalanag Maihi, Sri Siba Mahali, Sri Suresh Rajowar and Sri

Sanjib Rajowar giving blows to Dr. Deben Dutta. His evidence also reveals that

accused Sri Siba Mahali kicked the Doctor from his front side. Then he and

Deputy Manager, whose name he could not recollect, and Sri Manoj Gogoi, Bor

Manager, tried to restrain the persons from thrashing/assaulting Dr' Deben

Dutta, but, they did not listen to them' Thereafter, police personal arrived at

there and then those persons became more excited and he saw and identified

Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, Sra Ratul Raiowar and

Sri Rinku Majhi breaking the glass panes of doors and windows by giving blows

and they sustained cut injuries in their hands. Further, he saw and identified

accused persons namely; Sri Bablu Rajowar, Sri Sibcharan Mahali and Sri

Rahul Rajowar were pulling & pushing the police personnel' He has seen all

these named-accused persons in the court today.

57. His evidence also reveals that he saw Dr' Deben Dutta bleeding

from his thigh portion of his leg profusely and also saw injuries on his face. Then

on arrival of more police personnel, situation could be controlled and Dr. Deben

Dutta as well as dead body of one Samra Majhi was taken in a vehicle by the

police to Hospital. His evidence also reveals that at the time of incident he saw

Sri Sanju Majhi, Sri Bolin Rajowar, Sri Gulu Dev Maihi, Sri Arun Majhi,

Sri Pritam Majhi @ Saikia & Sri Anil Majhi, Sri Rinku Bakti and Sri

Misilal Majhi @ Jabra standing inside the Doctor's chamber. Of them, Sri

Arun Majhi, Sri Pritam Majhi @ Saikia & Sri Anil Majhi, accompanied

Samra Majhi. Later on, he came to know that Dr. Deben Dutta died at the

Hospital. His evidence also reveals that police got his statement recorded in the

Court at Jorhat, where he put his thumb impression over the same.

58. Cross-examination of this witness reveals that he knows the

accused persons prior to the incident. It is also elicited and proved through the

#ffiq#J
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I.O. that he did not state that accused Sri Suresh Rajowar pushing & pulling the

Welfare Officer, and that he, Deputy Manager and Sri f4anoj Gogoi, Bor Manager,

tried to restrain the persons from thrashing/assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta, but, they

did not listen to them and that accused Sri Bablu Rajowar, Sri Sivcharan Mahali

and Sri Rahul Rajowar were pulling & pushing the police personnel' The Ld.

Defence counsel, in the written argument has assailed the evidence of P.W.-32,

on the ground that he was tutored by police by keeping him for seven days at

the P.S. along with other six witnesses, who were protected under Clause 7(e)

of the Witness Protection Scheme-2018. It is also submitted that there are

many contradiction in his version with his previous statements under section 161

as weli as under section 164 Cr.P.C. But, having considered the submission in the

light of facts and circumstances on the record we find that the contradiction so

brought on record and proved by the defence side appears to be insignificant

and the same are not on material point. Besides, the defence side could not

prove that he was tutored by police and even no suggestion was put to him in

this regard. Nothing tangible could also be elicited in cross-examination to

discredit his version. Thus, we find that this witness also lends corroboration to

the prosecution version. His presence at the place of occurrence, at the relevant

time, and his explanation for being present there and that he had seen the

occurrence, is not in dispute. His statement under section 164 Cr.P.C (Exhibit-54)

is also consistent with his evidence before the court in material particulars,

wherein, he vividly described the role played by each of the accused person. He

had explained as to why he was there and the same is not disputed by the

defence and we find it worth believing. We flnd his evidence clear, cogent,

credible, trustworthy, and reliable and, therefore, we are inclined to accept the

same.

59. Shri Gopal Borah (P-W,36) is another eye witness to the

occurrence. His evidence reveals that on 31/08/2019, at about 4:00 p.m., he

went to the Teok Tea Garden to bring ration. After collecting the ration, he went

to Teok Tea Garden Hospital as he was suffering from cough. There he saw a

huge gathering outside the Hospital. He then entered into the Doctor's chamber

and there he found a group of 40/50 persons and they started assaulting Dr.
.rr.:?t""iY'nt
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Deben Dutta. At that time, Deputy lvlanager and 6or Manager, whose name he is

not acquainted rAith, asked him to pacify the members of the group. He also

found police personnel there. He then tried to pacify the crowd, but, they did not

listen to him. Then police personnel as well as Deputy Manager and 8or Manager

tried to pacify the members of the group but, they did not listen to anyone and

continued to assault Dr. Deben Dutta. He saw accused Sri Ajay Majhi throwing

the table of the Doctor towards the Doctor and, thereafter administering fists and

blows and he also saw Shri Ajay Majhi assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta on his

head/face by the machine that used to measure blood pressure.

60. His evidence also reveals that he saw accused Sri Sanjay

Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, breaking the glass panes of windows

and then with a broken piece of glass piercing into the right thigh of Dr. Deben

Dutta. Accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar also pushed aside the table and further he

pushed away the police personnel. He also saw Sri Rinku Majhi breaking the

glass panes of windows and thereafter, he shown his body as a matter of pride.

He also saw accused Sri Sanjib Rajowar giving fist blows to Doctor, both from

front as well as backside. And Sanjib Rajowar also asked the Doctor by showing

at the injured poftion of his leg, that whether he got a lesson or not. He also

pressed the injured portion on the leg of Doctor by using a piece of cloth. He also

saw accused Sri Bijay Rajowar giving fist blows to Doctor on his face,

wherefrom it stafted bleeding. Then the family members of Sri Bijay Rajowar

pulled him away outside the Doctor's chamber. He saw accused Sri Batu Mahili

breaking glass panes of doors and shouting at police and also pushed them by

using force. He also saw accused Sri Kalanag Majhi giving fist blows to Doctor

on his face and, thereafter, when police tried to prevent him, he pushed away

the police personnel. He saw accused Sri Rahul Rajowar giving fist blows to

Doctor on his face and, thereafter, broke the glass panes of windows and doors.

He also pushed the police personnel. He saw accused Sri Kartik Bhumiz

shouting loudly and instigating others to assault and thrash Doctor. He saw

accused Sri Kalicharan Mahali, who attempted to assault Doctor and when he

was prevented by police, and then he pushed them away by using force.
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61. His evidence further reveals that he also saw accused Sri Bijit

Mahali @ Siba, who gave 213 kicks on the chest of Doctor as a result of which,

Doctor lost his balance in the chair where he was sitting. Thereafter, Bijit was

pushed out of the Doctor's chamber by the police and then he broke the glass

panes of the doors & windows of the Hospital. He saw accused Sri Bablu

Rajowar shouting loudly and he chased away 108 Ambulance, which already

arrived at there, in order to prevent the Doctor from being taken to the Hospital

for treatment. His evidence further reveals that he saw blood on the floor of

Doctor's chamber. Then seeing the incident of assault upon Doctor, he feels bad

and so he left the place. Later on, he came to know that Doctor had succumbed

to his injuries at the Hospital on the same day. His evidence furthei'reveals that

he was produced before the Magistrate to record his statements wherein he put

his thumb impression.

62. Cross-examination of this witness reveals that he does not know

the reason for the aforesaid incident. It is also elicited that on the next day of the

incident, he was called to Teok Police Station as Police, from the videos,

identified his presence at the time of incident. It is also elicited that he witnessed

about 400/500 people outside the Hospital and inside the Hospital he witnessed

40/50 persons in the Doctor's chamber. It is further elicited that he knows the

accused persons whom he has named & identifled in the court. It is also elicited

that accused Sanju Majhi, Deba Rajowar, Debeswar Rajowar, and Guludev Majhi

were engaged by Deputy Manager and Bor Manager to pacify the crowd. It is

further ellcited that accused Rinku l"lajhi is not mentally stable. But, such a plea

is neither taken by the accused not it was pursued by the Ld. Defence counsel at

any stage of the proceeding. No abnormality was noticed during the trial and

durinq his stay in jail for more than one year the Jail Authority has never ever

reported any abnormality. Therefore, in absence of such a plea either by the
/-) ./fX" ,,/ accused or his family members and in absence of any suppofting materials, the

" / ,/ version of this witness, so far it relates to mental health of accused Rinku lvlajhi is

A concerned, is not at all acceptable.
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63. The defence side also brought on record and proved through the

I.O. that he did not state before the I.O. that "accused Rahul Rajowar. pushed

the police personnel and that accused Bijit Mahali @ Siba was pushed out of the

Doctors chamber by police." However, he admitted that he did not state before

the police that accused Sri Sanjib Rajowar asked the Doctor by showing at the

injured portion of his leg asked him whether he got a lesson or not. In its written

argument, the defence side has assailed the evidence of this witness on the

ground that he was tutored by police and taken to Jorhat Sadar P.S. after two

days of the incident and that there is also contradiction in his version with his

previous statement. But, this witness categorically denied the defence suggestion

that he was tutored by police and the defence side has failed to lay foundation

for such criticism. Thus, it becomes apparent that probative value of the

evidence of this witness remained unshaken in cross-examination. Nothing

tangible could be elicited so as to cast a doubt about the veracity of his version.

His presence at the place of occurrence, at the relevant time, is not in dispute.

Though, the defence side has brought on record and proved one contradiction,

yet, the same is found to be not on material point and as such failed to spell

inveracity into his version. Exhibit-51, his statement under section 164 Cr'P.C. is

also consistent with his version. It appears that this witness deposed without any

fear or favour, whatever he has seen and heard. His evidence lends ample

corroboration to the prosecution version, and we find the same worthy of

credence, and, accordingly, the same is accepted.

64. The evidence of Shri Rupam Saikia (P.W.37), reveals that on

3U0812019, at about 3:00 p.m., he went to the Garden to bring ration and on

his way he savr Samra Majhi being taken to Teok Tea Garden Hospital by Sri

Bablu Rajowar, Sri Milan Rajowar, Sri Dipak Rajowar and Sri Hari l'1ajhi. Then

after collecting ration, he kept the same.at his house and came to the Hospital to

enquire about Samra Majhi. On arriving at the Hospital he saw gathering of

about 400/500 persons. Then having entered inside the Hospital to see Samra

Majhi, he saw saline and oxygen being given to him and then he heard

attendants of Samra Majhi saying that oxygen is being given to a dead man as

accordinq to them, Samra Majhi had already died. So, oxygen was removed from
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the body of Samra Majhi. In the meantime, a few members of MTSA arrived at

there and Doctor Deben Dutta was made to sit at his chamber. Also, Manager of

Teok Tea Garden, whose name he does not know, arrived there and he

prevented the persons present in the Doctor's chamber from assaulting/thrashing

Dr, Deben Dutta. At that time, there were about 15/20 persons present and of

them, accused Sri Ajay Majhi, from behind gave fist blows on the face of Dr.

Deben Dutta. He saw accused persons namely, Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri

Suresh Rajowar and Sri Kalanag Majhi giving fist blows from the front side

on the face of Dr. Deben Dutta. He also saur accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, after

giving frst blows on the face of Dr. Deben Dutla, went outside the chamber of Dr.

Deben Dutta and then he removed his shirt and tied it in his hand and thereafter,

he broke the glass panes of the doors o1'the Hospital and then with one piece of

broken glass, he pierced the same in the left thigh of Dr. Deben Dutta,

65. His evidence also reveals that he saw accused Sri Siba Majhi

giving kicks on the chest of Dr. Deben Dutta and he also broke the glass panes

of doors and windows. He also saw accused Sri Kalicharan Mahali @ Naina

giving fist blows on the face of Doctor from the front side. He saw accused Sri

Batu Mahili breaklng the glass panes of doors & windows of the Hospital. He

also saw accused Sri Ratul Rajowar breaking the glass panes of doors and

windows of the hospital and in the process; he sustained cut injuries in his hand.

He saw accused Sri Rahul Rajowar threatening to kick the police. He also saw

accused Sri Rinku Majhi breaking the glass panes of doors and windows of the

Hospital and in the process; he sustained cut injuries in his hand. He saw

accused Sri Tokolu Rajowar breaking the boards and banners of the Hospital,

He also saw accused Sri Bablu Rajowar chasing away the 108 Ambulance

which arrived at the Garden Hospital for taking Dr. Deben Dutta to the Hospital

for treatment. He found accused Sri Dipak Rajowar, Sri Milan Rajowar and

Sri Kartik Bhumij shouting loudly and instigating the public to assault Dr.

Deben Dutta. Police produced him before the Magistrate to record his statement,

and he put his thumb impression over the same, In his re-examination by

prosecution side, this witness confirmed that in his earlier exa mination-in-chief
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he deposed about accused Sanjoy Rajowar and he is the son of Late Babu

Rajowar.

66. In cross-examination, the defence side brought on record and

proved through the LO. that he did not state that when he arrived in the Garden

Hospital outside he saw gathering of about 400/500 persons outside and that he

entered inside the Garden Hospital; that 15/20 persons were present at the

Doctor's chamber at the time of incident; that Sri Jintu Majhi, Sri Ramesh Bhumij,

Sri Kulaguti Rajowar, Sri Bapai Rajowar were present but they came out when

others started assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta." He denied the defence suggestion

that he had enmity with the accused persons, whom he has named, and

implicated them falsely. The defence side has assailed the evidence of this

witness in its written argument on the ground that he was tutored by police by

keeping 4/5 days in the P.S. and that this witness did not enter into the chamber

of Doctor and there is also contradiction in his version with his previous

statement. It is fact that some contradictions are proved by the defence side,

but, we find that the same are not on materlal point and as such failed cast any

doubt about the veracity of his version. Exhibit- 50, his statement under section

164 Cr.P,C. also lends assurance to his version. It is also a fact that this witness

has contradicted the place of injury caused by accused Sanjoy Rajowar, S/o of

Late Babu Rajowar, with broken glass piece by stating it to be on left thigh,

whereas, prosecutlon version is that it was on right thigh. This contradiction is

found to be immaterial in as much as he is an illiterate person, who, even, do not

know how to write his name. Besides, there are clear and cogent evidence to

show that the deceased got the injury on right thigh. His evidence lends ample

corroboration to the version of P.W.36 and of other prosecution witnesses. On a

careful evaluation and analysis of the evidence of this witness, we find the same

worthy of credence and therefore, we are inclined to accept the same.

67. The evidence of P.W.38, Shri Paban Garh reveals that on

3t10812019, at around 3/3.30 p.m. while he was in his house, he noticed many

ersSlONS JUOGE women proceeding towards Tea Garden Hospital. He then followed them and on

""- ,O"n^, arrival at the Tea Garden Hospital, he saw many people gathering oulside the
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Hospital. He also saw accused Guludev Majhi assaulting the Welfare Officer of

the Tea Garden and fleeing away of the Welfare Officer from there. Then

entering into the Garden Hospital he saw accused Sri Bablu Rajowar, Sri

Milan Rajowar, Sri Ajay Majha @ Tutu, Sri Ratul Rajowar, Sri Rahul

Rajowar, Sri Siba Mahali @ Bijit, Sri Saniay Rajowar, Sri Sanjib

Rajowar, Sri Kartik Bhumij, Sri Bijay Rajowar, Sri Kalicharan Mahali @

Naina, Sri Kalanag Majhi and Sri Suresh Rajowar, who were administering

fist and leg blow on the person of Dr. Deben Dutta. He has also saw accused Sri

Dipak Rajowar, Sri Kishore Bhumij, Sri Misila! Majhi @ Jabra Majhi, Sri

Ramesh Bhumij, Sri Sanjay Rajowar @ Toklu assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta

and also instigating others to assault him. He also found accused Sri Arun

Majhi, Sri Hari Majhi and Sri Rinku Majhi standing nearby the place of

occurrence. Thereafter, police arrived at there and then Sri Kalanag Majhi, Sri

Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar and Sri Siba Mahali @ Biiat,

have not allowed police to enter into the Garden Hospital. His evidence also

reveals that Sri Dodhi Kurmi and Garden lvlanager tried to rescue Dr. Deben

Dutta from the clutches of the accused persons and Dr. Deben Dutta was sitting

on a chair and he noticed oozing out of blood from his leg. He also saw blood in

the floor of the room and found the glasses of the windows and doors smashed.

His evidence futher reveals that he tried to save Dr. Deben Dutta, but the police

personnel, who arrived at there, ousted him from the Garden Hospital. And then

he left for home. Later on, he heard that Dr. Deben Dutta succumbed to the

injuries.

68. It is elicited in his cross-examination that before his arrival at the

chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta, the Doctor got injuries on his person and that he

do not know how the doctor got the injuries over his leg, but after his arrival he

seen the accused persons assaulting him. It is further elicited that he could

identify about 15 [fifteen] accused persons, and rest he could not identiry. It is

also elicited and proved through the I.O. that he did not state the name of

accused Siba Rajowar @ Bijit before police. The defence side, in its written

argument has assailed the evidence of this witness on the ground that he was

tutored by police, who kept him for seven days at the P.S. But, the defence side
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has failed to establish such a plea. The material part of the evidence of this

witness could not be rebutted by the defence side, and his evidence. is also

consistent with his statement under section 164 Cr.P.C, Exhibit-S2, wherein

also he vividly described the role played by each of the accused persons. His

presence at the place of occurrence is not in dispute. His evidence fully

corroborated the prosecution version and on critical analysis and evaluation, we

find the same worthy of credence and we accept the same accordingly.

69. The evidence of P.W.39- Shri Jibon Tanti reveals that on

3U0812019, at around 3.30 p.m. while he was returning from Teok Tea Garden

factory, he noticed gathering of many people in front of Teok Tea Garden

Hospital and then entering into the Hospital he saw some persons assaulting Dr.

Deben Dutta and also saw some persons making video with mobile phone. His

evidence also reveals that he saw accused Sri Ajay Majhi, Sri Bijit Mahali, Sri

Bijoy Rajowar, Sri Sanjib Rajowar assaulting the Doctor in his chamber and

he found accused Sri Rinku Majhi creating hullah inside the Hospital. He also

saw accused Sri Milan Rajowar, Sri Bablu Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar,

Sri Anil Majhi, Sri Pritam Majhi and Sri Dipak Rajowar assaulting the

Welfare Officer outside the Garden Hospital. He could identifo accused Sri

Sanjay Rajowar, Sri Sanjay Rajowar @ Toklu, Sri Ratul Rajowar and Sri

Bablu Rajowar who were breaking window and glass panes of doors and

windows of the Garden Hospital. He has also saw accused Sri Rahul Rajowar

chasing the police personnel, and found accused Sri Batu Mahali shouting to

assault Dr. Deben Dutta. He has also seen accused Kalicharan Mahali @

Naina entering into the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta throug.h the backside door

and assaulting the doctor in his chamber. His evidence also reveals that accused

Sri Ajay Majhi @ Tutu, Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar

and Sri Bijay Rahowar threatened them not to adduce evidence in the court.

then left the hospital and at about 9 p.m. he came to know that the Doctor

had expired.

70. The defence side has cross-examined this witness at length, but

nothing tangible could be elicited to discard his evidence. His statement under
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section 164 Cr.P.C.- Exhibit-53, is also consistent with his version, His presence

at the place of occurrence and the explanation for being present there, is not

disputed by the defence side. Thus, we find that this witness also corroborated

the prosecution version. By applying the well recognized test of basic human

probabilities, we find the evidence worth believing and the same is accepted

accordingly. The defence side, however, in its written argument, has assailed the

evidence of P.W.-39 on the ground that he was tutored by police by keeping him

seven days at the P.S. But it has failed to establish such a plea. He denied the

defence suggestion that he deposed before the court on being tutored by police.

71, The evidence of P.W.40- Shri Raju Barik reveals that on the

date of incident, at around 4 p.m., while he was in his residence, he heard hue &

cry coming from the side of Teok Tea Garden Hospital. Accordingly, he went

there and witnessed gathering of many people outside & inside the Hospital. He

also heard the people saying "['4ar-Mar" and he witnessed accused Sri

Kalicharan Mahali, Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Sanjay Rajowar @ Toklu, and

another Sri Sanjay Rajowar entering into the Doctor's chamber by breaking

open the door, He also identifled them in the court. His evidence further reveals

that he saw accused Siba @ Sanjib Rajowar entering into the chamber of

the doctor and administering leg blow over Dr. Deben Dutta's chest. At

that time, Sri Rinku Majhi, Sri Dipak Rajowar, Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

were shouting to assault the Doctor. Thereafter, one Ambulance came to take

the Doctor to the Hospital. But, Sri Bablu Rajowar has prevented the

Ambulance. Later on, he came to know that Dr. Deben Dutta had expired.

72. We flnd from his cross-examination that he left the Hospital at

about 5-5.30 p.m., and till then, quarrel was going on in the Hospital. It is also

elicited that at about 12 pm., at night, police came and took him to the police

station and showed him the accused person in mobile phone and asked him

whether he is familiar with them or not and then he told the police in affirmative

and then at about 10 a.m., in the morning, he was released from the police

station. He denied that he has not stated before the learned Magistrate that

SESSTONS JUDGEaccused Sri Saniay Rajowar @ Siba, Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Kalicharan

JORHAT
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Mahali were assaulting the Doctor in his chamber and further he denied having

not stated before the Magistrate about assaulting the Doctor by sri sanjib

Rajowar and that sri sanjib Raiowar and siba Mahali entered into the

Doctot s chamber by kicking the door and, thereafter, administered leg blows

over his chest. The defence side has assailed the evidence of P.w.-40 in its

writtenargumentonthegroundthathewastutoredbypolicebykeepinghim

ten days at the P.s. and that he Was outside the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta,

and that there are contradictions in his version with his previous statement. But,

we find that though the defence side has brought on record the contradiction

with his earlier statement, yet, it has failed to prove the same through the I.o'

And, as such the same cannot be pressed in to service to discredit his evidence

before the court. His evidence finds corroboration from his statement under

section164Cr.P.C.(Exhibit-49)also'Though,hedidnotstatethatSri
KalicharanMahali,SanjayRajowar@siba,andSriSanjibRajowarwere

assaultingtheDoctor,yet,hestatedthatSibaMahili,BabluRajowar,Debeswar

Rajowar, Rinku Majhi, Rahul Rajowar and Dipak Rajowar have assaulted the

Doctor, His presence at the place of occurrence at relevant time is not disputed.

Though the evidence of this witness is found to be not of starling quality, yet,

being corroborated by other prosecution witnesses, we are of the view that the

same can be acted upon.

73. The evidence of Shri Pabitra Sahu, (P'W'41) reveals that on

3y}glzotg, at about 3.3014 p'm', while he was returning home, from his work

place, he had seen assembly of many persons near Teok Tea Garden Hospital.

Then, having entered into the Garden Hospital he found, one Sri Srrnil Majhi @

Arjun,whotoldhimthathiselderbrotherSamraMajhifelldowninthe
washroom and sustained injury over his head and then he was taken to Teok Tea

Garden Hospital and as there was nq staff in the Hospital and as such, the

treatment get delayed, resulting death of his brother' Thereafter, some of the

persons, who assembled there, raised hue & cry and stafted beating the Doctor

in his chamber. He could identify accused Sri Ajay Majhi, Sri Kalanag Majhi'

Sri Bijay Raiowar, Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar, Sri Siba

Mahali and sri Katicharan Mahali, who had assaulted the Doctor. He also
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saw accused Sri Rinku Majhi, Sri Ratul Rajowar and Sri Sanjay Rajowar,

Son of Babu Rajowar, breaking the window-panes and tried 1e s5qgult the

Doctor by entering into his chamber. His evidence also reveals that accused Sri

Rahul Rajowar, Sri Sanjay Rajowar @ Taklu and Sri Batu Mahali @

Sivcharan, have prevented police in entering into the chamber of the Doctor

and accused Sri Arjun Majhi and Sri Ramesh Bhumij shouted and instigated

the people present there to assault the Doctor and accused Sri Bablu Rajowar

has prevented the 108 Ambulance from entering into the Teok Tea Garden

Hospital and sent lt back. His evidence also reveals that accused Sri Arun

Majhi, who was the friend of deceased Samra lv'lajhi, also shouted to assault the

Doctor. Thereafter, police took the Doctor in their vehicle to the Hospital and he

left the place of occurrence and later on, he heard that Dr. Deben Dutta had

expired.

74. Cross-exam ination of this witness reveals that on his own accord

he went to the police station on 0U0912019, and he told before the Officer-in-

charge about the accused that were entangled with the occurrence. It is also

elicited that except accused Sri Arjun Majhi, he did not speak to anybody else. It

is also elicited that he has not entered into the Doctor's chamber and he was in

the veranda of the Garden Hospital and there were about 70180 people in the

veranda of the Hospital. He denied the defence suggestion that since he was in

the veranda of the hospital he had not seen what had happened inside the

Doctor's chamber. It is brought on record and also proved through the I.O. that

he did not state that accused Sri Arun Majhi was shouting to assault the Doctor.

In its written argument, the defence slde has assailed the evidence of this

witness on the ground that he was tutored by police and that he was at the

veranda of the Hospiial and that the occurrence took place inside the chamber of

the Doctor. But, it has failed to substantiate the plea of tutoring this witness.

Besides, the contradiction, so brought on record and proved, is fotrnd to be not

on material point and as such the same failed to spell inveracity into his version.

Thus, we find that the evidence of this witness lend ample corroboration to the

prosecution version. His statement, under section 164 Cr.P.C, Exhibit -48; also

lends support to his evidence in material particulars. His presence at the place of
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occurrence is not in dispute. After subjecting the evidence of this witness to a

rigorous test, on the touchstone of credibility, we find that the same withstand

the test and we accept the same accordingly.

75. The evidence of Shri Duleswar Maihi (P'W'44) reveals that on

3llogl2olg, while he was in the office of Teok Tea Estate, he got information

from Sri N4anoj Rajak, Chowkidar of the Hospital, that at about 3'30 pm some

incident had taken place in Teok Tea Garden Hospltal. He then went there, and

he found about 40 persons in the verandah of the Hospital and they were

shouting. He also saw the Garden Manager sri Manoj Gogoi entering into the

Hospltal compound and he also immediately followed him. Then entering into the

compound of the Hospital he found that around 30/40 persons were assaulting

the Doctor who was sitting on a chair in hls chamber. And he found accused (1)

Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Son of rotin Rajowar, (2) Sri Sanjay Rajowar (3) Sri

Sanjay Rajowar @ Taklu (4) Sri Bablu Rajowar (5) Sri Bijay Raiowar (6)

Sri Suresh Rajowar (7) Sri Kartick Bhumij (8) Sri Rahul Rajowar (9) Sri

Kalanga Majhi (10) Sri Sibcharan Mahili @ Naina (11) Sri Kalicharan

Mahili (12) Sri Siba Mahili (13) Sri Ajav Majhi (1a) Sri Ratul Raiowar

(15) Sri Rameswar Bhumij (16) Sri Rinku Majhi (17) Sri Milan Rajowar

(18) Sri Dipak Rajowar (19) Sri Rinku Bakti and, (20) Sri Bolin Rajowar,

assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta in his chamber with flst & blows. He also witnessed

the Garden lYanagersri Manoi Gogoi, Deputy lvlanager sri Mukta Jyoti Barua and

staff Srl Bijoy Rajowar trying to save the Doctor from the clutches of the accused

named-above. Then he also tried to paciFy the person present in the Doctor's

chamber. At that time somebody had broken the window panes of the Garden

Hospital. His evidence also reveals that he noticed some of the persons present

outside the Hospital compound shouting to assault the Doctor. They also caused

mischief of the furniture in the Hospital. Then someone from there called the 108

Ambulance and when the Ambulance arrived at there, accused persons, namely

sri Bablu Rajowar and sri Milan Rajowar, chased away the 108 Ambulance.

They again returned to the Doctor,s room and Stated to assault the Doctor. ReSt

of the accused persons, whom he has named in the court, also followed Bablu

and Milan to chase away the 108 Ambulance from the Hospital campus'
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Thereafter, all of them again went towards the Doctor's chamber and started

assaulting the doctor.

76. His evidence also reveals that when police arrived at there and

tried to control the situation, then some of the accused persons shouted to

assault the police personnel also. He also went near the 108 Ambulance and

when he returned to the Hospital he found oozing out of blood from one of the

leg of Dr. Deben Dutta. After sometime, more police personnel arrived at Teok

Tea Garden Hospital and then the situation comes under control. Thereafter, he

left for his offlce and in the meantime the Doctor was shifted to JMCH at about

5,30 p,m. Later on, he came to know that Dr. Deben Dutta succumbed to his

injuries at 7.30 p.m. His evidence further reveals that on the next day of

occurrence, pollce recorded his statement by calling him to the police station.

Then they had shown hlm some video footage of the incident. However, he

cannot say wherefrom the police collected the aforesaid video footage, but, he

has seen some of the people recording video footage of the incident at the place

of occurrence. Then police, asked to identify the accused persons and

accordingly, he identified them having seen the video footage and, thereafter,

police downloaded some of the clips of the video and taken print-out of the same

and also taken his signature thereon.

77. He confirmed Material Exhibit-S3, a Compact Disc marked as

Video No. 1, and on playing of the same in the court, in a desk-top computer; he

could see assaulting the Doctor by accused Sri Ajay Majhi and Sri Manoj

Majhi was standing nearby the co-accused Sri Ajay Majhi. On playing the video

he could see that accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Sri Rinku Majhi, Sri Suresh

Rajowar, Sri Rameswar Bhumij, Sri Bablu Rajowar, Sri Kalanag Majhi,

Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Sri Kartick Bhumij, Sri Rahul

Rajowar, Sir Sibcharan Mahili were scuffling with the police personnel and

Sri Siba Mahili @ Bijit Mahili and Sri Dipak Rajowar were assaultlng the

Doctor and Sri Manoj Gogoi, the Garden Manager and Sri lYukhul Rajowar ware

trying to save the Doctor. He could also see oozing out of blood from the head of
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Dr- Deben Dutta. He could also see accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late

Bablu Rajowar breaking the glasses of windows.

78. He also confirmed the photographs of the accused persons,

Material Exhibits 55 to 126, whom he had identifled in the court and the

same is reflected, for the sake of convenience, in the chatt below:-

Chart No,1

fi@I;*Hf)

sl.
No

Photo,
Annexure No.

CD No.
Material
Exhibit Name of accused identified

1 Annexure-331 Video-1 M.E- 55 Ajay l4ajhi and tt4anoj l4ajhi

2 Annexure-332 Video-1 M.E- 56 Kalanag Plajhi

3 Annexure-333 Video-1 M.E- 57 Kalicharan Mahili

4 An nexure-334 Video-1 M.E- 58 Sanjay Rajowar

5 Annexure-335 Video-1 M.E- 59 Sanjay Rajowar

6 An nexure-336 Video-1 M.E- 60 Rahul Rajowar

7 Annexure-337 Video-1 M.E- 61 Sanjay Rajowar

8 Annexure-338 Video-1 M.E- 52 Sanjay Rajowar

9 Annexure-339 Video-1 M.E- 53 Sanjib Rajowar and Manoj Majhi

10 Annexure-340 Video-1 M.E- 64 Sanjib Rajowar and Manoj Majhi

11 Annexure-341 Video-1 M.E- 65 Siba @ BUit N4ahili

t2 Annexure-342 Video-1 M.E- 66 Siba @ Bijit l4ahili

13 Annexure-343 Video-1 M,E- 67 Ajay Majhi and Debeswar Rajowar

l4 Annexure-344 Video-1 M,E- 68 Ajay Majhi and Debeswar Rajowar

15 Annexu re-345 Video-1 M.E- 59 Ajay Majhi and Debeswar Rajowar

16 Annexure-346 Video-1 M.E- 70 Ajay Majhi and Debeswar Rajowar

17 Annexure-347 Video-1 M.E- 71 Ajay Majhi and Debeswar Rajowar

18 Annexure-348 Video-1 M,E- 72 Ajay Majhi and Debeswar Rajowar

19 Annexure-349 Video-1 M.E- 73 Ajay Majhi and Debeswar Rajowar

20 Annexure-350 Video-1 M,E- 74 Ajay Majhi @ Tutu

v
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27 Annexure-351 Video-1 M.E- 75 Suresh Rajowar

22 Annexure-352 Video-1 M,E- 76 Sanjay Rajowar and Rahul Rajowar

23 Annexure-353 Video-1 M,E. 77 Ivlanoj f4ajhi

24 Annexure-354 Video-1 M.E- 78
Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba and
Rahul Raiowar

25 Annexure-355 Video-1 M.E- 79
Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba and
Rahul Raiowar

26 Annexure-356 Video-1 M.E- 80 Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba

27 Annexure-357 Video-1 M.E- 81 Sanjay Rajowar and Rinku lvlajhi

Annexure-358 Video-1 M.E- 82 Rameswar Bhumij

29 Annexure-359 Video-1 M.E- 83 Sanjay Rajowar and Rinku Majhi

30 Annexure-360 Vldeo-1 M.E- 84 Sanjay Rajowar

31 Annexure-361 Video-1 M.E- 85 Rinku lvlajhi

32 Annexure-362 Video-1 M.E- 86 Rameswar Bhumlj

33 Annexure-363 Video-1 M.E- 87 Rameswar Bhumij

34 Annexure-364 Video-1 M.E- 88 Bablu Rajowar

35 Annexure-365 Video-1 M.E- 89 Rinku f4ajhi and Bablu Rajowar

36 Annexure-366 Video-1 M.E- 90 Rinku f4ajhi and Bablu Rajowar

37 Annexure-367 Video-1 M.E- 91 Rinku l4ajhi

38 Annexure-368 Video-1 M,E- 92 Rinku Majhi and Bablu Rajowar

39 Annexure-369 Video-1 M.E- 93 I'4anoj lvlajhi and Kalanag l4ajhi

40 Annexure-370 Video-1 M.E- 94 Kalanag Majhi

4r Annexure-371 Video-1 M,E- 95 Sanjib Rajowar

42 An nexure-372 Video-2 M,E- 96 Kalicharan Mahili

43 An nexure- 373 Video-2 M,E- 97 Sibcharan Mahili @ Batu

44 Annexure-374 Video-2 M.E- 98 Sibcharan Mahili @ Batu

45 Annexure-375 Video-2 M.E- 99 Kalicharan lv'lahili

46 Annexu re-376 Video-3 M.E- 100 Ajay Majhi and Pritom Majhi

47 Annexure-377 Video-3 M.E- 101 Suresh Rajowar

48 Annexure-378 Video-3 M.E- 102 Misilal l4ajhi
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49 Annexure-379 Video-3 M.E- 103 Ratul Rajowar

50 Annexure-380 Video-3 M.E- 104 Ratul Rajowar and Hari Majhi

51 Annexure-381 Video-3 M.E- rO5 Ajay lvlajhi and Ratul Rajowar

52 Annexure-382 Video-3 M.E- 106 Milan Rajowar and Ratul Rajowar

53 Annexure-383 Video-3 M.E- 107 Ratul Rajowar and Hari Majhi

54 Annexure-384 Video-3 M.E- 108 Milan Rajowar and Hari I'lajhi

55 Annexure-385 Video-4 M.E- 109 Suresh Rajowar

56 Annexure-386 Video-4 M.E- 110 Ajay Majhi and Suresh Rajowar

57 Annexure-387 Video-4 M.E- 111 Bablu Rajowar and Sanjib Rajowar

58 oll"-'*-]_19

Annexure-389

Video-4 M.E- 112 Sanjib Rajowar

59 Video-4 M.E- 113 Sanjib Rajowar

60 Annexure-390 Video-4 M.E- 114 Pritom lv'lajhi and Suresh Rajowar

61 Annexure-391 Video-4 M.E- 115 Sanju Majhi

62 Annexure-392 Video-10 M,E- 116 Rinku Bakti

63 Annexure-393 Video-10 M,E- 117 Rahul Rajowar

64 Annexure-394 Video- 10 M.E- 118 Sibcharan Mahili @ Batu

65 Annexure-395 Video-10 M.E- 119 Ajay Majhi

66 Annexure-396 Video-10 M.E- 120 BUoy Rajowar

67 Annexure-397 Video-12 M.E- 121
Sanjay Rajowar and Debeswar
Rajowar

68 Annexure-398 Video-13 M,E- L22 Kartik Bhumij

69 Annexure-399 Video-13 M.E- 123 Sanjay Rajowar and Rahul Rajowar

70 Annexure-400 Video-14 M.E. L24 SIba @ Bijit Mahili and Manoj Majhi

7t Annexure-401 Video-14 M.E- 125 Sanjay Rajowar @ Taklu

l2 Annexure-402 Video-14 M..E- 126 Ajay Majhi

79. It is elicited in cross-examination of this witness that all the 20

(twenty) accused persons, whom he named in his examination-in-chiel have not

assaulted the Doctor. It is also elicited that he could not identify any of the

accused shown in the photographs- in Material Exhibits-Ss, 56,57,58, 59,
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60, 63, 95, 96,97, L!6, and L22.In Material Exhibit-66, he could identify Dr.

Deben Dutta and Manager Sri N4anoj Gogoi and Sri Mukul Rajowar, but he could

not identify accused Sri Bijit l4ahili. In Material Exhibit-89, he could identify the

photo of accused Sri Bablu Rajowar, but he could not identlfy the other accused

persons. In Material Exhibit-101,102 and 103, the accused whom he could

identif,/, were present in the veranda of the Hospital.

80. It is further elicited that in Material Exhibit-104,105,106,107,108

all the accused were in the veranda of the Hospital. He could not identify the

other accused, who were with accused Ratul Rajowar. In lvlaterial Exhibit-111, he

could identify three accused persons namely, Sri Bablu Rajowar, Sri Sanjib

Rajowar and Sri Sanjib Majhi and accused Sri Sanju lvlajhi was preventing all the

three accused persons not to assault the doctor, in Material Exhibit-112, he could

identify the accused Sri Sanju Majhi preventing the accused Sri Sanjib Rajowar

not to assault the doctor in Material Exhibit-113 also, he could identiflT the

accused Sri Sanju Majhi preventing the accused Sri Sanjib Rajowar not to assault

the doctor, in Material Exhibit-116 and in 122 he could not identify any of the

accused persons, in Material Exhibit-66, accused Sri Kalanag Majhi was not

assaulting the Doctor.

81. It is also elicited that he did not state before the I.O. that some

of the persons present outside the hospital were shouting to assault the Doctor

and also caused mischief of the furniture of the Garden Hospital and accused Srl

Bablu Rajowar and Sri Milan Rajowar chased away the 108 Ambulance. It is also

elicited that the photographs, which were shown to him in the court were also

shown to him by police. It is also elicited that in Video No.-l, he dicj not hear as

to r,vho said what and in Video Nos-2, 3, 4, 10, 12, 13 & 14, the same have not

shown to him in the court and he has not seen the role played by the accused in

Video Nos-2, 3,4, 10, 12, 13 & 14. The defence side also, in its written

argument, assailed the evidence of this witness on the ground that he has

identified the accused having seen the videos, but, the I.O. has arrested all the

accused prior to this identification. It is further submitted that his evidence is full

of contradiction and that though he named 20 accused in the court, yet,
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according to him all of them did not assaulted the Doctor and as such no reliance

can be placed upon his evidence. It is further stated that police did not seize the

mobile phone of P.w .42 and 43 who have record the aforementioned video in

their mobile phone. We have considered the ground of criticizing this witness, in

the Iight of facts and circumstances on the record, but, we find no substance in

the same. It is a fact that the I.O. has not seized the Mobile Handsets of P.W.42

& 43. But, the videos were proved by the prosecution side by adducing

secondary evidence, which is being dealt with little later. Thus, having assesses

his evidence on its intrinsic worth, we flnd the same worth believing, and the

same duly supported the prosecution version. No doubt some contradictions are

here and there, yet the same are minor in nature, and have no bearing upon the

veracity of his version. It is a fact that according to this witness all the accused

named above did not take part in assaulting the Doctor. But, this admission

would not cause any dent to the prosecution case in as much as the defence side

it has failed to elicit their names. It is worthwhile to mention here that the

accused are also charged under section 149 IPC, which is being dealt with Iittle

later, We are, therefore, inclined to accept the evidence of this witness.

82. It is to be mentioned here that the videos shown to P.W.44, Shri

Duleswar Majhi, from where the printout of the video clippings were taken, were

recorded by Shri Utpal Jyoti Khound (P.W. 42) and Shri Riju Kumar Saikia

(P,W.43). P,W.42 is a Repofter of NE Television. His evidence reveals that on

31108120L9, at around 3.30 p.m., he came to know from his friend Sarangapani

Saikia, over telephone that in the Tata Tea Garden Hospital of Teok, some

people surrounded the Doctor and the situation is tense. Then alongwith

Sarangapani Saikia he went to Teok Tea Garden Hospital and witnessed many

people in the Hospltal compound. He then went inside the Garden Hospital and

there he witnessed the garden Welfare Officer proceeding inside the campus and

then in the verandah, the people present there, surrounded him and started

scuffling with him. Then he tried to interfere the same, but he could not paciry

them. Then, he has recorded the video of the occurrence in his mobile [Redme

Note-41. His evidence also reveals that some of the people present there

assaulted the Welfare Officer and, thereafter, the Welfare Officer left the Garden
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Hospital. Then the situation becomes normal. Then he went inside the Hospital

and met the Doctor Deben Dutta in his chamber who told him that one. patient

had expired and the relatives became emotional and they were weeping near the

dead body. The Doctor was alone in the Hospital and he requested him to remain

there for some time. Thereafter, about 50/60 persons stormed into the Doctor's

chamber and started altercation with him. Thereafter, the persons started

causing mischief of the table of the Doctor and other afticles present inside the

Doctor's chamber and stafted man-handling him. In the meantime, police

personnel arrived at there. The public present there started altercation with the

police personnel also. Then the people who remained outside the hospital stafted

causing mischief of the window pane of the Hospital. Thereafter, again the

people inside the room started hue & cry. He had seen the Doctor sitting on a

chair and also seen oozing out of blood from his right leg and blood-stain over

his trouser, He then entered into the Doctor's chamber and found no articles of

first-aid which were thrown out of the Hospital by the people who remained

inside the room. Then he tried to wrap the injury by means of 'Saline pipe'. In

the meantime, one 108 Ambulance arrived at there, but, the people gathered

inside the hospital did not allow to take away the injured Doctor from the

Hospital.

83. His evidence also reveals that thereafter, with the help of a police

vehicle and through the back door of the Hospital Dr. Deben Dutta was shifted to

Jorhat Medical College & Hospital for medical treatment. After two hours, he

came to know that the Doctor had succumbed to his injuries. His evidence also

reveals that he has recorded video footage inside the Doctor's room also, while

the occurrence was going on. And, being reporter he got the news broadcasted

almost in the entire news channel. Thereafter, the Officer-in-charge, Teok P.S.

served one Notice (Exhibit-9) with him.to furnish the video footage recorded by

him alongwith his mobile phone with one certificate. Then at the police station he

has handed over the mobile phone and the police extracted the data from his

mobile to 18 numbers of Compact Disc (CD) with the help of a data cable, in the

same form, which he has recorded in his mobile phone and he put his signatures

on the 18 CD and he has also given one certificate each against eighteen C.Ds.sEss:oottHiYDGE
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84. He conflrmed Material Exhibit-35, a Compact Disc marked as

Video No. 3; Exhibit-10 is the ceftlficate issued against Video No. 3 and

Material Exhibit-36, a Compact Disc marked as Video No. 4 and Exhibit-l1 is

the ceftiflcate issued against the same, Material Exhibit-37, a Compact Disc

marked as Video No. 5 and Exhibit-l2, the certiflcate issued against Video No.

5 and Material Exhibit-38, a Compact Disc marked as Video No.6 and

Exhibit-13 is the ceftificate issued against Video No. 6 and Material Exhibit-

39, a Compact Disc marked as Video No.7 and Exhibit-14 is the certificate

issued against Video No. 7 and Material Exhibit-4o, a Compact Disc marked as

Video No. B and Exhibit-ls is the ceftiflcate issued against Video No.8 and

Material Exhibit-41, a Compact Disc marked as Video No. 9 and Exhibit-16 is

the cedificate issued against the same and Material Exhibit-42, a Compact

Disc marked as Video No. 10 and Exhibit-17 is the certificate issued against

Video No. 10 and Material Exhibit-43, a Compact Disc marked as Video No. 11

and Exhibit-l8 ls the certificate issued against Video No. 11 and Material

Exhibit-44, a Compact Disc marked as Video No. 12 and Exhibit-l9 is the

certiflcate issued against Video No. 12 and Material Exhibit-45, a Compact

Djsc marked as Video No. 13 and Exhibit-20 is the certificate issued against

Video No. 13 and Material Exhibit-46 is Compact Disc marked as Video No. 14

and Exhibit-2l is the certificate issued against Video No. 14.

85. He also confirmed that Material Exhibit-47 is Compact Disc

marked as Video No. 15 and Exhibit-22 is the certificate issued against Video

No. 15 and Material Exhibit-48, a Compact Disc marked as Video No. 16 and

Exhibit-23 is the certificate issued against Video No. 16 and Material Exhibit-

49, a Compact Disc marked as Video No. 17, and Exhibit-24 is the certiflcate

issued against Video No. 17 and Material Exhibit-So, a Compact Disc marked

as Video No. 18 and Exhibit-25 is the. certificate issued against Video No. 18

and Material Exhibit-Sl is Compact Disc marked as Video No. 19 and Exhibit-

26 is the cetiflcate issued against Video No. 19 and Material Exhibit-S2, a

Compact Disc marked as Video No.20 Exhibit-27 is the certificate issued

against Video No. 20. He also confirmed his signatures over all the CD.
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86. It is elicited in his cross-exa mination that he did not state before

police the facts which he deposed before the couft. He admitted having not seen

the persons who have caused mischief of the windowpanes from outside, It is

also elicited that he supplied the video footage to all his coileagues who were

working in different news channel prior to supplying of the same to police

personnel. It is further elicited that in the inbuilt memory of his mobile phone, he

recorded the video footage of the incident. It is further elicited that police did not

seize his mobile phone from which he recorded the video footage of the incident.

87. Shri Riju Kumar Saikia (P.W.43), who also reached the

Hospital having got information about the occurrence, dittoed the same facts like

P.W . 42. His evidence also reveals that with the help oi his mobile IOppo A-5],

he has captured the video footage of the incident. He has sent the video footage

recorded by him, through his mobile, to his channel 'Pratidin Time'from where it

was telecasted. Then pollce requested him to give the said video footage to them

vide its notice, Exhibit-28, Accordingly, he has given the same to police. Then

police extracted the data from his mobile and transferred to two C.D. through the

data cable. He has also given one ceftificate, each, against tvvo C.Ds. He

conflrmed Material Exhibit-53 and 54, the Compact Discs marked as Video

No, 1 & 2 and Exhibit-29 & 30, the ceftificates, issued against both the video.

88. Cross-examination of thls witness reveals that on the date of

incident he was present in the room where the Doctor was attacked by the mob.

It is also elicited that he did not state the facts he deposed before the cout to

police. It is further elicited that he has given the video footage to police after 2/3

days of the occurrence and that in the inbuilt memory of his mobile phone, he

has recorded the video footage of the incident. It is fufther elicited that the name

of video 'VID2O190831163154. mp4" as reflected in Exhibit-29 is recoi'ded

in his mobile phone and Serial No,43 ADC0 is reflected in his mobile phone.

89, Though these tlvo witnesses have not stated the facts, which

they have deposed before the Court, to police, yet their evidence, being

corroborated by other eye witnesses, are found to be worthy of credence and we
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findnogroundtodisbelievethesame.Wefindthatthefactumofrecordingthe

video in their mobiles and extracting the same by the I.o, in 20 Nos. of cD, and

issuingof20numbersofCertificatesundersection658EvidenceAct,bythese

twowitnesses,isnotdisputedbythedefenceside.Though,somecontradictions

are brought on record by the defence side, yet, the same are not on material

pointandassuchthesamefailedtocastanydoubtabouttheveracityoftheir

version. They, appears to be most natural witness and they deposed whatever

theyhaveSeenandheardwithoutanyfearorfavour.onthebasisofthevideo

footage recorded by these two witnesses P'W'44 Shri Duleswar Majhi has

identified the accused persons. Though, the I'O' has not seized the mobile

phonesofthesetwowitnesses,yet,wefindthatthecertificatesu/s65-8ofthe

Evidence Act, given by them relieved them from producing the Mobile Phone

before the couft. It is worthwhile to mention here that the defence side has not

disputed the certificates given by them,

90. The I.O., (P.W.56), also corroborated the version of P'W'42' 43

andalsoofP'W.'l4.Hisevidencerevealsthathecametoknowthathvo
Journalists, namely Utpaljyoti Khound and Riju Kumar Saikia, have recorded the

video of the occurrence. Then he issued Notice (Exhibit-9), to P'W'42 to

producethevideoinC.D'Accordingly,ShriUtpaljyotiKhoundhandedoverlS

CDs, Material Exhibits-35 to Material Exhibit-s2, along with 18

certificates, Exhibit-lo to Exhibit-27, under section 658 Evidence Act. His

evldence also reveals that he also issued Notice to P,W.43, to produce the video

inCD.Accordingly,ShriRijuKumarSaikiahandedover02C'D'Material

Exhibits-S3 & Material Exhibit-54, along with 02 certificates Exhibit-29 &

Exhibit-30, under Section 658 Evidence Act.

gl.Theevidenceofthel.o.alsorevealsthatonreceiptofthevideos

in CDs, he called witness Duleswar Majhi (P'W'44) to identify the accused

persons'ThenwitnessDuleswarMajhicametothepolicestationandthenpolice

shownhimthevideoandhavingseenthesameheidentifiedtheaccused
persons by their names and addresses. And, thereafter, he had taken out the

screen printing of the video, and seeing the same witness Duleswar Majhi has

fllffi\
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identifled the accused persons. He conflrmed Material Exhibit-55, to Material

Exhibit-126, the photographs of different accused persons, which were

identified by Shri Duleswar lvlajhl (P.W.44), as reflected in the chat at paragraph

No. 78.

92. The evidence of the I.O. (P.W.56) also reveals that during

lnvestigation he took photographs of the place of occurrence, besides drawing

sketch map of the same. He has exhibited those photographs as Exhibit-5l,

62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80,

which he has taken on the very day of occurrence, i.e. 31.08.2019, in between

6.45 pm to 6,54 pm, by his Vivo mobile phone and he took out prints of the

same from the computer and printer of his Police Station i.e. Teok P.S. He has

given one ceftificate Exhibit-88, for the aforementioned photographs and

another certificate-Exhibit-89, for the data produced from the computer set and

printer of the P.S. The contents of the photographs are described in the below

noted chaft:-

Chart No,2

ffi
ax#

Photographs taken by the I.O, (P.W.56)

st.
No.

Photog-
raphs

Exh-
ibits

Contents

01. Annexure-
1

61

A large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition alongwith a
blue revolving chair having blood stains. Various articles
including papers, sphygmomanometer, wooden table parts,
plastic R/ater bottle, blood collection vials lying in scattered
condition.

02. Annexure-
2

62

A large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition alongwith a
blue revolving chair having blood stains. Glass of windows as
well as door in broken condition. Broken glass pieces of various
shape and size lying scattered haphazardly.

03. Annexure-
3

63

Passageway and. the door to the room where the doctor was
assaulted. The glass of door in broken condition. Various articles
including papers, and some broken glass piece of various size
and shapes scattered haphazardly.

04. An nexure-
4

64

Passagen/ay and the door to the room where the doctor was
assaulted. The glass of door in broken condition. Various afticles
including papers, and some broken glass piece of various size
and shapes scattered haphazardly.,r's!?["niY'nt
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05. Annexure-
5

65

Passageway and the door to the room where the doctor was
assaulted. The glass of door in broken condition. Various articles
including papers, and some broken glass piece of .various size

and shapes scattered haphazardly.

06. Annexure-
6

66

The room where the doctor was assaulted. A large pool of blood

on the floor in wet condition alongwith a blue revolving chair
having blood stains. Glass of windows as well as door in broken
condition. A large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition
alonqwith a blue revolving chair having blood stains' Various
articles including papers, sphygmomanometer, wooden table
pafts, plastic water bottle, lying in scattered condition. Broken
glass piece of various size and shapes scattered haphazardly.

07. Annexure-
7

67

A large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition alongwith the
bottom part of blue revolving chair having blood stains. Wooden
table parts, blood collection vials and some broken glass pieces

of various sizes lying in scattered condition.

08. Annexure- 68
A window of the room where the doctor was assauited. The
glass of the window is in broken condition.

09. Annexure-
9

69
A close shot of window of the room where the doctor was
assaulted. The glass of the window is in broken condition.

10.
Annexure-

10
70

The bottom part of window of the room where the doctor was
assaulted. A pile of broken glass pieces of the window of
different shapes and size.

11,
Annexure-

11
7l

A part of rear side room of the hospital alongwith a nebulizer
attached to the electric plug lying on the bed is in the
photograph.

II, Annexure-
72

72

A blue revolving chair having blood stains. Various articles
including papers, sphygmomanometer, wooden table pafts,
plastic water bottle, blood collection vials lyinq in scattered
condition. Broken glass piece of various size and shapes

scattered haphazardly.

13.
Annexure-

1J
73

A part of blue revolving chair having blood stains on it,

alonqwith a pool of blood on the floor in wet condition.

t4.
Annexure-

t4 74

A part of the room where the doctor was assaulted. Glass of
windows as well as door in broken condition. Various articles
including papers, wooden table parts etc, lying in scattered
condition. Broken glass piece of various size and shapes

scattered haphazardly on the floor of the room.

15.

Annexure-
15

75

The room where the doctor was assaulted. A large pool of blood
on the floor in wet condition alongwith a blue revolving chair
having blood stains. Glass of windows as well as door in broken
condition. A large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition
alongwith a blue revolving chair having blood stains. A

sDhvomomanometer, wooden table parts, plastic water bottle.sEss:8tsH'#oGE
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Broken glass piece of various size and shapes scattered
haphazardly on the floor of the room.

16. Annexure-
16

76

A paft of the room where the doctor was assaulted. Various

articles including papers, a broken stethoscope, wooden table
parts, blood collection vials etc, lying in scattered condition in

the room, Broken glass piece of various size and shapes

scattered haphazardly on the floor of the room.

t7.
Annexure-

77
77

A rear side of the room of the hospital with 2 beds and 1 plastic

chair alongwith a nebulizer attached to the electric plug on one
of the beds.

18. Annexure-
18

7a

A part of the floor where the doctor was assaulted. Various
articles including papers, a broken stethoscope, wooden table
pafts, blood collection vials etc, lying in scattered condition in

the room. Broken glass piece of various size and shapes

scattered haphazardly on the floor of the room.

19. Annexure-
19

79

Passageway and the door to the room where the doctor was

assaulted. The glass of door in broken condition. Some broken
glass pieces of various size and shapes etc. scattered
haphazardly on the floor.

20. Annexure-
20

80
V/indow of the room where the doctor was assaulted. The glass

of the window in broken condition.

93. We have also played the videos in all the 20 numbers of CD and

duration and contents of the same are reflected in the below noted chad. It may

be mentioned here that endeavour to identify the persons therein has been

attempted here on the basis of identiflcation of the persons made by P.W.44

having seen their photographs.

Chart No, 3#ffi
Lffif sl.

No.
CD Video

No.
Dura-
-tion

Mat.
Ext.

Contents

01.
Annexure-

286
1 05.24 53

P.W.44, seeing this video, identified accused

Sanjoy Rajowar, Rinku lt4ajhi, Suresh

Rajowar, Rameswar Bhumij, Bablu Rajowar,
Kalanag Majhi, Sanjib Rajowar, Debeswar
Rajowar, Kartik Bhumij, Rahul Rajowar,
Sibcharan Mahili scuffling with police.

We also find the Doctor sittinq on blue,rr.:oJ[t*iYout
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revolving chair and is being assaulted by the
mob. Accused Sanjoy Rajowar, Ajoy Majhi is

seen attempting to assault the Doctor and
Sanjcy Rajowar is seen breaking glass panes

of door by wrapping his hand with his T-
Shirt.

02. Annexure-
287

2

00.22
54

Here we find the Doctor sitting on a blue
revolving chair. And accused Bijit Mahili is

seen giving leg blow to Doctor in front of a
photograph of Jisus Chirst.

03.
Annexure-

292
3

01. 11
35

Here we find the Welfare Officer Shri Jibon
Kurmi is being assaulted by the members of
the mob in front of the Hospital.

04.
Annexure-

293 4 00,56 35
Here we find accused Sanjib Rajowar
assaulting the Doctor.

05.
Annexure-

294
5 00.20 37

Here we find Samara Majhi sleeping on a bed
and being attended by attendants.

06.
Annexure-

295
6

00.54 38

Here we find accused Sanjoy Rajowar trying
to assault the Doctor and the lv'lanager is

protecting him.

07. Annexure-
296

7 00.05 39
Here we find the Doctor being protected by
the l4anager from the mob.

08. Annexure-
297

8 00.07 40
Here we find the Doctor being protected by
the Manager from the mob.

09. Annexure-
298

9 00.15 41
Here we flnd the Doctor being protected by
the lvlanager from the mob surrounding him.

10. Annexure-
299

10
01.18 42

Here we find accused Siba lYahali dragging
the Doctor and assaulting him with other
accused. The mob turns the table of Doctor
upside down. Accused Sanjor Rajowar and
Sanjib Rajowar playing aggressive role.

11. Annexure-
300

11 01. 15 43
Here we find the Doctor being protected by
the Manager from the mob surrounding him.

IZ.
Annexure-

301
t2 01. 12 44

Here we find the Doctor being protected by
police and some people from the mob
surrounding him.

13. Annexure-
302

13
00.17

45

Here we find the Doctor being protected by
police and some people of the mob
surrounding him. Accused Sanjoy Rajowar is
found playing aggressive role.
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14. Annexure-
303

t4
00.17

46

Here we find the Doctor being protected by
police and some people from the mob
surrounding him. Accused Sanjoy Rajowar
and Sanjib Rajowar scuffling with police.

15, Annexure-
304

15 00.07 47
Here we find Samara Majhi lying on a bed

with one attendant holding him.

16. Annexure-
305

1b 00.37 48
Here we find the Doctor being assaulted by
the mob brutally.

77.
Annexure-

306
l7

00.19
49

Here we find the Doctor sitting on a blue
revolving chair with serious injury over his

right thigh and accused Sanjib Rajowar
pressing the injury with one cloth.
Underneath his chair a pool of blood is seen

on the floor.

18. Annexure-
307

i9 00.15 50

Here we find the Doctor sitting on a blue
revolving chair with serious injury over his

right thigh and a police is holding him. He

appears to be in unconscious state.

19.
Annexure-

308
18

00.15 51

Here we find the Doctor sitting on a blue
revolving chair with serious injury over his

right thigh. Underneath his chair a pool of
blood is seen on the floor.

20. Annexure-
309

20 00.11 52
Here we find the Doctor sitting on a blue
revolving chair and his right thigh is being
tied by a police with a pipe and cloth.

94. Now it is to be seen how far the photographs taken by the I.O.

and Exhibited in the court as Exhibit-61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,

72,73,74,75,76,77J8,79,8O, and the videos recorded by P.W.42 & 43 and

the photo printout taken out of the same, i.e. Material Exhibit-55, to Material

Exhibit-125, are admissible in evidence and whether the same have any

evidentiary value or not. Before delving a discussion into the same, we deemed it

apposite to have a look into the case laws holding the fleld of Electronic

Evidence at present. Hon'ble Supreme Court in Anvar P.V. vs. P.K.

Basheer (2014) 10 SCC 473, had cccasioned to deal with Electronic Evidence

and held u nder:-

"An electronic record by way of secondary evidence shall not
be admitted in evidence unless the requirements under
section 558 are satisfied."

ffi
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It continued to state that:-

"... in the case of CD, VCD, chip, etc., the same shall be
accompanied by the certificate in terms of Section 658
obtained at the time of taking the document, without which,
the secondary evidence pertaining to that electronic record, is
inadmissible"

It also stated that:-

"The situation would have been different had the appellant
adduced primary evidence, by making available in evidence,
the COs used for announcement and songs. Had those CDs
used for objectionable songs or announcements been duly
got seized through the police or Election Commission and had
the same been used as primary evidence, the High
Court could have played the same in court to see whether the
allegations were true, That is not the situation in this case.
The speeches, songs and announcements were recorded
using other instruments and by feeding them into a
computer, CDs were made there from which were produced
in court, without due certification.

It is clarified that notwithstanding what we have stated
herein in the preceding paragraphs on the secondary
evidence on electronic record with reference to Section 59,
65A and 658 of the Evidence Act, if an electronic record as
such is used as primary evidence under Section 62 of the
Evidence Act, the same is admissible in evidence, without
compliance of the conditions in Section 658 of the Evidence
Act."

The part of the judgemental statements made above are
significant since it makes a distinction of "Primary" and
"Secondary" documents holding CDs used in the commission
of offence is "Primary" evidence and "CDs produced in
copies" is "Secondary". It also provided the option that
Primary evidence could have been proved without Section
658 certification.

95. In this judgment Hon'ble Supreme Court has overruled the law

laid down in State (NCT of Delhi) vs, Navjot Sandhu (2005) 11 SCC 600,

in respect of electronic evidence. But, in Tomaso Bruno v. State of U.P.

t(2015) 7 SCC 1781, a three Judge bench of Hon'ble Supreme Court, referring

to judgment in Navajot Sandhu (supra), has held that secondary evidence of

the content of a document can also be led under section 65 of the Evidence Act

to make CCW footage admissible. In this judgment Anvor P.V. (supra), was

,\/\3
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not referred to where Navjot sandhu (supra) was specifically overruled by

Anvor P.V.

96. Thereafter, in Shafhi Mohammad Vs. State of U'P', (2018) 1

SCC(Cri)360,ithasbeenheldbytheHon'bleSupreCourtthat-requirement

of certificate being procedural can be relaxed by the cout whenever the interest

of justice so justified. It was further held that procedural requirement under

section 65-8(4) of Evidence Act of furnishing ceftificate is to be applied when

electronic evidence is produced by a person who is in a position to produce such

certificate being in control of the said device. Further, it has been held that when

the party is not in possession of such a device, applicability of section 63 and 65

of the Evidence Act cannot be held to be excluded.

97. But, the law laid down in Tomaso Bruno (supra) and in Shafhi

Mohammad (supra) are overruled by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Arjun

Panditrao Khotkar vs Kailash Kushanrao Gorantyal, Civil Appeal No(s)'

20825 - 20826 of 2017, with Civil Appeal No. 2407 of 2018 & Civil Appeal No'

3696 of 2018, disposed of on 26 July, 2020.It is held as under:-

"72, The reference is thus answered by stating that:

(a) Anvar P.v. (supra), as clarified by us hereinabove, is the

law declared by this Court on Section 558 of the Evidence

Act, The judgment in Tomaso Bruno v. State of U.P. [(2015) 7

SCC 1781, being per incurium, does not lay down the law

correctly, Also, the judgment in SLP (Crl.) No. 9431 of 2011

reported as Shafhi Mohammad (supra) and the judgment

dated 03.04,2018 reported as (2018) 5 SCC 311, do not lay

down the law correctly and are therefore overruled.

(b) The clarification referred to above is that the required

certificate under Section 65-8 (4) is unnecessary if the

original document itself is produced. This can be done by the

owner of a laptop computer, computer tablet or even a
mobile phone, by stepping into the witness box and proving

that the concerned device, on which the original information

is first stored, is owned and/or operated by him. In cases

where the "computer" happens to be a Part of a "computer

system" or "computer network" and it becomes impossible to
physically bring such system or network to the Court, then
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the only means of providing information contained in such
electronac record can be in accordance with Section 65-8 (1),
together with the requisite certificate under Section 55-B (4).
The last sentence in Anvar P.V. (supra) which reads as "...if
an electronic record as such is used as primary evidence
under Section 62 of the Evidence Act..." is thus clarified; it is
to be read without the words "under Section 62 of the
Evidence Act,.,," with this clarification, the law stated in
paragraph 24 of Anvar P,V. (supra) does not need to be
revisited."

98. Now, averting to the facts here in this case we flnd that 18 Nos.

of CDs, Material Exhibits 35 to 52 were prepared from the video recorded by

the P.W.42, and 2 Nos. of CDs, Material Exhibit 53 and 54, were prepared

from the video recorded by the P.W.43. We also find that P.W,42 has given 18

Cetificates, Exhibits 10 to 28, complying the provision of Section 65-8 of the

Evidence Act. And P.W.43 has given 2 Certificates, Exhibits 29 to 30,

complying the provision of Section 65-8 of Evidence Act.

99, It is to be mentioned here that Section 65-8 of the Evidence Act

deals with admissibility of electronic records. Sub-section 1 provides as under:-

"Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, any information contained in an

electronic record which is printed on a paper, stored, recorded or copied in

optical or magnetic media produced by a computer (here in after referred to as

the computer output) shall be deemed to be also a document, if the conditions

mentioned in this section are satisfled in relation to the information and

computer in question and shall be admissible in any proceedings, without further

proof or production of the original, as evidence or any contents of the original or

of any fact stated therein of which direct evidence would be admissible.(2) The

conditions referred to in sub-section (1) in respect of a computer output shall be

the following, namely:

(a) the computer output containing the information was produced by the
computer during the period over which the computer was used

regularly to store or process information for the purposes of any

activities regularly carried on over that period by the person having

lawful control over the use of the computer;
sEss:oJ[sHiYD
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(b) during the said period, information of the kind contained in the
electronic record or of the kind from which the information so

contalned is derived was regularly fed into the computer in the
ordinary course of the said activities;

(c) throughout the material part of the said period, the computer was

operating properly or, if not, then in respect of any period in which it
was not operating properly or was out of operation during that part

of the period, was not such as to affect the electronic record or the
accuracy of its contents; and

(c) the information contained in the electronic record reproduces or is

derived from such information fed into the computer in the ordinary
course of the said activities.

100. Now, it is to be seen whether the cetificates Exhibit 1O to 2&

and 29,30, 88 & 89 fulfil the legal requirements. We have gone through the

aforementioned certificates carefully. For better appreciation we deemed it

appropriate to reproduce a copy of the certiflcate, Exhibit-10.

Certificate under section 65-8 of the Indian Evidence Act 7872 for
Data produced from the Mobile,

(Ref:-Teok P.S. Case No. 434/2019)

This is to ceftify that I am Shri Utpal lyoti Khound, age 34 years,

S/o Lt. Anil Khound and reside at Habigaon, P.S.-Teok, Dist-Jorhat.

I am the owner/in charge/user of the mobile having subscriber No.

70023-86018 and description of the mobile ts as follows:-

. Mobile Handset:- Make:-redmi;

. Model:- Redmi Note-4j Serial Number:- 9cc090da0903

. Software-OS Android; l,|emory Card No.

. Electronic Record:- Descrlption of the electronic record to be

proved (data on CD)

. Video No.3 Name of the video;- VID 20190831 160608

flffi\
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. Duration of the video:- 01:11 minutes, Format of video:- mp4;

Size of video:- 120 MB

I certify regarding the aforesaid electronic record generated from the above

mobile that:-

The information contained in the above mobile was fed into it in the ordinary

course of activity/usage of the mobile which was into my possession. I am

aware of the video recording mechanism in it.

On 31't AugusC 2019, during the period from 2 pm to 7 pm (including the

time of the incidenQ the above mentioned mobile was operating proryrly

and there have been no such operational problems so as to affect the

accuracy of the electronic record.

During thls period the mobile was in my possession and safe custody and

the mobite software was built in security mechanism i'e' Password Protected

Access Control etc.

The electronic record generated from the above mobile has been derived

from the informatton fed into it and is a true extract of the Data in the

aforesaid mobile.

The above said mobite is in working condition tilt today i'e' 14h September,

2019 when the output was taken from the aforesaid mobile. The data

transferred on CD has been taken directly from the mobile by connecting it

with the computer system through data cable.

I am personally involved into the transaction and general:ion of aforesaid

electronic record.

The above stated maxer is true to the best ofmy knowledge and belief,

P/ace:- Teok, lorhat, Assam
Date 14.09.2019.

sd/
' (utPal lYoti Khound)

(Name and signature of the person producing
the electronic record)

101. From a bare perusal of the Exhibit-10, a Cediflcate issued by

the owner of the lYobile Hand set, who has recorded the video in the said mobile

hand set, we find that the same fulfils the requirement of section 65-8 of the

ffi
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Evidence Act. The other the cediflcates Exhibit 10 to 28, given by P.W,42

and Exhibits 29 & 30 given by P,W.43, also satisfied the requirement of

section 658 of the Evidence Act.

102. The other cedificate-Exhibit-89, given by the I.O. for the CD

and Photo printout taken from the video clipping and marked as Material

Exhibits-55 to 125, read as under:-

Certificate under section 65'8 of the Indian Evidence Act 7872 for

Data produced from the ComDuter set.

(Ref:-Teok P.S. Case No. 434/2019,)

This is to certify that 1, Shri Dipankar Gogoi, S.I. of Police cum lnvestigattng

Officer of the Case. I being the Officer-in- Charge of Teok Police Station,

was the in-Charge/user of the Computer set and description of the computer

as follows:-

Computer Set:'

. Make:'HCL

. S.No. 211144669962

. Software-OS: WINDOWS 7

Electronic Record:- Screen Shot Photographs (72 numbers) taken from

the videos provided by witnesses Shri lJtpaljyoti Khound and Shri Rriu Kumar

Saikia during the course of investigation in the process of identification of

the invo/ved accused persons. The screen shots were taken on 15.09 2019,

which were annexed as Annexure 331 to 402 of the Original Case Diary.

I certify regarding the aforesaid electronic record generated from the above

Computer Set:-

1. The information contained in the above Computer Set was fed into it

in the ordinary course of activity/usage of the Computer which t4as

inl:o ny possession. I am ar/are of the Photograph capturing

mechanism in it.
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2. On llh September,, 2019, during the period from 12 pm to 5pm, the

above mentioned Computer Set was operating properly and there

have been no such operatlonal problems so as to affect the'accuracy

of the electronic record.

During this period, the Computer Set was in my possesston and safe

custody and the software has built in security mechanism i'e'

Password Protected Access Control etc.

The electronic record generated from the above Computer Set has

been derived from the information fed into it and is a true extract of

the Data in the aforesaid Com?uter.

The above said mobile is in working condition till today i.e. 13h

August) 2020 when the output was taken from the afotesaid

Computer. The printout of the photographs was taken dlrectly from

the Computer by connecting it with the printing set through data

cable.

I am personally invotved into the transaction and generation of

a fo resa id e lect ro n ic reco rd.

The above stated matter is true to the best of my knowledge and

belief.

Place:- Jorhat,
Date 13.08.2020.

sd./
(S.L Dipankar Gogol)

(Name and signature of the person producing the
electronic record)

103, On due consideration of the Exhibit-89, we find that the same

also fulfllled the requirement of section 65-8 of the Evidence Act' And, as such,

the photo printouts, taken from the video clippings, from the videos recorded by

P.W.42 and 43, which were taken into 20 CDs, can be admitted in evidence. The

videos in the CDs, and also the photo printout taken from the video clippings,

also lends unstin ng suppoft to the prosecution version in respect of the assault,

so caused to Dr. Deben Dutta, and also the damages caused to the Hospital

property and the role played by the accused persons in corrmittinq the offence

and the weapon used in the same.

4.
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104. The l,O. also had given one certiflcate Exhibit-88,-for the

photographs of the place of occurrence, which he has taken by his mobile phone,

Ivlake- Vivo V-9, and on due consideration of the same, we find that the same

fulfllled the requirement of section 65 B of the Evidence Act. And, as such,

Exhibit-61,62, 63 $4,65,66,67,68,69,7 O,7 L,7 2,7 3,7 4,7 5,7 6,77,7 8, 7 9,8O,

can be admitted in evidence, and the same also lends unstinting support to the

prosecution version in respect of the assault, so caused to Dr. Deben Dutta, and

also damages caused to the Hospital Property, by the accused person.

105. It is worthwhile to mention here that in the State,

represented by Inspector of Police CBI/SCB, Chennai Vs. V.P. Pandi @

Attack Pandi (Criminal Appeal (MD) No.274 of 2011, Hon'ble tt4adras High

Court, having noticed the developments ln the law on video and photographic

evidence in the west, where the "silent witness" theory is deployed to admit

video and photographic evidence, has held that the photos and videos, taken

contemporaneously, when the attack was taking place and has not been

doctored and can be read in evidence. It ls also held that the theory proceeds on

the footing that photographic and video evidence are "silent witnesses" which

speak for themselves. They are substantive evidence of what they poftray."

106. Here in this case genuineness of the videos and the photo

printouts taken from the clippings of the said videos have not been disputed by

the defence side. There is nothing on the record to show that the same were

tampered with. It also appears that the same are relevant to the facts and

circLrmstances on the record. Therefore, as held by Hon'ble lvladras High Court in

the case of State represented by Inspector of Police CBI/SCB, Chennai

Vs. V.P. Pandi @ Attack Pandi (supra), the videos recorded by P.W. 42 & 43

and the photo printout taken from the video clippings, and also the photographs

taken by the I.O. in his mobile phone, can be admitted in evidence as an

independent evidence of its contents and we find that the same also lends

support to the p)rosecution version.

flffitw-7
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107. The evidence of the I.O. (P.W.56) reveals that on the same day

at about 7 p.m., he has seized 30 [thirty] numbers of Material Exhibit-l to

Material Exhibit-3O vide seizure-list [Exhibit-1] in presence of witnesses.

Shri Soumen Kundu (P,W.1) and Shri Kalyanjit Borah (P.W'2) are the witnesses

of seizure of the said material exhibits. Both of them have confirmed all the

Material Exhibit-l to 30, The

three witnesses, are shown

convenience:-

seized articles, which were confirmed by these

in the below noted chart for the sake of

Chart No.4.

ffi

st,
No,

Description of the item Qntv. Material
Exhibit

1.
Broken Stethoscope of light grey colour and pioneer

written on one end without right ear tube and without
ear tips

1 M, Ext.- 1

2.
Bent ear tube of stethoscope

1 M, Ext.-2

3.
Earpieces of stethoscope (light grey in colour)

2 M. Ext.-3

4.
Broken Sphygmomanometer of silver colour with 'Disha'
written on broken end 1

1

M. Ext.-4

5.
Pressure controlling knob of sphygmomanometer (silver
colour) M. Ext.-s

6.

Blood collection vial container of thermocol (white in
colour), square shaped, having five nos. of transparent
blood collection vials made of plastic with red caps.

1 M. Ext.-6

7.
Blue coloured revolving chair of about 40 inch height
with blood stains 1 M. Ext.-7

8.

Wooden leg of table of 2g"length and sidearm of about
11 inch (skewed 'T' shapes) having blood stain on one
and (side arm end)

1 M. Ext.-8

9.
Empty blood collection vials made of plastic with red
caps, 36 M, Ext.-g

10.
Opening handle of table drawer (black cover) containing
blood stains picked up with gloves. 1 M. Ext.-10

11.
aroken piece or wooain tiUte anout za'in tengtn -ana

12"width. z M. Ext.- 11
Y/
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ffi

t2.
Broken piece of wooden table about 2t" in lenqth and

13 " in width.

wi,le iorouiea torn curtain clo[h-aboirt g0 length a"d
40" width.

aro-t<en Utiik Uoara.

bpen ptistic Oottte.

Broien small glass pieces of below 4cm length.

Broken biqger glass pieces of about 4 cm to 6 cm

length.

aroken Uig glass pieces of about 6 to 10 cm length.

Broken glass piece.

Broken glass piece.

eroken giass 
'pieie.

Broken glass piece.

Broken qlass piece.

3 M. Ext.-12

13. 1 M, Ext.-13

14, 1 M. Ext.- 14

15. 101 M. Ext.-15

16. 576 M. Ext.-16

t7. 499 M. Ext.-17

18. 43 M. Ext.-18

19. 1 M. Ext.-19

20. 1 M. Ext,-20

21. 1

1

M. Ext.-21

22, M. Ext.-22

23. 1 M. Ext.-23

24. Broken glass piece.

Broken qlass piece.

Broken glass piece.

Broken glass piece.

Broken glass piece.

etuecotoured nru cara wiin state eank Dabit Card

written on it.

Nebulizer (white & green colour) with 'NUNEB PRO

PISTON TYPE' written on it.

1 M. Ext.-24

25. 1 M. Ext.-25

26. 1 M. Ext.-26

27. 10 M. Ext.-27

28. 23 M. Ext.-28

29. 1

1

M. Ext,-29

30. M, Ext.-30

108. P.W. 1, Shri Soumen Kundu and P.W 2 Shri Kalyanjit Borah are

also the witness of seizure of Material Exhibit-l to 30 And they also

conflrmed seizure of N4aterial Exhibit-1 to 30, by the I.O (P'W'55), vide seizure

list Exhibit-1. Nothing material could be elicited in their cross-examination to

SeSSffiifUOGE discredit their versi.n in respect of the seizure The evidence of the LO' fufther
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reveals that after seizing the articles preparing the seizure-list, Exhibit-1, he

kept the articles at the tvlalkhana of Teok P.S. Thereafter, on 10/09/2019, with

permission of the court he has collected the finger prints of the accused Sri

Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, Exhibit-3s & Exhibit-36, in 02

[two] sets, from the Central Jail, Jorhat. P'W.48, Shri Tarun Ch. Sonowal, and

P.W, 49 - Smti. Anindita Borah were the witnesses of taking such finger print of

accused Sanjoy Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, and at the relevant time

they were serving at central Jail, Jorhat as lailor and Asstt. Jailor and they

confirmed their signatures on Exhibit-35 & Exhibit-36, besides the factum of

taking of flngerprints of accused Sanjoy Rajowar. The evidence of the 1 O, also

reveals that then alongwith the seized articles; he sent the same to the Bureau of

Fingerprints, Assam, for examination. The I.O. also sent the blue colored

revolving chair with bloodstain, Material Exhibit'7, Material Exhibit-8,

Material Exhibit-21 and Material Exhibit-34 to the F.S.L., Kahilipara,

Guwahati, for exped's oplnion. Vide Exhibit-8, he has seized vial containing blood

sample of 2ml of Dr. Deben Dutta and viai containing blood sample of 5ml of Dr.

Deben Dutta which were collected during post-mortem examination [EDTA] and

plastlc jar containing the viscera of Dr. Deben Dutta and plastic jar congaing

preservative of common salt which were sent to the Director, F.S.L, Guwahati,

vide Exhibit-84 [containing ln 05 (five) pages], by Special lYessenger by the

Addl. S.P. IHeadquarter], Jorhat, Sri Prakash Sonowal to the Director, F,S.L.,

Guwahati, for ascertaining the facts as mentioned in Exhibit-84

109. The prosecution side has examined Sri Diganta Das (PW-51)

Finger Print Expert, State Finger Print Bureau, CID, Assam, Ulubari, lorhat. His

evidence reveals that on 7U0912O19, while he was working as Finger Print

Expert, State Finger Print Bureau, CID, Assam, Ulubari, Guwahati, he received

one sealed parcel from the Director, FSL, Kahilipara, Guwahati-7, in connection

with Teok P.S. Case No. 43412019, dated Nll, which was sent by the Additional

Superintendent of Police IHeadquarter], Jorhat, by his lvlemo No. )lfilVl1917426

dated Jorhat the 10/09/2019. His evidence further reveals that their Dlrector

received 2 [two] exhibits and the same are:- (l) Questioned Chance Finger Prints

collected on a glass piece marked as'Exhibit-C'(2) Specimen Finger prints of

SESSIONS JUDGE
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Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Aged-21 years, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, Resident of lYajor

Line, Teok Tea Estate, P.S. Teok, District-Jorhat. The chance Finger Print was

collected from Director Forenslc Science, Kahilipara, Assam and the name of

Finger Print Expert & team were (1). Srl Diganta Das, Finger Print Expert, FPB,

CID, Assam (2) Sri Arun Kumar Pratihast, Photographer, CID, Assam, (3) Sri

Rakhal Chandra Das, Constable, FPB, CID, Assam and the date of Collection

Chance Finger Prints was 1lrh September, 2019. His evidence also reveals that

the Questioned Chance Finger Prints marked as'C-1' on the 'Exhibit-C' is

examined and furnished Finger Prlnt Opinion as under:-

Result of Examination:-

(i). The Questioned Chance Finger Print marked as'C-1'on the

'Exhibit-C' is found to be similar with the Specimen Right Thumb

Impression marked as'S-1' on'Annexure-1'.

Reasons:-

(i). 5 lfive] numbers of similar finger Print ridge characteristlcs are

found in their relative position.

Similar ridge characteristics have been found in their nature and

relative position in the Questioned print'C-1' and Specimen print'S-

1'. 5 [flve] of them are marked with projected red lines and described

as follows:

1, Point No. 1 is a Ridge bifurcation (starting point).

2, To the ... South East... of. Point No-l. with 1 [one] ridge intervening.

Point No. 2... is a ... Ridge bifurcatlon.

3. To the ... North East.. of Point No-2. with 2 [two] rldges

intervening. Point No.3... is a.., Ridge bifurcation.

4. To the ... North West... of .. Point No-3. With NIL ridges intervening..

Point No. 4... is a ... Ridge bifurcation.

5. To the... South west... of .... Point No-4.... with ....4 ffourl ridges

intervening. Point No.5... is a... Ridge bifurcation.

sessffiiruDot
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110. This witness also described the procedure of Examination as

u nder:-

i). The photographs are taken by CANON Camera, Canon Inc. Made in

China Model No.-PC 1741, N 118 FC. Fingerprint ridge characteristics

in the Questioned Print and Specimen prints are examined with

magnification.

ii). Original live size photographs of Chance Finger Print'C-f is submitted

in Fingerprint Analysis and Criminal Tracing System [FACTS] for

digital quality enhancement of finger print ridge details for

comparison.

iii). In the process of examination 5 [five] numbers ridge characteristics

are detected in the questioned print 'C-1' and similar ridge

characteristics are found in the Specimen print marked as'S-1'.

iv). The Original photographs of Questioned chance print'C-f is enlarged

and of probable extension of ridge characteristics points are made in

manual examlnation Process.

111. He also deposed about the Equipments used in Examination

process as under:-

i). Graphite base grey powder, Ostrich brush.

ii). Digital Camera, Co!'nputer, Digital Printer.

iii). Magnifying lens, Linen Tester, Fingerprint Comparator.

iv). U.V. Light source.

v). FACTS Version-5 (Fingerprint Analysis and Criminal Tracing

System) Softvrare.

112. His evidence also reveals that they have enclosed the Facts

Copy with the report. He confirmed Exhibit-45, the Copy of Requisition

Letter issued by the Additional Superintendent of Police IH.Q], Jorhat, Assam.

Exhibit-45, the Forwarding Letter issued by Director-in-Charge, State Finger

Print Bureau, CID, Assam, Ulubari, Guwahati-7, and the signature of Sri Chandan
SESSIONS JUOGE
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Gayan, Director-in-Charge, State Finger Print Bureau, CID, Assam, Ulubari,

Guwahati-7. He also conflrmed his report Exhibit-47, in 06 [six] pages with

Exhibit-47 (1) to Exhibit-47 (6), his signatures dated 16/09/2019. He also

confirmed Exhibit-36, the Specimen Fingerprants of accused Sri Sanjay

Rajowar reft handl, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, Resident of N4ajor Line, Teok

Tea Estate, P.S. Teok, District-Jorhat, contained in 05 [five] pages, Exhibit-36

(A), the thumb impression of right hand of Sri Sanjay Rajowar which is marked

as'S-1', and Material Exhibit'2l, the broken piece of glass where we flnd the

Chance Fingerprint of accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar which is marked as 'Exhibit-

Cf in his report. The defence side has failed to elicit anything tangible to

discredit the evidence of thls witness. Though it is suggested that he did not

examine the fingerprint properly and submitted a fake report yet, lt has

miserable failed to lay foundatlon for such a suggestion.

113. Thus, the evidence of Sri Diganta Das (PW-S1) has fortifled the

prosecution version that it was the accused Sanjoy Rajowar, Son of Late Babu

Rajowar, who, with the help of Material Exhibit-21, a broken glass piece,

caused the stab injury of size 4 cm x l cm x muscle deep, over the medial

asDect of right thigh, situated 13 cm above the upper border of patella, 23 cm

below the symphysis pubis and 5 cm medial to mid-thi9h line, wherein femoral

artery was partially cut and separated. The evidence of the P.W.33, who

conducted autopsy on the dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta, also conflrmed that

injury No. (a), found on the dead body Dr. Deben Dutta, may be caused by

Material Exhibit-21 and the same is sufficient to cause death, in the ordinary

course of nature.

114, The evidence of the I.O. also reveals that he has arrested

accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu Rajowar, Sri Ratul Rajowar and Sri

Rinku Majhi, and on O2lO9l2O19, he got them examined by Senior lvledical

Officer, Jorhat Police Hospital, Jorhat to give oplnion about the injuries sustained

by them as there was strike of Doctors at JMCH on that day due to murder of

Dr. Deben Dutta on 31l}Bl20l9. Then the Senior Medical Officer has given

opinion that he found cut injury over the left palm of accused Sri Sanjay

SESSIONS JUDGE
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Rajowar of size 1/2" x 1/2" x 1 inch, not active bleeding. Accused Sri Ratul

Rajowar had injury over his right liftle finger. Accused Sri Rinku Majhi,

one cut injury seen on the left arm approximately of size 10" and 16

stitches were given over the aforesaid injuries. He confirmed Exhibit-85, the

requisition for medlcal examination of aforesaid accused persons and report

thereof issued by Dr. N.N. Rahman, the Senior Medical Officer, Jorhat Police

Hospital, His evidence fudher reveals that on 03/09/2019, he forwarded the

three accused persons to the Senior Medical Officer, Jorhat Police Hospital

wherein the doctor examined accused Sri Siba Mahali and found one cut

injury over right middle finger by glass, no active bleeding seen. Another

accused Sri Kalanag Majhi was found with one cut injury over his right leg.

Exhibit-86 is the requisition for medical examination and report thereof issued

by Dr. N.N. Rahman, the Senlor Medical Offlcer, Jorhat Police Hospital. His

evidence also reveals that all the aforementioned accused persons received those

injuries by glass pieces as they were present and involved in the incident of

assault of Dr. Deben Dutta, Thus, Exhibit 85 & 86 also lends support to the

prosecution version regarding involvement of accused Saniay Rajowar, Son of

Late Babu Rajowar, Sri Ratul Raiowar and Sri Rinku lYajhi, Sri Siba lYahali and Sri

Kalanag Majhi with the offence of breaking glass panes of windows and doors of

the Teok Tea Garden Hospital on 31.08.2019, and further involvement of

accused Sanjoy Rajowar in causing injury No.(a) to Dr. Deben Dutta on his

right thigh, by Material Exhibit-21.

115. Also we find from the evidence of the I'O. that on 13/09/2019,

he got information that one Sri Duleswar Majhi ls also an eye witness of the case

and he could identify the accused persons. He then made a prayer before the

court for holding T.I.P. [Test Identification Parade] for identification of the

accused persons by the aforesaid witness. Then altogether, 0B [eight] wltnesses

came forward and on the same day the Court fixed the day for holding T.I.P. at

Central Jail, Jorhat, on 1610912019 & 17109120t9. Accordingly, T.I.P. was held at

Central Jail, Jorhat on the afore-mentioned dates.

SESSIONS JUDGE
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116. The prosecution side has examined Shri Nirmal Kumar

Laskar, the then SDJM (S), Jorhat, presently serving as SDJM (N4), Sarupathar,

as P.W.50, who conducted TIP at Central Jail, Jorhat. His evidence reveals that

as per order of the then learned Additional Chief JLrdicial Magistrate, Jorhat dated

13.09.2019, in Teok P.S. Case No. 43412019, he conducted TIP on 1610912019,

at Central Jail, lorhat and on that day the I.O. has produced three identifliing

witnesses, namely Sri Manoj Das, Sri Rupam Salkia and Sri liban Tanti. His

evidence also reveals that thr T.I.P. was conducted at the open space inside the

Central Jail, Jorhat. The suspects were inside the jail and the witnesses were

outside the jall. Inside of the jail is not visible from outside. There was no

occasion for seeing the suspects by the witnesses before T.I.P. At the time of

conducting the T.I.P., no police personnel \/ere present inside the jail premises.

Thereafter, the witnesses were brought inslde the jail and kept in a room and

they were instructed to identify the suspects from the line by touching their

body. His evidence fufther reveals that at the prayer of the I.O., he concealed

the identity of the witnesses by asking them to wear'Burkha'. Thereafter, 32

suspects were lined-up with 180 other inmates of different heights and stature as

those of suspects and all of them were wearlng similar clothes as far as possible.

117. His evidence also reveals that witness Sri Manoj Das identified

all the suspects in third round, and the same procedures were followed in case of

other two witnesses. Witness Sri Rupam Saikia, ln the third round, could

identify all the 32 suspects. Witness Sri Jiban Tanti, in all the three rounds,

could identify all the 32 suspects. The TIP was conducted in presence of two

witnesses namcly Sri Firdus Rahman, Assistant Jailor, Central Jail, Jorhat and Sri

Keshoram Das, HeaC Warden, And the name of the suspects, who were identified

by the witnesses were Sri Upendra Bhumij, Sri Anil Majhi, Sri Bablu Rajowar, Sri

Arjun lt4ajhi, Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Babul Rajowar, Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Jogeshwar Rajowar, Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar, Sri Ajay

lvlajhi, Sri Ratul Rajowar, Sri Bijay Rajowar, Sri Bolin Rajowar, Sri Dipak Rajowar,

Sri Guludev lvlajhi, Sri Hari Majhi, Sri Milan Rajowar, Sri Sivcharan Mahili, Sri Arun

It4ajhi, Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Son of Samlal Rajowar, Sri Kartick Bhumij, Sri

Sanjay Rajowar, Srl Kalicharan Mahili, Sri Rameswar Bhumij, Sri Siba Mahili, Sri

flffiw#7
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Ratul Rajowar, Sri Kalanag lvlajhi, Sri lvlanoj lYajhi, Sri Rinku Bakti, Sri Michilal

Majhi @ Jadav, Sri Pritam tYajhi @ Chotu Bhai, Sri Rinku Majhi and Srl Sanku

Majhi. He confirmed Exhibit-37, the T.LP. chart of witness Sri Manoj Das,

Exhibit-38, the T,I.P. chart of witness Sri Rupam Saikia, Exhibit-39 is the

T,I.P, chart of witness Sri Jiban Tanti,

118. His evidence further reveals that on the same day the I.O. also

produced flve other witnesses, but due to want of time he conducted T.LP. on

the next day, i.e., on 77109120L9. On that day, the i.O. of the case has produced

five witnesses namely Sri Gopal Borah, Sri Paban Garh, Sri Pabitra Sahu,

Sri Raju Barik and Sri Duleswar Majhi. He followed the same

processes/procedures in respect of flve witnesses on 1710912019. His evidence

also reveals that witness Sri Gopal Borah identified all the 32 suspects. Witness

Sri Paban Garh has identified all the 32 suspects. Witness Sri Pabitra Sahu,

in the third round could identify all the suspects except Sri Ajay Majhi and Sri

Rameswar Bhumij. Witness Sri Raju Barik, in the third round identifled all the

suspects except Suresh Rajowar, Hari Rajowar and Kalanag Majhi. Witness Sri

Duleswar Majhi could identify all the 32 suspects in all the three rounds. He

confirmed Exhibit-4O, the T.I.P. chart of witness Sri Gopal Borah, Exhibit-

41, the T.l.P. chart of witness Sri Paban Garh, Exhibit-42, the T.I.P. chart of

witness Sri Pabitra Sahu. Exhibit-43, the T.I.P. charts of witness Sri Raju

Barik, Exhibit-44, and the T.LP. chart of witness Sri Duleswar Majhi.

119. Hon'ble Supreme Court had occasion to deal with elaborately the

Test Identification Parade and its value in Mullah and another vs, State of

U.P. 2010 Crl. L.J. 1440. The ratlo laid down in the said case can be

summarized as u nder:-

(i) No provision in the law fbr holding the test identification
parade;

(ii) Test identification is only to help the investigating agency
to ensure that they are proceeding on the right direction;

(iii) What is relevant is the identification evidence offered in
the court by the witnesses and the earlier identification at
the parade corroborates the evidence in the Court;

ffi
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(iv) Test identification Parade is of no value when the
witnesses know the accused earlier;

(v) Test identification parade must be held as early as
possible, otherwise it may prove fatal to the prosecution's

case. It is in the interest of the prosecution, to answer the
altegation of the accused that witnesses had the
opportunity to see the accused;

(vi) If valid reasons are given for the delay; test identification
parade may be admitted;

(vii) From the nature of crime itself, ever lasting impression
about the facial feature of the accused exist in the mind of
the witnesses and in their memory, delay is not fatal and

corroboration also is not necessary'

(viii) There can be no time limit for holding the test
identification parade, as such a limit will help professional

criminal, to avoid arrests and thereby make the time limit
to prevent identifi cation;

(ix) It is within the discretionary power of the Court to decide

the various issues relating to the test identification parade,

depending upon the facts and circumstances of each case;

(x) The evidence of test identification parade if reliable and

true, it can be acted upon; and

(xi) That no numbers of witnesses are required to identify the
culprit.

120. In the case in hand what we have found from the evidence

discussed above is that there was delay in conducting the TIP. While the

occurrence took place on 31.08,2019, the witnesses were examined and accused

were arrested on the very next day. But, the TIP was conducted by the P.W'50

on 16.09.2019, and on I7.09.2019. The'I.O. has made the prayer to the couft on

13.09.2019. Antl, apparently no explanation was offered by him for the delay.

Over and above, the accused and the witnesses belong to the same locality and

they known to each other prior to the occurrence. It ls suggested by the defence

side to P.W 50 that before the TIP the accused and witnesses were kept at the

P.S. for 617 days. t hotrgh P.W. 50 pleaded ignorance about the same, yet, someSESSIONS JUDGE
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of the witnesses, during cross-examination admitted the same. It is worthwhile

to mention here that while this incriminating circumstance was put. to the

accused persons during their examination under section 313 Cr.P.C. almost all

the accused stated that the witnesses belong to their locality and they knows

each other. Even though, the procedure followed by the P.W.50, appears to be in

order, and all the 8 witnesses identified all the suspects, except suspects Suresh

Rajowar, Hari Rajowar, and Kalanag Majhi by witness Raju Barik and suspect

Ajoy lvlajhl and Rameswar Bhumij by witness Pabitra Sahu, yet application of the

ratio laid down by Hon'ble Supi'eme Court in Mullah and another vs. State of

U.P, (supra) specially at point No, (iv) & (v), to the facts and circumstances

here in this case, will reveal that Test Identiflcation Parades, here in this case,

are of no value as the witnesses knows the accused earlier and they belongs to

the same locality. Besides, before the TIP was done on 16.09.2019, and on

17.09.20L9, videos of the incident got telecasted in the Pratidin News Channel

and also in all the News Channels, at the instance of P.W.42 and 43. The Videos

also got viral in social media as is evident from the evidence of P.W.42 and 43.

Therefore, we are not inclined to attribute any value in the TIP, so conducted by

P.W.50. Consequently, we flnd and hold that the evidence of P.W.50 and the TiP

conducted by him would no way help the prosecution side, In holding so, we

derived authority frcm a decision of Hon'ble Supreme Court in Vijayan vs.

State of Kerela (1999) 3 SCC 54 and also from Ravi vs. State (2007) 15

SCC 372, where TIP proceeding was discarded as because photographs of

accused appeared in the News Papers and the TIP was conducted later.

121. We also find from the evidence of Shri Dhiraj Mahili (P.W.8),

a lYale Attendant at Teok Tea Garden Hospital, that on 31.08.2019 at about 3.15

p.m., whlle he proceeds to the Hospital for attending duty, he found one patient

Samra Majhi, being admitted there and he also saw Sri Subhash Rajowar-dresser

and Smt. Ranjula Hazarika Borah, GN lv'l Nurse, attending their duty. At that time

Dr. Deben Dutta, was not at the Hospital. On being called by the Nurse, Dr.

Deben Dutta came to the Hospital and proceeded to his chamber. Then he heard

hue & cry inside the room of Dr. Deben Dutta. His evidence also reveals that

while he went for duty at the hospital, and saw Samra lvlajhi being given water
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by his wife, and at that time, accused Sri Dipak Rajowar was by their side, who

threatened to kill him if he does not go out of the room. His evidence also

reveals that he could identify the accused persons, namely [1] Sri Debeswar

Rajowar, Son of Late Samlal Raiowar, [2] Sri Bablu Rajowar, [3] Sri

Dipak Rajowar, [4] Sri Rinku Majhi @ Batu and [5] Sri Milan Rajowar,

who were present inside the room where Samra lvlajhi was kept for treatment

and they were in very hlgh temper/angry mood and waiting for the arrival of Dr.

Deben Dutta. His evidence also reveals that he was in the room, from where they

used to give medicines, and the said room was blocked by putting a bench so

that they cannot go out. And as he was conflned inside the room, he cannot say

how many people entered into the room of Dr. Deben Dutta. His evidence also

reveais that at around 4.45 p.m., he could manage to leave the room where he

was kept confined and went towards Balijan out of fear.

122. Admittedly, this witness did not state before the pollce about

threatening him by accused Sri Dipak and also did not state before police the

names of accused persons namely, [1] Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Son of Late Samlal

Rajowar, [2] Sri Bablu Rajowar, [3] Sri Dlpak Rajowar, [4] Sri Rinku Majhi @

Batu and [5] Sri Milan Rajowar, as police did not ask him and as he was under

tremendous fear. As police did not ask this witness about the names of the

accused, the contradiction, so brought on record by the defence side will have no

bearing upon the veracity of his evidence. We find no ground to disbelieve his

evidence which lends corroboration to the prosecution version. The Ld. Defence

Counsel, in his written argument contended to disbelleve this witness on the

ground that he is an interested witness and he has contradicted his earlier

statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C. But, we frnd that the defence side has failed to prove

the same in accordance with law. It is fact that this witness is an employee of the

Hosprtal as wetl as of the Garden. But'on account of this alone his otherwise

clear and cogent evidence cannot be thrown overboard. The defence side has

failed to lay foundation for criticizing on the ground of interestedness.

123. P.W,g-Shri Khanindra Nath is a Police S.I. [P], P.W.10-

Shri Debasish Baruah, P.W.11-Shri Ghanakanta Mili, P'W'19- Shri

SESS]BHSHi,UDGE
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Diganta Kalita are police constable of Teok P.S. These witnesses arrived at the

place of occuTrence as per direction of the O/C, Teok P.S. (P.W.56). . P.W.19

arrived at the place of occurrence as per direction of P.W.9, They have also seen

the occurrence. The evidence of P,W.9 reveals that on arriving at the Hospital

he found 30/40 persons assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta in his chamber. Then he

alongwith other police staff entered into the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta and

found him profusely bleeding from his right thigh and Sri Kamal Das, who

accompanied him, then fastened the wound with a saline pipe to block bleeding.

His evidence further reveals that outside the Hospital, the persons were shouting

by threatening that they would kill him [Doctor Deben Dutta] and to make the

Doctor to come out of the room so that they can kill him. Those persons also

damaged the doors and windows of the tea garden hospital including the glass

panes. Then the O/C also arrived at there and as there were more police

personnel, they could manaqe to take out Dr. Deben Dutta as well as dead body

of Samra lYajhi through the backside of the Hospital and taken them in a police

vehicle to Jorhat Medical College & Hospital. His evidence also reveals that he

could see accused [1] Sri Sanjay Rajowar, [2] Sri Manoj Majhi and [3] Sri

Rinku Bakti [4] Sri Ajay Majhi [5] Sri Sanjib Rajowar [5] Sri Kalanag

Majhi, assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta by giving fist blows, kicks etc. Further,

accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar attempted to assault him when he tried to save Dr.

Deben Dutta from assault upon him. It is elicited in his cross-exa m ination that he

knows accused Sri lvlanoj Majhi prior to the occurrence as he was a member of

MTTSA. He knows accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar as on the day of incident he tried

to assault him. He admitted that he did not state before the I.O, that accused Sri

Sanjay Rajowar tried to assault him. The Ld. Defence counsel, in his written

argument criticized the evidence of this witness on the ground of contradiction.

But, he failed to get the same proved in accordance with law. Therefore, the

same cannot be pressed into service to discredit the evidence of P.W.9. Thus, we

flnd this witness to be most natural witness and he has the explanation for being

present at the place of occurrence at the relevant time. He is an independent

wltness and he deposed whatever he has seen and heard without any fear or

favour. The evidenr:e of this witness appears to be clear, cogent and worth

believlng and the same lends corroboration to the prosecution version.

SESSIONS J-UOGE
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124. The evidence of Shri Debasish Baruah (P.W.10) reveals that

on arrivlng at the chamber of Dr" Deben Dutta, he found him sittlng and. he was

being assaulted by about 30/40 miscreants. His evidence also reveals that they

could manage to chase out the persons who were inside the roorn of the Doctor.

His evidence also reveals that he could identify accused [1] Sri Sibcharan

Mahali @ Batu [2] Sri Upendra Bhumiz @ Kishore Bhumiz [3] Sri Siba

Mahali [4] Sri Anil Majhi, [5] Sri Kalanag Majhi [6] Sri Rahul Rajowar

[7] Sri Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim and [8] Sri Sanjay Raiowar, who were

assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta by giving fist blows, kicks etc. His evidence further

reveals that accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar was more aggressive of them all

and even after he was chased out, he again made his way and

assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta as well as broke doors and windows, including

glass panes. Hls evidence further reveals that the members of the crowd, who

were outside the tea garden Hospital, were shouting that "the doctor should

be brought out from the room so that they can kill him". It is elicited in

cross-exam ination that he knows accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar from the date of

the incident as he was more aggressive and took lead part in assaulting Dr.

Deben Dutta. But, he admitted having not stated about the same before the I.O.

that accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar was more aggressive at the relevant time. In

the written argument also the Ld. Defence counsel assailed the evidence of this

witness on the ground that he contradicted his earlier statement under section

161 Cr.P.C. However, the contradiction so brought on record could not be proved

in accordance with law by the defence side and whatever is proved, appears to

be insignlficant and his remaining part of evidence, implicatang eight accused,

remained un-impeached and the same supported the prosecution version' We

find no ground to disbclieve him.

125. We also find from the evidence of Shri Ghankanta Mili

(P.W.11) that while they went inside the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta, they

found him sltting and he was being assaulted by about 60/70 miscreants. When

the Officer-in-charge, Teok P.S., alongwith police force, arrived at there, they

could manage to take out Dr. Deben Dutta as well as one dead body and took it

in a police vehicle to JMCH, Though they called 108 Ambulance, the same was,r.tffiir'ont
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chased away by the crowd present outside the tea garden Hospltal. He could

identify accused [1] Sri Bijay Rajowar [2] Sri Manoj Majhi and [3] Sri

Rinku Majhi, whom he saw assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta by giving fist blows

kicks etc. Further, accused Sri Rinku Majhi scratched over his forehead when

he prevented him from assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta. It is elicited in his cross-

examination that he knows accused Sri Bijay Rajowar from before the incldent.

He admitted having not stated before the I.O. that he saw the accused persons

assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta, and that he did not state before the I.O. that

accused Sri Rinku Majhi scratched over his forehead when he prevented hlm

from assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta, as he was not asked as such The Ld Defence

Counsel, in his written argument has assailed the evidence of this witness on the

ground of contradiction. But, the defence side has failed to prove the same as

per procedure. Having tested the evidence of this witness, we flnd that the same

is worth believing and the same also lend support to the prosecution version. We

also find no ground to disbelieve the same.

126. Shri Digants Kalita (P.W'19) also dettoed the same facts like

P.W. 11 and also testifled that he could recognize and ldentify accused Sri

Guludev Majhi and Sri Siba Mahali, who at the time of incident by using

fllthy and obscene words, threatened him and other police personnel present

there with dire consequences. They also pushed them in order to enter into the

room of Dr. Deben Dutta. It is elicited ln his cross-examination that he did not

state before the police about the name of accused Sri Siba Mahali, but he

confirmed his presence at the time of incident. The evidence of this witness is

criticized by the Ld. Defence Counsel because of contradictlon with his previous

statement. But, the contradiction could not be proved as per procedure for which

no value could be attributed to it. His evidence could not be demolished in cross-

examination. Thus, this \ /itness also corroborated the prosecution version.

127. P,W.L2, Shri Nareswar Robidas is the Chowkidar of l-eok

Tea Garden Hospital. His evidence reveals that on 3t10812019, at about 3'20

p.m., patient Samara ltlajhi was admitted at Teok Tea Garden Hospital. The

patient was accompanied by about 6/7 members. Then Sri Subhash Rajowar,

/9,/
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Dr. Deben Dutta. After sometime, police arrived at there and tried to oust the

dresser, went to call the staff Nurse Smt. Ranjula Hazarika Borah. About five

minutes later, Smt. Ranjula Hazarika Borah and about 10/15 minutes thereafter,

Dr. Deben Dutta arrived at the Hospital. As soon as the Doctor arrived, 617

persons, who accompanied the patient, started questioning Dr. Deben Dutta as

to why he came late and starled raising hue & cry. However, Dr. Deben Dutta

after examining the patient found him dead. On knowing the same, 6/7 members

accompanying the patient, started raising hue & cry and tried to create a scene.

Then, Dr. Deben Dutta tried to come out of the tea garden hospital. Then all of a

sudden accused Sri Manoj Majhi, who is a Member of AATTSA, arrived at

there and took Dr. Deben Dutta to his chair and made him to sit there

and told him that he cannot go, Accused Srl tvlanoj Majhi also asked Dr.

Deben Dutta to call the Garden Manager. Then Dr. Deben Dutta asked dresser

Sri Subhash Rajowar to call the Garden Manager. Thereafter, Welfare Officer, of

the tea garden, arrived at there and then a group of 30140 persons who had

already gathered, started assaulting him. Seeing the incident of assault he

lmmediately bolted the door of the room from inside where Dr. Deben Dutta was

sitting. Then the crowd from outslde started banging the door and asked him to

open it. Seeing their mood, he opened the door of the room, and then the crowd

of 30140 persons, stormed into the room and when they made attempt to assault

Dr. Deben Dutta, he tried to save him. At that moment, someone from behind

slapped him on the backside of his head and threatened not to interfere them

and ousted him from the room. When he came out of the room, he saw accused

lvlanoj lvlajhi standing outside the tea garden Hospital, waiting for the arrival of

Garden lvlanager. In the meanwhile, number of persons in the crovvd stafted

increasing. As soon as Garden Manager, arrived at the hospital and went inside

the room of Dr. Deben Dutta, then all the members of the crowd, including

accused Manoj Majhi, rushed inside the room of Dr. Deberl Dutta and from

outside, he could hear hue & cry imrnediately thereafter. He could recognize

accused [1] Sri Sanjay Rajowar [2] Sri Sanjib Rajowar [3] Sri Suresh

Rajowar [4] Sri Ajay Majhi [5] Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Son of l-ate

Samlal Rajowar [6] Sri Arjun Majhi [7] Sri Dipak Rajowar [8] Sri Hari

,,2^c. IHE.ch
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crowd from the room of Dr. Deben Dutta, but could not succeed. Then one 108

Ambulance arrived at the tea garden hospital, but the same was chased away by

the crowd. Thereafter, with more police force, police could disperse the crowd

from the room and Dr. Deben Dutta and the dead body could be taken out

through the backside door of the hospital into a police vehicle. It is elicited in

cross-exa mination that before the I.O., he did not state the name of accused

other than Sri Mukul Rajowar and Sri lvlanoj Majhi. It is also elicited that accused

Sri Arjun Majhi and Sri Dipak Rajowar accompanied the patient and as he know,

they have not done anything. The defence side has criticized this witness on the

ground that he is an interested witness and that there is contradiction in his

evidence. But, on consideration, we have found no substance in the same.

Firstly, interestedness is not ground to discard his evidence and secondly, no

contradiction is proved in accordance with Iaw. Having tested his evidence on the

touchstone of its credibility and its intrinsic worth and the animus and we find no

ground to disbelieve the same. He evidence lends unstinting support to the

prosecution version. Though this witness stated that accused Dipak Rajowar did

nothing, yet, there are materials on record to show that he had assaulted Dr.

Deben Dutta.

128. Thus, we find from the evidence, so discussed in the

aforementioned paragraphs that they have given a consistent account of the

incident. There is antple corroboration in their version and the same lends

unstinting support to the prosecution version, as set out in the FIR- Exhibit-2.

The defence side also failed to elicit anything tangible, to cast a shadow of doubt

about the veracity of the prosecution case. It is true that some contradictions are

here and there in the versions of some of the witnesses and the defence side has

brought the same on record. But, it has falled to prove rnost of them in

accordance with law. It would be apposlte to mention here that what would

amounts omission and what would amounts to contradiction and how a

contradiction has to be proved and the true import of section 161 and 162 Cr.

P.C. and of section 145, 153 and 157 of the Evidence has been settled by the

Hon'ble Supreme Court long back in the year 1959, in the case of Tahsildar

Singh & Another vs. State of U.P., AIR 1959 SC 1012. The position of law

fl$e\
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in this regard is again reiterated by Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of V.K.

Mishra v. State of Uttarakhand (20f5) 9 SCC 588, where it has been held

that:-

"16, Section 162 Cr. PC bars use of statement of witnesses
recorded by the police except for the limited purpose of
contradiction of such witnesses as indicated there. The
statement made by a witness before the police under
Section 161(1) Cr. Pc can be used only for the purpose of
contradicting such witness on what he has stated at the
trial as laid down in the proviso to Section 162(1) Cr. PC.
The statements under Section 161 Cr.P.C. recorded
during the investigation are not substantive pieces of
evidence but can be used primarily for the limited
purpose:

(i) of contradicting such witness by an accused under
Section 145 of the Evidence Act;

(ii) the contradiction of such witness also by the
prosecution but with the leave of the Couru and

(iii) the re-examination of the witness if necessary.

17. The court cannot suo motu make use of statements to
police not proved and ask questions with reference to
them which are inconsistent with the testimony of the
witness in the court, The words in Section 162 Cr. PC "if
duly proved" clearly show that the record of the
statement of witnesses cannot be admitted in evidence
straightaway nor can be looked anto, but, they must be
duly proved for the purpose of contradiction by eliciting
admission from the witness during cross-examination
and also during the cross- examination of the
investigating officer, The statement before the
investigating officer can be used for contradiction, but
only after strict compliance with Section 145 of the
Evidence Act that is by drawing attention to the parts
intended for contradiction,

18. Section 145 of the Evidence Act reads as under: '145.
Cross-examination as to previous statements in writing.-
A witness may be cross-examined as to previous
statements made by him in writing or reduced into
writing, and relevant to matters in question/ without
such writing being shown to him, or being proved; but, if
it is intended to contradict him by the writing, his
attention must, before the writing can be proved, be
called to those parts of it which are to be used for the
purpose of contradicting him.'

19. Under Section 145 of the Evidence Act when it is intended
to contradict the witness by his previous statement
reduced into writing, the attention of such witness must
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be called to those parts of it which are to be used for the
purpose of contradicting him, before the writing can be
used' While recording the deposition of a witness, . it
becomes the duty of the trial court to ensure that the
paft of the police statement with which it is intended to
contradict the witness is brought to the notice of the
witness in his cross-examination.

The attention of witness is drawn to that part and this
must reflect in his cross-examination by reproducing it. If
the witness admits the Paft intended to contradict him, it
stands Proved and there is no need to further proof of
contradiction and it will be read while appreciating the
evidence. If he denies having made that part of the
statement, his attention must be drawn to that
statement and must be mentioned in the deposition. By
this process the contradiction is merely brought on
record, but it is yet to be proved. Thereafter, when
investigating officer is examined in the court, his
attention should be drawn to the passage marked for the
purpose of contradiction, it will then be proved in the
deposition of the investigating officer who again by
referring to the police statement will dePose about the
witness having made that statement. The process again
involves referring to the police statement and culling out
that part with which the maker of the statement was
intended to be contradicted'

If the witness was not confronted with that Part of the
statement with which the defence wanted to contradict
him, then the court cannot suo motu make use of
statements to police not proved in compliance with
Section 145 of the Evidence Act that is, by drawing
attention to the parts intended for contradiction."

129. In the case in hand, the Ld. defence counsel, in his written

argument, has pointed out some of the contradiction in the versions of the

prosecution witnesses with his earlier statement under section 161 as well as

under section 164 Cr.P.C. But, the same could not be proved by the defence side

in accordance with law, as discussed above, This being the position, the same

cannot be pressed into service to diScredit the otherwise clear and cogent

evidence so adduced by the witnesses of the prosecution side. Drawing our

pointed attention to some of the selective sentences in the deposition of

prosecution witnesses the Ld. Defence counsel in his written argument as well as

in oral argument submitted that not a single charge has been proved against the

accused beyond all reasonable doubt, countering the submissions of Ld, Special

sessffilruoct
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P.P., who claimed having succeeded in establishing the same. We have given our

anxious consideration to the submission, but we find that picking up just a line

from the deposition and appreciate that evidence out of context and without

reference to the lines before and after that particular sentence, is not the correct

way of appreciation of evidence. It is in the interest of justice that evidence has

to be read in its entirety and, only thereafter, the same has to be assesses and

analyzed to arrive at a just conclusion. Reference in this context can be made to

a decision of Hon'ble Supreme Cout in State of U.P. Vs' M.K. Antony, (1995)

1 SCC 505. Thereafter, in Ashok Kumar v. State of Haryana [(2010) 12

SCC 350] wherein, Hon'ble Supreme Court, while dealing with the discrepancies

in the statement of the witnesses, held as under:

"---- The Court has to adopt a reasonable and practicable
approach and it is only the material or serious
contradictions/variations which can be of some consequence
to create a dent in the case of the prosecution. Another aspect
is that the statements of the witnesses have to be read in
their entirety to examine their truthfulness and the veracity or
otherwise. It will neither be just nor fair to pick up just a line
from the entire statement and appreciate that evidence out of
context and without reference to the Preceding lines and lines
appearing after that particular sentence. It is always better
and in the interest of both the parties that the statements of
the witnesses are appreciated and dealt with by the Court
upon their cumulative reading."

130, It is also worthwhile to mention here that the occurrence of this

case stafted at around 4 pm and continued till 5.30 pm. And different

prosecution witnesses have arrived at the place of occurrence at different point

of times and saw different parts of the incident. Therefore, whatever a particular

witness had occasioned to see and observed at a pafticular point of time, the

other missed the same. And, as such, some inconsistencies are obviously in their

version regarding the role played by some of the accused persons, though they

have given consistent account of the incident. But, having assessed the same in

the light of established cannons of appreciation of evidence, we find that the

contradictions so pointed out by the defence side, failed to go to the root of the

matter, so as to demolish the prosecution story. Having regards to the all the

facts and circumstances, we are inclined to ignore the inconsistencies in the
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versions of the prosecution witnesses

accused persons. In doing so, we also

discussed below:-

in respect of the role PlaYed bY the

derived authority from the

131. In Appabhai and Anr. vs' State Of Gujarat: AIR 1988 SC

596, Hon'ble Supreme Court held as under:-

"12, on the second contention, the learned Counsel
highlighted many of the contradictions in the evidence of
oevji ipw-+) as against his previous statement; one recorded
by ihe Executive Magistrate (Exh. 66) and another by the
police during the investigation. we have, however, also
examined the relevant evidence. It is true that there are many
contradictions in the evidence of Devji. He has not attributed
overt acts to individual accused in his statement before the
police whereas he has attributed such overt acts in his
evidence before the court' But that is no ground to reject his
entire testimony. It must not be forgotten that he was a
victim of the assault. Fortunately, he has survived. He must,
therefore, be considered as the best eye witness. The Court
white appreciating the evidence must not attach undue
impoftance to minor discrepancies' The discrepancies which
do not shake the basic version of the Prosecution case may be
discarded. The discrepancies which are due to normal errors
of perception or observation should not be given imPortance'
The errors due to lapse of memory may be given due
allowance. The Court by calling into aid its vast experience of
men and matters in different cases must evaluate the entire
material on record by excluding the exaggerated version
given by any witness. When a doubt arises in respect of
iertain facts alleged by such witness, the proper course is to
ignore that fact only unless it goes into the root of the matter
so as to demolish the entire prosecution story. The witnesses
nowadays go on adding embellishments to their version
perhaps for the fear of their testimony being reiected by the
tourt. The courts, however, should not disbelieve the evidence
of such witnesses' altogether if they are otherwise
trustworthy."

132. In Sohrab and Anr. vs. the State of Madhva Pradesh 1972

Crl. L.i. 1302 at 1396 Hon'ble Supreme Court has observed :

"This Court has held that falsus in no falsus in omnibus is not
a found rule for the reason that hardly one comes across a

witness whose evidence does not contain a grain of untruth or
at any rate exaggeration, embroideries or embellishments. In

case laws
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most cases, the witnesses when asked about details venture

to give some answer, not necessarily true or relevant for fear

that their evidence may not be accepted in respect of the

main incident which they have witnessed but that is not to
say that their evidence as to the salient features of the case

after cautious scrutiny cannot be considered"'

133. In Bharwada Bhoginbhai Hirjibhai v State of Gujarat as

repoted in AIR 1983 Page 753, in para-S, Hon'ble Supreme Couft observed

and settled following principles for appreciation of evidence without entering into

re-appraisal or re-appreciation of the evidence in the context of minor

discrepancies. The principles laid down are as under:-

y/

(1) By and large a witness cannot be expected to possess a' photographic memory and to recall the details of an incident'
it is not as if a video tape is replayed on the mental screen'

(2) Ordinarily it so happens that a witness is overtaken by events'
The witness could not have anticipated the occurrence which
so often has an element of surprise. The mental faculties
therefore cannot be expected to be attuned to absorb the
details.

(3) The powers of observation differ from person to person' what
one may notice, another may not, An object or movement
might emboss its image on one person's mind, whereas it
might go unnoticed on the part of another.

(4) By and large people cannot accurately recall a conversation- - 
and reproduce the very words used by them or heard by them'
They cin only recall the main purport of the conversation' It is

unrialistic to expect a witness to be a human tape recorder'

(5) In regard to exact time of an incident, or the time duration of' - 
an olcurrence, usually, people make their estimates by
guesswork on the spur of the moment at the time of
interrogation. And one cannot expect people to make very
precise or reliable estimates in such matters. Again, it
depends on the time-sense of individuals which varies from
person to person.

(5) Ordinarily a witness cannot be expected to recall accurately- 
the sequence of events which take place in rapid succession
or in a short time span. A witness is liable to get confused, or
mixed up when interrogated later on'

(7) A witness, though wholly truthful, is liable to be overawed by
the Court atmosphere and the piercing cross- examination
made by counsel and out of nervousness mix up facts, get
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confused regarding sequence of events, or fill uP details from
imagination on the spur of the moment. The sub-conscious
mina of the witness sometimes so operates on account of the
fear of looking foolish or being disbelieved though the witness
is giving a truthful and honest account of the occurrence
witnessed by him - perhaps it is a sort of a psychological
defence mechanism activated on the spur of the moment."

134, Now, endavour will made to cull out the role played by each of

the accused in causing injuries to Dr. Deben Dutta, from the evidence discussed

in the foregoing paragraPhs.

Iniury No. (a):-

135. We find from the evidence discussed above, that the injury

No. (a), i.e. stab injura of size 4 cm x 1 cm x muscle deep, present over

the medial aspect of right thigh, of Dr. Deben Dutta was caused by none other

than accused Sanjoy Rajowar (A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, by means of a

broken glass, Materia! Exhibit-21, where chance finger print of accused Sanjoy

Rajowar was found by finger print expert (P.W. 51). Besides, he also

administered fist blow to Dr. Deben Dutta. He was more aggressive of all the

accused and even after he was chased out of the chamber of Dr' Deben Dutta;

he made way and assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta. He also prevented the police

personal from taking away Dr. Deben Dutta out of his room to police vehicle'

P.W.36 and P.W.37 are the eye witness of causing this injury to Dr. Deben Dutta

by this accused. Barring a little contradiction regarding the place of injury, which

according to P.W.37, is left thigh, there is ample corroboration in their version

and probative value of their evidence could not be shaken by the defence side'

This contradiction, regarding the place of injury No. (a), In the version of P.W.37,

is insignificant in as much as he is an illiterate person, who deposed before the

court more than three months after the.occurrence, which we have already dealt

with. Moreover, the medical evidence and the evidence of other witnesses

including the P.M. Report (Exhibit-6) and the Inquest Repoft (Exhibit-3) are

clear and cogent enough to dispel any doubt about the place of injury, which was

on the right thigh. Besides, the evidence of P.W.36 and P.W.37, the evidence

of P,W.3, g, ,:O, L2, ,.7t 28,32,38,39, 4L, and 4 also clearly established

ry/
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the complicity of this accused with the offence beyond all reasonable doubt. It is

worthwhile to mention here that the Ld- Defence Counsel, while arguin.g about

the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that the evidence of

P.W.36 and 37, so far it relates to accused Sanjoy Rajowar (A-1) is concerned/

could not be rebutted in cross-examination, And we find substance in the same.

This injury, according to P.W.33, is the fatal blow as there was massive

hemorrhage from the same and it alone is sufflcient to cause death of a person

in the ordinary course of nature. It is also established that lt was caused by

N4aterial Exhibit-21, where chance fingerprint was found by P.W.51. Besides,

Exhibit-85 and the injury sustained by him over his left palm, measuring y2" x
1/2" x 1inch, while committing the crime, also established his complicity beyond

any shadow of doubt.

Iniury No. (b) and (c):-

136. We also find from the evidence of Shri Gopal Borah (P.W.36)

that accused Ajoy Majhi @ Titu (A-4), hit on the face/head of Dr. Deben Dutta

by means of a pressure machine (Material Exhibit-4). We also find from the

evidence of this witness that besides accused Ajoy Majhi @ Titu, accused

Kalanag Majhi (A-30), Kalicharan Majhi @ Naina (A-25), accused Rahul

Rajowar (A-29), also administered fist blow on the face of Dr. Deben Dutta.

The factum of assault on the face of Dr. Deben Dutta by accused Ajoy Majhi @

Titu & Kalanag Majhi is corroborated by Shri Rupam Saikia (P,W.37) also.

The factum of assault on the person of Dr. Deben Dutta by accused Kalicharan

Mahali @ Naina is corroboraied by witness Paban Garh (P,W.38) also. We also

find from the evidence of P.W.37 that accused Sanjib Rajowar & Suresh

Rajowar administered fist blow on the face of Dr. Deben Dutta. It may be

mentioned here that Dr. Deben Dutta had sustained h,vo injuries over his face

injury No. (b) Contusion of size 5 cm x 4 cm x soft tissue deep, over the

right side of face, just lateral to right eye (red in colour) and injury No. (c)

Contusion of size 5 cm x 3 cm x soft tissue deep, over the left side of face,

just lateral to left eye (red in colour). It is worthwhile to mention here that the

Ld, Defence Counsel, while arguing about the veracity of the prosecution

witnesses, has conceded that the evidence of P.W. 36, 37 and of 38, against the
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aforementioned accused, could not be dislodged in cross-examination. Thus, the

prosecution side has succeeded is establishing that these two injuries were

caused by accused (i) Ajoy Maihi @ Titu (A-4); (ii) Kalicharan l'iajhi @

Naina (A-26), (iii) Rahu! Raiowar (A-29) and (iv) Kalanag Maihi (A-30)'

According to the Doctor (P.W.33), the same may be caused by Materia!

Exhibit-4.

Injury No.(e):-

137. That as regard the injury No. (e) i'e. Contusaon of size 5 cm

x 5 cm was present on front of the chest upper part, left side, and,

underneath 3d& 4th ribs were found fractured with surrounding soft

tissue contusion, we find from the evidence of witness Raju Barik (P'W'40)

that accused Saniib Raiowar(A-2), having entered into the chamber of Dr'

Deben Dutta along with accused Kalicharan Majhi, Sanjib Rajowar & Sanjoy

Rajowar @ Taklu by breaking open the door, administered leg blow over the

chest of Dr. Deben Dutta. The evidence of P.W. 36-Shri Gopal Borah also

reveals that accused siba Mahali @ Biiit(A-28) also administered 2/3 kicks on

the chest of the Doctor. His evidence also reveals that as a result of such kicks

the Doctor lost his balance in the chair, where he was sitting. It is wofthwhile to

mention here that the Ld. Defence counsel, while arguing about the veracity of

the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that the evidence of P.W'36, so far it

relates to assault upon the Doctor, could not be rebutted in cross-examination.

Though, the Ld. Counsel claimed having rebutted the evidence of P.W. 40, so far

it relates to accused Sanjib Rajowar is concerned, yel we find no substance in

the same. Thus, the evidence of P.W.36 and P.W.40 goes a long way to

establish that accused (i) siba Mahali @ Biiit and accused (ii) sanjib Rajowar

are responsible for the injury No.(e) oyer the chest of Dr. Deben Dutta. It is to

be mentioned here that evidence of P.w.36 and 40 in this regard remained

unshaken in cross-examination. There is no inconsistency in their versions, with

their previous statement, as regard causing of the aforementioned injuries to Dr.

Deben Dutta by the aforementioned two accused'
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Injury No.(d):-

138. Dr. Deben Dutta also sustained injury No'(d) comprising of four

contusions. One of them, say, (d) (i) was on the scalp, size 3 cm x 2 cm over

the forehead, (d) (ii) was of size 4 cm x 3 cm over the right parietal reglon, (d)

(iii) was of size 3 cm x 2 cm over fronto-parietal region and (d) (iv) was of size

3 cm x 2 cm over the parieto-occipital region. But, it appears from the evidence

discussed above that, llke the injury No. (a), (b), (c), & (e), it cannot be said with

absolute cetainty, as to which one of the accused actually caused the four

contusions, as mentioned in injury No.(d).

139. But, the evidence of P.W' 9, 1.O' 28,36t 37, 38 & 44 reveals

that accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar, S/o Babu Rajowar (A-1) also assaulted

Doctor Deben Dutta and his presence at the place of occurrence and his taking

paft in the occurrence is evident from the evidence of P'W.3, L2, L7, & 32' And

the photographs, printout of which were taken out of the video clippings,

Material Exhibits- 59,61,62,81,83,84,L2L,L23 also confi rmed his presence

at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-53 also reveals his complicity

with the offence. The defence side, during argument has conceded that the

evidence of P.W. 36, 37 and 38, against this accused, could not be rebutted in

cross-examination. The evidence of P.w' 32, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40 clearly

established assaulting of Dr, Deben Dutta by accused (il) Sanjib Rajowar (A-

2), and P.W, g, L2, 2fl,, 4L & 44 have confirmed his presence at the place of

occurrence. It is worthwhile to mention here that the Ld. Defence Counsel, while

arguing about the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that the

evidence of P.W. 3, 32,37,38 and 41, against this accused, could not be

rebutted in cross-examination. Besides, the FIR (Exhibit-2), also lends

corroboration to their evidence. And the photographs, printout of which were

taken out of the video clipplngs, Material Exhibits- 64p'ttl2 and 113 also

conflrmed his presence at the place of occurrence and the CD-Material

Exhibit-53, also reveals his complicity with the offence. The evidence of

P.W.12, 28, 32, 37, 38, 4L, 44 also established that accused (iii) Suresh

Rajowar (A-3) assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta and Exhlbit-2 also lends suppoft to
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the same. And the photographs, printouts of which were taken out of the video

clippings, Material Exhibits- 75,101,109,110,114 also confirmed his

presence at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals his

complicity with the offence. The Ld. Counsel for the accused, during argument,

conceded that the evidence of P.W. 28 and 38, against this accused, could not be

rebutted in cross-examination.

140, We find from the evidence of P.W. 9, !2,28,32t 36,37,38,

39, 41, 44, clearly established that accused (iv) Ajoy Majhi (A-4) assaulted

Dr. Deben Dutta. It is worthwhile to mention here that the Ld. Defence Counsel,

while arguing about the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that

the evidence of P.W. 32, 36, 37 and 39 against this accused, could not be

rebutted in cross-examination. The evidence of P.W.3 and Exhibit-2 also lends

corroboration to the same. And the photographs, printout of which were taken

from the video clippings, Material Exhibits-67,68 t69'7O,7 1,72, 73t7 4,LOO,

105,110, L1.:g.126, also confirmed his presence at the place of occurrence and

Materaal Exhibit-S3 also reveals his complicity with the offence. The evidence

of P.W.10 and 32 reveals that accused (v) Upendra Bhumu @ Kishor (A-6)

assaulted the Doctor and P,W. 3 and 28 confirmed his presence at the place of

occurrence. And the photographs, printout of which were taken from the video

clippings, Material Exhibits- 78,79,80 also conflrmed his presence at the

place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals his complicity with

the offence. The evidence of P.w,10, 38, 4L,44, reveals that accused (vi)

Ratul Rajowar @ Hashim (A-7) also assaulted the Doctor and the evidence of

P.W. 28, 32, 37 &. 39 also confirmed his complicity and his presence at the

place of occurrence. And the photographs, printouts of which were taken from

the video clippinos, Material Exhibits- 103,105,106,107,L23 also confirmed

his presence at the place of occurrence. and Material Exhihit-S3 also reveals

his complicity wlth the offence, The Ld. Counsel for the accused, during

argument, conceded that the evidence of P.W. 37, 38 and 39, against this

accused, could not be rebutted in cross-examination.
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141. We also find from the evidence of P.W.38 & 44 that accused

(vii) Bablu Rajowar (A-8) assaulted the Doctor and his complicity with the

offence and his presence at the place of occurrence was confirmed by P.W.

28,36,37,39,40 & 41 and Exhibit-2 also lends assurance to the same. And

the photographs, printout of which were taken from the video clippings,

Material Exhibits- 88,89, 90, 111 also confirmed his presence at the place of

occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals his complicity with the

offence. It is worthwhile to mention here that the Ld. Defence Counsel, while

arguing about the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that the

evidence of P.W. 36, 37, 39, 40 and 41, against this accused, could not be

rebutted in cross-examination. From the evidence of P.W.10 we find that

accused (viii) Anil Majhi (A-9) also assaulted Doctor Deben Dutta and P.W.

28, 32,39 confirmed his complicity and presence at the place of occurrence and

Exhibit-2 also lends assurance to the same. The Ld. Counsel for the accused,

during argument, conceded that the evidence of P.W.10, against this accused,

could not be rebutted in cross-examination. The evidence of P.W.3 reveals that

he has seen accused (ix) Arun Majhi (A-11) also assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta on

the relevant day. This is elicited in his cross-examination by the defence side.

But, P.W.3 has not whispered his name in his examination-in-chief, not to speak

of attributing any oveft act to him. P.W.3 even could not identify him in the court

also, though could identify twelve of them. There is also absence either directs or

circumstantial evidence to lend assurance to the version of P.W.3. The Ld.

Defence Counsel also during argument submitted that this accused is innocent.

There is substance in his submission and we record our concurrence to the same.

Reading his evidence as a whole, we failed to persuade us about the correctness

of this piece of evidence. And we are, therefore, constrained to disbelieve the

same. Also we find from the evidence of P.W,11, 28,32t 3q 3& 39 & 41 that

accused (x) Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) assaulted the Doctor. Though, P.W.44, Shri

Duleswar Majhi testified that accused Bijoy Rajowar had tried to save the

Doctor, yet, the evidence of P.W. 11,28,32,36, 38, 39 & 41 are clear and

(-/ cogent enough to outlveigh the version of P.W.44 in this regard. And the
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Material Exhibit-53 also reveals his complicity with the offence. It is

worthwhile to mention here that the Ld. Defence Counsel, while arguing about

the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that the evidence of

P.W. 36, 38 and 41, against this accused, could not be rebutted in cross-

examination.

142. The evidence of P.W.44 reveals that accused (xi) Bolan

Rajowar (A-13) assaulted the Doctor and P.W. L7 & L2 confirmed his

complicity and presence at the place of occurrence. Futher, we find from the

evidence of P.W. 38 and 44 that accused (xii) Dipak Rajowar (A-14) also

assaulted the Doctor and P.W. 3,8, L2, 28, 32,37, 40 confirmed his

complicity with the offence and his presence at the place of occurrence' The

defence side, during argument has conceded that the evidence of P.W. 37, 38

and 40, against this accused could not be rebutted in cross-examination. The

evidence of P.W. 38 and 40 also reveals that accused (xiii) Milon Rajowar (A-

17) also assaulted the Doctor and P.W. 3,8,28, and 37 confirmed his

complicity and his presence at the place of occurrence, and Exhibit-2 also lends

assurance to the same. And the photographs, printouts of which were taken

out of the video clippings, Material Exhibits- 106, 108 also confirmed his

presence at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals his

complicity with the offence. The evidence of P.W.11 & 44 reveals that accused

(xiv) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) also assaulted the Doctor and P.W.3, 8, 12,

2q 33,97,38, 39, 40 & 41 confirmed his complicity and his presence at the

place of occurrence. And the photographs, printout of which were taken from

the video clippings, Material Exhibits- 85,89,90,91,92, also confirmed his

presence at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals his

complicity with the offence. It is wothwhile to mention here that the Ld. Defence

Counsel, while arguing about the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has

conceCed that the evidence of P,W. 37, 39 and 41, against this accused, could

not be rebutted in cross-examination. The evidence of P.W. 38 & 44 also

reveals that accused (w) Mishilal Maihi @ labra (A-20) also assaulted Dr.

Deben Dutta and P.W.3, 28, 32,44 confirm his presence at the place of

occurrence and Exhibit-2 also lends assurance to the same. And the
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photographs, printouts of which were taken from the video clippings, Material

Exhibits - 102 also confirmed his presence at the place of occurrence and

Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals his complicity with the offence. The defence

side, during argument has conceded that the evidence of P'W' 38 and 44,

against this accused could not be rebutted in cross-examination. And we find

substance in the same.

143. We also find from the evidence of P.W' 10, 32 & 44 that

accused(xvi)SibcharanMalili@Batu(A.22)assaultedtheDoctorandP.W.

3,28,37,39 also confirmed his compllcity as well as his presence at the place

of occurrence and Exhibit 2 also lends assurance to the same' And the

photographsrprintoutofwhichweretakenfromthevideoclippings,Material

Exhibits- g7,g8,LL8 also confirmed his presence at the place of occurrence

and Material Exhibit-53 also reveals his complicity with the offence. It is

worthwhile to mention here that the Ld. Defence counsel, while arguing about

the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that the evidence of

P.W. 39, against this accused, could not be rebutted in cross-examination' The

evidence of P'W. 28 also reveals that accused (xvii) Debeswar Rajowar @

Deba (A-23) also assaulted Dr' Deben Dutta and P.W. 3 and 32 confirmed his

complicity and presence at the place of occurrence and Exhibit-2 also

corroborated the same. And the photographs, printouts of which were taken

out of the video clippings, Material Exhibits- 67,78,79,8O,L21 also confirmed

his presence at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals

his complicity with the offence. The evidence of P.w. 38 and zl4 reveals that

accused (xviii) Kartik Bhumij (A-24) also assaulted the Doctor and P'W' 3,

28,32,36, 37 confirmed his complicity as well as presence at the place of

occurrence and Exhibit-2 also corroborated the same. And the photographs,

printouts of which were taken out of lhe video clippings, Material Exhibits-

122 also confirmed his presence at the place of occurrence and Material

Exhibit-S3 also reveals his complicity with the offence. It is worthwhile to

mention here that the Ld. Defence counsel, while arguing about the veracity of

the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that the evidence of P'W' 36, 37, 38

and 44, against this accused could not be rebutted in cross-examination'

ffi
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144. It also appears from the evidence of P.W. 44 that accused (xix)

Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) also assaulted the Doctor and his complicity

and his presence at the place of occurrence is evident from the evidence of 28,

g7 , 39, 40 and 41. And the photographs, printouts of which were taken from

the video clippings, Material Exhibits- 76,125 also confirmed his presence at

the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also reveals his complicity

with the offence. The defence side, during argument, has conceded that the

evidence of P.W. 37, 39 and 40, against this accused could not be rebutted in

cross-examination. Also the evidence of P.W. 32, 37, 38, 39, 41 and 44

reveals that accused (xx) Kalicharan Mahiti (A-26) also assaulted the Doctor

and P.W.3, 2A & 44 confirmed his complicity and presence at the place of

occurrence and Exhibit-2 also lends corroboration to the same. And the

photographs, printouts of which were taken from the video clippings, Material

Exhibits- 57, 96,99 also confirmed his presence at the place of occurrence

and Material Exhibit-s3 also reveals his complicity with the offence. The

defence side, during argument has conceded that the evidence of P'W. 37, 38

and 39, against this accused could not be rebutted in cross-examination. There is

substance in the same.

145. The evidence of P.W.3& 4L and 44 and reveals that accused

(n<i) Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) also assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta and his

complicity and his presence at the place of occurrence is confirmed by P.W. 3,

28 & 32 and Exhibit 2 is also consistent with their version. And the

photographs, printout of which were taken from the video clippings, Material

Exhibits- 82,86,87 also confirmed his presence at the place of occurrence and

Material Exhibit-53 also reveals his complicity with the offence' The defence

side also, during argument has conceded that the evidence of P,W. 38, against

this accused could not be rebutted in cross-examination. The evidence of

P.W.lO, 32, 96,38, 41 & 44 also reveals that accused (lc<ii) Siba Mahili @

Bijit (A-28) also assaulted the Doctor and P.W.3 and 28 also confirmed his

complicity and presence at the place of occurrence and Exhibit-2 also lends

assurance to the same. And the photographs, printout of which were taken out

of the video clippings, Material Exhibits- 65'66,L24 also confirmed his
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complicity and presence at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-53

also reveals his complicity with the offence. The defence side also, during

argument, has conceded that the evidence of P.W. 36 and 38, against this

accused could not be rebutted in cross-examination. And we find substance in

the same.

146. We also find from the evidence of P.W.10, 36, 38 & 44 that

accused (xxiii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) also assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta and his

complicity as well as his presence at the place of occurrence is confirmed by

P.w.3, 28, 32, 37 | 39 and Exhibit-2 also lends assurance to the same. And

the photographs, printouts of which were taken out of the video clippings,

Material Exhibits- 6OJ6,?8,79 also conflrmed his complicity and his presence

at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-53 also reveals his complicity

with the offence. It is worthwhile to mention here that the Ld' Defence Counsel,

while arguing about the veracity of the prosecution witnesses, has conceded that

the evidence of P.W. 37 and 39, against this accused could not be rebutted in

cross-examination. The evidence of P.W.10, 32,36,37,38 & 41 also reveals

that accused (xxiv) Kalanag Maihi (A-30) assaulted the Doctor and P.W. 1,3,
g, 28, 36 & 44 confirm his complicity as well as presence at the place of

occurrence. And the photographs, printouts of which were taken from the

video clippings, Material Exhibits- 56, 93t 94 also confirmed his presence at

the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-53 also reveals hls complicity

with the offence.

l47.The evidence of P.W.9 & 11 reveals that accused (n<v) Manoj

Majhi (A-31) also assaulted the Doctor and P.W. lt 3, L2, & 28 confirmed his

complicity and his presence at the place of occurrence. And the photographs,

printout of which were taken from the video clippings, Material Exhibits-

63J7,93;124 also confirnred his presence at the place of occurrence and

Materiat Exhibit-53 also reveals his complicity with the offence. Though the

Ld. Counsel for the accused during argument submitted that evidence of P.W.9

and 11 were rebutted in cross-examinatlon, yet, we find no substance in the

claim. It is, however, conceded that the evidence of P.W'12 remained
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unrebutted. Besides, the evidence of P.W. 9 & 4 also reveals that accused

(xwi) Rinku Bakti (A-32) has assaulted the Doctor and P.W.3, 28, 32,

confirmed his complicity and his presence at the place of occurrence and

Exhibit-2 is also consistent with the same. And the photographs, printouts of

which were taken from the video clippings, Material Exhibits- 116 also

confirmed his presence at the place of occurrence and Material Exhibit-S3 also

reveals his complicity with the offence.

148, Thus, though it could not be said with absolute certainty as to

which one of the accused caused the above four contusions, as described in

injury No.(d), yet, from the evidence discussed in the foregoing paragraphs, it

becomes crystal clear that these four injuries were caused by accused (i) Sanjoy

Rajowar(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, (ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (iii) Suresh

Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-+) (v) Upendra Bhumij @ Kishor-(A-

6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi

(A-9) (ix) Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak Rajowar

(A-14) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (xiv)

Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi)

Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (wii) Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (wiii) Sanjoy

Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xix) Kalicharan Mahali (A-25) (ro<) Rameswar Bhumij

(A-27) (rc<i) Siba Mahili @ BUit (A-28) (n<ii) Rahul Rajowar (A'29) (>xiii)

Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (>c<iv) Manoj Majhi (A-31) and (n<v) Rinku Bakti (A-32)'

149. The evidence of P.W.33- Doctor Kanak Chandra Das and also

the Post Mortem Report (Exhibit-6) reveals that Dr. Deben Dutta died due to

shock & hemorrhage following the injuries sustained as described i.e' iniury No-

(a), (b), (c), (d) & (e) which were ante-mortem and homicidal in nature. It

also appears from the evidence of the. Doctor (after his re-examination by the

prosecution side) that injury No. (a) may alone is sufRcient to cause death of a

person in the ordinary course of nature. And as such it is a fatal injury, and it is

accused Sanjoy Rajowar (A-1)-S/o Babu Rajowar, who caused the same and as

such his liability would be direct. And the persons, who have caused rest of the

injuries [No. (b), (c), (d) & (e)] that have cumulative effect along with injury
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No. (a), and which leads to hemorrhage and shock and, ultimately, death of Dr'

Deben Dutta, as established from the evidence discussed above, are (i) Sanjoy

Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, under section 302 IPC, and against the

accused (ii) Sanjib Rajowar (A-2) (iii) Suresh Rajowar. (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @

Tutu- (A-4) (v) Upendra BhumU @ Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-

(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi (A-9) (ix) Bijoy Rajowar (A-

12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak Rajowar (A-14) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-

17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv)

Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A'23) (xvii)

Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) and (xix)

Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (rc<) Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) (lui) Siba Mahili @ BUit

(A-28) (uii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (rc<iii) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (rcdv) Manoj

Majhi (A-31) (xxv) Rinku Bakti (A-32), and as such their liability would be

constructive. The prosecution side thus succeeded in establishing the same. It is

also established beyond all reasonable doubt that all the injuries are ante

mortem and homicidal in nature.

150. Now, what remains to be seen is whether it will come under any

of the exception under section 300 IPC. It may be mentioned here that there are

flve exceptions to section 300 IPC, under which, if murder is committed, it is

reduced to culpable homicide not amounting to murder, punishable under section

304 IPC. These exceptions are:-

(1) Provocation

(2) Private defence,

(3) Exercise of legal power,

(4) Absence of premeditation (sudden fight),

(5) Consent.

151. It may be mentioned here in order to invoke the benefit of

Exception 1 to section 300 IPC the conditions required to be fulfilled are:-
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(ii) The provocation must be grave,

(iii) The provocation must be sudden,

(iv) The offender, by reason of the said provocation, should have

been deprived of his power of self control,

(v) He shall have killed the deceased during the continuation of the

deprivation of the power of self control,

(vi) The offender must have caused the death of the person who

gave the provocation or that of any other person by mistake or

accident.

152. Now, averting to the evidence on the record, we find that there

was no provocation on the part of the deceased, Dr. Deben Dutta. However, it is

fact that death of samara Majhi is the genesis of the entire occurrence. And

the same has already been discussed in the very beginning of this judgment' The

evidence of the dresser, namely-Subhash Rajowar (P.W. 25), the GNM Nurse

namely- Ranjula Hazarika Borah (P.W. 26) and the Chowkidar namely- Nareswar

Robidas (P.W.12) and Male Attendant of the Hospital, namely Dhiraj Mahili

(P.W.8) are clear and cogent enough to establish the same. The grievance of the

accused persons as it appears from the evidence of P.W.12 was that- Dr. Deben

Dutta arrived at the Hospital lately and because of the same Samara Majhi died'

But, we find from the evidence of P.W.26, the GNM Nurse, that having got the

information about the patient from P'W.25, she immediately rushed to the

Hospital and checked the pulse, blood pressure and heart beat of the patient, but

failed to detect the same and then she repoted the matter to Dr' Deben Dutta

and as per his advice, she has pushed one Dexona injection and, thereafter, Dr.

Dutta arrived at the Hospital and himself started nebulising the patient and

advised her to get ready one saline bottle to be given to the patient. But, the

relative of the patient pushed Dr. Deben Dutta hard and prevented him from

giving treatment to the patient. The evidence of this witness was not assailed by

the defence side. And, it becomes apparent that Dr. Deben Dutta has never

failed his duty. It is a fact that at the tlme of admission of the patient at the

Hospital, Dr. Deben Dutta was not there. But, he arrived at the Hospital

immediately after getting information from P.W.25 and advised P.W.26 to start
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treatment and accordingly, P.W.26 has started treatment. Even, if Dr' Deben

Dutta was present in the Hospital at the time of admission of Samara Majhi, then

also it could not have make much difference, as because P.W.26 failed to detect

the pulse, blood pressure and heart beat of the patient on checking the same.

And, the relatives of the patient were also aware of the same, which stands

established from the evidence of P.W.37. It is wothwhile to mention here that

P.W. 37 arrived at the Hospital to see Samara Majhi, and he saw him giving

saline and oxygen and he heard from attendants of Samara Majhi, who were

saying that ory'gen is being given to a dead man. Thus, it appears that Samara

Majhi was brought dead to the Garden Hospital. Therefore, there was no lapse

on the part of the Doctor so as to spark provocation amongst the members of

the mob.

153. Also we find from the evidence of Shri Soumen Kundu (P.W.1)

that having got the information about the assault on Doctor, in the Garden

Hospital, he went there and found huge crowd there and heard sound in the

chamber of the Doctor then he left for Police Station to report the matter and on

returning from Police Station he found accused Manoj Majhi addressing 8/10

people that the Doctor should have been removed long before by the

Management and that they have given application to the lt4anager to remove

him. But, in no uncertain this witness stated that they have not received any

such application. It is worthwhile to mention here that P.W.1 is the Assistant

Manager of Teok Tea Estate. Even for the sake of argument if we accept that the

Management has received such application/request, and the management has

not acted upon the same, yet, the same cannot be a justified ground to eliminate

the Doctor. There is clear and cogent evidence to show that accused N4anoj Majhi

has prevented the Doctor from coming out of the Hospital after the death of

Samara Majhi and taken him to his chamber and make him to sit there and told

him that he cannot go and asked the Doctor to call the Manager. The accused

_ ^- clearly admitted this in his examination under section 313 Cr.P.C. also.

SFsslgt?'iY'o'Th"r"uft"r, Manoj Majhi came out of the chamber and after some time 30/40

persons arrived at there and they assaulted the Welfare Officer of the Garden,

who arrived at there, on receipt of information about the incident. And as soon
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as the Manager arrived at there and enquired about the matter then the mob

started attacking the Dr. Deben Dutta. This sequence of events reflects their

motive. Thus, we find that there was no provocation, least grave and sudden, on

the part of the deceased so as to cause deprivation of the power of self control

of the accused persons. Therefore, they cannot avail the benefit of Exception

No.1.

154. There is also nothing on the record to show that the accused

persons have caused hutt to the deceased in exercise of their right to private

defence. There is clear evidence to show that they were the aggressor. So, the

benefit of Exception No.2 is also not available to the accused persons. The

accused are not public servant and for advancement of public justice they

exceeded the power given to them by law, and as such the benefit of Exception

No.3 is also not available to them. There was nothing on the record to show that

the deceased was engaged in sudden fight with the accused. Rather, we find

element of premeditation which comes through loud and clear from the conduct

of accused Manoj Majhi. There is also no evidence to show that death was

caused with the consent of the victim. And, as such, the benefit of Exception No.

4 and 5 are also not available to the accused persons. Thus, we find that the

offence does not come under any of the exceptions of Section 300 IPC, Mr. Rintu

Goswami, the Ld. Counsel engaged by the complainant to assist the prosecution

has submitted this during argument. And we find substance in the same.

155. The manner in which all the accused persons assaulted Dr.

Deben Dutta and did not allow him to take to the hospital even after serious

injuries, and chased away the 108 Ambulance, the slogans they have chanted

clearly shows that they had a pre-determined mind to kill Dr. Deben Dutta at any

cost, and they have translated the same into action and achieved it ultimately'

This is clear from the conduct of accused Manoj Majhi, who took Dr. Deben Dutta

to his chamber and made him to sit in his chamber, while he was coming out of

ctrqq,r()rJS.JUDGEthe 
Hospital after the death of Samara lt4ajhi. After sometime of his coming out

-' "'jOnnnf of the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta 30/40 persons gathered outside the garden

Hospital. He was found addressing 08/10 persons outside the chamber of Dr.

ffi
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Dutta that the Doctor should have been removed long back by the management

and that they have glven application to the management, which fact is admitted

by him in his statement under section 313 Cr.P.C. also.

1s6. They caused the injury No. (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) to Dr.

Deben Dutta. Of these injuries, injury No.(d) comprises of four contusions and

the same were on the head of the deceased, which is a vital part of the

body. Injury No.(e), which was on the upper part of the chest, involves fracture

of 3'd & 4th ribs, which protects vital organs such as heart and lung etc. Powerful

blows on these parts of the body can, in normal course, result in the death of a

person. Injury No.(a), though not on vital part of body, yet, it involves partially

cut and separation of the right femoral artery, and, according to medical

evidence, this injury alone is sufficient to cause death of a person in the ordinary

course of nature, which had happen here in this case.

157. It might have been possible for one to say that they had come

there not with the object of committing murder, but only with the object of

beating and abusing the Doctor, but in view of the manner in which they chanted

slogan and the manner in which they acted thereafter, clearly establishes that

their object was not to inflict injuries simpliciter. The deceased sustained serious

injury on his person and even then the mob did not allow the law and order

Magistrate and police personnel to take him to the Hospital and rebuffed the

appeal made by the Magistrate and also the appeal of the management of the

Garden. They chased away 108 Ambulance by threatening the technician and the

driver of the same. They inflicted as many as five injuries and out of the same

injury No. (d), which comprises of four contusions, were on head which is a vital

part of the body. That apart, injury No.(e), which was on the upper part of the

chest, involves fracture of 3rd & 4th ribs, which protects vital organs such as heart

and lung etc. Powerful btows on these parts of the body can, in normal course,

result in the death of a person, as has happened in the case before us. The way,

in which the crime has been committed, reflects nothing but sheer brutality. The

members of the assembly, therefore, were aware that their acts \{ere going to

result in the death of the deceased. Therefore, there is no merit in such

ffi
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contention. In arriving at such a conclusion, we derived authority from following

decisions of Hon'ble Supreme Coutt.

158. in Atmaram & Ors vs. State Of M.P. in Criminal Appea!

No. 2003 of 2008, disposed of on 10 l4ay, 20L2, Hon'ble Supreme Court has

held as under:-

"----21. We may usefully refer to the judgment of this Court in
the case of State of Andhra Pradesh v' Ravavaraou Punnawa
& Anr. f(1976) 4 Scc 3821 wherein the Court was concerned
with somewhat similar circumstances, where a number of
accused had caused multiple bodily injuries to the deceased
and it was contended that since none of the injuries was
caused upon any vital Paft of the body of the deceased, the
offence was, therefore, at best to be altered to an offence
under Section 304, Paft II. This contention of the accused had
been accepted by the High Court. While disturbing this
finding, this Court held as under :

"38. Question arose whether in such a case when no
significant injury had been inflicted on a vital Palt of
the body, and the weapons used were ordinary
lathis, and the accused could not be said to have the
intention of causing death, the offence would be
"murder" or merely "culpable homicide not
amounting to murder". This Court, speaking through
Hidayatullah, J. (as he then was) after explaining the
comparative scope of and the distinction between
Sections 299 and 300, answered the question in
these terms:

"The injuries were not on a vital part of the body and
no weapon was used which can be described as
specially dangerous. Only lathis were used. It cannot,
therefore, be said safely that there was an intention
to cause the death of Bherun within the first clause
of Section 3OO. At the same time, it is obvious that
his hands and legs were smashed and numerous
bruises and lacerated wounds were caused, The
number of injuries shows that everyone joined in
beating him. It is also clear that the assailants aimed
at breaking his arms a'nd legs. Looking at the injuries
caused to Bherun in furtherance of the common
intention of all it is clear that the injuries intended to
be caused were sufficient to cause death in the
ordinary course of nature even if it cannot be said
that his death was intended. This is sufficient to
bring the case within thirdly of Section 300."

39. The ratio of Anda v. State of Raiasthan.[AlR 1996
SC 1481, applies in full force to the facts of the

trffiw
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present case. Here, a direct causal connection
between the act of the accused and the death was
established, The injuries were the direct cause of the
death. No secondary factor such as gangrene'
tetanus etc', supervened. There was no doubt
whatever that the beating was premeditated and
calculated. lust as in Anda case, here also, the aim of
the assailants was to smash the arms and legs of the
deceased, and they succeeded in that design, causing
no less than 19 iniuries, including fractures of most
of the bones of the legs and the arms While in Anda
case, the sticks used by the assailants were not
specially dangerous, in the instant case they were
unusually heavy, lethal weaPons. All these acts of the
accused rrere pre planned and intentional, which,
considered objectively in the light of the medical
evidence, were sufficient in the ordinary course of
nature to cause death. The mere fact that the beating
was designedly confined by the assailants to the legs
and arms, or that none of the multiple injuries
inflicted was individually sufficient in the ordinary
course of nature to cause death, will not exclude the
apptication of clause thirdly of section 300' Tlle
expression "bodily injury" in clause thirdly includes
also its plural, so that the clause would cover a case
where all the injuries intentionally caused by the
accused are cumulatively sufficient to cause the
death in the ordinary course of nature, even if none
of those injuries individually measures upto such
sufficiency. The sufficiency spoken of in this clause,
as already noticed, is the high probability of death in
the ordinary course of nature, and if such sufficiency
exists and death is caused and the iniury causing it is
intentional, the case would fall under clause thirdly
of Section 300' All the conditions which are a

prerequisite for the aPPlicability of this clause have
Leen established and the offence committed by the
accused, in the instant case was "murder"'

40. For all the foregoing reasons, we are of opinion
that the High court was in error in altering the
conviction of the accused-respondent from one under
Sections 3O2, 302134, to that under Section 304,
Part u of the of the Penal code, Accordingly, we
allow this appeal and restore the order of the trial
court convicting the accused (Respondent 2 herein)
for the offence of 'murder, with a sentence of
imprisonment for life.

22. The case before us is quite similar to the case of
Rayavarapu Punnayya (supra)' The cumulative effect of-all the
injuries was oUviouity known to each of the accused, i'e', all
thl iniuries inflicted were bound to result in the death of the
deceaied which, in fact, they intended. Furthermore' the
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doctor, PW14, had opined that the deceased had died because
of multiple injuries and fracture on the vital organs, due to
shock and hemorrhage. In other words, even as per the
medical evidence, the iniuries were caused on the vital parts

of the bodY of the deceased.

23. For these reasons, we are unable to accept the contention
raised on behalf of the aPpellants that this is a case where the
Court should exercise its discretion to alter the offence to one
under Section 304 Part II or Section 326 IPC from that
under Section 302 IPC. We also find the submission of the
learned counsel for the appellants to be without merit that
accused Gokul alone is liable to be convicted, if at all,
under Section 302 IPC and all other accused should be

acquitted. We reject this contention in light of the discussion
above and the fact that all these accused have been
specifically implicated by Pwl and PW2, the Investigating
Officer, PW26 and the medical evidence."

159. in Anda v. State of Raiasthan IAIR 1996 SC 148], Hon'ble

Supreme Court dealt with the issue as under:-

"300, Murder.

Except in the eases hereinafter excepted culpable homicide is

murder, if the act by which the death is caused is done with

the intention of causing, death, or--

2ndly.-- If it is done with the intention of causing such bodily
injury as the offender knows to be likely to cause the death of
the person to whom the harm is caused, or'-

3rdly.-- If it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury
to any person and the bodily iniury intended to be inflicted is
sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death, or--

4thly.-- If the person committing the act knows that it is so

imminently dangerous that it must, in all probability, cause

death, or such bodily injury as is likely to cause death, and

commits such act without any excuse for incurring the risk of
causing death or such injury as aforesaid."

Taking the four clauses one by one we find that under the first

clause of Section 3OO, culpable homicide is murder when the

act by which death is caused is done with the intention of
causing death. This clause reproduces the first part of Section

299, An intentional killing is always murder unless it comes

within one of the special exceptions in Section 300. If aneEss'tlsHiYoG
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exception applies, it is culpable homicide not amounting to
murder. It is the presence of a special exception in a given

case which reduces the offence of murder to culpable

homicide not amounting to murder when the act by which

death is caused is done with the intention of causing death'

6. The 2ndly in section 3oo mentions one special

circumstance which renders culpable homicide into murder'

Putting aside the exceptions in section 300 which reduce the

offence of murder to culpable homicide not amounting to
murder, culpable homicide is again murder if the offender

does the act with the intention of causing such bodily injury
which be knows to be likely to cause the death of the Person
to whom harm is caused. This knowledge must be in relation
to the person harmed and the offence is minder even if the

injury may not be generally fatal but is so only in his special

case, provided the knowledge exists in relation to the
particular person. If the element of knowledge be wanting the

offence would not be murder but only culpable homicide not

amounting to murder or even .a lesser offence. Illustration (b)

appended to this clause very clearly brings out the Point' It
reads:

"(1r) A, knowing that z is labouring under such a disease that
a blow is likely to cause his death, strikes him with the

intention of causing bodily injury, Z dies in consequence of
the blow. A is guilty of murder, although the Wow might not

have been sufficient in the ordinary course of naturo to (ause

the death of a person in a sound state of health. 8ut if A, not

knowing that Z is labouring under any disease, gives him such

a blow as would not in the ordinary course of nature kill a
person in a sound state of health, here A, although he may

intend to cause bodily injury, is not guilty of murder, if he did

not intend to cause death or such bodily injury as in the
ordinary course of nature would cause death"'

7. The third clause views the matter from a general stand
point, It speaks of an intention to cause bodily injury which is

sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death. The

emphasis here is on the. sufficiency of the injury in the

ordinary course of nature to cause death. The sufficiency is

the high probability of death in the ordinary way of nature
and when this exists and death ensues and the causing of
such iniury is intended the offence is murder. Sometimes the

nature of the weapon used, sometimes the paft of the body on

which the injury is caused, and sometimes both are relevant.

The determinant factor is the intentional injury which must be

fffivYy?/
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sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course of nature. If
the intended injury cannot be said to be sufficient in the
ordinary course of nature to cause death, that is to say, the
probability of death is not so high, the offence does not fall
within murder but within culpable homicide not amounting to
murder or something less. The illustration appended to the
clause 3rdly reads:

"(c) A intentionally gives z a sword-cut or club-wound
sufficient to cause the death of a man in the ordinary course
of nature. z dies in consequence. Here A is guilty of murder,
although he may not have intended to cause Z's death."

The sufficiency of an intentional injury to cause death in the
ordinary way of nature is the gist of the clause irrespective of
an intention to cause death, Here again, the excePtions may
bring down the offence to culpable homicide not amounting to
murder,

8. The clause 4thly comprehends generally the commission of
imminently dangerous acts which must in all Probability cause
death or cause such bodily injury as is likely to cause death.
when such an act is committed with the knowledge that
death might be the probable result and without any excuse
for incurring the risk of causing death or injury as is likely to
cause death, the offence is murder. This clause, speaking
generally, covers cases in which there are no intention to
cause the death of any one in particular. Illustration (d)
appended to this clause reads:

"(d) A without any excuse fires a loaded cannon into a crowd of

persons and kills one of them. A is guilty of murder, although he may not have

had a premeditated design to kill any particular individual."

160. While dealing with the case of homicide in Richhpal Singh

Meena Vs. Ghasi @ Ghisa & Others, (2014) 8 SCC 918, Hon'ble Supreme

Couft has held that five-pronged exercise is necessary and these are:

(i) Is there a homicide?

(ii) If yes, is it a 'culpable homicide' or a not 'culpable

homicide'?
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(iii) If it is a culpable homicide, is the offence one of culpable

homicide amounting to murder (Section 300 IPC) or is it. a

culpable homicide not amounting to murder (Section 304

IPC)?

(iv) If it is not a "not-culpable homicide" then a case under

Section 304-4 IPC is made out?

(v) If it is not possible to identiFy the person who has

committed the homicide, the provisions of Section 72 IPC

may be invoked,

161. And applying this five step enquiry, we find that (i) there was a

homicide i.e. the death of Dr. Deben Dutta. (ii) the culprits have caused following

lnjuries to the Dr. Deben Dutta:- (a) Stab injury of size 4 cm x 1 cm x muscle

deep was present over the medial aspect of right thigh, and the weapon passes

through (track of the injury) through the skin, sub-cutaneous tissue, vastus

medialis, adductor longus and femoral artery paftially cut and separated' (b)

Contusion of size 5 cm x 4 cm x soft tissue deep was present over the right side

of face, just lateral to right eye (red in colour) (c) Contusion of size 5 cm x 3 cm

x soft tissue deep was present over the left side of face, just lateral to left eye

(red in colour), (d) (i) Contusion on the scalp, size 3 cm x 2 cm over the

forehead.(ii) Contusion of size 4 cm x 3 cm over the right parietal region.(lii)

Contusion of size 3 cm x 2 cm over fronto-parietal region.(iv) Contusion of size 3

cm x 2 cm over the parieto-occipital region. (All contusions present on the scalp

were red in colour). (e) Contusion of size 6 cm x 5 cm was present on front of

the chest, upper paft, left side. Underneath 3'd& 4th ribs were found fractured

with surrounding soft tissue contusion. The opinion of P.W.33, Dr. Kanak

Chandra Das, who conducted autopsy on dead body of Dr. Deben Dutta shows

that "Death was due to shock & .hemorrhage following the injuries

sustained as described which were ante-moitem and homicidal in

nature." Thus, the evidence of P.W.33 and the evidence of other prosecution

witnesses are clear and cogent enough to show that the homicide was a culpable

homicide. (iii) Since the culpable homicide does not come under any of the

Exceptions, so mentioned in the Section 300 IPC, we find that this is a clear case

ffi
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of murder (Section 3OO IPC). And we also find that clause 1 and 3 of the

said section (section 300) clearly apply here in this case. In arriving at such a

conclusion we derived authority from following decisions of the Hon'ble Supreme

Court:-

162. In Virsa Singh v. State of Punjab : AIR 1958 SC 465, the

Supreme Court observed as under:-

"12. To put it shortly, the prosecution must prove the
following facts before at can bring a case under S. 300
"thirdly":
First, it must estabtish, quite obiectively, that a bodily
injury is presenti

Secondly, the nature of the injury must be provedi
These are purely objective investigations.

Thirdly, it must be proved that there was an intention to
inflict that particular bodily iniury, that is to say, that it
was not accidental or unintentional or that some other
kind of injury was intended.

Once these three elements are proved to be present, the
enquira proceeds fufther and

Fourthly, it must be proved that the injury of the type
just described made up of the three elements set out
above is sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course
of nature. This part of the enquiry is purely obiective
and inferential and has nothing to do with the intention
of the offender.

13. Once these four elements are established by the
prosecution (and, of course, the burden is on the
prosecution throughout) the offence is murder under S.

300 "thirdly". It does not matter that there was no
antention to cause death. It does not matter that there
was no intention even to cause an injury of a kind that is
sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course of
nature (not that there is any real distinction between
the two). It does not even matter that there is no
knowtedge that an act of that kind will be likely to cause
death. Once the intention to cause the bodily injury
actually found to be present is proved, the rest of the
enquiry is purely obiective and the only question is
whether, as a matter of purely objective inference, the
injury is sufficient in the ordinary @urse of nature to
cause death. No one has a licence to run anound
inflicting injuries that are sufficient to cause death in
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the ordinary course of nature and claim that they are
not guilty of murder. If they inflict injuries of that kind,
they must face the consequenoes; and they can only
escape if it can be shown, or reasonahly deduced, that
the injury was accidental or otherwise unintentional"'

163. In Gokul Parashram Patil v. State of Maharashtra: (1981)

3 SCC 331, the aforementioned decision has been explained as under:-

"The gist of the dictum of this Couft in that case is that
if an injura is held to have been intended by the
assailant and is further found to be sufficient in the
ordinary course of nature to cause death, it would
attract clause thirdly of Section 300 of the Code and
that, therefore, its author would be liable to punishment
under Section 302 thereof".

164. In the case of Ghanshyam v. State of Uttar Pradesh, 1990

(Supp) SCC 611, injury to the deceased was caused with a wooden stick at his

head, which resulted into death. Their Lordships of the Hon'ble Supreme Court

held that his act would fall within clause thirdly Section 300 IPC punishable under

Section 302 IPC. In the case of State of Kerla v. Sasi (1996) 11 SCC 251,

three blows on head of the deceased were caused with a bamboo stick, he died

after two weeks. Their Lordships of the Hon'ble Supreme Court held that his case

would fall within clause thirdly Section 300 IPC and punishable under Section 302

IPC,

165. Now, reverting the facts of the case in hand we find that injury

No.(a), sustained by the deceased Dr. Deben Dutta, alone is sufficient to cause

death of a person in the ordinary course of nature, and since it was a fatal blow

and caused by accused Sanjoy Rajowar (A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, his liability

would be direct herein this case. It is to be mentioned here that conviction under

section 302 IPC simpliciter, without the aid of section 149 IPC is permissible if

oveft act is attributed to the accused resulting in the fatal injury which is

gGE independently sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause the death of

the deceased and is supported by medical evidence. Reference in this context
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may be made to a decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Nallabothu

Venkaiah Vs. State ofAndhra Pradesh [Appeal (Criminal) 517 of 20001.

166. Since, the other injuries, i.e. (b),(c),(d),(e) so caused by the

accused are not fatal injuries, but together with injury No.(a) have cumulative

effect which lead to hemorrhage and shock and ultimately death to Dr. Deben

Dutta, the liability of accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1)- S/o Babu Rajowar, (ii)

Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (iii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-4)

(v) Upendra Bhumij @ Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7) (vii)

Bablu Rajowar (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi (A-9) (ix) B'tjoy Rajowar (A-12) (x) Bolin

Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak Rajowar (A-la) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii)

Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv) Sibcharan

Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (xvii) Kartik

Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xlx) Kalicharan Mahali

(A-26) (p<) Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) (>o<i) Siba Mahili @ B'tjit (A-28) (taii)

Rahul Rajowar (A-29) ()cdii) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (>o<iv) Manoj Majhi (A-31)

(xv) Rinku Bakti (A-32), would be constructive, which is being dealt with here

after.

167. Now, we will deal with the offence under section 149 IPC.

Section 149 IPC provides that every member of unlawful assembly guilty of

offence committed in prosecution of common object. To hold a person liable

under this section the following three conditions must be fulfilled:-

(i) There must be an unlawful assembly;

(ii) The offence must have been committed by one or the other

member of the assembly in prosecution of common object of the

unlawful assembly and;

(iii) The object must be such as the members of the unlawful

assembly knew it likely to be committed in prosecution of the

common object;

ffi
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168. Section 141 IPC defines 'unlawfu! assembly" To constitute

'unlawful assembly' the following conditions must co-exist:-

(i) There must be an assembly of five persons;

(ii) The assembly must have a common object; and

(iii) The common object must be to commit one of five illegal

objects specified in the section.

169. The five objects, which are declared as illegal in section 141 IPC,

are as under:-

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

To overawe Government by criminal force

To resist the execution of law or legal process;

To commit an offence;

Forcible possession or dispossession; or

To compel any person to do illegal acts'

170. Here in this case, we find from the ejahar, Exhibit-2 and also

from the evidence of the complainant- Shri Manoj Gogoi (P.W.-3) that on

31,08.2019, at about 3.15 one patient, namely Samara Majhi was admitted at the

Garden Hospital and then on being informed Staff Nurse-Smti. Ranjula Hazarika

Borah and Dr. Deben Dutta arrived at the Hospital and started treatment' Then

an unlawful mob of around 40 persons assembled there and created ruckus.

They assaulted and threatened Naresh Robidas, Hospital Staffs, who tried to

pacify the mob, and used criminal force to the Staff Nurse-Smti. Ranjula Hazarika

Borah and restrained Subhash Rajowar from protecting the Doctor and assaulted

him. The mob then confined Dr. Deben Dutta in a room and assaulted him with

fist and blow, with wooden leg of table and sharp glass blades extracted by

breaking the window of the Hospital. The mob also engaged in causing

destruction of the Hospital property. And till arrival of the complainant Manoj

Gogoi, who was the Manager of the Garden, the mob gets strengthened to 200

to 250 people. The mob also prevented the police personnel and Executive

Magistrate-Shri Bhaskar Rajbanshi, who arrived at there to maintain law and

order. The mob also chased away the 108 Ambulance who came thefe to shift
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Dr. Deben Dutta to Hospital, who sustained serious injuries and was bleeding

profusely. With arrival of additional force and with much difficulty Dr.. Deben

Dutta was shifted to IMCH for treatment, where the attending Doctors declared

him brought dead. Altogether 30 accused were named in the FlR-Exhibit-2'

They are :- (i) Sri Sanjay Rajowar (A-1), (ii) Sri Sanjib Rajowar (A-2), (iii) Sri

Suresh Rajowar (A-3), (iv) Sri Ajay Majhi @ Tutu (A-4), (v) Sri Debeswar

Rajowar (A-5), (vi) Sri Upendra Bhumij @ Kishore (A-6), (vii) Sri Ratul Rajowar

@ Hasim (A-7), (viii) Sri Bablu Rajowar (A-8), (ix) Sri Anil Majhi (A-9), (x) Sri

Arjun Majhi (A-10), (xi) Sri Arun Majhi (A-11), (xii) Sri Bijoy Rajowar (A-12),

(xiii) Sri Bolin Rajowar (A-13), (xiv) Sri Dipak Rajowar (A-14), (xv) Sri Gulu Dev

Majhi (A-15), (wi) Sri Hari Majhi (A-16), (xvii) Sri Milan Rajowar (A-17), (xviil)

Sri Pritom Majhi @ Sotu (A-18), (xix) Sri Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19), (>x) Sri

Misilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20), (rcri) Sri Sanju Majhi (A-21), (rc<ii) Sri Sibcharan

Mahali @ Batu (A-22), (lc<iii) Sri Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23), (n<iv) Sri

Kartik Bhumij (A-24), (uv) Sri Sanjay Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25), (>o<vi) Srl

Kalicharan Mahali @ Naina (A-26), (no/i) Sri Rameswar Bhum'tj @ Ramesh (A-

27), (rcryiii) Sri Siba Mahali @ Bijit Mahali (A-28), (uix) Sri Rahul Rajowar (A-

29), (rcu) Sri Rinku Bakti (A-32). After investigation the I.O. has submitted

Charge Sheet, Exhibit-87 against all the 30 accused mentioned in the FIR,

incorporating wvo more accused namely, (nxi) Sri Kalanag Majhi (A-30), (tccdi)

Sri Manoj Majhi (A-31) and, Kalanag Majhi and Manoj Majhi.

171. It is also to be mentioned here that P.W.44 has identified as

many as 25 accused from the photographs and Material Exhibits 55 to 126,

printout of which were taken from the 18 numbers of videos Material Exhibits 35

to 52 recorded by P.W.42 Shri Utpaliyoti Khound and Material Exhibits 53 and 54

recorded by P.W.43- Shri Rijukumar Saikia' P.W. 44 also identified as many as 20

accused who have assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta and they are namely:- (1) Sri

Sanjib Rajowar, Son of rotin Raiowar, (2) Sri Sanjay Rajowar (3) Sri

Sanjay Rajowar @ Taklu (4) Sri Bablu Rajowar (5) Sri Bijay Rajowar (6)

Sri Suresh Rajowar (7) Sri Kartick Bhumij (8) Sri Rahul Rajowar (9) Sri

Kalanga Majhi (10) Sri Sibcharan Mahili @ Naina (11) Sri Kalicharan

Mahili (12) Sri Siba Mahili (13) Sri Ajay Maihi (14) Sri Ratul Raiowar
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(15) Sri Rameswar Bhumij (16) Sri Rinku Majhi (17) Sri Milan Rajowar

(18) Sri Dipak Rajowar (19) Sri Rinku Bakti and, (20) Sri Bolin Raiowar

The photographs, Material Exhibits 55 to 126 and also the vldeos, on playing

which, we find that the same fully corroborated the evidence of P.W.44.

t72. The other prosecution witnesses, namely Soumen Kundu

(P.W.1), Kalyanjit Baruah (P.W.2), Shri Bhaskar Rajbanshi, Executive Magistrate,

Teok (P.W.4), Shri Muktajyoti Baruah (P.W.28), Debojyoti Baruah (P.W.30), who

are from the management of the Garden, and the Police personnel (P.Ws. 9,10,

LL,L3,14,L5,16,17,18,L9,20,21,23,27) and the Hospital staffs (P.W.6,7,12,25,26),

and other employees of the Garden (P.W.36,38,39,44,52) and the independent

witnesses (P.w .32,37 ,40,41) also lend unstinting support to the version of P.W.3.

We find from the evidence of P.W.12-Shri Naresh Rabidas, the Chowkidar of the

Hospital that after the death of Samara Majhi, Dr. Deben Dutta tried to come out

of the Hospital but then all of a sudden Accused l4anoj Majhi, who was a

member of MTTSA, took Dr. Deben Dutta to his chair and made him to sit there

asking him that he cannot go. Also this accused asked Dr. Deben Dutta to call

the Garden Manager. Thereafter, Manoj Majhi went outside the room of Dr.

Deben Dutta and, after sometime of his leaving the room, a group of 30140

people arrived at the Hospital compound and they started assaulting the Welfare

Officer of the Garden, who arrived at there. We also find from the evidence of

P,W.1 that while he was returning from the Police Station he found accused

Manoj Majhi addressing 8/10 people outside the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta

that the Doctor should have been removed long before by the management and

that they have given application to the Manager. It is also evident from the

evidence of P.W.28 that the whole incident took place due to instigation of

accused Manoj Majhi. P.W. 37 also lends support to the same by stating clearly

that the Doctor was made to sit in his chamber by a few members of MTTSA.

173. The evidence of the I.O. (P.W.56) also reveals that after

receiving information about the incident, while he reached Teok Tea Garden

Hospital, he found about 200/250 people. Then he, somehow, managed to enter

into the garden Hospital from the back side and there he found one person lying
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on a stretcher, whose name was Sri Samra Majhi, and also found another person

sitting on a chair, and he was identified as the Doctor of the aforesaid. garden

Hospital by his staff. He noticed the condition of the Doctor was serious and

blood was oozing out from his right leg. Then he has noticed that the mob

gathered there, sent back the 108 Ambulance' Then he copes with the mob, and

in the meantime, Nurtaz Ali had taken the Doctor in to the police vehicle and

taken him to Jorhat Medical College & Hospital for medical treatment, where he

was declared dead.

174. We also find from the evidence of the I.O. (P.W.56), that he

seized 30 tthirty] numbers of articles, Materia! Exhibit-l to Materaal

Exhibit-30 vide seizure-tist lExhibit-l]' P.W.1 and P.W. 2 are the witnesses

of seizure and they also confirmed the seizure list as well as Materia! Exhibit-l

to Materiat Exhibit-30. And amongst these, with wooden leg of table and

sharp glass blades extracted by breaking the window of the Hospital, Blood

Pressure Machine and other articles were also there.

175. Thus, we find that there was assembly of more than five

persons in the Teok Tea Garden Hospital on 31.08.2019; at about 4.00 pm' The

prosecution side has succeeded in establishing the same beyond all reasonable

doubt. The Ld. Counsel for the accused also referring one case law, Bikash

Chowdhura vs. State of Assam, 2017 CRI. L.r.4647' submitted in his

written argument that mere presence of other accused persons at the time of

incident cannot be considered as part of unlawful assembly with common object

to commit offence. Referring another case law- Saddik @ Lalo Gulam Hussein

Shaikh vs, State of Guiarat, [Criminal Appeal No. 1999-2000 of 2010,

decided on 3 October, 2016], the Ld' Counsel has submitted that when there

was no cogent evidence to prove that lhe accused were the aggressors of that

they had assembled at the place of incident with a premeditated plan to inflict

injuries on the victim. That accused cannot be held guilty of offence under

section 143, L47, L4B of IPC. Further they cannot be convicted of substantive

offence with the aid of section 149 of IPC. Referring another case law,

Kattukulangara Madhavan vs. Maieed & Ors [2017 SCC online SC 2991
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the Ld. Counsel for the accused has submitted that mere presence in the

unlawful assembly without any concrete evidence enabling the court to infer that

the accused did not harbor the same intention as that of the unlawful assembly

cannot be accepted. We have gone through the case laws, submitted by the

defence side carefully, and we find that the ratio laid down in the aforementioned

cases, fully supported the same, But, whether the said ratio will be applicable to

the facts and circumstances on the record or not is to be dealt with little later.

176. Now, what remains to be seen is the object of the said

assembly. How to ascetain common object of an 'unlawful assembly', is a

question that hounds the courts over the years. While dealing with the issue

Hon'ble Supreme Court in Sikandar Singh Vs. State of Bihar(2010) 7 SCC

477, held as under:-

"17.A 'common object'does not require a prior concert and a
common meeting of minds before the attack. It is enough if
each member of the unlawful assembly has the same object
in view and their number is five or more and that they act as
an assembly to achieve that object' The 'common obiect' of
an assembly is to be ascertained from the acts and language
of the members composing it, and from a consideration of all
the surrounding circumstances, It may be gathered fronr the
course of conduct adopted by the members of the assembly.
For determination of the common object of the unlawful
assembly, the conduct of each of the members of the
unlawful assembly, before and at the time of attack and
thereafter, the motive for the crime, is some of the relevant
considerations. what the common object of the unlawful
assembly is at a particular stage of the incident is essentially
a question of fact to be determined, keeping in view the
nature of the assembly, the arms carried by the members,
and the behaviour of the members at or near the scene of the
incident. It is not necessary under law that in all cases of
unlawful assembly, with an unlawful common object, the
same must be translated into action or be successful"'

177. In Raj Nath vs. State Of U.P, in S.L.P.(Crl.) No.5031 of 2007)

Hon'ble Supreme Couft has held as under:-

The 'common object' of an assembly is to be ascertained from
the acts and language of the members composing it, and from
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a consideration of all the surrounding circumstances' It may
be gathered from the course of conduct adopted by the
members of the assembly. For determination of the common
object of the unlawful assembly, the conducts of each of the
members of the unlawful assembly, before and at the time of
attack and thereafter, the motive for the crime, are some of
the relevant considerations. what the common obiect of the
unlawful assembly is at a particular stage of the incident is
essentially a question of fact to be determined, keeping in
view the nature of the assembly, the arms carried by the
members, and the behaviour of the members at or near the
scene of the incident, It is not necessary under law that in all
cases of unlawful assembly, with an unlawful common obiect,
the same must be translated into action or be successful'
Under the Explanation to Section 141, an assembly which was
not unlawful when it was assembled, may subsequently
become unlawful. It is not necessary that the intention or the
purpose, which is necessary to render an assembly an
unlawful one, comes into existence at the outset. The time of
forming an unlawful intent is not material. An assembly
which, at its commencement or even for some time
thereafter, is lawful may subsequently become unlawful. In
other words it can develop during the course of incident at the
spot co instanti.

It is also held that:-

"An object is entertained in the human mind, and it being
merely a mental attitude, no direct evidence can be available
and, like intention, has generally to be gathered from the act
which the person commits and the result there from. Though
no hard and fast rule can be laid down under the
circumstances from which the common object can be culled
out, it may reasonatrly be collected from the nature of the
assembly, arms it carries and behaviour at or before or after
the scene of incident,"

178. In Mizaji and another Vs. The State of U.P. [(1959) Supp

1 SCR 9401, it was observed by the Hon'ble Supreme Couft that :

"Even if the offence committed is not in direct prosecution of
the common object of the assembly, it may yet fall under
section 149 if it can be held that the offence was such as the
members knew was likely to be committed. The expression
'know' does not mean a mere possibility, such as might or
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might not happen. For instance, it is a matter of common
knowledge that when in a village a body of heavily armed
men set out to take a woman by force, someone is likely to be
killed and all the members of the unlawful assembly must be
aware of that likelihood and would be guilty under the second
part of Section 149. Similarly, if a body of persons go armed
to take forcible possession of the land, it would be equally
right to say that they have the knowledge that murder is
likely to be committed if the circumstances as to the weapons
carried and other conduct of the members of the unlawful
assembly clearly point to such knowledge on the part of them
all"

179. Bearing the above principles in mind, now, endeavour will be

made to determine the 'common object' of the assembly of persons that

gathered on 31.08.2018 at about 4 pm at Teok Tea Garden Hospital. To

determine the common object of the assembly here in this case/ we deemed it

apposite to analyse the sequence of events, from the very beginning of the

incident till its end, which are discernible from the facts and circumstances on the

record and discussed in the foregoing paragraphs. These are :-

On 31.08.2019, at about 3 pm, patient Samara Majhi was admitted

at Teok Tea Garden Hospital. P.W.25, the dresser of the Hospital

reported the same to staff Nurse-Smti. Ranjula Hazarika Borah

(P.W.26). Then P.W.26 rushed to the Hospital and having checked

the pulse, blood pressure and heaft beat, she failed to detect the

same and then she reported the matter to Dr. Deben Dutta and as

per his advice she has pushed one Dexona injection to the patient

and, thereafter, reported the health condition to him.

Having got the information about admission of patient - Samara

Majhi at the Hospital from the Staff Nurse- Smti. Ranjula Hazarika

Borah, (P.W.26), Dr. Deben Dutta arrived at the Hospital and

examined Samara Majhi and found him already dead, and then the

attendants of the patient, numbering 6/7, stafted hue and cry and

tried to create a scene, and then Dr. Deben Dutta tried to come out

of the Hospital;

(i)

( ii)ffi
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( iii)

(iv)

(v)

Then all of a sudden accused Manoj Majhi, a member of MTTSA,

arrived at there and took Dr. Deben Dutta to his chamber and make

him to sit there and told him that he cannot go. He also asked Dr.

Deben Dutta to call the Manager;

Then accused Manoj Majhi came out of the room of Dr. Deben

Dutta and after sometime of his coming out, a crowd of 30140

persons gathered outside the Hospital;

By that time, the Welfare Officer of the garden, namely Shri Jibon

Kurmi (P.W.52) arrived at there and then the crowd of 30/40

persons, who have already gathered there, started assaulting him;

Having seen assaulting the Welfare Officer by the crowd, the

Garden Chowkider (P.W,12) who was with the Doctor, immediately

bolted the door of the room of Dr. Dutta from inside. Then the

crowd started banging the door from inside and asked him to open

the door. Seeing their mode, when P.W.12 opened the door, then

the crowd of 3A140 persons stormed into the room and attempted

to assault the Doctor. When P.W.12 attempted to save the Doctor

then some one from the crowd slapped him and threatened him not

to intefere and make him out of the room;

(vii) While accused Manoj Majhi was waiting outside the Hospital for

arrival of the l4anager, the crowd was increasing there. Accused

Manoj Majhi was also found by P.W.l addressing B/10 people

outside the chamber of Doctor that the Doctor should have been

removed long back by the.Management and that they have given

application to the Manager;

(viii) As soon as the Manager arrived at the Hospital and went inside the

room of Doctor and enquired about what has happened, then the

crowd, including Manoj Majhi, went inside the room and started

(vi)
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(ix)

beating the Doctor. They did not pay heed to the request of the

Manager;

After sometime police anived at there and tried to move the crowd

out of the room, then the same infuriated the crowd and then they

become more aggressive and did not allow police to protect the

Doctor and threatened the police and pushed them and started

breaking the glass panes of doors and windows and continued to

attack upon the Doctor;

While P.W.1 arrived at the Hospital, he found the mob chanting

slogan in Assamese language that "this Doctor should die and

we will not let him go." P.W. 9, a police constable of Teok P'S',

also found the persons present there shouting by threatening that-

"they would kill Dr. Deben Dutta and to make the Doctor to

come out so that they can kilt him." P.W. 10 also found the

members of the crowd shouting that "the Doctor should be

brought out of the room so that they can kill him";

Thereafter, more police personnel with Magistrate (P.W.4), arrived

at there but the mob did not allow them to do their duty. In the

meantime the Doctor sustained serious injuries over his right thigh

and he was bleeding profusely, requiring urgent treatment;

Meanwhile, one 108 Ambulance arrived at there on being informed

by someone. And when P.W.4 attempted to take the Doctor into the

Ambulance through the back door of the Hospital then the mob

came to the backside and did not allow to takeout the Doctor and

they surrounded the Ambulance and were chanting slogan that

"the Doctor will not be allowed to go for tr€atment and we

want him die out here". They also threatened the driver and

technician and banged its door and chased it away;

(x)

(xi)

(xii)
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(xiii) Then after arrival of P.W.56 and additional police force at the

Hospital, P.W. 4 could managed to take out the Doctor and.got him

into a police vehicle and taken him to Jorhat Medical College

Hospital along with the dead body of Samara Majhi;

(xiv) After evacuation of Doctor the mob stood pacified and stated

dispersing;

(xv) When Dr. Deben Dutta was admitted at Jorhat Medical College

Hospital, he was declared brought dead;

180. Application of the ratio, so laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme

Court in Sikandar Singh Vs. State of Bihar (supra) and Raj Nath vs. State

Of U.P (supra), to the above facts and circumstances here in this case,

sequences of which is described herein above, from the very beginning of the

incident till its end, the irresistible conclusion, that can be drawn is that the

object of the assembly, which was common to all the members of the assembly

was to eliminate Dr. Deben Dutta. And the same developed during the course of

incident at the place of occurrence. He was made to sit in his chamber and not

allowed to leave the Hospital, anival 30/40 persons together and assaulting and

causing serious injuries to the Doctor and did not allowing him to take to the

Hospital even after causing serious injuries and chanting slogans that "the

Doctor will not be allowed to go for treatment and we want him die out

here", and chasing away the 108 Ambulance, which came to take the Doctor

from the Hospital, after threatening its driver and technician, and their dispersion

from the Hospital after evacuation of Doctor clearly indicates the same, without

leaving any room for doubt. The address of accused Manoj Majhi to 8/10 people

outside the chamber of Doctor of the Hospital that "the Doctor should have

been removed long back by the Management and that they have given

application to the Manager" further strengthened same. It is uiorthwhile to

mention here that accused Manoj Majhi, in his examination under section 313 Cr.

P.C. also stated that they have given memorandum to the management to
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181. Thus, from the course of conduct of the accused persons, who

were member of the assembly, at the place of occurrence prior to and after the

occurrence, the language they used and also from the surrounding circumstances

it becomes fait accomplithat the object of the assembly in the Teok Tea Garden

Hospital on 31.08.2019; at about 4.00 pm, was to eliminate Dr. Deben Dutta,

and as such the said assembly was 'unlawful assembly'. In order to translate

the object into the action, they also resist the police personnel and Magistrate in

maintaining law and order. They also used force and violence to the Hospital

Staffs and Staffs of the Management, and chased away the 108 Ambulance using

force and violence to its driver and technician, They used Material Exhibit, 4,

2L, i.e. blood pressure machine and sharp glass blades, extracted from

window/door pane to achieve the object. Exhibit-2 also reveals about use of

Material Exhibit -8, the wooden leg and Material Exhibits 11 & 12, the

wooden pieces of table in the offence, though it was not deposed to.

182. From the aforesaid discussion, we find that all the ingredients of

the offence under section 149 lPC, stands established here in this case by the

prosecution side. The accused persons, with the common object of eliminating

Dr. Deben Dutta, assaulted him with fist and leg blow and sharp glass blades-

Material Exhibit 21 and Blood pi'essure Machine- Materia! Exhibit-4 and,

consequently, Dr. Deben Dutta sustained serious injuries on his person, which

proved to be fatal and he died consequently. Since the accused were member of

an 'unlawful assembly' and in prosecution of 'common object' of which they

assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta, every member of the said assembly are guilty of the

offence so committed (under section 300 IPC) by virtue of section 149 IPC. Our

view gain sustenance from a decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Cout in Yunis @

Kariya Vs, State of Madhya Pradesh, AIR 2003 5C 539.

183. In view of our above d'tscussion and finding we are of the vlew

that ratios, laid down in the case laws, (i) Bikash Chowdhury vs. State of

Assam (supra) (ii) Saddik @ lalo Gulam Hussein Shaikh vs. State of

cujarat (supra) (iii) Kattukulangara Madhavan vs. Maieed & Ors

_^.roNS ly0nt (supra), referred by the Ld. defence counsel would not help him in as much as
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the same proceeds on their own facts. In Bikash Chowdhury vs. State of

Assam (supra) there was sudden fight. But, in the case in hand,,and as

discussed in paragraph No. 149 of this judgment, element of sudden fight was

not there.

184. Thus, we find that accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1)- S/o Babu

Rajowar, (ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (iii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi

@ Tutu- (A-a) (v) Upendra BhumU @ Klshor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-

(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi (A-9) (ix) Bijoy Rajowar (A-

12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak Rajowar (A-la) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-

17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv)

Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (xvii)

Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xix) Kalicharan

Mahali (A-26) (>o<) Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) (xxi) Siba Mahili @ BUit (A-28)

(xii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (n<lii) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (rcriv) Manoj Majhi (A-

31) (>o<v) Rinku Bakti (A-32), being member of an unlawful assembly and in

prosecution of their common object, i.e. to eliminate Dr. Deben Dutta, assaulted

him and caused his death, and as such they are attributed to the offence under

section 302/149 IPC.

185. It is, of course, a fact that accused Sanjoy Rajowar, S/o Late

Babu Rajowar is already attributed to the offence under section 302 IPC for the

fatal injury caused to Dr. Deben Dutta. But, apaft from causing injury No'(a), he

also assaulted Dr. Deben Dutta and caused injury No. (d), in prosecution of

common object with other accused named above. Therefore, his direct liability

under section 302 IPC, would not absolve him from the liability, which is

constructive, under section 3021t49 IPC, for causing injury No. (d) to the Doctor,

in furtherance of common object with other accused persons. It is worthwhile to

mention here that section 149 of Indian Penal Code creates a distinct head of

criminal liability which has come to be known as "constructive liability"-a

convenient phrase not used in the Indian Penal Code. The section comprises of

_ ^c two distinct part which are (1) that the offence was committed by one or other of
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offence was committed in prosecution of the common object or is such that was

known to be likely to be so committed. (Ref.-Suraj Pal vs. The State Of Uttar

Pradesh, 1955 SCR (1) 1332)' In the case in hand part 2 is applicable.

186. Also we find from the evidence discussed above that six accused

persons, namely Arjun Majhi, Arun Majhi, Guludev Majhi, Debeswar

Rajowar S/o Late Shamlal Rajowar, Pritom Majhi and Sanju Maihi have

not been implicated for assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta. Bu! their presence at the

place of occurrence is evident from the evidence discussed above. The Ld.

counsel for the accused during argument, submitted that accused Arun Majhi,

Pritom Majhi and Anil Majhi have taken deceased Samara Majhi to the

Hospital and as such they were very much present at the place of occurrence,

but, they did not takes part in the occurrence and they were innocent bystander

and that they cannot be convicted wlth the aid of section 149 IPC for the offence

under section 302 IPC, It is further submitted that accused Sanju Majhi,

Guludev Majhi, Debeswar Rajowar and Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba are

permanent employee of Teok Tea Garden and they were engaged by the

management of the Garden to pacify the mob, but they were implicated in the

offence. It is further submitted that none of the prosecution witnesses attributed

any overt act to the aforesaid accused and as such, according to tire Ld. Defence

counsel, these seven accused are entitled to acquittal, It is further submitted by

the Ld. Defence counsel that accused Rinku Majhi also entitled to acquittal as

there was no specific evidence to attribute overt act upon him.

187. Now, it is to be seen whether accused Arjun Majhi, Arun

Majhi, Guludev Majhi, Debeswar Rajowar S/o Late Shamlal Rajowar,

Pritom Majhi and Sanju Majhi can be held liable with the aid of section 149

IPC. The legal position, as regards the applicability of Section 149 of the IPC, is

dealt with by Hon'ble Supreme Couft in Ranjit Singh v' State Of Puniab,

(2013) 16 SCC 752, as under:-

"34, we may, before turning to the facts of the case, briefly
refer to the legal positions as regard the applicability of
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sedion 149 IPC, which has fallen for interpretation on
numerous occasions in the past before this Gourt and has been

compr€hensively dealt with in several pronouncements' The

essence of Section 149 IPC is that a member of an unlawful
assembly is responsible for the acts committed by any other
member of the assembly in the same measure as the persons

committing such an act himself is' The section thereby creates
a vicariouJor constructive liability for all those who share the
common obiect of the unlawful assembly provided the acts
constituting the offence are done in Pursuit of the common
object of the unlawful assembly or are acts -wh-ich 

the
mimbers of the unlawful assembly knew to be likely to be

committed in pursuance of that object'

35. Baladin and Ors. v. State of U.P., AIR 1956 Se l8l, was
one-of th-early cases in which this court dealt with Section
149 IPC. This Court held that mere presence in an assembly
does not make a Person a member of the unlawful assembly,
unless it is shown that he had done or omitted to do
something which would show that he was a member of the
unlawful issembly or unless the case fell under Section 142 of
the IPC. Resultantly, if all the members of a family and other
residents of the village assembled at the place of occurrence
all such persons could not be condemned ipso facto as

members of the unlawful assembly. The Prosecution in all
such cases shall have to lead evidence to show that a

particular accused had done some overt act to establish that
ir" *r" a member of the unlawful assembly' This would
require the case of each individual to be examined so that
mere spectators who had just ioined the assembly and who
were unaware of its motive may not be branded as members
of the unlawful assemblY'

36. The obseruations made in Baladin's case (suPra) were
considered in Masalti vs' State of U'P', AIR 1965 SC 202'
where this Court exPlained that cases in which Persons who
are merely passive witnesses and had ioined the assembly out
of curiosity, without sharing the common obiect of the
assembly siood on a different footing; otherwise it was not
necessary to prove that the person had committed some

illegal aci or was guilty of some omission in pursuance of the
co,imon object ofthe assembly before he could be fastened
with the consequences of an act commifted by any other
member of the aisembly with the help of Section 149 IPc' The

following passage is apPosite in this regard:

"..,..The crucial question to determine in such a case is
whether the assembly consisted of five or more persons and
whether the said persons entertained one or more of the
common obiects as sPecified by s. 141. while determining this
question, it becomes relevant to consider whether the
jssembly consisted of some persons who were merely passive

witnesses and had ioined the assembly as a matter of idle
curiosity without intlnding to entertain the common object of
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the assembly, It is in that context that the observations made
by this Court in the case of Baladin assume significance;
otherwise, in law, it would not be correct to say that before a
percon is held to be a member of an unlawful assembly, it
must be shown that he had committed some illegal overt act
or had been guilty of some illegal omission in pursuance of
the common object of the assembly, In fact, s. 149 makes it
clear that if an offence is committed by any member of an
unlawful assembly in prosecution of the common object of
that assembly, or such as the members of that assembly knew
to be likely to be committed in prosecution of that object,
every person who, at the time of the commifting of that
offence/ is a member of the same assembly, is guilty of that
offencei and that emphatically brings out the principle that
the punishment prescribed by s, 149 is in a sense vicarious
and does not always proceed on the basis that the offence has
been actually committed by every member of the unlawful
assembly,..," (emphasis supplied)

37, Again in Baiwa and Ors. v. State of U,P,. (1973) 1 SCC 714.
this Court held that while in a faction ridden society there is
always a tendency to implicate even the inno€ent with the
guilty, the only safeguard against the risk of condemning the
innocent with the guilty lies in insisting upon acceptable
evidence which in some measure implicates the accused and
satisfies the conscience of the Court.

38. Coming then to the case at hand, the prosecution story is
that while the complainant party was haivesting the crop in
the fields in their possession, the accused including the
appellants herein, came to the spot and started firing upon
them, In the first information report lodged by Ranjit Singh,
no specific roles were given to the accused, but at the trial the
witness attributed specific roles to each one of the appellants.
The High Court found the improved version to be full of
exaggerations and embellishments resulting in the acquittal
of the majority of the accused in the case. We have, in the
earlier part of this judgment, held that the prosecution has
failed in its attempt to prove that the appellants except
appellant Balwinder Singh were armed with guns when they
came to the place of occurrence, We have also turned down
the reasoning of the trial Court that while the appellants,
except Balwinder Singh, were not carrying guns they were
carrying arms which they used to cause sharp edged and
blunt injuries to the deceased. The question then is whether
the appellants, except Balwinder Singh, were members of an
unlawful assembly as alleged by the prosecution or have been
falsely implicated in that charge because of village
factionalism.

39. That, in a faction ridden village community, there is a
tendency to implicate innocents also along with the guilty,
especially when a large number of assailants are involved in
the commission of an offence is a matter of common
knowledge. Evidence, in such cases is bound to be partisan,
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but while the Courts cannot take an easy route to rejecting
out of hand such evidence only on that ground, what ought to
be done is to approach the depositions carefully and scrutinize
the evidence more closely to avoid any miscarriage ofiustice.

40. Keeping the above in view, if we examine the evidence in
this case, we find that apart from certain vague and general
allegations that the members of the accused party fired at the
complainant party, there is no other overt act attributed to
them. The allegation that they were carrying guns having
been held not proved, the question of their firing from such
guns does not arise. So also the finding of the High Court that
they were armed with other weapons being contrary to the
prosecution case itself has been rejected by us. If that be so,
all that the Prosecution evidence may Prove is that these five
appellants were also present on the spot' But, being present
on the sPot, by itself may not in the peculiar facts and
circumstances of the case be enough to implicate them under
Section 149 of the IPC' It is true that commission of an overt
act, is not an essential ingredient for attracting Section 149 of
the IPc, but, given the exaggerations and embellishments in
the prosecution story as noticed by the Courts below and even
by us, we consider it unsafe to find the five appellants named
earlier to be guilty of murder with the help of Section 149 of
the IPC,"

188. Drawing premises from the illuminating discourse as above, now

an endeavor will be made to analyze the evidence, so lead by the prosecution, to

show that a particular accused had done some ovet act to establish that he was

a member of the unlawful assembly and also to examine the case of each

individual separately, so that mere spectators, who had just joined the assembly

and who were unaware of its motive, may not be branded as members of the

'unlawful assembly'.

189. Here, we find from the evidence of PW 12 that accused Arjun

Majhi was seen along with Sri Sanjib Rajowar, Sri Suresh Rajowar, Sri Ajay

Majhi, Sri Debeswar Rajowar, Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Sri Dipak Rajorvar, Sri Hari

Majhi, Sri Rinku Majhi and Manoj Majhi going inside the room of Dr. Deben

Dutta. It is elicited in cross-examination of this witness that he did nothing' The

evidence of PW 41 reveals that he along with Sri Ramesh Bhumij shouted and

instigated the people present at the place of occurrence to assault the Doctor.

But, there. is no corroborating evidence to suppot the factum of shouting and
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instigating the people present at the place of occurrence to assault the Doctor.

pw-28 has merely deposed about his presence at the place of occurrence at the

time of the incident.

190. The evidence of PW-32 reveals that accused Sri Arun Majhi

along with sri sanju Majhi, sri Bolin Rajowar, sri Gulu Dev Majhi, sri Pritam lYajhi

@ saikia, Sri Anil Majhi, sri Rinku Bakti and sri Misilal Majhi @ Jabra standing

inside the Doctor's chamber and PW-41 has found him along with sri Hari l4ajhi

and sri Rinku Majhi standing nearby the place of occurrence and he being the

friend of deceased samra Majhi, has shouted to assault the Doctor. But, there is

absence of corroborating evidence to support the factum of assault and also

shouting to assault the Doctor, though his presence at the place of occurrence is

confirmed by P.W,28 also' It may be mentioned here that though P'W'3, in his

cross-examination, stated having seen this accused assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta,

yet, we disbelieved the same due to absence of any evidence to lend

corroboration to the same.

191. The evidence of PW-19 reveals that accused Gulu Dev Majhi,

along with siba Mahali, used filthy and obscene words and threatened him and

other police personnel present there with dire consequences' PW-32 has seen

him along with Sri Sanju Majhi, Sri Bolin Rajowar, Sri Arun Majhi, Sri Pritam Majhi

@ Saikia, Sri Anil Majhi, Sri Rinku Bakti and Sri Misilal Majhi @ Jabra standing

inside the Doctor's chamber, though his presence at the place of occurrence,

along with all the accused of the case, was confirmed by PW- 28' Thus, we find

that there ls absence of corroborating evidence to suppot the factum of using

filthy and obscene words and threatening PW-19 and other police personnel'

192. The evidence of PW-8 reveals that he found accused

Debeswar Rajowar S/o Late Shamlal Raiowar, along with accused Bablu

Rajowar, Dipak Rajowar, Rinku Majhi @ Batu and Milon Rajowar inside the room

where Samara Majhi was kept for treatment and they were in high temper angry

mode and waiting for the arrival of Dr. Deben Dutta. We also flnd from the

evidence of P.W.12 that he found Debeswar Rajowar S/o Late Shamlal Rajowar,
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along with Shri Sanjib Rajowar, Shri Sanjoy Rajowar, Shri Suresh Rajowar, Shri

Ajoy Majhi, Anil Majhi, Dipak Rajowar, Hari Majhi, Rinku Majhi and Manoj Majhi

goinginsidetheroomofDr.DebenDutta.P.W.40alsofoundhimalongwith

Rinku Majhi, Dipak Rajowar shouting slogan to assault the Doctor while siba @

SanjibRajowaradministeringlegblowoverthechestofDr.DebenDuttaby

entering into his room. P.W. 44 found him playing Material Exhibit-53, scuffling

with police personnel along with accused Sanjoy Rajowar, Rinku Majhi, Suresh

Rajowar, Rameswar Bhumij, Bablu Rajowar, Kalanag Majhi, Sanjib Rajowar'

Kartik Bhumij, Rahul Rajowar and sivcharan Mahali. P.w. 52 also found him in

the veranda of the Hospital' Thus, though his presence at the place of

occurrence is not in dispute yet there is absence of corroborating evidence to

suppot the factum of shouting to assault the Doctor so as to hold him liable with

the help of section 149 IPC.

193. The evidence of PW-28 reveals that accused Pr'tom Maihi @

SotuBhaialongwithaccusedSanjibRajowar,SriDebeswarRajowar,Sri

upendra Bhumij @ Kishor, sri Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim, sri Bablu Rajowar, sri Anil

Majhi, Sri Arjun Majhi, Sri Arun Majhi, Sri Bijoy Rajowar, Sri Bolin Rajowar, Sri

Rinku Majhi @ Batu, Sri sibcharan Mahali @ Batu, sri Katik Bhumu, sri sanjay

Rajowar@Taklu,SriKalicharanMahali@Naina,sriRameswarBhumij@

Ramesh, sri siba Mahali @ BUit Mahali, sri Rahul Rajowar, sri Kalanag Majhi, sri

ManojMajhi,sriRinkuBaktiwerepresentinsidetheDoctor'schamberengaging

in pushing and shoving and raising hue and cry. The evidence of PW-32 reveals

that he was seen along with Sri Hari Majhi, Sri Dipak Rajowar, Sri Milan Rajowar,

Sri Arjun Majhi, Sri Ramesh Bhumiz, Sri Taklu Rajowar @ Sanjay Rajowar, Sri

Deba Rajowar @ Debeswar Rajowar shouting and demanding that the Doctor

should be thrashed and assaulted inside Doctor's chamber, However, there is

absence of corroborating evidence to support this fact.

194. The evidence of Pw-1 reveals that accused Sanju Maihi along

with sri Kalanag Majhi, sri Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim, sri Kartik Bhumij shut the

.^ -,r IOGE door of the Ambulance and obstructed the Ambulance from taking the Doctor to

SESS\J$|t;AI hospital for medical treatment. The evidence of PW-28 reveals that he was seen
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along with other co accused persons at the incident and he was seen along with

Sri Misilal Majhi @ Jabra shouting and raising hue and cry inside the chamber of

Dr. Deben Dutta. Pl/ll-€2 has seen him along with Sri Bolin Rajowar, Sri Gulu Dev

Majhi, Sri Arun Majhi, Sri Pritam lvlajhi @ Saikia, Sri Anil Majhi, Sri Rinku Bakti

and Sri Misilal Majhi @ Jabra standing inside the Doctor's chamber. Though,

presence of this accused at the place of occurrence is established, yet, there is

absence of corroborating evidence to the factum of obstructing the Ambulance

from taking the Doctor to Hospital for medical treatment and shutting it's door

and shouting and raising hue and cry inside the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta.

195. Thus, we find that all the six accused were very much present at

the place of occurrence. And, though, some individual overt act is attributed to

accused Arjun Majhi, Arun Majhi, Guludev Majhi, Debeswar Rajowar S/o Late

Shamlal Rajowar, Pritom Majhi and Sanju Majhi, yet, there is absence of evidence

to corroborate the same. There is, however, no requirement in law that evidence

of a single witness cannot be believed and acted up on. It is the quality, not the

quantity that matters. The time honoured principle is that evidence has to be

weighed not counted. Reference in this context can be made to a decision of the

Hon'ble Supreme Court in R. Shaji Vs. State of Kerela, 2013 (14) SCC 256.

196. But, Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Masalti Vs. State of

Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1965 SC 202, approved a di,'ferent course, so adopted by

Hon'ble High Court of Allahabad. The Ld. Special P.P. also in his written

argunrent has emphasized in adopting the principle enunciated by Hon'ble

Supreme Court in this case, as large number of accused are involved. It has been

held in the said case that:-

"Appreciation of evidence in such a complex case is no doubt
a difficult task: but criminal courts have to do their best in
dealing with such cases and it is their duty to sift the evidence
carefully and decide which part of it is true and which is not'
In the present case, the High Court has in fact refused to act
upon the, evidence of Bahoran and Prabhu Dayal, because it
appeared to the High Court that the evidence of these two
witnesses suffered from serious infirmities, Mr. Sawhney also
urged that the test applied by the High Court in convicting the
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appellants is mechanical. He argues that under the Indian
Evidence Act, trustworthy evidence given by a single witness
would be enough to convict an accused person, whereas

evidence given by half a dozen witnesses which is not
trustworthy would not be enough to sustain the conviction'
That, no doubt is true; but where a criminal court has to deal

with evidence pertaining to the commission of an offence

involving a large number of offenders and a large number of
victims, it is usual to adopt the test that the conviction could

be sustained only if it is supported by two or three or more

witnesses who give a consistent account of the incident' In a
sense, the test may be described as mechanical; but it is

difficult to see how it can be treated as irrational or
unreasonable. Therefore, we do not think that any grievance

can be made by the appellants against the adoption of this
test, If at all the prosecution may be entitled to say that the
seven accused persons were acquitted because their cases did

not satisfy the mechanical test of four witnesses, and if the
said test had not been applied, they might as well have been

convicted, It is, no doubt, the quality of the evidence that
matters and not the number of witnesses who give such

evidence. But, sometimes it is useful to adoPt a test like the
one which the High Court has adopted in dealing with the
present case."

197. This tvvo-witness theory has also been adopted by Hon'ble

Supreme Court in the case of Binay Kumar Singh v. State of Bihar: (1997)

l SCC 283.

"It is held that there is no rule of evidence that no conviction

can be based unless a certain minimum number of witnesses
have identified a particular accused as a member of the
unlawful assembly. It is held that it is axiomatic that evidence
is not to be counted but only weighed and it is not the
quantity of evidence but the quality that matters. It is held

that even the testimony of one single witness, if wholly
reliable, is sufficient to establish the identification of an

accused as a member of an unlawful assembly' It is held that
all the same, when the size of the unlawful assembly is quite

large and many Persons would have witnessed the incident, it
would be a prudent exercise to insist on at least two reliable
witnesses to vouchsafe the identification of an accused as a
participant in the rioting."
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198. Again in Chandra Shekhar Bind and Ors. vs' State of

Bihar: AIR 2OO1 SC 4024, Hon'ble Supreme Court, while dealing with this case

concerning a large number of alleged offenders, conviction could be sustained

only if two or more witnesses gave a consistent account of the incident.

199. In a very recent judgment in Duleshwar & Anr. vs. the State

of M.P. (now Chhattisgarh) (Criminal Appeal No. 1813 of 2017) Dated:

21st January, 2020, Hon'ble Supreme Court has discussed the test, so adopted

in Masalti v. State of U.P'(supra) and held as under:-

"Thus, it is the quality of evidence that matters and not the
quantity; and even the testimony of a single witness may be
sufficient to establish the identity of an accused as member of
an unlawful assembly but, when the size of assembly is quite
large and many persons have witnessed the incident; and
when a witness deposes in general terms, it would be useful
to adopt the test of consistency of more than one witness so
as to remove any doubt about identity of an accused as a
member of the assembly in question. However, even if
adopting such a test of consistency, what is to be looked for is
the 'consistent account of the incident'; and the requirement
of consistency cannot be overstretched as if to search for
repetition of each and every name of the accused in each and
every testimony. In other words, the comprehension of
overall evidence on record is requisite; and mere counting of
heads or mere recitation of names or omission of any name in
the testimony of any particular witness cannot be decisive of
the matter. In such facts and circumstances, even the
relevance of the corroborating facts and factors like that of
recovery of weapons or any other article co-related with the
crime in question cannot be ignored altogether."

200. In the case in hand also, the mob, which gathered in the

Hospital compound, and committed the offence, was very big. The investigation

thereof culminated in submission of charge sheet against 32 accused altogether,

and they were charged accordingly, and they stood trial thereafter. The numbers

of witnesses cited herein this case by the prosecution is 60, which is quite large.

Out of the 60 cited witnesses, the prosecution side has examined 56 of them in

order to bring home the charges.
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201. Having regards to the peculiar facts and circumstances of the

case in hand, and the large numbers of accused and witnesses, we are of the

view that it would be prudent to adopt the 'test of consistency' and seek

corroboration, at least, from one more witness in respect of the overt act

attributed to the six accused persons namely- (i) Debeswar Rajowar S/o Late

Shamlal Rajowar (A-5) (ii) Arjun Majhi (A-10), (iii) Arun Majhi (A-11), (iv)

Guludev Majhi (A-15) (v) Pritom Majhi (A- 18) and (vi) Sanju Majhi (A-21),

before fastening vicarious liability upon them. It is worthwhile to mention here

that overt act has been attributed to these six accused by a single witness only'

Since the evidence, lead by the prosecution, in respect of the six accused

persons, as mentioned above, failed to withstand the 'test of consistency', at

least from one more witness, we deem it not only safe, but also proper, in not

fastening vicarious liability upon them by taking recourse of section 149 IPC. In

holding so, we derived authority from the decisions of Hon'ble Supreme Court in

(i) Ranjit Singh v. State Of Punjab (supra), (ii) Masalti Vs. State of

Uttar Pradesh (supra), (iii) Binay Kumar Singh Vs. State of Bihar

(supra) (iv) Chandra Shekhar Bind and Ors. Vs. State of Bihar (supra)

(v) Duleshwar & Anr. Vs. The State of M.P.(supra) Accordingly, above six

accused are entitled to be acquitted of the charge under sectlon 3021149 IPC, on

benefit of doubt. We find substance in the submission of Ld. defence counsel so

far it relates to the aforementioned accused persons, i.e. (i) Debeswar Rajowar

S/o Late Shamlal Rajowar (A-5) (ii) Arun Majhi (A-11), (iii) Guludev Majhi (A-

15) (iv) Pritom Majhi (A- 18) and (v) Sanju Majhi (A-21) are concerned. Bug

we are unable to record our concurrence with his submissions, so far it relates to

accused Anil Majhi (A-9) and Rinku Majhi (A-19), Debeswar Rajowar@ Deba

(A-23), in view of our above discussion and flnding.

202. Of course, it may be argued that since accused Anil Majhi (A-

9), Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) and Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25)

were seen assaulting the Doctor by a single witness, the'test of consistenry'so

laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Masalti Vs. State of Uttar

Pradesh (supra), is applicable in their case also. But, in a later judgment, in

State of Maharashtra Vs Ramlal Devappa Rathod and others (Criminal
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Appeal No.1957 of 2008) disposed of on September 29, 2015, Hon'ble

Supreme Couft has explained the ratio in Masalti as under:-

"24. we do not find anything in Masalti (supra) which in any
way qualifies the well settled princiPle that the conviction can

be founded upon the testimony of even a single witness if it
establishes in clear and precise terms, the overt acts
constituting the offence as committed by ceftain named

assailants and if such testimony is otherwise reliable. The

test adopted in Masalti (supra) is required to be applied while
dealing with cases of those accused who are sought to be

made vicariously responsible for the acts committed by
others, only by virtue of their alleged presence as members of
the unlawful assembly without any specific allegations of
overt acts committed by them, or where, given the nature of
assault by the mob, the Court comes to the conclusion that it
would have been impossible for any particular witness to
have witnessed the relevant facets constituting the offence'
The test adopted in Masalti (supra) as a rule of prudence

cannot mean that in every case of mob violence there must
be more than one eyewitness."

203. It is a fact that accused Anil Majhi (A-9), was seen assaulting

the Doctor by P.W.10 only. P.W.3 found him present in the mob and P.W'32

found him standing inside the Doctort chamber. There is no evidence to support

the version of P.W.10 about assaulting the Doctor by this accused. Other

prosecution witnesses also did not see him assaulting the Doctor, Similarly,

accused Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba S/o Late Jogeswar Rajowar (A-23) was

seen assaulting the Doctor by P.W.28. And P.W.32 found him along with Hari

Majhi, Dipak Rajowar, Milon Rajowar, Arjun Majhi, Ramesh Bhumij, Taklu

Rajowar @ Sanjoy Rajowar demanding that Doctor should be thrashed and

assaulted. No other witnesses seen him assaulting the Doctor and to lend

assurance to the version of P.W.28. On the other hand, Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu,

(A-25) was seen assaulting the Doctor by P.W.44 only. It is to be mentioned

here that this witness named accused Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu amongst the

20 accused that he named in examination-in-chief. But no other witnesses

corroborated the version of P.W.44. But, the evidence of specific overt act,

SESSI3USHiIDGE 
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uncontroverted. Besides, there are also other facts and circumstances on the

record to lend assurance to the same. Therefore and also relied upon the

decision of Hon'ble Supreme Coud in State of Maharashtra (supra) we are

inclined to hold that the'test of consistency'is not applicable in the case of three

accused named above.

204. It is worthwhile to mention here that accused Shri Guludev

lvlajhi, Kalanag lvlajhi, and Arun Majhi have taken the plea of alibi in their

examination under section 313 Cr.P,C. Accused Guludev Majhi stated that at time

of occurrence he was at his house situated at Majline of Teok Tea Garde.

Accused Kalanag Majhi has stated tahe at the time of occurrence he was at

lagdowar llniali and accused Arun Majhi stated that at the time of occurrence he

was spraying pesticides in the Tea Garden and returned home in the evening.

Now, it is to be seen how far these three accused have been able to establish the

plea of alibi. The plea of 'alibi' postulates physical impossibility of the presence of

the accused at the scene of offence by reason of his presence at another place'

The plea can, therefore, succeed only if it is shown that the accused was so far

away at the relevant time that he could not be present at the place when the

crime was committed. See Dudhnath Pandey Vs' State of U.P. (AIR 1981

SC 911). Alibi is governed by section 11 of the Evidence Act and the burden to

prove alibi is always on the accused and he must prove it to the satisfaction of

the couft. See Gurcharan Singh Vs. State of Punjab AIR 1956 SC 460. This

burden cannot be discharged by showing merely a preponderance of probability

in his favour.

205. In the case in hand though the three accused have taken the

plea of alibi, yet, they have failed to establish the same by adducing any

evidence. As such the plea failed.

206. Thus, we flnd and hold that the prosecution side has succeeded

in bringing home the charge under section 302 IPC against the accused (i)

Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1)- S/o Babu Rajowar, who caused the fatal injury i.e. injury
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No.(a), to Dr. Deben Dutta, beyond all reasonable doubt and, accordingly, he is

attributed to the charge under section 302 IPC.

207. Since, the other injuries, i.e. (b),(c),(d),(e) are not fatal injuries,

but together with injury No.(a), have cumulative effect that lead to hemorrhage

and shock and ultimately, death of Dr. Deben Dutta, the accused persons, who

have caused the same, namely - (i) Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1)- S/o Babu Rajowar,

(ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (iii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu-

(A-a) (v) Upendra BhumU @ Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7)

(vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi (l-9) (ix) Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) (x)

Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak Rajowar (A-1a) (xii) l4ilon Rajowar (A-17)

(xiii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (xiv) Mishilal lYajhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv)

Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (xvii)

Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xix) Kalicharan

Mahali (A-26) (xx) Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) (>ai) Siba Mahili @ Bijit (A-28)

(xxii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (xxiii) Kalanag lvlajhi (A-30) (rxiv) lvlanoj i\4ajhi (A-

31) (rc<v) Rinku Bakti (A-32), are attributed to the charge under section

3O2l149 IPC, as the prosecution side has succeeded in establishing the same

beyond doubt, while they are entitled to acquittal of the charge under section

302 IPC.

Charge under section l48ll49

208. The accused persons are also charged under section 14811,49

IPC for being member of an unlawful assembly, and for committing the offence

rioting, being armed with deadly weapon. We have already discussed and we

find and hold in paragraph No. 168 to 182 of this judgment that there was

assembly of more than five persons 'in the Teok Tea Garden Hospital on

31.08.2019, at about 4.00 pm. The same has been established beyond all

reasonable doubt. It is also established beyond doubt that the assembly was

unlawful in as much as its object was to commit an offence i.e. to eliminate Dr.

Deben Dutta and cause his death. In the process, they also resist the police

personnel and l4agistrate in maintaining law and order. It is also established that
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the assembly also used force and violence to the Hospital staffs, police personnel

and Magistrate and Staffs of the Management and to Dr. Deben Dutta and

caused his death and they used Material Exhibit, 4,2L, i,e, blood pressure

machine and sharp glass blades, extracted from window/door pane while

using force and violence. It is not in dispute that Material Exhibit 21 is a deadly

weapon. And Material Exhibit 4 has a metallic cover and it is undoubtedly a blunt

object. If assaulted with this object on a vital part of the body, the same can also

cause death of a person.

209. The Ld. Special P'P' has vehemently argued that both these

Material Exhibits are deadly weapon, as they falls in the category of anything

which can be used as weapon of offence, which may likely to cause death, as

described in section 148 IPC. We have considered the same in the light of facts

and circumstances on the record and we have no doubt in our mind that Material

Exhibit 4 falls in the category of'anything' which can be used as weapon, and if

assaulted on vital part of the body, the same may likely to cause death of a

person. Therefore, we record our concurrence to the submission of the Ld.

Special P.P. We also find from the Exhibit-2 about use of Material Exhibits-8, 11

& 12, the wooden leg and wooden pieces of table in the offence, though in the

evidence it has not been deposed to. We have already found and hold in

preceding paragraphs of this judgment that the persons who were member of an

unlawful assembly and in furtherance of common object of such assembly i.e. to

eliminate Dr. Deben Dutta they committed the offence of rioting and they are

accordingly (i) Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1)-S/o Babu Rajowar, (ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-

2) (iii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-4) (v) Upendra Bhumij

@ Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar (A-8)

(vili) Anil Majhi (A-9) (ix) BUoy Rajowar (A-12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi)

Dipak Rajowar (A-14) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-

19) (xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22)

(xvi) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (xvii) Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii)

Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xix) Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (rc<) Rameswar

flffi
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(rc<iii) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (xxiv) Manoj Majhi (A-31) (xxv) Rinku Bakti (A-

32).

210. We also find that the accused, who had participated in the

offence were armed with the aforementioned articles, while committing the

offence of rioting were (i) Sanjoy Raiowar-S/o Babu Rajowar (A-1) (ii)

Ajoy Majhi (A-4), The prosecution side has been able to establish the same

beyond all reasonable doubt. Accordingly, they are attributed to the charge under

section 148 IPC.

211. Since rest of the accused have participated in the offence

without being armed with deadly weapon, they are held guilty of the charge

under section t47 IPC, which is a cognate offence under section 148 IPC, with

major ingredients being the same in both. Therefore, alteration of charge is not

required here this case, as it caused no prejudice to the accused persons. The

accused, who are guilty under section 147 IPC are (i) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (ii)

Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iii) Upendra Bhumij @ Kishor-(A-6) (iv) Ratul Rajowar

@ Hasim-(A-7) (v) Bablu Rajowar- (l-8) (vi) Anil Majhi (A-9) (vii) Bijoy

Rajowar (A-12) (viii) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (ix) Dipak Rajowar (A-14) (x) Milon

Rajowar (A-17) (xi) Rinku lvlajhi @ Batu (A-19) (xii) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra

(A-2O) (xiii) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xiv) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba

(A-23) (xv) Kartik Bhumiz (A-2a) (xvi) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xvii)

Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (xviii) Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) (xix) Siba Mahili @

Bijit (A-28) (xx) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (xxi) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (>c<ii) Manoj

Majhi (A-31) (xxiii) Rinku Bakti (A-32). Accordingly, they are attributed to the

offence under the said section 147 IPC. And rests are entitled to be acquitted of

the same on benefit of doubt.

Charge under section 427 lritgand 4 of the AMSP & MSI Act 2011

212. Now, it will be seen how far the prosecution side has succeeded

in establishing the charge under section 427 lL49 IPC, and Section 4 of the

Assam Medicare Service Persons and Medicare Service Institutions

ffi
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[Prevention of Violence and Damage to ProPerty] (herein after AMSP &

MSI Act 2011. It is notewothy to mention here that the charge under section 4

of the AMSP & MSI Act 2011 comprises of two limbs. These are (a) violence

against Medicare Service Persons, (b) Damages to any property of the Medicare

Service Institutions or to any Medicare Service Persons. Being the second limb,

i.e. limb No. (b), is common in both these charges, i.e. under section 427 and

section 4 of AMSP & MSI Act 2011, it is proposed to discuss both the charges

together.

213. Before directing a discussion into the charge, it is necessary to

understand what 'Medicare Service', 'Medicare Service Institution', 'Medicare

Service Persons', 'Property of Medicare Service Institution' and 'Violence' means

under the AMSP & MSI Act 2011. Section 2 deals with definitions under the

Act.

(A) Section 2(a) of the said Act, provides that 'Medicare Service',

means the act of providing medical treatment and care including antenatal and

post natal care in connection with child birth or anything connected therewith, or

nursing care in any form to persons suffering from any sickness, injury or

infirmities whether of body or mind.

(B) Section 2(b) provides that "Medicare Service Institution" means

a medical college, or a hospital by whatever name called or such other institution

providing Medicare Service" to the people, which is established and managed by

the State Government or Central Government or any Local Authority or any

private person or persons, and includes maternity home or a convalescent home.

(C) Section 2(c) provides that 'Medicare Service Persons', in relation

to Medicare Service Institution shall include-

(i) Registered lvledical Practitioner working in Medicare

Service Institution;

(ii) RegisteredNurses;

(iii) MedicalStudents;,u."!?[tn',iYont
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(iv)

(v)

Nursing Students;

Any para medical or any worker employed and working

in Medicare Service Institution.

(D) Section 2(d) provides that Property of Medicare Service

Institution means building and equipments of the Medicare Service Instltution.

(E) Section 2 (e) provides that 'violence' as activity of causing any

harm, injury or endangering the life or intimidation, obstruction or hindrance to

any Medicare Service Person in discharge of duty in a Medicare Service

Institution or damage to property of the Medicare Service Institution.

214. Now, Iet it be seen whether Dr. Deben Dutta was a'Medicare

Service Person'and whether Teok Tea Garden Hospital was a 'Medicare Service

Institution' or not. The evidence of the I.O. reveals that during investigation he

has written a letter to the Joint Director of Health Services, Jorhat, requesting

him to furnish his opinion as to whether the Teok T.E. Hospital falls under the

AMSP & MSI Act 2011 or not. Then, the Joint Director of Health Services,

Jorhat, furnished his repoft in affirmative, The defence side has marked the said

original letter as Exhibit-A. The prosecution side has examined Dr. Amrit Kumar

Saikia, Joint Director of Health Services, Jorhat, as P.W.45. His evidence reveals

that on 18/09/2019, he was asked by S.I. Dipankar Gogoi, In-charge of Teok

Police Station as to whether the Teok Tea Estate Hospital, under Teok P.S',

District-Jorhat, is a 'Medicare Service Institution' and the deceased Medical

Officer Sri Deben Dutta, a'Medicare Service Person'as per the AMSP & MSI

Act 2011, in connection with Teok P.S. Case No. 43412019. Then on

lBlO9l2Ol9, vide his report- Exhibit-31, he replied in affirmative that Teok T.E.

Hospital, under Teok P.S., District-lorhat, is a 'Medicare Service Institution' and

the deceased, Dr. Deben Dutta is a'Medicare Service Person'as per the AMSP &

MSI Act 2011.

215. It is elicited in cross-examination of this witness that on the

basis of record available in his office, he has issued the report- [Exhibit-31]. ItGE

ffi:
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is also elicited that any institution, that provides health service is called as

lvledicare Service Institution and Dr. Deben Dutta was a Medicare service. person.

However, he admitted that he did not verifo any document to certii/ that the

deceased was Medicare service person.

216. But, going by the definition of 'Medicare Service Person' and

'Medicare Service Institution', in Section 2 (b) and 2(c) under the AMSP & MSI

Act 2011, we have no doubt in our mind about the correctness of the repoft of

the Joint Director of Health Services, lorhat. The evidence of P.W.3- lvlanager of

the Garden and also almost all the prosecution witnesses testified that Dr. Deben

Dutta was serving as Doctor in the Teok Tea Estate Hospital. This has not been

disputed; rather it has been admitted by the defence side also.

217. Ytle also find from the evidence of P.W.3 that on reaching the

tea garden Hospital he found about 40 people in the Garden Hospital premises

creating hue and cry. Also we find from from his evidence that the mob then

started attacking Dr. Deben Dutta with fists & blow and kick in his chamber and

continued the same snubbing his request to calm down. Sometime, therafter,

policemen came and tried to control the mob, but, the mob got more aggressive

and they were threatened inside by the mob and were also pushed by the mob.

The mob did not allow them to protect the doctor. By that time the crowd had

also increased to about 200 people and started breaking the glass panes of

windows and doors. Though he tried to reason with them to stop the attack, the

same failed to yield any result. Then with arrivals of more police personnel as

well as Magistrate, though first failed, but after much effoft, they able to rescue

Dr. Deben Dutta and the dead body of Samra Majhi from inside the Hospital. Dr.

Deben Dutta, though taken to JMCH succumbed to the injuries. Other than fist

blows and kicks, he was also assaulted by broken glass pieces.

218. The evidence of the I.O. (P.W.56) and also of P.W. 1 and 2

reveals that during investigation the I.O. has recovered some adicles at the place

of occurrence and seized the same in presence P.W. 1 and 2, vide seizure-list

(Exhibit-1). They have confirmed seized articles in the court as Material Exhibits

,r..,.$t*Hont
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1 to 30, which we have already discussed in paragraph No. 107 of this judgment.

Thus, the second limb of the charge under section 4 of the AMSP & MSI Act

2011 i.e. (b) Damages to any property of the Medicare Service Institutions or to

any Medicare Service Persons, stands established here in this case. The other

prosecution witnesses also testified about the damages caused to the Hospital

properties by the accused persons.

219. We also find from the evidence of Shri Dhiraj Mahali (P.W.8),

that while he went to attend duty at the Hospital he found accused Dipak

Rajowar by the side of Samara Majhi and he threatened him to go out, else he

will be killed. His evidence further reveals that the room where they used to give

medicine and, where he along with Ranjula Borah Hazarika, GNM, were there,

was bolted from outside as well as the door was blocked by putting a bench so

that they cannot go out. But at about 4.45 pm, somehow he could manage to

escape. The evidence of P.W.12, Shri Nareswar Robidas, Chowkidar of the Tea

Garden Hospital, reveals that while he tried to save Dr. Deben Dutta when 30/40

persons tried to assault him then someone, from behind slapped him on backside

of his head and threatened him not to interfere in the matter and ousted him

from the room. The evidence of Subhash Rajowar, dresser of the Hospital (P.W.

25) also reveals that as asked by Dr. Deben Dutta he went to call the Garden

Manager and while he came back, he saw a huge gathering assaulting Jibon

Kurmi, Welfare Officer of the Garden, and the Hospital Staffs. The evidence of

Ranjula Borah Hazarika, (P.W, 26) reveals that the attendants of Samara Majhi

--.ii;->\ prevented Dr. Deben Dutta from giving proper treatment to the patient. And,

(ffiX while the crowd gathered there entered into the room of Dr. Deben Dutta and

frffi)? breaking glass panes, she made attempt to go inside the chamber of Dr.

t<i@;;/outta, but, she was prevented by the crowd. P.w. 44 also testified about causing

\-{81}-'.,' mischief of the furniture in the Hospital.. The evidence of P.W.3, the complainant

lends support to their version and Exhibit-2, the FIR is also consistent with

the same. It also appears that some of the accused have chased away the 108

Ambulance which was called to shift the Doctor to Hospital. Thus, used violence

to Medicare Service Persons i.e. assaulting the staffs of the Hospital and

sEss:?r.i?,iyDGEthreatening 
them and causing death of Dr. Deben Dutta and arso causing of
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damage to the property of Teok T.E. Garden Hospital is established beyond all

reasonable doubt. Now, it would be seen who were the person that used .violence

and assaulted the staffs of the Hospital and threatened them and caused damage

to the property of Teok T.E. Garden Hospital. It may be mentioned here that we

have already find and hold that 25 accused are responsible for the death of Dr.

Deben Dutta.

220. We find from the evidence of P.W.1 that accused Kalanag

Majhi, Ratul Rajowar, Kartik Bhumij has obstructed the 108 Ambulance

from taking Dr. Deben Dutta to the Hospital. They also shut the door of the

Ambulance. Accused Kalicharan Mahili, Mishilal Majhi, Rahul Rajowar,

Rameswar Bhumij, Rinku Bakti, Rinku Majhi @ Batu, Sanjoy Raiowar,

Sanjib Rajowar, Ajoy Majhi @ Titu, Ratul Rajowar, BUoy Rajowar,

Kartik Bhumij, along with Bablu Rajowar and Milon Raiowar chased away

the 108 Ambulance which came to take the Doctor to the Hospital as reveals by

P.W. 44. The evidence of P.W. 35 reveals that accused Bablu Rajowar had

chased away the 108 Ambulance and prevented it from entering in to the

Hospital. The factum of chasing away the 108 Ambulance find corroboration from

the evidence of P.W. 31, Shri Padmakanta Saikia, the driver and of P'W. 22,

Shri Atanu Goswami, who was the Technician of the 108 Ambulance. They

also categorically stated that they were not allowed to take the patient into the

Ambulance by the mob, which shut the door of the Ambulance and they were

also threatened to leave the Hospital. P.W. 56, who was present at the place of

occurrence, also lends corroboration to the factum of chasing away of the

Ambulance by the mob.

221. It is to be mentioned here that though P.W.12, Shri Nareswar

Robidas has testified that he was slapped and also threatened not to intefere

while he tried to save the Doctor, yet he could not named the accused persons.

Similarly, P.W. 25 also could not name the accused who assaulted the Hospital

staffs. P.W. 26 also could not name the accused, who had prevented the Doctor

in from giving treatment to the patient. On the other hand, the evidence of P.W.

8 shri Dhiraj Mahili reveals that accused Dipak Raiowar, who was by the side
,rr.,.,oJf,t;iYont
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of Samara Majhi, threatened him to go out/ and else threatened to kill him. It is

to be mentioned here that P.W. 8, 12, 25, 26, all are staffs of the Garden

Hospital.

222, We have already find and hold that the persons, who used

violence against Dr. Deben Dutta and caused his death were:- (i) Sanjoy

Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar (ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (iii) Suresh

Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A- ) (v) Upendra Bhumij @ Kishor-(A-

6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi

(A-9) (ix) Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak Rajowar

(A-14) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (xiv)

Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (l-20) (xv) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (wi)

Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (xvii) Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) Sanjoy

Rajowar @ Taklu (A- 25) (xix) Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (>x) Rameswar Bhumij

(A-27) (lxi) Siba Mahili @ BUit (A-28) (x<ii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (to<iii)

Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (>xiv) Manoj Majhi (A-31) (rxv) Rinku Bakti (A-32). They

are responsible for the first limb of the charge. The prosecution side, thus,

succeeded in establishing the first limb of the charge i.e. use of violence against

Medicare service persons, of section 3(a) of the AMSP & MSI Act 2011,

against the accused named above. But, since they have already been found

guilty of the charge under section 302 IPC, for causing death to Dr. Deben Dutta,

they cannot be held punished for commission of the offence of the first limb i.e.

(a), of the section 3 of the AMSP & MSI Act 2011, as the offence under first

limb of section 3 of the said Act born out substantially on the same facts and

circumstances on which the charge under section 302 IPC found to be proved, in

view of section 71 of the IPC.

223. But, for causing damages to the properties of the Hospital, they

will be liable for the offence under the second limb, i.e. (b). Now, let it be seen

who the said accused persons were, that causes damages to the propeties of

the Hospital. The evidence of P.W. 36 reveals that accused Rahul Rajowar &

Siba Mahili @ Bijit, Sibcharan Mahili @ Batu have broken the glass panes of

windows and doors of the Hospital. P.W. 37 also corroborated the version of

,r..,.f;\t*$ont
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P.W.36 in respect of accused Sibcharan Mahili @ Batu. The evidence of

P.W,IO reveals that accused Sanjoy Rajowar had broken the doors and

windows including glass panes. P.W. 32, 37 & 40 reveals that accused Rinku

Majhi, Sanjoy Rajowar & Ratul Rajowar have broken the glass panes of

windows and doors by giving blows and in the process they sustained cut injury.

P.W.36 also corroborated the version of P.W. 32 & 37 in respect of accused

Sanjoy Rajowar & Rinku Majhi @ Batu. And P.W. 41 also corroborated the

evidence of P.W. 32, 37, &40 in respect of accused Ratul Rajowar in respect

of breaking window panes. The evidence of P.W. 37 reveals that accused

Sanjoy Rajowar & Taklu had broken the board and banner of the Hospital.

And P.W. 39 has seen accused Sanjoy Rajowar, Bablu Rajowar, Sanjoy

Rajowar @ Taklu breaking the glass panes of door and windows. P.W. 40 also

supported the version of P.W.39 in respect of accused Sanjoy Rajowar @

Taklu. The evidence of P.W.40 also reveals that accused Sanjib Rajowar,

Kalicharan Mahili, Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu entered into the Doctor's

chamber by breaking open the door. The evidence of P.W. 36 reveals that

accused Ajoy Majhi @ Titu had thrown the table of the Doctor towards him'

The evidence of P.W,44 reveals that accused BUoy Rajowar broke the glass

panes of window.

224. fhe evidence of the LO. (P.W.56) and also of P.W. 1 and 2 and

Exhibit-l, the seizure-list, and Material Exhiblt- 1to 28, also lend ample

corroboration to the version of the prosecution witnesses in respect of damages

caused to the Hospital Properties. We also find from the evidence of the I.O'

(P.W.56) and from Exhibit 85 and 86 that accused Sri Sanjay Raiowar got

cut injury over the left palm ol size 1/2" x 1/2" x I inch, with no active bleeding,

accused Ratul Rajowar had injury over his right little finger, accused Rinku

Majhi, one cut injury seen on the left. arm approximately of size 10" and

16 stitches were given over the aforesaid injuries and accused Siba Mahali got

one cut injury over right middle finger by glass with no active bleeding and

accused Kalanag Majhi got one cut injury over his right !eg. P.W. 32 also

corroborated the injuries got by accused Rinku Majhi @ Batu, Sanioy

SEss\oJls;iYgGE 
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over their hands while they were breaking glass panes of doors and windows.

P.W.37 also corroborated the version of P.W.32 in respect of sustaining cut injury

by accused Rinku Majhi and Ratul Rajowar on their persons, while breaking glass

panes of door and windows. The evidence of the I'O' also reveals that all the

aforementioned accused persons received those injuries by glass pieces as they

were present and involved in the incident of assault of Dr. Deben Dutta. Thus,

sustaining injuries by accused Siba Mahili @ BUit, Sanjoy Rajowar (S/o Babu

Rajowar), Rinku Majhi @ Batu and Rahul Rajowar further lends assurance to the

prosecution version about their involvement in causing damage to the Hospital

properties. The evidence of P,W.42 Shri Utpal Jyoti Khound also testified about

the damage caused to the Hospital properties. He found 50/60 people entering

into the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta and causing mischief of the Table of the

Doctor and the afticles present there and manhandling him. He found no articles

of first-aid, having entered into the Doctor's chamber which was thrown out of

the Hospital by the people who remained inside the room. This reflects the

extent of damage caused to the Hospital properties. But they could not identiry

the accused persons.

225. Thus, the evidence discussed above goes a long way to

establish beyond all reasonable doubt that accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar, son of

Babu Rajowar (A-r) (ii) Sanjib Rajowar (iii) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu (A-4) (iv)

Ratul Rajowar (A-7) (v) Bablu Rajowar (A-8) (vi) Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) (vii)

Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (viii) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (ix) Sanjoy

Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (x) Kalicharan Mahili (A-25) (xi) Siba Mahili @ Bijit

(A-28) (xia) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) caused damage to property of the Medicare

Service Institution, Accordingly, aforesaid 11 accused are attributed to the charge

under section 4 of the AMSP & MSI) Act 2011. Rests of the accused are

entitled to acquittal of the same due to Want of evidence.

226. It is worthwhile to mention here that the ingredients of the

offence under limb (b) of the charge under section 4 of the AMSP & MSI Act

2011, and under section 427 lL49 IPC appears to be common, except,

however, the value of the property mischief, which must be above Rs. 50

,Ers:?[';lioot
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(rupees fifty) under section 427 IPC. This requirement is not there under the

AMSP&MslAct20ll.Wehavealreadyfoundthatthechargeundersection4

oftheAMSP&MslAct20llisestablishedagainsttwelveaccusedpersons,

Upon the said facts and circumstances, the ingredients of the charge under

section 427ll4g IPC also appears to be established against the aforementioned

accused persons, except however, the value of the property mischief' Even for

the sake of argument, if we assume that the value of the property mischief is

above Rs.50/(rupees fifty) yet, the accused persons cannot be convicted hvice

for the same offence, as both the charges are born out of the same facts and

circumstances on the record, in view of section 71 of the IPC' Besides, the

charge under section 4 of the AMSP & MSI Act 2011 is more serious and

punishable with imprisonment which may extend to three years and with fine

which may extend to fifty thousand rupees, whereas, the punishment prescribed

for the offence under section 427 IPC is lmprisonment for two years or fine or

both, Therefore, all the accused are entitled to acquittal of the charge under

section 4271149 IPC.

Charge under section 3521L49 IPC

227. fhe accused persons are also charged under section 352/149

Ipc for using criminal force to shri Nareswar Robidas, chowkider of the Hospltal

and smti Ranjula Hazarika Borah, Nurse of the Hospital. section 350 of the IPc

defined'criminal force'. The term 'force' means an exertion of energy producing a

change in the outer world. To constitute force there must be at least the causing

of motion, change of motion, or cessation of motion. It may be exercised directly

or indirectly. To designate a force 'criminal' it must be used:-

(1) Intentionally against any person,

(2) Without that person's consent,

(i) to commit an offence, and

(ii) with the intention to cause, or knowing it to be likely to

cause, injury, fear or annoyance to the person to whom it

was caused..r.",f$n'Jout
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228. Now, it is to be seen how far the prosecution side has been able

to establish the same. We find from the evidence of P.W. 12- Shri Nareswar

Robidas that on 3U08/2019, while Dr. Deben Dutta tried to leave the Hospital

having found Samara Majhi dead after examination, then, accused Manoj Maihi

arrived at there all of a sudden and took Dr. Deben Dutta to his chair and made

him to slt there and asked him not to leave the Hospital' Then Dr. Deben Dutta

asked dresser Sri Subhash Rajowar to call the Garden Manager. Thereafter, a

group of about 30/40 persons gathered outside the tea garden hospital and they

assaulted the WelFare Officer. Having seen the incident of assault of Welfare

Officer by the group of 3Ol4O persons, he immediately bolted the door of the

room from inside, where Dr. Deben Dutta was sitting. The crowd then started

banging the door from outside and asked him to open it. He then opened the

door of the room and then the crowd of 30/40 persons rushed inside the room

and when they made attempt to assault Dr' Deben Dutta. While he tried to save

Dr. Deben Dutta, someone from behind slapped him on the backside of his head

and threatened not to interfere into the matter and ousted him from the room.

But this witness did not state a single name, who, slapped and threatened him'

229. We also find from the evidence of P.W.26, Smti. Ranjula

Hazarika Borah that having got the information about the patient-Samara Majhi,

from Subhash Rajowar (P.W.25), she rushed to the Hospital and started

treatment as advised by Dr. Deben Dutta. Thereafter, Dr. Deben Dutta came to

the garden hospital and advised her to give another dose of Dexona injection to

the patient which she has pushed. While they were treating the patient, about

8/9 attendants of the patient who were present inside the garden hospital started

shouting and abusing Dr. Deben Dutta and they prevented the Doctor from

giving proper treatment to the patient. Thereafter, she saw a huge crowd

entering into the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta and also heard breaking of glass

panes of doors and windows as well as hue & cry of the crowd. She then made

attempt to go to the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta twice, but failed to go there

due to presence of huge gathering and she was prevented to go there. Out of

fear of her life, she left the Hospital and came back to his official quarter. Her

ffiwiz
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evidence also reveals that as she was new to the Hospital, she does not know

about the identity of persons in the crowd.

230. There is no doubt that by slapping upon P.W.12 on the backside

of his head and threatening him not interfere, while he tried to save Dr. Deben

Dutta and ousting him from the room, amounts to use of 'criminal force'.

Similarly, preventing P.W.26, in going to the chamber of Dr. Deben Dutta, while

she made attempt twice, by the mob, amounts to use of 'criminal force.'But,

as they could not identiFy any of the person responsible for using such 'criminal

force' to them, it cannot be said that the prosecution side has succeeded in

bringing home the charge under section 352/149 IPC, against the accused

persons. Consequently, all the accused are entitled to acquittal of the same for

want of evidence.

Charge under section 353/149 IPC

231. The accused are also charged under section 353/149 IPC for

voluntarily causing obstruction to the Executive lvlagistrate and Police personnel

of Teok P.S. in discharging their official duties. The offence under section 353

IPC comprises of following ingredients:-

(i) The person assaulted must be public servant;

(ii) The public servant was acting in exercise of his duties;

(iii) That the assault or criminal force used against such public

serva nt:-

(a) was intended to prevent or deter him from discharging his

duty as public servant, or

(b) was used as a consequence of anything done or

attempted to be done by the said public in lawful exercise

of duty as such public servant.

232. Now, it will be seen how far the prosecution side has succeeded

establishing the aforementioned ingredients here in this case. From the

flffiwz
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evidence of P.W.4, Shri Bhaskar Rajbanshi, Circle Officer cum Law & Order

Magistrate, Teok, we find that on 3L108120L9, at about 4.35 pm; he.came to

know from the District Special Branch about a violent situation at Teok tea

garden hospital. Then he repofted the matter to police and proceeded to Teok

tea garden hospital and reached somewhere about 4.50 p.m. and saw a vlolent

crowd of about 250/300 persons including women, men and young boys. Upon

entering the Hospital, he saw one dead body, which was lying on a stretcher,

and later on he came to know that the dead body to be of one Samra lt4ajhi. He

went into the room where Dr. Deben Dutta was, and found him sitting on a

chair, with serious injury on his right thigh. He was already sitting on a pool of

blood nearby his chair and he was profusely bleeding. Then the police personnel

present there and himself tried to pacify the crowd but they did not pay any heed

to his request and instruction. Then for his urgent medical treatment they made

a plan to take him out from the back side of the Hospital into an Ambulance, but

the crowd did not allow them to take the Doctor to the Ambulance, rather they

chased away the Ambulance. He then asked the S.P. Jorhat to send the Quick

Response Team alongwith available forces. Thereafter, the Officer-in-charge,

Teok P.S., reached the spot around 5.15/5.20 p.m. and they also had more

police personnel arriving at the spot. Then they could manage to take out Dr.

Deben Dutta out of the room and took him in a police vehicle, alongwith the

dead body of Samra Majhi, to Jorhat N4edical College & Hospital. Thereafter, the

situation comes under control.

233. The evidence of the complainant (P.W.3), also lend unstinting

support to version of P.W.4 in respect of obstruction received by him. And the

Ejahar (Exhibit-2) is also consistent with him. His evidence reveals that having

got the information when he reached the place of occurrence and tried to protect

the Doctor and pleaded the mob to stop assaulting the Doctor, the mob did not

listen to him. After sometime, some policemen came and tried to control the mob

the same failed to yield any result. The mob becomes more aggressive.

Thereafter, some more police personnel as well as lu'lagistrate arrived at the

garden hospital premises. But, inspite of that they were not allowed to do their

duty and the crowd was so big that they have surrounded the garden hospital.

trffiw#/
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But, after sometime, they were able to move the people out of the room. Finally,

after much effort, the Maglstrate was able to rescue Dr. Deben Dutta and the

dead body of samra Majhi from inside the hospltal. It is reflected in the Exhibit-2

also that the mob did not allow the police personnel to do their duty and did not

pay heed to Executive lvlagistrate, Shri Bhaskar Rajbanshi and not allowed him to

perform his duties to maintain law and order. P.W.3 has identified (i) Sri Sanjay

Rajowar (A-1), (ii) Sri Sanjib Rajowar (A-2) (iii) Sri Suresh Rajowar (A-3) (iv)

Sri Ajay Majhi @ Tutu (A-4), (v) Sri Debeswar Rajowar (A-5), (vi) Sri Anil

Naajhi (A-9) (vii) Sri Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (viii) Sri Dipak Rajowar (A-1a) (ix)

Sri Rinku N4ajhi (A-19), (x) Sri Sanju Majhi (A-21) (xi) Sri Debeswar Rajowar @

Deba (A-23) (xii) Sri lvlanoj Majhi (A-31) who took part in rioting and

committing other offence.

234. The prosecution side has examined the police personnel, who

were present there, as P.W. 9,10,11,13 ,14,15,17,L8,79,20,21,23,27, including

the I.O., as P.W. 56. And they also categorically deposed about the obstruction

caused to them by the mob, while discharging their offlcial duties and they also

lend corroboration to the version of P.W'4. The evidence of P.W, 9 reveals that

for providing immediate treatment to Dr. Deben Dutta, when he alongwith other

staff present with him, tried to take the injured out of the room through backside

of the hospital, then they were prevented from taking the doctor out as they

were surrounded by the gathering. Then, the Officer-in-cha rge, Teok P.S.

alongwith more police force arrived at the place of occurrence and as per

direction of Officer-in-charge, they could manage to evacuate Dr. Deben Dutta

and dead body of Samra N4ajhi through the backside of the hospital. The

evidence of P.W.11 reveals that when he tried to prevent accused Rinku Majhi

(A-19) from assaulting Dr. Deben Dutta then he scratched on his forehead but,

admittedly, he did not take treatment. for the same. The evidence of P.W.17

reveals that accused Sanjay Rajowar (A-1) and one Bolin Rajowar (A-13)

prevented him from taking Dr. Deben Dutta out of his room to the police vehicle'

We also find from the evidence of P.W.35 that accused Sanjoy Rajowar (A-1)

pushed aside the table and also pushed away the police personnel. His evidence

also reveals that Batu Mahili @sibcharan Mahili (A-22) shouted at police
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and pushed them by using force. Accused Kalanag Majhi (A-30), Rahu!

Rajowar (A-29), Katicharan Mahili (A-26) also pushed aside police

personnel. Further we find from the evidence of P.W.37 that Rahul Raiowar

(A-29), threatened police and gestured to kick them. P.W. 38 also testified that

accused Kalanag Majhi (A-30) and Sanjoy Rajowar (A-f) did not allow the

police to enter into the Hospital. The evidence of P.w.39 reveals that accused

Rahul Rajowar (A-29) chased the police personnel. The evidence of

P,W.19 reveals that though they tried to take out Dr. Deben Dutta out of the

room, but they were prevented from doing so by the gathering, as they were less

in numbers at the initial stage. Subsequently, on arrival of Officer-in-charge,

Teok P.S., and more police force, they could manage to take out injured Dr'

Deben Dutta and one dead body of Samra Majhi from the room, through the

backside of the hospital. His evidence also reveals that Sri Guludev Majh' (A-

15) and Sri Siba Mahali (A-28), who at the time of incident by using filthy

and obscene words, threatened him and other police personnel present there

with dire consequences. They also pushed them in order to enter into the room

of Dr. Deben Dutta. P.W. 20 also dittoed the same fact like P'W' 19' Their

evidences are found to be cogent and clear and trustwothy in this regard and

we find no ground to disbelieve the same.

235. There is no doubt that P.W.4, the Executive Magistrate and the

police personnel are public servant in view of definition of public servant, section

21 IPC. They are in the service of state Government and they are entrusted with

public duty. We find from the above discussion that the mob assaulted them and

also used criminal force against them intending to deter them from discharging

their duty as public servant i.e. taking Dr. Deben Dutta out of the chamber for

treatment. And they did so to translate common object of the unlawful assembly

i.e. to eliminate Dr. Deben Dutta, into action. The prosecution side, thus,

succeeded in establishing the ingredients of the charge under section 3531149

IPC against the accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar (ii) Sri Bolin

Rajowar (A-13), (iii) Guludev Majhi (A-15) (iv) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (v)

Batu Mahili @sibcharan Mahili (A-22) (vi) Kalicharan Mahili (A-26) (vii) Siba

E M.hili @ Bijit (A-28) (viii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29), (ix) Kalanag Majhi (A-30),
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beyond all reasonable doubt. As accused Guludev Majhi (A-15) is found to have

not shared common object with the'unlawful assembly', he is, to our considered

opinion, entitled to acquittal of this charge on benefit of doubt, Thus, the actual

occurrence, though committed by eight accused persons only, yet, all the

members of unlawful assembly are liable for the offence by virtue of section 149

IPC. And, accordingly, accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar,

under section 302 IPC, and against the accused (ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (iii)

Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-+) (v) Upendra Bhumij @

Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii)

Anil Majhi (n-9) (ix) Bijoy Rajowar (A-r2) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak

Rajowar (A-la) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku l4ajhi @ Batu (A-19)

(xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi)

Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (xvii) Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) Sanjoy

Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xix) Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (xx) Rameswar Bhumij

(A-27) (xxi) Siba Mahili @ Bijit (A-28) (>uii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) ()c{ii)

Kalanag Majhi (A-3O) (xxiv) Manoj l4ajhi (A-31) (xxv) Rinku Bakti (A-32), are

convicted under section 353ll49IPC. Rests of the accused, who have not shared

comrnon object with the above 25 accused, are entitled to acquittal on benefit of

doubt.

Charge under section 3421149 IPC

236. The accused are also charged under section 3421149 IPC for

wrongfully confining Dr. Deben Dutta in his chamber of the Hospital' 'Wrongful

confinement' is defined under section 340 IPC as under:- "Whoever wrongfully

restrains any person in a manner as to prevent that person from proceeding

beyond certain circumscribing limits, is said'wrongfully to confine'that person".

The section requires tu/o ingredients which are:-

(i) Wrongful restraint of a person

(ii) Such restraint must prevent that person from proceeding beyond

certain circumscribing limits.
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237. In the case in hand, we find from the evidence of P'W'12 that

on 31.0g,2019, when Dr. Deben Dutta arrived in the Hospital and eiamined

Samara Majhi and found him dead, then the persons accompanying the patient

started hue and cry and then Dr. Deben Dutta tried to came out of the Hospital

and then all of a sudden accused Manoj Majhi, a member of MTTSA arrived at

there and took Dr. Deben Dutta to the his chair and made him to sit there asking

himthathecannotgo'Italsoappearsthatthewholeincidenttookplacedueto

Instigation of Manoj Majhi. we also find from the evidence discussed above that

thereafter, the mob, comprising of 30/40 persons arrived at the Hospital and

theyassaultedJibonKurmi(P.W.52),whilehereachedthere.Thereafter

Manager-Manoj Gogoi (P.W.3) arrived at there and entered in to the chamber of

Dr. Deben Dutta then 30/40 persons entered into the chamber and assaulted Dr.

Deben Dutta and injured him seriously, and they prevented the police personnel

and also the Magistrate arrived at there, in taking away the Doctor for treatment

in Ambulance. They also ignored the plea of the management of the garden'

Thus,theyhavepreventedtheDoctorfromgoingoutofhisHospitalChamber

andtherebyconfinedhimwrongfully.Therewasabridgementofhislibeo,

against his will, to go away from the chamber of the Hospital'

238. And of the 31 accused, who were charged under section

342lt4g IPC, who had allegedly padicipated in the offence, the role of following

25 accused have been established beyond all reasonable doubt. And they are

namely- (i) Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, (ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2)

(iii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-a) (v) Upendra Bhumij @

Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii)

Anil Majhi (l-9) (ix) Bijoy Rajowar (n-12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak

Rajowar (A-1a) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19)

(xiv) Mishitat Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi)

/ ,J^ / Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (xvii) Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) (wiii) Sanjoy

ffi,/,?7 Rajowar @ Taklu (A_25) (xix) Katicharan Mahati (A-25) (>u) Rameswar Bhumij

-^r,c (A-27) (>xi) Siba Mahili @ Bijit (A-28) (>uii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (>uiii)

sEss\oJH{'iY'"- *u,unun Majhi (A-30) (>xiv) Manoj Maihi (A-31) (xxv) Rinku Bakti (A-32). The
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obstruction is directly attributable to these 25 accused persons. Accordingly,

above 25 accused are attributed to the charge under section 3421L49 IPC'

Rests of the accused are entitled to acquittal of the charge on benefit of doubt'

Charge under section 34LlL49 IPC

239. The accused are also charged under sectlon 34LlL49IPC, also

for restraining Shri Subhash Rajowar, dresser of the Hospital, while he was

proceeding to protect Dr. Deben Dutta (since deceased), who was being

subjected to brutal assault. But, having carefully gone through the evidence of

Subhash Rajowar (P.W. 25) we flnd that there is inadequacy of evidence to

substantiate this charge. Nowhere in his evidence, had he stated about

restraining him by the accused persons' His evidence reveals that on

3Ll}1lz}lg, at around 3 p.m., he came to the Hospital and he was busy in

dressing other patients, then Sri Milan Rajowar and Sri Dipak Rajowar brought

Samra Majhi, to the l-lospital in a hand cart' Then seeing blood, oozing out of the

nose and mouth of Samra Majhi, he immediately rushed to the official quarter of

Smt, Ranjula Hazarika Borah, GNM nurse, of the Hospital and informed her about

the condition of the patient, who in turn, over telephone, informed Dr. Deben

Dutta about the condition of the patient.

240. The evidence of P.W. 25 also reveals that as advised by Dr.

Deben Dutta, Smt. Ranjula Hazarika Borah to check the blood pressure of the

patient, i.e., Samra Majhi, and to give one Dexona injection to him' The Nurse

came to the Hospital immediately and gave one Dexona injection to the patient

i.e., Samra Majhi. Around 3.55 p.m., Dr. Deben Dutta arrived at the hospital and

after examining the patient, advised to.give another dose of Dexona injection to

the patient. While they were providing treatment to the patient, he heard hue &

cry outside the garden Hospital. Then Dr. Deben Dutta asked him to call the

Garden Manager. Accordingly, he went to call the Garden Manager and having

not found him in tlre office he asked one Sri Debo Jyoti Baruah requested him to

convey about the cievelopment in the Garden. On returning to Hospital, he saw a
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huge gathering outside and also saw assaulting Sri Jibon Kurmi, Welfare Officer,

by the gathering. He also came to know about assaulting the hospital staff from

the gathering and then out of fear he went back to his residence.

241. Thus, we find that not a single utterance was made by this

witness about restraining him wrongfully by the accused persons while he was

proceeding to protect Dr. Deben Dutta (since deceased), who was being

subjected to brutal assault. Therefore, all the accused are entitled to acquittal of

this charge i.e. 34LlL49 IPC for want of evidence.

Final Outcome:-

242. In the result, we find and hold that the prosecution side has

succeeded in bringing home the following charges against the following accused

persons:-

(i) Under section 302 IPC, against the accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar

(A-l), S/o Babu Rajowar beyond all reasonable doubt.

Accordingly, he is convicted u/s 302 IPC. Rests of the accused

are acquitted of this charge on account of their liability being

constructive.

(ii) Under section 3O2lL49 IPC, against the accused namely (i)

Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, (ii) Sanjib Rajowar'

(A-2) (iii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-

4) (v) Upendra BhumU @ Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @

Hasim-(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi (A-9)

(ix) Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak

Rajowar (A-14) (xii) lVilon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku l'4ajhi

@ Batu (A-19) (xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (n-20) (xv)

Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (xvi) Debeswar Rajowar @

Deba (A-23). (xvii) Kaftik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) SanjoysEss:oJHil',iYDG'
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( iii)

(iv)

Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25). (xix) Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (tc<)

Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) (rcxi) Siba Mahili @ Bijit (A-28) (>xii)

Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (rdii) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (lxiv)

Manoj Majhi (A-31) (rc<v) Rinku Bakti (A-32), bevond all

reasonable doubt. And, accordingly, they are convicted under

section 302/149 IPC. Rests of the accused are acquitted of

this charge on benefit of doubt.

Under section 148 IPC, against the accused (i) Sanjoy

Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, (ii) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-

4) beyond all reasonable doubt and, accordingly, they are

convicted under section 148 IPC'

Under Section ,47 lPC, against the accused (i) Sanjib

Rajowar- (A-2) (ii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iii) Upendra Bhum'tj

@ Kishor-(A-6) (iv) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7) (v) Bablu

Rajowar- (A-8) (vi) Anil Majhi (A-9) (vii) BUoy Rajowar (A-

12) (viii) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (ix) Dipak Rajowar (A-la) (x)

Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xi) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (xii)

Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xiii) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu

(A-22) (xiv) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23) (w) Kartik

Bhumiz (A-24) (wi) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25) (xvii)

Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (wiii) Rameswar Bhum'rj (A-27) (xix)

Siba Mahili @ BUit (A-28) (>C() Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (rcri)

Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (xxii) Manoj Majhi (A-31) (>uiii) Rinku

Bakti (A-32), beyond all reasonable doubt. They are,

accordingly, convicted under section L47 I,PC. Rests of the

accused are acquitted of the same on benefit of doubt'

Under section 4 of the Assam Medicare Sen ice Persons

and Medicare Service Institutions [Prevention of

Violence and Damage to Property] Act 2011, against the

accused (i) Sanjoy Rajowar, son of Babu Rajowar (A-1) (ii)

Sanjib Rajowar (A-2) (iii) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu (A-4) (iv) RatulsEssrStSHPDGE
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Rajowar (A-7) (v) Bablu Rajowar (A-8) (vi) Bijoy Rajowar

(A-12) (vii) Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) (viii) Sibcharan

Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (ix) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25)

(x) Kalicharan Mahili (A-26) (xi) Siba Mahili @ Bijit (A-28)

(xii) Rahul Rajowar (A-29). Accordingly, they are convicted

under section 4 of the said Act, Rests of the accused are

acquitted of the same for want of evidence.

(vi) Under section 3421149 IPC, against the accused (i) Sanjoy

Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, (ii) Sanjlb Rajowar- (A-2)

(iii) Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajov Majhi @ Tutu- (A-4) (v)

Upendra Bhum'rj @ Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-

(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi (A-9) (ix)

B'rjoy Rajowar (A-12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak

Rajowar (A-14) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi

@ Batu (A-19) (xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (w)

Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (wi) Debeswar Rajowar @

Deba (A-23) (xvii) Kaftik Bhumiz (A-24) (xviii) Sanjoy Rajowar

@ Taklu (A-25) (xix) Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (tc<)

Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) (>o<i) Siba Mahili @ Bijit (A-28) (n<ii)

Rahul Rajowar (A-29) (>xiii) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (rc<iv)

Manoj Majhi (A-31) (rc<v) Rinku Bakti (A-32). Accordingly,

they are convicted under section 3421L49 IPC. Rests of the

accused are acquitted of this charge on benefit of doubt.

(vii) Under section 3sgll49 tPC against the accused (i)

Sanjoy Rajowar-(A-1) S/o Babu Rajowar, under section 302

IPC, and agalnst the.accused (ii) Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2) (iii)

Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) (iv) Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-4) (v)

Upendra Bhum'rj @ Kishor-(A-6) (vi) Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-

(A-7) (vii) Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) (viii) Anil Majhi (A-9) (ix)

Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) (x) Bolin Rajowar (A-13) (xi) Dipak

Rajowar (A-14) (xii) Milon Rajowar (A-17) (xiii) Rinku Majhi
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@ Batu (A-19) (xiv) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20) (xv)

Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22) (wi) Debeswar Rajowar @

Deba (A-23) (xvii) Katik Bhumiz (A-24) (wiii) Sanjoy Rajowar

@ Taklu (A-25) (xix) Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) (xx) Rameswar

Bhumij (A-27) (>c<i) Siba Mahili @ BUit (A-28) ()frii) Rahul

Rajowar (A-29) (uiii) Kalanag Majhi (A-30) (xxiv) Manoj

Majhi (A-31) (rcxv) Rinku Bakti (A-32), beyond all reasonable

doubt. Accordingly, they are convicted under section 3S3lL49

IPC. Rests of the accused are acquitted of this charge on

benefit of doubt.

243. Also we find and hold that the prosecution side has failed to

bring home the following charges against all the accused persons:-

(i) Under section 352/149 IPC, against all the 31 accused persons.

And, accordingly, they are acquitted of the same, for want of

evidence.

(ii) Under section 341/149 IPC, against all the 31 accused persons.

And, accordingly, they are acquitted of the same for want of

evidence.

(iii) Under section 4271149 IPC, against all the 31 accused persons.

And accordingly they are acquitted of the same, in view of

section 71 IPC.

charges,

below:-

244. For the sake of convenience the name of the accused, the

under which they have been found guilty, are reflected in the chart
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Chart No. 5

sl.
No. Name of the Accused Laws under which, the accused are found guilty

Indian Penal Code
AMSP
& MSI
Act

01. sanjoy Rajowar, S/o Babu
Rajowar (A-1)

302 to2l L49 3421L49 148 3531t49 4

02. Sanjib Raiowar- (A-2) 3O2l L49 3421L49 L47 3s3/ 149 4

o3. Suresh Rajowar- (A-3) 3O2l L49 3421L49 L47 3531149

04. Ajoy Majhi @ Tutu- (A-4) 3O2lL49 3421L49 148 3s31149 4

05. Upendra Bhumij @ Kishor-
(A-6)

3O2l L49 3421L49 L47 3531149

06. Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-
(A-7)

3O2l L49 3421L49 147 3531149 4

07. Bablu Rajowar- (A-8) 3O2l L49 3421L49 L47 3s3/ 149 4

o8. Anil Majhi-(A-9) 3O2l L49 3421L49 L47 3s3/ 149

09. Bijoy Rajowar (A-12) 3O2l L49 3421L49 147 3s3lt49 4

10. Bolin Raiowar (A-13) 3A2l L49 3421L49 t47 3s3lt49

11, Dipak Rajowar (A-14) 3O2l L49 3421L49 L47 3s3/ 149

L2. Milon Rajowar (A-17) 3O2lL49 3421L49 147 3531149

13. Rinku Majhi @ Batu (A-19) 3O2l L49 3421L49 147 3s3lt49 4

L4, Mishilal Maihi @ Jabra (A-
20)

3O2lL49 3421L49 147 3531149

15. Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu
(A-22)

3O2lt49 3421L49 L47 353/ 149 4

16. Debeswar Rajowar @

Deba(A-23)
3O2lL49 3421L49 L47 3531149

17. Kartik Bhumiz (A-24) 3O2lr49 3421L49 L47 3531149

18. Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu
(A-25)

3O2lt49 3421L49 L47 3s3l L49 4

19. Kalicharan Mahali (A-26) 3O2lL49 3421 L49 L47 3531L49 4

20. Rameswar Bhumij (A-27) 3O2lt49 3421 t49 L47 3s3l L49

2t. siba Mahili @ Bijit (A-28)
302 t t4g

3421 L49 L47 353/149 4

ry/
22. Rahul Rajowar (A-29)

3021149
3421t49 t47 3531!49 4

2t. Kalanag Maihi (A-30)
302t 149

3421149 t47 353/149

24. Manoj Majhi (A-31)
3021 L49

3421L49 147 3s3/ 149

c,25. Rinku Bakti (A-32) 3O2l t49 3421L49 147 3s3lt49

sessrgll,''"
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245. The offences are serious in nature. The accused have subjected

Dr. Deben Dutta to brutal torture for a period of about one and half hour from 4

pm till 5.30 pm, without any provocation. They never listen to the appeal of the

management. They have resisted the law enforcing agency, and threatened and

also assaulted the police personnel, who arrived at the place of occurrence along

with Magistrate to maintain law and order. They were chanting slogan in

Assamese language that "this Doctor should die and we will not let him

go." While the 108 Ambulance came to take the Doctor to Hospital, then the

mob surrounded the Ambulance and banged the door of the Ambulance chanting

that "the Doctor will not be allowed to go for treatment and we want

him die out here," They have chased away the 108 Ambulance threatening the

Driver and Technician of the same. They never allowed the injured Doctor to

shift to the Hospital for treatment even after causing serious injuries. Their

conduct rendered them unqualified for the benefits of the benevolent provisions A
of section of section 3 and 4 of the Probation of the Offenders Act. Extending

the benefits of such benevolent provisions of law to the perpetrator of such a

serious crime will stultify the cause of justice. Therefore, we are not inclined to

extend the benefit of the benevolent provisions of Section 3 & 4 of the Probation

of the Offenders Act to the accused persons.

At this stage the case is deferred for hearing on the point of

sentence.

Given under

October 2020.

my hand and seal of this court on this 12th Day of

SESSIONS,JUDGE
JORHAT

4.n:'
?.0f

Judge,
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246. We heard the accused on the point of sentence, under section

235 (2) Cr.P.C. Their individual statements are reflected in the below noted

chart.

chart No. 6

sl.
No.

Name of Accused statement

01. Sanjoy Raiowar,
S/o Babu Rajowar
(A-1)

f trav"- ttr; uurae"n of looktng aner my brother and mother. Flyself,

and my brother are the earning member of the family. I have nothing

more !o say.

o2, sanjlb Rajowar-
(A-2)

I ha,/e the burden of lookh, after my family comprising of my wife

and two minor children. The life of my two children will be spoiled in

the event of sentencing me for a longer period. I may be dealt with

leniently.

03. Suresh Raiowar-
(a-3)

t anr the only earning member of my family comprising of my wife,

two chlldren, and my mother, I studied up to class IV only

04. AJoy Majhi @ Tutu-
(A-4)

I arn th-nly earnhlg-mernber of my family comprising of my father,

aged 55 years. There is none to look after them. I have nothing more

to say.

05. Upendra Bhumij @
Klshor-(A-6)

I am tha-nl), eamtrts;ember of my family comprising of my wife,

two minor children, and my mother. In my absence, they will suffer a

lot. Therefore, I may be excused. I studied up to class X.

o6. ttatul RaJowar (D

Hasim-(A-7)
I am th-niy ea.rirl, memil, of my family comprising of my mother.

She is aged and ailing lady. There is none to look after her,

Therefore, I may be exempted from punishment.

\

07. Bablu Rajowar-
(A-E)

I am the only earning member of my family comprising of my wife

and mother. My brother is also inside the iail. His name is l4ilon

Rajowar. There is none to look after my mother who is aged and

ailing lady, Therefore, I may be dealt with leniently.

il8.
/

Anil Majhi-(A-9) I am the only earning member of my family with my wife and two

minor childien and also my aged and ailing mother. There is none to

look after them. Therefore, I may be dealt with leniently.

o9. Bijoy Rajowar
(a-12)

I am the only earning member of my family comprlsing of my mother

and wife and two minor children. There is none to look after them. I
may be de3lt with leniently.ntjh ,t

.1/ ,,

L-./ -r9 -
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Jv
Bolin Rajowar
(A-13)

I have the burden of looking after my wife and two children and my

nephew and my mother. There is none to look after them. Therefore,

I may be excused for the wrong committe.d by me,

11. Dipak Rajowar
(A-14)i.l

I have to look after my family comprising of my wife and three minor

daughters, I am the only earning member. ln my absence they will

suffer a lot.,>$
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@isingofmYwife
and son. They will suffer a tot in my absence' I have taken my

brother to the Hospital, who sustained injury bV falling in the

washroom. I may be excused,

Milon ttaiowar
(a-17)

I h*e the blnden of bok, after my mother and two minor

brothers. My father expired in Jail few days back l am the only

earning member of my family. I may be dealt with leniently'

I hte thA burden;ilooEn, after rny wfe and three minor children l
am the only bread winner of my family, In my absence, they will

suffer a lot. Therefore, I may b€ excused.

Mishllal Maihi @

Jabra (A-20)

I have my wife atld;y nnnor daurhter and my parenLs l am the

only bread winner of my family. They will suffer a lot in my absence'

I may be excused,

sibcharan Mahali @

Batu (A-22)

i have the burden of lookin, after my family comprising of three

minor sons and wife. I am the only earning member of my family ln

my absence they will sufrer a lot. Thereiore, I may be dealt with

Debeswar Rajowar
@ Deba (A-23)

ffimthesolebread
winner of the family. In my absence they will suffer a lot l may be

i(artlk Bhumiz
(a-24)

My wfe has;keadyleft me and my two minor children l have my

aged mother. They are all dependent upon me They will suffer a lot

in my absence. Thereforel n'9y be i99l! \/vl!!,19!l9ntlv.

s'anjoy Raiowar @

Taklu (A-25)

aha\€ the burden of lookkrgafter my parents. Myself and my brother

namely Sikharan l"lahili both are in iail. There is none to look after

my parents, I may be dealt with leniently.

klticharan Mahali
(A-26)

i h"relh" brrd"" of l".k*g 
"ft"t ",y 

aged father, my wife and four

children. I am the sole bread winner of my family. They will suffer

immensely in my absence, I may be excused.

Rameswar Bhumij
(^-27)

ty family comprises of my mother, wfe and two minor children l am

the sole bread winner of my family. In my absence, they will suffer a

tot, Therefore, I may be dealt with leniently.

siba Mahili @ Bijit
(a-28)

I amlhe onlt son of my mothei I used to earn and feed her' In my

absence, my mother is suffering a lot. I may be excused
Rahul Rajowar
(a-29)

I have only one brother. I have no parentt I may be dealt with

leniently as my brother will suffer a lot in my absence.
l(alanag Maihl
(A-30)

i have ttre burden of looklng after my wife and mother and two

brothers. Myself and my mother are the only earning member of my

family. I am HSLC passed.

Manoj Majhl (A-31)

y motfrer is suffering from paralysis My father is old and ailing

person and could not do any work. I have one brother. Besides, I

have my wife and two minor children, One is one and half year old'

The other is three and half year old. I am the sole eaming member of

my family. In my absence, my family members will suffer a lot. I may

be dealt with leniently.

Rinku Bakti (A-32)

72.

13. Rinku Majhi @ Batu
(A-1e)

14.

15.

16

t7,

18.

19,

20.

21.

22.

3.

/24.

$,
/"u^

25,
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247. We have also heard Ld. Advocates of both sides on the point of

sentence. Mr. D.P. Jaisawal, the Ld. Special P P has submitted that the courts

have to foltow the guidelines laid down by the Hontle Supreme Court in the cas€

of Bachan Slngh and also in the case of Machhi Singh in case of sentence'

The courts have to draw up the balance sheet of aggravating as well as

mitigating circumstances and, thereafter, to record sentences' It is the further

submission of the Ld. Special P.P. that it is an uncommon mob lynching cas€'

where a senior Doctor lost his life The conduct of the accused was inhuman and

also barbaric in nature and, therefore, the accused persons deserve maximum

sentence prescribed by the law. Mr. Jaisawal fur$er submitted that if we look at

the aggravating as well as mitigating circumstances and after giving maximum

weightage to the mitigating circumstances, we will find that the miugating factors

failed take the mitigating circumstances of accused Sanioy Raiowar out of the

rarest of rare category. It is also submitted that accused Sanjoy Rajowar is not

remorseful to his conduct and his possibility of reform and rehabilitation is not

there as he is more than a harden criminal' Though he has no criminal

antecedent, yet, if we look at his conduct in its entirety the same will show that

he is a threat to the society. It is also submitted that though he is of young age'

yet, he had acquired all the quality of a veteran criminal, right from threatening

the witnesses and leveling false imputation against the Investigating Officer

during his examination under section 313 Cr'P'C' It is further submitted that the

impact of the incident is such that the Doctors are now hesitant to provide

treatment to the patienG and on the very next day of the incident the Dodors'

Association goes on strike and the said facts are in public domain now And as

such, according to the Ld. Special P P. accused Sanjoy Rajowar deserves death

penalty, and accordingly, he pleaded for the same'

248. Where as, Mr' Anup Kr' Dutta, the Ld Counsel for the convicts

submitted that it is not ? case of rarest of rare category' According to him' the

conducG of the accused are not barbaric as projected by the Ld Special P'P' It

was a spontaneous protest against the tragic death of one their colleague and

against their sufferings for a long period, which provoked them to take such a

,/- \tp
o$nt
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step. Mr. Dutta submitted that it is not correct that there is no mitigating

circumstance in favour of accused Sanjoy Rajowar, who has no criminal

antecedent and his age is only 21 years. Mr. Dutta further submitted that

conduct of the accused cannot be ascertained from their statement rather they

tried to give true account of the incident. It is also submitted that all the accused

are poor tea garden labourer and they deserve leniency.

249. Before direding a discussion into the points, so raised by the Ld.

Advocates of both sides, it would be advantageous to undeBtand the sentencing

policy in India. In India, there is no legal framework in sentencing guidelines,

unlike other countries. Therefore, sentencing in our country is mostly led by the

guidelines judgment and the problem is being addressed in a principled manned

having regards to judicial standards and principles, which not only serve as

instructive guidelines, but also pres€rve the required discretion of the trial judge,

while s€ntencing. In India a Judge needs to keep in mind the broad purposes of

punishment, which are deterrence, incapacitation, rehabilitation, refibution and

reparation (whether applicable), unless particularly specified by the legislature as

to the choice. The purposes identified above, marks a shift in law from crime

oriented sentencing to holistic approach Wherein crime, criminal and victim have

to be taken into consideration collectively. (Ref. Accused X vs. State of
Maharashtra, Review Petition (Criminal) No.301 of 2008), in Criminal

Appeal No. 680 of 2007).

250. Before determining the quantum of sentence herein this case,

we deemed it apposite to discuss some of the case laws presently holding the

field. In Bachan Singh Vs. State of Punjab [1980] 2 SCR 864, Honue

Supreme Court, while dealing with constitutional validity of death penalty for

murder provided in sedion 302 IPC and the sentencing procedure embodied in

Sub-sedion(3) of Section 354 of the Cr.P.C. laid the following proposiuons:

the extreme pcnalty of death need not be inflicted
except in gravest cas€s of extreme culpability;

(D
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(ii) Before opting for the death penalty the .ircumstances of
the 'offender' also require to be taken into consideratlon

alongwith the circumstances of the'crime"

(iiD Life imprisonment is the rule and death senten@ is an

exception, In other words death sentence must be

imposed only when life imPrisonment appears to be an

altogether inadequate punlshment having regard to the
relevant circumstances of the crlme, and provided, and

only provided the option to impose sentence of
imprisonment for life cannot be conscientiously
exercised having regard to the nature and

circumstances of the crime and all the relevant
ciraumstances'

(iv) A balance sheet of aggravaung and mitigating
circumstances has to be drawn up and in dolng so the
mldgating clrcumstance has to be accord€d full
weightage and a ,ust balance has to be struck betur€en

the aggravating and the mitigating circumstances
beiore the optlon is exerclsed.

251. ln Machhi Singh Vs. State of Punjab, 1983 AIR 957, it has

been held that in order to apply these guidelines inter-alia the following

questions may be asked and answered:

(a) fs there somethlng un@mmon about the crime which

renders s€ntence of Imprisonment for life lnadequate
and calls for a death s€ntence?

(b) Are the circumstances of the crlme such that there is no
alternative but to impose death sentence even aft€r
according maximum welghtage to the mitigating
circumstancos which speak in favour ofthe offender ?

252. It is further held that:-

The reasons why th€ community as a whole do€s not
endorse the humanlstic approach reflected in "death
s€ntenc€-in-no-ca9e" do€trine are not far to seek. In the
first place. the very humanistic edifice ls constructed on
the foundation of "reverence for life" principle. When a

member of the community violates thls very principle by
killing another member, the sociev may not feel itself
bound by the shackles of this doctrine. Secondly, it has to
be realized that every member of the commsnlty is able to
live r..ith srfety without hls or her own life belng
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endangered because of the protective arm of the
community and on account of the rule of law enforced by lt.
The very existence of the rule of law and the fear of being
brought to book operates as a deterrent to those who have
no scruples in killing others if it suits their ends. Every

member of the community owes a debt to the community
for this protection. when ingratitude is shown instead of
gratitude by'Killing'a member of the community which
protects the murderer hlmself from being killed, or when
the community feels that for the sake of self preservation
the killer has to be kllled, the communlty may well
withdraw the protection by sanctioning the death penalty'
But the community wlll not dg so in every case. rt may do
so (in rarest of rare cases) when its collective conscien.e is
so shocked that it will expect the holders of the judi.ial
power centre to lnflict death penalty irrespective of their
personal opinion as regards desirability or otherwise of
retaining death penalty. The.ommunity may entrain such a

sentiment when the crime is viewed from the platform of
the motive for, or the manner of commission of the crime,
or the anti-social or abhorent nature of the c me, such as

for instance:

I. Manner of commission of Murder:- when the murder is

committed in an extremely brutal, grotesque, diabolical,
revolting, or dastardly manner so as to arouse intense and
extreme indignation of the community. For instance:-

(i) When the house of the victim is set aflame with
the end in view to roast him alive in the hous€.

(ii) When the victim is subjected to lnhuman acts of
torture or cruelty in order to bring about his or
her death.

(iv) When the body of the vidim is cut into pieces or
hls body is dismembered in a ftendish manner.

II. Motive for Commission of msrderr When the murder is
committed for a motive whlch eylnce total depravity and
meanness, For instance when (a) a hired assasrin commits
murder for the sake of money or reward (2) a cold blooded
murder is commltted wlth a deliberate design in order to
inherit property or to gain conbol over property of a ward

-Jror a penson under tfie control of the murderer or vis-a-vis
whom the murderer ls ln a dominating position or in a

/t-J
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position of trust. (c) a murder is .ommltted in Ule course

for betrayal of the motherland.

III. Anti Social or socially abhoFent nature of thc crimer

(a) when murder of a scheduled caste or minority community
etc., is committed not for peEonal reasons but in
clrcumstances whiah arouse social wrath' For instance
when such a crime is committed in ord€r to terrorize such

persons and frighten them into fleeing from a place or in
order to deprive them of, or make them with a view to
reverse past iniustices and in order to restore the social
balance.

(b) In cases of'bride burning'and what are known as'dowry
deaths' or when murder is committed in order to remarry
for the sake of ertia.ting dowry once again or to marry
another woman on account of lnfatuation.

Iv. Magnitude of Crime When the .rime is enormous ln
proportion: -
For instance when multiple murders say of all or almost all
the membe6 of a family or a large number of persons of a
partlcular caste, communlty, or locality, are committed.

V, Personality of Vi.tim of mutder:-

When the victim of murder is

(a) an innocent child who could not have or has not
provided even an excuse, much less a pnovociition,
for murder.

(b) a helplesj woman or a person rendetd helpless by
old age or lnflrmlty

(c) when the vlc{m ls a person vis-a vis whom the
murderer is ln a position of domination or trust

(d) when the victim is a public figure generally loved
and respected by the community for the services
rendered by him and the murder is committed for
political or similar reasons other than personal
teasons.

253. In Ramnaresh ys, State of Chhattisgarh, (2012) 4 SCC

257, Honble Supreme Court has refleded upon the aforesaid decisions and

lculled out the principles as follows:

z(&\
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'76, The aforesaid iudgments, primarily dissect these
principles into two different compartments--one being
the "aggravating circumstances" while the other being
the "mitigating circumstances". The court would
consider the cumulative effect of both these aspects and
normally. it may not be very appropriate for the court to
declde the most signlficant aspect of sentencing policy
wlth reference to one of the classes under any of the
following heads while completely ignoring other classes
under oth€r heads' To balance the two Is the primary
duty of the court. It will be approPriate for the cou]t to
@me to a final conclusion upon balan.ing the exercise
tfiat would help to administer the criminal iustlce
system better and provide an effective and meaningtul
reasoning by the court as contemplated under *ction
3s4(3) Cr.P.c.

Aggravating circumstances:-

The offences relating to the commission of heinous
crimes llke murder, rape, armed dacoitY, kidnapplng,
etc, by the accused with a prior record of conviction for
capital felony or offances committed by the person

having a substantial history of serious assaults and
crlminal convictions.

The offence was @mmitted while the offender was
engaged in the commission of another s€rious offence.

The offence was committed with the intention to cr€ate
a fear psychosis in the public at large and was
.ommitted ln a pubtic placd by a weapon or device
which clearly could be hazardous to the life of more than
one pelson.

The offence of murder was committed for ransom or like
oftences to receive money or monetary b€nefits.

Hired killings.

The offence was aommitted outrageously for want only
while involvlng inhumane treatment and torture to the
victim.

(vii) The offence was committed by a p€rson while in lawtul
custody,

(viii) The murder or the offence was committed to prevent a
person lawfully @rrying out his duty like arrest or

(D

(ii)

(iii)

(v)

(vi)

(iv)
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custody in a place of lawtul confinement of himself or
another. For instance. murder is of a pe6on who had
a.ted in lawful discharge of his duty under Section 43

Cr,P.C.

(lx) When the crlme Is enormous ln proportion like making
an attempt of murder of the entire family or members of
a partlcular community.

(x) When the victim is innocent, helpless or a penrcn relies
upon the trust of relationship and social norms, like a
child, helpless woman, a daughter or a niece staying
with a father/uncle and is inflicted with the crime by
such a husted p€ison.

(xi) When murder is committed for a motive which
evidences total depravity and meannets.

(xii) When there is a cold-blooded murder without
provooation.

(xiii) The crime is committed so brutally that it pricks or
shocks not only the judicial conscience but even the
conscience of the society.

Mitioatino circumstances

(1) The manner and circumstances in and under which the
offence was committed, for example, extreme mental or
emotional dlsturbance or extreme provocatlon ln
contradistinctlon to all thes€ situations in normal
course,

(2) The age of the accused is a relevant congiderauon but
not a determlnative factor by itself.

(3) The chances of the ac.used of not indulging in
commission of the crime again and the probability of the
accus€d belng reformed and rehabilltated.

(4) The condition of the accused shows that he was
mentally defective and the defect impaired his capacity
to appreciate thc circumstances of his criminal conduct.

(5) The circumstances which, in normal cou6e of life, would
render su.h a behaviour possible and could have the
effect of giving rise to mental imbalance in that given
sltuation like persistent harassment or, in fact, leading
to such a peak of human behavior that, in the facts and

'' /.1Y-
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clrcumstances of the case, the accused believed that he
was morally iustifled ln committing the offence.

(6) Where the .ourt upon proPer appreciation of evldence is
of the view that the crlme was not commltted in a
preordained manner and that the death resulted in the
coulse of commission of another crime and that therc
was a possibility of it being construed as oonsequences
to the commistion ofthe prlmary crime,

(7) Where lt is absolutely unsafe to relY upon the testimony
of a sole eyewitness though the prosecution has brought
home the guilt ofthe accused,

77. While determining the questions relatable to sentencing
pollcy, the court has to follow certaln princiPles and
those principles ar€ the loadstar besldes the abovc
cusiderations in imposition or otierwise of the death
sentence.

Principles:-

(1) The court has to apply the test to determine, if it was
the "rarcst of rare" case for imposition of a death
sentence.

(2) ln the oplnlon of the court imposition of any other
punishment l.e. llfe lmprlsonment would be completely
inadequate and would not meet the ends ofjusti.e.

(3) Llfe lmprlsonment ls the rule and death sentence is an
exception.

(4) The option to impose sentence of imprisonment for life
cannot be cautiously exercis€d having regard to the
nature and clrcumstances of the crlme and all rclevant
considerations,

(5) The metfiod (planned or otierwise) and the manner
(extent of brutallty and inhumanity. etc.) in whidr the
crime was committed and the circumstances l€ading to
commission of such helnous crlme.'

254. In Shankar Kisanrao Khade v. State of Maharashtra

(2013) 5 SCC 545, this Court looked at the manner in which the aggravating

and mitigating circumstances are to be weighed and how the rarest of rare test is

to be applied while awarding death sentence and held thus:
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'52. Aggravatlng circumstances as polnted out above, of
course, are not exhaustive so also the mitigating
circumstances. In my considered view, the tests that we have
to apply, while awarding death sentence are'crime test",
"criminal test" and the 'R-R test" and not the 'balancing
test". To award death sentence, the "crlme test" has to be
tully satlsfied, that is, l00o/o and "criminal test" 0olo, that is,
no mitigating circumstance favouring the a.cused. lf there is
any circums'tance favouring the accused, like lack of intention
to commit the crime, possibility of reformation, young age of
the accused, not a menace to the society, no previous track
record, etc. the'criminal test" may favour the accused to
avoid thc capital punishment, Even if both the tests ar€
satisfied, that is, the aggravating cir.umstances to the fullest
extent and no mitigating circumstances favouring the
accused, still we have to apply finally the rarest of the rar€
.ase test (R-R test). R-R test depends upon the perception of
the so€iety that is "society- centric" and not "Judge-centric",
that is, whether the society will approve the awarding of
death sentence to certain types of crlmes or ngt. while
applying that tesg the court has to look into variety of factors
llke soclety's abhorrence, extreme indlgnatlon and antlpathy
to certain types of crimes like sexual assault and murder of
intellectually challenged minor girls, sufferlng from physlcal
disability, old and lnfirm women with those disabillties, etc.
Examples are only illustrative and not exhaustive. The courts
award death sentence since situauon demands so, due to
constitutional compulsion, reflected by the will of the people
and not the will of the ludges." (Emphasis supplied)

255. Hontle Supreme Court in the case of Sushil Sharma vs. State

(NCT) of Delhi (2014) 4 SCc 317 in paragraphs 100 to 103 has observed and

held as under:

'10O. In light of the above judgments, we would now
ascertaln what factors which we need to take into
cohsideration while decidlng tlre queition of sentenc€.
Undoubtedly, we must l.rcate the aggravating and mitigating
circumstanc€s in this case and strlke the right balance. e must
also conslder whether there ls anything uncommon in this
(as€ whlch renders the sentence to life imprisonment
inadequate and calls for death s€ntence. It ls also necessary
to see whether the clrcumstances of the crime are such that
there is no alternative but to impose death sentence even/ ..) '/.:,'
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after according maximum weightage to the mltlgaung
circlmstances which speak in favour of the offender.

1Ol. We notice from the above Judgments that mer€ brutality
of the murder or the number of persons killed or tfie manner
in whidr the body is dispos€d of has not always pe6uaded
tfiis Court to impose deati penalty. Similarly, at tlmes, ln the
p€culiar factual matrix, this Court has not tlrought lt flt to
award death penalty ln cas€s, which rested on clr€umstantlal
evldence or solely on approyer's evidence. where murder,
though brutal, ls commltted driven by exbeme emotlonal
disturbance and it does not have enormous proportlon, the
option of llfe lmprlsonment has been exercised in certain
cases. Extreme poverty and social status has also been taken
into account amongst other clrcumstances for not awarding
death s€ntence. In few cases, Ume spent by tJle accused in
death cell has b€en taken lnto consideration along wit r other
clrcumstances, to commute death s€ntence lnto llfe
lmprisonment. Where th€ accused had no crlmlnal
antecedentsi where the State had not led any evldence to
show that the accused is beyond reformauon and
rehabllltatlon or that he would revet to similar cdmes ln
future, thls Court has leaned in favour of life lmprlsonment, ln
such cases, doctine of proportionality and th€ theory of
deterence have taken a back seat. The theory of r€fo.mauon
and rehabilitation has prevailed over the idea of r€tributlon.

102. On the other hand, rape followed by a cold blooded
murder of a minor girl and further followed by disr€spect to
the body of the vlctlm has been oft€n held to be an offence
attracting death penalty. At times, caseg exhibiting
premeditation and meuculous execution of the plan to murder
by levelling a calculated attack on the victim to annihilate
him, have been held to be flt cas€s for imposing death
penalty. Where lnnocent minor cfilldren, unarmed persons,
hapless women and old and infirm peEons have been killed ln
a brutal manner by persons in dominaung position, and where
after ghastly murder displaying depraved mentality, the
accused have shown no remorse, death penalty has been
lmposed, Wherc lt is established that the accused is a
contirmed crlmlnal and has committed murd€r ln a diabolical
manner and where it is felt that reformatlon and
r€habllitation of such a person is impossible and if tet ftee, he
would be a menace to the society, this Court has not hesitated
to confirm death sentence. Many a time, in casei of brutal
murder, exhibiting dep.avity and slck mind, thls Court has
acknowledged tJle need to send a deterrent message to those
who may embark on such crimes in futurc. In s{rme cases
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involving brutal murders, so.iety's cry for iustice has been

taken note of by this CouG amongst other relevant factors.
Buq one thlng is certain that while deciding whether deatlr
penalty should be awarded or not thls Court has ln each case

reallsing the irreversible nature of the sentence, pondered

over the issue many times over. This Court has always kept ln
mind the caution sounded by the Constitution Ben.h in
Bachan Singh lBachan Singh v, State of PuniaL (1980)2 SCC

684 ! 1980 SCC (crl) 58ol that Judges should never lre
bloodthirsty but has wher€ver necessary in the interest of
society located the rarest of the rare case and exercised the
tougher option of death penalty.

103, In the nature of things, there can be no hard and fast
rules which the court can follow while considering whether an
accused shquld be awarded death sentence or not. The core of
a crlmlnal case is its facts and, the facts differ from case to
cas€. Therefore, the various factors like the age of the
criminal. his social status, his background, whether he is a

confirmed criminal or not, whether he had any antecedents,
whether there is any posslblllty of his r€formation and
rehabilitation or whether it is a case where the reformation is
impossible and the accused 15 likely to revert to sudr crimes ln
future and become a threat to the society arc factors which
tfie cdminal court will have to examine independently in each
case. Decision whether to impose death penalty or not must
be taken in the light of guiding prin.iples laid down in several
authoritative pronoun.ements of this Court ln the facts and
attendant circumstances of each case."

256. Now, drawing premises from the illuminating discourse, an

endeavour will be made to draw up a balance sheet of aggravating as we as

mitigating factors here in this case. On a careful analysis and evaluation of the

facts and circumstances on the record we find the following:-

Aooravatino Factors (refers to crime)

(1) The offence was committed while the Dodor (since deceased)

was on duty at the Hospital;
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(2) The Doctor was an old person. His age was 73 years, at the

material time of occurrence, as per the P.M. Report (Exhibit-

5);

(3) He was found sitting on a chair durlng the entire period of

occurrence, There is no iota of evidence to show that he was

aggressor. Rather, the material on record established it beyond

reasonable doubt that the accused were the aggressor;

(4) He was in a defence less state and there is no iota of evidence

to show that he uttered a single word to provoke the accused

persons;

(5) The appeal/request of the Management of the Tea Garden to

calm down and for allowing the injured Dodor to take to the

Hospital for treatment, even after sustaining serious injuries,

was negated, Rather, they chanted slogan that they will not

allow the Doctor to take to the Hospital and they want him die

out there, They have assaulted the Welfare Officer of the

Garden, namely Shri Jibon Kurmi mercilessly as is evident from

lYaterial Exhibit-s3, who came there to interfere the matter.

(6) The request of the Law and Order Magistrate (P.W.-4) to allow

him to take the seriously injured Doctor to the Hospital was

ignored and he was and the police personnel were resisted

from discharging their duties. The very existence of the rule of

law and the fear of being brought to book failed to operate as a

deterrent to the accused. It shows that they have no scruples in

killing others if it suits their ends.

(7) It was executed in a preordained manner, It was accused

Manoj Majhi, a member of MTTSA, who made the Doctor to sit

in his chamber and did not allow him to leave the Hospital
//\v
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though the Doctor tried to come out; and thereafter, 30/40

persons stormed into the Hospital together'

(8) The helpless Doctor was subjected to brutal assault for period

of more than one hours, from 4 pm to 5'25 pm, as is apparent

from the Teok P.S. G'D. Entry No. 534 (Exhibit-5o) dated

31.08.2019, in the broad day light in presence of patients and

attendants and hospital staffs and also in front of mobile

cameras of the reporters present there'

(9) After sustaining the fatal injury on his right thigh while the

Doctor was struggling for life, accused Sanjib Rajowar, showing

his injury over his leg asked him that whether he got a lesson

or not. This, according to our considered opinion, is the most

cruel and inhuman act on the part of the accused;

(10) The offence is exceptional in nature and it reflects extreme

depravity by not allowinq the seriously injured Doctor to take to

the Hospital in the 108 Ambulance and chasing it away from the

Hospital;

(11) The accused have tried to thwart the judicial process by

threatening the witnesses not to adduce evidence against them

lAccused Ajoy lYajhi @ 'Iitu, Sanjoy Rajowar, S/o Late Babu

Rajowar, and Biioy Rajowar threatened P'W 39 not to adduce

evidence in the courtl;

(12) The effect of this incident upon the society as a whole is

perilous and far reaching as it re-defined the Doctor and patient

relationship and the society will suffer a lot' We have already

noticed its ramiflcation on the very next day of occurrence as

the Doctors went on strike to protest the murder of Dr' Deben

Dutta, without attending the patient.

.J.'o!g lgoot
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(13) They are not at all remorseful of their conduct, But, they are

very much worried about the future of their respective families;

Mitioatino Factors (refers to criminals):-

These circumstances are culled out from the statement of the

accused persons recorded during hearing under section 235 (2) Cr.P.C.

(1) Sanjoy Rajowar, s/o Babu Rajowar -(A-l)r
(i) He has the burden of looking after his brother and

mother.
(ii) He and his brother is the earning member of the family.

Sanjib Rajowar- (A-2):-

(i) He has the burden of looking after his family comprising

of my wife and two minor children.

(ii) The life of his two will be spoiled in the event of

sentencing him for a longer period.

Suresh Rajowar- (A-3):-

(i) He is the only earning member of his family comprising of

my wife, tlvo children, and my mother.

(ii) He studied up to class IV only.

Ajoy l4ajhi @ Tutu- (A-4):-

(i) He is the only earning member of his family.

(ii) He has the burden of looking after his 55 years old father.

(iii) There is none to look after them.

Upendra Bhumii @ Kishor(A-6)r-

(i) He is the only earning member of his family comprising of

his wife, two minor children, and his mother.

(ii) In his absence they will suffer a lot.

(iii) He studied up to class x.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)
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(7)

(8)

(e)
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Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-(A-7):-

(i) He has the burden of looking after his aged and ailing

mother.

(ii) There is none to look after her.

Bablu Rajowar- (A-8)r-

(i) He is the only earning member of his family comprising of

my wife and mother.

(ii) His brother Shri Milon Rajowar is also inside the jail.

(iii) There is none to look after his mother who is aged and

ailing.

Anil llajhi (A-9):-

(i) He is the only earning member of his family comprising of

wife and two minor children and also his aged and ailing

mother.

(ii) There is none to look after them.

Bijoy Rajowar (A-12):-

(i) He is the only earning member of his family comprising of

his mother and wife and two minor children.

(ii) There is no second person to look after them.

(10) Bolin Rajowar (A-13)r-

(i) He has two minor sons and wife and one nephew besides

his mother.

(ii) There is none to look after them.

Dipak Rajowar (A-14)r-

(i) He has three minor daughters and his wife to look after.

(ii) He is the sole earning member of his family.
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(12) Milon Rajowar (A-u)r-
(i) He has his wife and son to look after.

(ii) He is the sole bread winner of his family.

(iii) He has taken his brother to the Hospital for treatment for

the injury sustained bY falling.

(13) Rinku llajhi @ Batu (A-19)r-

(i) His father also died in the jail few days back.

(ii) He is the sole bread winner of his family.

(14) Mishilal Majhi @ Jabra (A-20):-

(i) He has the burden of looking after his wife and three

minor children.

(il) He is the sole bread winner of his family.

(iil) In his absence they will suffer a lot.

(15) Sibcharan Mahali @ Batu (A-22):-

(i) He has the burden of looking after his wife and minor

daughter besides his Parents.

(ii) He is the only bread winner of his family.

(iii) In his absence his family will suffer a Iot.

(16) Debeswar Rajowar @ Deba (A-23)r

(i) He has the burden of looking after his three minor sons

and his wife.

(ii) He is the only earning member of his family

(iii) In his absence his family will suffer a lot.

(17) Kartik Bhumiz (A-24):-

(i) He has three minor daughters and his wife.

(ii) He is the only bread winner of his family

(iii) His family will suffer a lot in his absence.
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(18) Sanjoy Rajowar @ Taklu (A-25)r-

(i) His wife has left him already leaving two minor children.

(ii) He has his aged mother also to look after.

(iii) They are all dependent on him.

(iv) They will suffer a lot in his absence.

(19) Kalicharan lYahali (A-26)r-

(i) He has the burden of looking after his parents.

(ii) His brother is also in jail in the same case and convicted,

(iii) There is none to look after his family.

(20) Rameswar Bhumij (A-27):-

(i) He has four minor children besides his wife and aged

father.

(ii) He is the only earning member of his family.

(iii) His family will suffer immensely in his absence

(21) Siba lvlahili @ Bijit (A-28)r-

(i) He is the sole bread winner of his family.

(ii) His family will suffer a lot in his absence

Rahul Rajowar (A-29)r-

(i) Being the only son he has the burden of looking after his

mother.

(ii) He is the sole bread winner of his family.

(iii) His family will suffer a lot in his absence.

Kalanag l,lajhi (A-30):-

(i) He has the burden of looking after his brother.

(ii) In his absence his brother will suffer a lot.

(22)

(23)

(24) Manoj Majhi (A-31):-
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He has the burden of

and two brothers.

He and his mother is

family,

looking after his wife and mother

the only earning member of his

(2s) Rinku Bakti (A-32)r-

(i) His mother is suffering from paralysis and his father is old

and ailing person and could not do any work,

(ii) Besides, he has his wife and tlvo minor children, one of

them is one and half year old and the other is three and

half year old.

(iii) He is the only earning member of his family.

(iv) In his absence his family member will suffer a lot.

257. Besides individual factors, the following mitigating factors are

common to allthe accused;-

(i) All the accused are belonging to tea garden tribes and

they are backward in both socio-economic fronts.

(ii) Most of them are illiterate and some of them even do not

know how to read and write.

(iii) They are of young in age and almost all of them are

below 40 years

(iv) They have no criminal antecedenvrecords;

(v) No previous conviction is proved against them by the

prosecution side.

258. It is worthwhile to mention here that of the 31 accused, 25 are

convicted under section 302/149 IPC and accused Sanjoy Rajowar, S/o Babu

Rajowar, is also convicted under section 302 IPC. we have also considered the

submission of Ld. Special P.P. and also we have given our anxious consideration

J,to the submissions so advanced by the Ld. Counsel for the convicts in the light of

(i)

(iD

' { fu.O and circumstances on the record, And we find substance in the submission
.".r ,Y
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of the Ld. Special P.P. so far it relates to accused Sanjoy Rajowar is concemed' It

is not case of provocation let alone a grave and sudden, as contended by the Ld'

Counsel for the convicts and we have already decided this point Thelefore, we

are unable record our concurrence to the submission of Ld. Couns€l for the

convid.

259. On a critical analysis and evaluation of the evidence on the

record in its entirety, we find that accus€d Sanjoy Rajowar (A-1), S/o Babu

Rajowar, played the most crucial role in the entire occurrence. We have already

find and also hold that he was more aggressive amongst all the accused' And

even after he was chased out, he again made his way and assaulted Dr' Deben

Dutta. Besides, causing injury No (d), sharing common object with other

accused, on the persons of Dr. Deben Dutta, he also caused the Injury No (a) on

the right thigh of Dr. Deben Dutta, which, according to medical evidence, alone is

sufficient to caus€ death of a person in the ordinary course of nature He also

attempted to assault police personnel (P.W.g) while he tried to protect Dr' Deben

Dutta from being assaulted 'The accused tried to thwart the judicial process by

threatening the witnesses (P.W.39). He took lead part in assaulting Dr. Deben

Dutta. He chased away the 108 Ambulance along with other accused, which

came to take Dr. Deben Dutta to the Hospital. He also prevented P.w.17, one

police peEonnel, in taking Dr. Deben Dutta to Police vehicle for taking to

Hospital. He has shown no remorse during the period of occurrence and

thereafter, and also during hearing on the point of sentence.

260. Now, as held by Hontle Supreme Court in Sushil Shama vs'

State (NCT) Delhi (supra), an endeavor will be made to examine

independently following mitigating circumstances of the accused Sanioy Rajowar,

S/o Babu Rajowar, to determine the quantum of sentence.

The age of the criminalr-

We find from the statement of the accused Sanjoy

Rajowar that his age is just 21 years. ln the case of

Ramnaresh vs. State of Chhattisgarh (supra) the age of

u/ ^ ".oc.'
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(ii)

the accused is recognized as a relevant mitigating

circumstance. But it is not a determinative fador by itself. In

Dayanidhi Bisoi vs, State of Orissa, AIR 2003 SC 3915,

age of the accused and dependency of his old parents was not

considered as reasonable ground for reduction of s€ntence. In

Purushottam Dasharath Borate and Anl. Vs. State of

Maharastra (2Of5) 6SCC 652, Hontle Supreme Court has

held that age of the accused cannot be a paramount

consideration as mitigating circumstance.

In the peculiar factual matrix of the case in hand and

also considering the totality of the circumstances, and the role

played by the accused in exterminating the Doctor, we are of

the view that his young age could not be determinative fador

in not awarding the e*reme penalty.

Their social status:-

]n M.A. Antony @ Antappan vs, State Of Kerala,

Review Peution (Crl.) No.245 of 2010, in Criminal Appeal No.

811 of 2009, (on 12 December,2018) Honble Supreme

Court has endorse and accept that socio-economic factors

must be taken into conslderation while awarding a sentence,

particularly the ground realities, relating to access to justice

and remedies to justice that are not easily available to the

poor and the needy. Mulla v, State of Uttar Pradesh

(Criminal Appeal No. 396 of 2008) is another case law on

this point.

In the case in hand, accused Sanjoy Rajowar and rest of

the accused belongs to Tea Garden community. But it is not

that the offence was committed because of backward socio

economic condition. He is a permanent worker of Teok Tea

Garden. He is not the sole bread winner of his family. His

mother is also a permanent worker of Teok Tea Garden. He

Ks
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was defended by a Lawyer engaged by him. There was no

hindrance at any point of time to have access to justice.

(iiD His background:-

Though the Ld, Counsel for the convicts submitted that

the accused are poor tea garden labourer, but, there is

nothing on the record to show that there was limited

information and limited participation in political and social life

so as to means that they are disregarding the law and their

rights, which constitutes a real obstacle to access to justice. It

is not that accused Sanjoy Rajowar is illiterate. He is defended

by a lawyer engaged by him. It is held by the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in Purushottam Dasharath Bo.ate and

Anr. vs. state of Maharastra (supra) that family

background also cannot be a considered as a mitigating

circumstance. And, accordingly, we flnd that this circumstance

is also not favourable to the accused.

(iv) whether he is a confirmed criminal or not and whether

he had any antecedents:-

The Ld. Counsel for the convicts submitted that accused

Sanjoy Rajowar has no criminal antecedent. But, we find that

he has acquired all the tactics of a harden criminal He

threatensd the witnesses not to adduce evidence in court

against him so as to get rid of the clutches of law and to

thwart the iudicial process and thereby stultifY the cause of

justice. Moreover, he has leveled allegation against the

Investigating Officer that he was compelled to hold a glass

piece while collecting his finger print at Central Jail, Jorhat,

without making any attempt to establish the same by adducing

any evidence let alone a convincing one. This reflects his

mindset. Therefore, to our considered opinion, this

circumstance will not favour him We derived authority inK*
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(v)

holding so from a decision of Hon'ble Supreme Court in

Purushottam Dasharath Borate and Anr. Vs. State of
Maharastra (supra) wherein it has been held that lack of

criminal antecedent also cannot be considered as mitigating

circumstance, particularly taking into consideration the nature

of heinous offence and cold and calculated manner in which it

was committed by the accused. In the case in hand also

considering the heinous nature and cold and calculated

manner of committing the offence this circumstance cannt be

considered as mitigating circumstance.

Whethe. there is any possibility of his reformation and
r€habilitation or-

The possibility of reformation and rehabilitation will not

be there, as he never shows any repentance for his conduct.

The way he rebuffed the appeal of the management and the

way he snubbed the appeal of the law and order Magistrate,

and the way he attempted to get rid of the clutches of law and

thwart the judicial process by threatening the witnesses', the

way he threatened the police personnel and prevented them

taking the injured Doctor to the police vehicle and chased

away the 108 Ambulance, and the way he wrecked the

property of the Hospital and creates havoq shows that there is

no possibility of any reformation. He did not possess any basic

humanity and completely lacked the psyche or mindset

amenable to any reformation. He has least regard to the law

enforcing agency and also the management of the garden in

which he was being employed as permanent worker. He tried

to assault P.W.g, police personnel, while he tried to proted the

Doctor from being assaulted.
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(vi) Whether it is a case wher€ the reformation is

impossible and the accused is likely to revert to such

crimes in future and become a threat to the society :-
As we find no possibility of reformation as well as

rehabilitation, there is every likelihood of committing such

crime in future also as he acquires all the tactics of getting rid

of the clutches of law and in thwarting a judicial process,

Therefore, the accused becomes a threat to the society, given

the role played by him in the occurrence from beginning to

end.

261. Having drawn up a balance sheet of all the aggravating as well

as mitigating circumstances and placing the same in juxtaposition, and even

giving maximum weightage to the mitigating factors we find that the balance

sheet is heavily against accused Sanioy Rajowar. From the facts and

circumstances on the record the following circumstances, which are exceptionally

grave, can be culled out:-

(ii)

He caused the fatal iniury, i'e. injury No. (a) to Dr. Deben Dutta,

besides causing iniury No.(d). He took lead part in assaulting the

Doctor and he was most aggressive.

He did not show any regret, sorrow or repentance at any point of

time during the commission of such a brutal crime nor thereafter.

His mindset cannot be said to be amenable to any reformation or

rehabilitation. The Ld. Special P.P. has rightly submitted the same in

his argument and we flnd substance in the same.

The murders were committed while the vidim was on duty, without

any provocation from his side. It was a cold blooded murder as

submitted by the Ld. Special P.P.

The victim was a person rendered helpless by old age (73 years).

It was execuied in a planned manner. It was absolutely devilish and

dastardly, involving inhumane treatment and torture to the victim for more

than one and half hour in broad day light, in presence of patlent and

(iii)

(i)

(iv)
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attendants and Hospital staffs and also in front of mobile cameras of the

reporters Present there.

(vi) It has resulted in intense and extreme indignation of the community and it

pricks or shocks not only the iudicial conscience, but also the collective

conscience of the society. The society would approve it as the incident will

have perilous effect upon it as the incident act as a catalyst in redefining

the Doctor patient relationship, which the Ld. Special P.P. has rightly

pointed out,

The victim was a Doctor and generally loved and respected by the

community for the services rendered by him and the murder was

commifted for other than personal reasons.

(viii) The offence is exceptional in nature and it reflects extreme

depravity by not allowing the seriously injured Doctor to take to the

Hospital in the 108 Ambulance and chasing it away from the

Hospital;

(ix) The very existence of the rule of law and the fear of being brought

to book failed to operate as a deterrent to him, who has no scruples

in killing others if it suits his ends.

262. These nine exceptionally grave circumstances, to our considered

opinion, would operate as special and meaningful reasoning as contemplated

under Section 354(3) Ci,P.C. to award death sentence to accused Sanjoy

Rajowar, besides answering the tvvo questions so posed by Hon'ble Supreme

Court in Machhi Singh Vs. State of Punjab. (supra) (as discussed in Para

No.249) that (a) Yes, there is something uncommon about the crime. (b) The

circumstances of the crime are such that there is no alternative but to impose

death sentence even after according maximum weightaqe to the mitigating

circumstances. We find that the 'Crime Test' is fully satisfled and 'Criminal

Test'is also satisfred and we find that no mitigating circumstances favouring the

accused, And looking at the factors like society's abhorrence, extreme indignation

and antipathy and we find that the society would approve the extreme penalty in

(vii)
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the case of this type. Thus, we are of the view that cas€ withstands the'R-R

Tesg also, Therefore, to our considered opinion, the sentence of life

imprisonment would be altogether inadequate, though the Ld. Counsel for the

convict pleaded for leniency. Rather, it would tempt other potential offenders to

commit such crime and get away with lesser punishment of life imprisonment,

263. In Jogmohan Slngh vs. State of UP (AIR 1973 SC 947)

Hon'ble supreme Court has held as under:-

"A large number of murde6 i5 undoubtedly of common type.
But some at least are diabolical ln conception and cruel in
execution. ln some others where the victim is a person of
high standlng ln the country, society ls liable to be rocked to
Its very foundation. Such murders cannot slmply be whisked
away by findlng allbls in the social maladjustment of the
mutderer. P.eyalence of such crimes speaks, ln opinion of
many, for the inevitablllty of death penalty not onlY bY waY
of deterrence, but as a token emphauc disapproval bY the
society."

264. In Dhananjoy Chatterjee @ Dhana v. State of West

Bengal [(1994) 2 SCC 220] Honble Supreme Court has held as follows:-

'15. In our oplnlon, the measure of punishment in a given
(ase must depend upon the atrocity of the crimei the .onduct
of the criminal and the defenceless and unprotected state of
the victim. Imposition of approprlate punishment is the
manner in which the courts respond to the society's crY for
Justlce against the criminals. Justice demands that.ourts
should impos€ punishment befittlng the crime so that the
courts reflect public abhorrence of tlre crime. The courts muS
not only keep in view the rights of the criminal but also the
rights of the yictim of crime and the society at large while
considering imposition of approprlate punishment,"

265. In Devendq Pal Singh v. State of NCT of Delhi, AIR

2002 SC 1661, Hontle Supreme Court has held that death sentence may be

warranted when the murder is committed in an extremely brutal manner; or for a

motive which evinces total depravity and meanness e.g. murder by hired assassin

z ,_{or 
money or reward, or cold blooded murder for gains. Death sentence may also
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"(i) when the crlme is enormous in proportion. For instance,
when muttiple murde6, say of all or almost all the members
of a family or a large number of persons or a partlcular cast€.
community, or lo..lity are committed.

(ii) When the victim of murder is an innocent child or a

helpless woman or old or infirm person or a peEon vis-'-vis,
whom the murderer is in a dominating position, or a public
figure generally loved and respected by the community'" (See

also Atbir v, Govt. of N.C.T. of Delhi, JT 2010 (8) SC 372)

266. In Mahesh v. State of M.P., AIR 1987 SC 1346' Hon'ble

Supreme Court deprecated the practice of taking a lenient view and not imposing

the appropriate punishment observing that it will be a mockery of justice to

permit the accused to escape the extreme penalty of law when faced with such

evidence and such cruel acts, lt was held that:-

"To give a lesser punishment to the appellants would be to
rcnder the justice system of this country suspect. The
@mmon man will lose faith in the courts. In such cases, he
understands and appreciates the language of deterrence more
than the reformative jargon". (See also State of Punjab v.

Rakesh Kumar, AIR 2009 SC 391; and Sahdev v. Jaibar @ Jai

Dev & Ors., (2009) 11 SCC 798).

267. In Bantu v. State of U.P., (2008) 11 SCC 113, this Couft

placing reliance on Sevaka Perumal v. State of T.N. AIR 1991 SC 1463. re-

iterated the same view observing as under :

"Therefore, undue sympatiy to impose inadequate sentence
would do more harm to the justice system to undermine the
public contidence in the effic.cy of law and society could not
long endure under such serious threats. It is, therefore, the
duty of every court to award proper sentence havlng regard to
the nature of the offence and the manner in which it was
executed or committed etc."

268. In C. Muniappan Vs. State of Tamil Nadu,(2OlO) gSCC

567, Hon'ble Supreme Court has held as under:-

'Thus, it is evident that Criminal taw requires strict
adherence to the rule of proportionality in providing&A{

6b";".
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punlshment according to the Gulpabillty of each kind-- of

crlminal condua keeping ln mlnd the effect of not awarding

just Punishment on ttie sociev'"

269. In Purushottam Dashrath Borate & Anr' Vs' Stat€ Of

Maharashtra, (2015) 6 SCC 652.

"In our considered view, the 'rarest of the rare" case exists

;:;;;-;a;d t orid b. a menac€ or, threat to and

iicomoaiitie witfr frarmonY in the sociew' In a cas€ where the
;;l"A;; not act on Provocation or on the spur of the

i-"i..c ort medculousiy executes a deliberate, cold-

iiooa"a'"na pre-planned irime, givlng scant- r€gard to the
conseouences of the same, the precarious balance ln me

""nli-a"g 
pori.v 

"rolved 
by our criminal iurisprudence wou-ld

6i'i.iriii io*.ia" ttte deaih sentence. This court is mindtul

Ji iiri #tu* principle that crimlnal law requires strict
iort"."n"" to itre rute of proportionalitY in awarding
irii"i."rt and the same must be in accordance with the
iri*tiiiw dt ttre 

"timlnal 
act. Furthermore, this court is also

conscbuj to ttre etect, of not awarding just punishment, on

the soclety'"

270. Thus, bearing in mind the ratjos, so laid down in aforementioned

seven cases, and also in Bachan singh vs' state of Puniab (supra) and

Macchi Singh vs' State of Punjab (supra) and also in the case of

Ramnaresh vs. State of Chhatishgarh (supra) and Shankar Kishanorao

Khade Vs. State of Maharashtra (supra) and Sushil Sharma Vs' State

(NCT) Delhi (supra) and Purushottam Dashrath Borate & Anr' Vs' State

Of Maharashtra (supra) and further considering the uncommon factors as well

as mitigating circumstances and the grave and exceptional circumstances' we are

constrained to hold that accused Sanjoy Rajowar deserve extreme punishment

here in this case for the charge under section 302 IPC And looking at the role

played by rest of the accused persons, specially the aggravatinq as well as

mitigatinq circumstances as well as submissions of Ld Advocates of both sides

we are of the view that they deserve imprisonment for life for the charge under

section 302/149 IPC, as the mitigating circumstances take their case out of the

rarest of rare category. Accordingty, the accused are sentences as under, which

/.ai 
ut" ,"0".,"0 in the below noted chart for the sak€ of convenience'

.€^+r
,F"t"

arv
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Chart No. 7.

Sbntence/Punishmentsections of
law

Name of the accused

S€ntenced to deaut. He shall be hanged by neck

till he is dead. He is also sentenced to pay fine of
R5.5OO/ (rupees five hundr€d) only. In default
S.l for fifteen

Sanjoy Rajowar S/o
Babu Rajowar (A-1)

Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.IOOO/(rupees one thousand) only.

ln default S,I. for one month,

us imDrisonment for three
Rigorous imprisonment for three years and also to
pay a fine of Rs. looo/(rupees one thousand)
only, ln default S.l. for one month

ln default S.I. for one month

nigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs,lOOO/(rupees one thousand) only.Sanjib Rajowar (A-2)

ent for two years,

oniy. In default S.I. for one month'

R,gorous rrnpnsonmdt for three years and also to
pay a fine of R9. 1000/(rupees one thousand)

4 (AMSP &
MSI) Act

tn default S.I. for one month

nigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.looo/(rupees one thousand) only.Suresh Rajowar (A-3)

Rigorous lmprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1ooo/(rupees one thousand) only,

In default S,I. for one month.
A)oy Majhi (A-4)

s imprisonment for two
s imDrisonment for one Years.

imorisonment for three Yealq
Rigorous imprisonment for three years and also to
pa, a fine of Rs. looo/(rupees one thousand)
only. In default S,I. for one month.

In default S.l. for one month.

Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to Pay
a fine of Rs.IOOO/(rupees one thousand) only.

Upendra Bhumii @
Kishor-(A-6) imprisonment for two

imDrisonment for one Yea6.
imDrisonment for two

In default S.I. for one month.

Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.looo/(rupees one thousand) only.

Ratul Rajowar @ Hasim-
(A-7) rous imprisonment for two

rous imprisonment for two
s irnprisonment for three years and alsq Er

.qtcX

MJ':iy

d.t'7*'",8
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pay a fine of Rs. 1000/(rupees one thousand)
only. In default S.I. for one month.
Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs,1000/(rupees one thousand) only.
ln default S.I. for one month.Bablu Rajowar- (A-8)

Rigorous imprisonment for three years and also to
pay a flne of Rs. 1000/(rupees one thousand)
only. In default S.I. for one month

4 (AMSP &
MSI) Act

Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs,1000/(rupees one thousand) only, In
default S.I. for one month.Anil lvlajhi (A-9)

ent for two yeaE.
ent for one
ent for two years.

Rlgorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.looo/(rupees one thousand) only.
In default S.I. for one month.Bijoy Rajowar (A-12)

Rigorous imprisonment for three years and also to
pay a fine of Rs, 1000/(rupees one thousand)

In default S.L for one month.
Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay
a fine of Rs,1000/(rupees one thousand) only.
In default s.L for one month.Bolin Rajowar (A-13)
Riqorous imorisonment for two

imprisonment for one
rous imprisonment for two

Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1000/(rupees one thousand) only.
In default S.I. for one month.

Dipak Rajowar (A-14)
3021149

orous imprisonment for two
orous imprisonment for one years.
orous imprisonment for two

Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1000/(rupees one thousand) only.
In default S.I. for one month.

t4ilon Rajowar (A-17)

s imprisonment for two
s imDrisonment for one Yea6.
s imorisonment for two years,

Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1000/(rupees one thou$nd) only.
ln default S.I. for one month,

Rinku lvlajhi @ Batu
(A-1e)

Rigorous imprisonment for three years and
also to pay a fine of Rs. 1000/(rupees one
thousand) onlv. In default S.I. for one month

4
*Ja
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14. N'lishilal Majhi @ labra
(a-20)

3O2lt49 iigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1000/(rupees one thousand) only.

In default S.l. for one month.
3531149 Rioorous imprisonment for two yeani.
3421149 Rioorous imprisonment for one years.

147 Raoorous imprisonment for two years.

15. sibcharan l4ahali @

Batu (A-22)

3O2l,49 nigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay a

fine of Rs.r,OOo/(rupees one thousnd) only, In
default S.l. for one month 

-

3531749 Raqorous imprisonment for two Yealsr
3421r49 Riqorous imDrisonment for one yearsl
147 Rioorous imDrisonment for two years.

4 (AMSP &
MSI) Act

Rigorous imprisonment for three Years and also to
pay a fine of Rs. looo/(rupees one thousand)
only. In default S.l. for one mqqlI-

16. Debeswar Rajowar @

Deba (A-23)

3O2lt49 Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.lOOo/(rupees one thousand) only.

In default S.l. for one month
3s31149 Riqorous mDrisonment for two Yearsl
3421749 Riqorous mprisonment for one Years.
147 Riqorous morisonment for two Years.

17. Kartik Bhumiz (A-24)
3O2lt49 nigorous imp.isonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs,IOOO/(rupees one thousand) only,

In detault S.I. for one montt!-
3531749 Rioorous imorisonment for two years.

3421149 horous imprisonment for one years.
747 Riqorous imprisonment for two yealE

18.
Sanjoy Ra.jowar @ Taklu
(A-25)

3O2l149 R-gorous imptisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1Oo0/(rup€es one thousand) only

In default S.l. for one month.

3531149 Rioorous imDrisonment for two years.

3421149 Rioorous jmDrisonment for one years.

L47 Rioorous imDrisonment for two Yeart
4 (AMSP &
MSI) A.t

Rlii us imprisonment for three years and also to
pa, a fine of R9. looo/(ruPees one thousand)
only. In default S.l. for one month

19.

)

Kalicharan Mahali
(A-26)

3O2l !49 R6orous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.loOO/(rupees one thousand) only ln
default S.l, for one month.

353/149 Rioorous amDrisonment for two yearc '

3421149 Rioorous imorisonment for one Vears.
L47 Riqorous imprisonment for two Y!!Iq
4 (AMSP &
MSI) Act

fugoro,rs illrprisonment for three years and also to
pay a fine of Rs. looo/(ruPees one thousand)
only. In default 5.1. for olClq4!-

20.

,9

Rameswar Bhumij
(^-27)

3O2lL49 nGorous irnprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1OOO/(rupees one thousand) only.

In default S.l. for one month, 

-

3531749 Rioorous imprisonment for two Yelll
3421149 Rioorous imorisonment for one yelll
147 F6o6Glmprisonment for two yearsl

21, Siba lYahili @ Eijit
3O2lt49 RTqorous imprisonment for life and also to pav

a frne of Rs.looo/(rupees one thousand) 94/

,"%':Sl.
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271, The fine amount, after realisation, shall be qiven to the wife of
the deceased for reparation under section 357(1) (b) Cr.p.C. Sentence on all the

count will run concurrently. The accused will entitled to set off the previous

hazooti period from the total period of conviction. The seized articled be disposed

of in due course of time in accordance with law.

Victimology:-

/ .l*
.QYave

272. Herc in this case, the persons who, individually or collectively,

suffered harm, including physical or mental injury, emotional suffering,
_-/ ,/ - \--

_4,$1"
arL

(A-28) In default S.I. for one month.
3s3l,{9 Riqorous imorisonment for two vears.
3421749 Riqorous imorlsonment for one veaE.
147 Riqorous imDrisonment for two years.
4 (AMSP &
MsI) Act

Rigorous imprisonment for thre€ years and also to
pay a fine of Rs. 1000/(rupees one thousand)
only. In default S.I. for one month.

22. Rahul Raiowar (A-29)
3O2l149 Rlgorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1000/(rupees one thousand) only.
In default S,L for one month.

3s3/149 Riqorous imDrisonment for two vears.
342t149 Rigorous imprisonment for one yeaE.
147 Rlgorous imprisonment for two vears.
4 (AMSP &
MSI) Act

Rigorous imprisonment for tiree years and also to
pay a fine of Rs. 1000/(rupees one thousand)
only. In default S.I. for one month.

23. Kalanag Majhi (A-3O)
3O2l!49 Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.r,000/(rupees one thousand) only,
In default S,L for one month.

3s3lt49 Rigorous imprisonment for two yearc .
3421t49 Riqorous imDrisonment for one vears.
147 Rigorous imprisonment for two vears.

24, I4anoj lYajhi(A-31)
3O2l149 Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs,1000/(rupees one thousand) only.
In default S.I. for one month.

3s3lt49 Riqorous imprlsonment for two years.
3421749 Riqorous imprisonment for one vears,
t47 Riqorous imprisonment for two vears.

25. Rinku Bakti (A-32)
3O2lt49 Rigorous imprisonment for life and also to pay

a fine of Rs.1000/(rupees one thousand) only.
In default S.I. for one month.

3s3/149 Rigorous imprisonment for two vears.
3421149 Rigorous imprjsonment for one vears.
147 Riqorous imDrisonment for two yea6.
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economic loss or substantial impairment of their fundamental rights, through acts

that are in violation of criminal laws are the'Victims'., nll other day, they were

considered as forgotten entity in the criminaljustice administration. But, with the

passage of time the vidims are considered an integral entity of the criminal

justice administration. Though the concept of victimology has several faceE yet,

here in this case we will deal with the asped of awarding compensation only.

273. Aft the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2009, Victim

Compensation Scheme under Section 357A is incorporated in the Code of

Criminal Procedure, 1973, which make a lot of difference in resped of awarding

of compensation to the victim. Clause (1) of Sedion 357A Cr.P.C. provides that

every state government in co-ordination with the central government shall

prepare a scheme for providing funds for the purpose of compensation to the

victim or his dependents who have suffered loss or injury as a result of the crime

and who require rehabilitation. Clause (2) provides that whenever a

recommendation is made by the court for compensation, the Distrid Legal

Service Authority or State Legal Service Authority, as the case may be, shall

decide the quantum of compensation to be awarded under the scheme.

274. In the instant case, the deceased Dr. Deben Dutta was 73 years

old. He ltras serving as Medical Officer in the Teok Tea Garden Hospital. He left

behind his wife and two children, who have collectively suffered harm, including

physical or mental injury, emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial

impairment of their fundamental rights. Though it has been ordered to pay the

fine amount, after realization, so imposed upon the accused persons, the same

to our considered opinion is grossly inadequate to compensate the loss suffered

by them. They, turther need to be compensated here in this case for the

suffering meted out to them. We are not oblivious of the fact that the sufferingE

to which they were subjeded to, cannot be compensated in terms of money.

But, it will definitely help them in the process of rehabilitation in the society.

Having regard to the facts and circumstances on the record and in view of the

ion of Section 357-A (2) & (3) Cr.P.C., it is recommended to the District

Services Authority, Jorhat, for payment of compensation to the wife andG",'#:
4,{""r
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APPENDIxT-

(i) PRoSECUTIONWITNESSES!-

Sri Soumen Kundu, Assistant Manager IField], Teok T.E. as PW-1;

Sri Kailyanjeet Borah, Senior Manager [R&D], Teok T.E. as P.W -2;

Sri Manoj Gogoi, Senior Manager, Teok T.E.-cum-the informant. PW-3;

Sri Bhaskar Jyoti Rajbongshi, Circle Officer, Teok. PW-4;

Sri Sarangapani Saikia, Reporter E Tv Bharat. PW-5;

Sri Robi Mahali, Sweeper, Teok T.E. Garden Hospital; PW-6;

Sri Mohan Mahali, Ambulance driver of Teok T.E. Garden Hospital, PW-7;

Sri Dhiraj Mahali, f4ale Attendant, Teok T.E. Garden Hospital, P\ /-8;

Sri Khanindra Nath, S.I. [P], Teok P.S, PW-9;

Sri Debasish Boruah, UB Constable, Teok P.S., M-10;

Sri Ghanakanta Mili, AB Constable, Teok P.S., PW-11;

Sri Nareswar Robidas, Chowkjdar, Teok T.E. Garden Hospital, PW-12;

N4d. Nurtaz Ali, S.I. of Police, Lahdoigarh O.P., Pw-13;

Sri Apurba Kalita, A.S.I. of Police, Teok P.S., PW-14;

Sri Keshab f4ohan, S.I. of Police, Teok P.S., PW-15;

Sri Ashok Sonar, Driver, Lahdoigarh O.P. under Teok P.S., PW-16;

sri Mridul Borah, Homeguard, Teok P.s., PW-17;

Sri Robin Rajalq Constable, Traffic Branch, Jorhat P.S., PW-18;

Sri Diganta Kalita, ConsEble, Teok P.S., PW-19;

Sri Gautam Baruah, Constable, Teok P.5., PW-20;

Sri Bubul Handique, tJB Constable, DSB Branch, Teok P.S., PW-21;

Sri Atanu Goswami, Technician of 108 Ambulance, Pw-22;

Sri Aditya Kumar Soh, Driver [Lance Nayak], PW-23;

Sri Bikash Gowala, Pharmacist, Teok T.E. Garden Hospital, Pw-24;

Sri Subhash Rajowar, Dress€r, Teok T.E. Garden Hospital, PW-25;

Smt. Ranjula Hazarika Borah, Nurse, Teok T.E. Garden Hospital, PW-26;

Sri Tarun Sarmah, A.S.I. of Police, DSB Branch, Teok P.S., PW-27;

Sri Mukta Jyoti Baruah, Asstt. Manager [Factory], Teok T.E., PW-28;

Sri Rajib Gogoi, Circle Officer, Jorhat [West], PW-29;
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Sri Debo Jyoti Baruah, Clerical Staff, Teok T.E. Garden Hospital, FM,/-30;

Sri Padma Kanta Saikia, Driver of 108 Ambulance, PW-31;

Sri Manoj Das, Vegetable vendor, PW-32;

Dr. Kanak Chandra Das, Professor & Head of Department, Department of

Forensic Medicine, Jorhat Medical College & Hosp'rtal, Pw-33;

Sri Adish Balmiki, Helper, Jorhat Medical College & Hospital, M-34;

Sri Ruplal Balmiki, Sweeper, Jorhat Medical College & Hosp'rtal, PW-35;

Sri Gopal Bora, Teok T.E. employee, M-36;

Sri Rupam Saikia, private driver, Pw-37;

Sri Paban Garh, factory worker, Teok T.E, PW-38;

Sri Jiban Tantl, permanent rvorker, Teok T.E., FM,/-39;

Sri Raju Barik, daily wage earner, PW-40;

Sri Pabitra Sahu, daily wage earner, PW-41;

Sri Utpal JyoU Khound, Reporter, N.E. Tv, PW-42;

Sri Riju Kr. Saikia, Reporter, Axomiya Pratidin & Pratidin nmes, PW-43;

Sri Duleswar Majhi, temporary Mohurer, Teok T.E., PW-,14;

Dr. Amrit Kumar Saikia, Joint Diredor of Health Servicet Jorhat, PW45;

Sri Manjil Dutta, Senior Sales Officer, Tata Enterprise, PW-,16;

Sri Arup lJlanta, Junior Scientific Officer, DNA Typing Unit & Serology

Division, Directordte of Forensic Science, Kahilipara, Guwahati, PW-47;

Sri Tarun Chandra Sonowal, Jailor, North Lakhimpur Central Jail, PW-48;

Smt. Anindita Borah, Asstt. Jailor, Dibrugarh Central Jail, PW-49;

Sri Nirmal Kumar Laskar, S.D.J.M. [M], Sarupathar, PW-50;

Sri Diganta Das, Finger Print Expert, State Finger Print Bureau, CID,

Assam, Ulubari, Guwahati, PW-s1;

Sri Jiban Kurmi, Welfare Officer, Teok T.E., PW-52;

Md. Abdus Sattar, Secretary, DLSA, Eiswanath Chari-Ali, PW-53;

Sri Sankar Chandra Rabha, Scientific Officer, Serology Division,

Directorate of Forensic Science, Kahilipara, Guwahati, PW-54;

Sri Rupam Lachit, Scientific Officer, Toxicology Division, Directorate of

Forensic Science, Kahilipara, Guwahati, PW-55;

Sri Dipankar Gogoi, Investigating Officer, Teok P.S., PW-56;
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(II) DEFENCE WITNESS:- NIL

(III) COURT WITNESS:- NIL

(IV) EXHIBITS FOR THE PROSECUTIONT-

Seizure List as Exhibit-1;

Ejahar as Exhibit-2;

Inquest Report as Exhibit-3;

Seizurelist as Exhibit-4;

Cadaver Report Form as Exhibit-s;

Post-mortem examination report of Dr, Deben Dutta as Exhibit-6;

Final Opinion Report as Exhibit-7;

Seizure-list of vlscera as Exhibit-8;

Copy of notice sent by police as Exhibit-g;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-3 as Exhibit-1o;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.4 as Exhibit-l1;

Certificate of Sri UFal lyoti Khound against Video No.-5 as Exhibit-12;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-6 as Exhibit-l3;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-7 as Exhibit-14;

Certiflcate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-8 as Exhibit-15;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No-9 as Exhibit-16i

Certificate of Sri Utpal lyoti Khound against Video No.-10 as Exhibit-17;

Certificate of Sri Utpal lyoti Khound against Video No.-11 as Exhiblt-18;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-12 as Exhibit-lg;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-13 as Exhibit-2o;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyotj Khound agalnst Video No.-14 as Exhibit-21;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-15 as Exhibit-22;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-16 as Exhib'rt-23;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-17 as Exhibit-24;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-18 as Exhibit-zs;

Certificate of Sri Utpal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-19 as Exhibit-26;

Certificate of Sri UFal Jyoti Khound against Video No.-20 as Exhibit-27;
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Copy of notice to Sri RUU Kumar Saikia, Reporter of Axomiya Pratidin &

Pratidin Times as Exhibit-28;

Certificate of Sri RijU Kumar Saikia agalnst Video No.-1 as Exhibit-2g;

Certificate of Sri Riju Kumar Saikia against Video No.-2 as Exhibit-3o;

Report of Dr. Amrit Kumar Saikia, Joint Director of Health SeMces,

Jorhat, as Exhibit-31;

Another ejahar submitted by Sri Monjil Dutti, Son of Dr. Deben Dutta

[deceased] regarding the incident as Exhibit-32;

Forwarding Report issued by the Director-cum-Chemical Examiner to the

Govemment of Assam, Directorate of Forensic Science, Assam, Kahilipara,

Guwahau, as Exhibit-33;

Report of Sri Arup Manta, Junior Scienufic Offlcer, DNA Typing Unit &

Serology Division, Diredorate of Forensic Science, Assam, Kahilipara,

Guwahati as Exhibit-34;

First set of finger print of accus€d Sanjay Rajowar containlng in 05 [five]

pages as Exhibit-3s;

Second set of finger print of accused Sanjay Rajowar containing in 05

lfivel pages as Exhibit-36;

T.I.P. chart of witness Sri Manoj Das as Exhibit-37;

T.I.P. chart of witness Sri Rupam Saikia as Exhibit-38;

T.I.P. chart of witness Sri Jiban Tanti as Exhibit-3g;

T.I.P. chart of !'/itness Sri Gopal Borah as Exhibit-4o;

T.LP. chart of witness Sri Paban Garh as Exhibit-41;

T.I.P. chartof witness Sri Pabitra Sahu as Exhibit-42;

T.LP. chart of wihess Sri Raju Barik as Exhibit-43;

T.I.P. chart of wihess Sri Duleswar Majhi as Exhibit-,l4;

Copy of Requlsltlon Letter issued by the Additional S.P. [H.Q], Jorhat as

Exhibit-45;

Fonvarding Letter issued by the Director-in-char9e, State Finger Print

Bureau, CID, Assam, Ulubari, Guwahati as Exhibit-46;

Report of Sri Diganta Dat Finger Print Expert, State Finger Print Bureau,

CID, Assam, Ulubari, Guwahati, in 06 [six] pages as Exhlbit-47;
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(xlviii)

(xlix)

(t)

(tD

(iD

(tiii)

(liv)

(lv)

(lvi)

(lvii)

(lviii)

(lix)

(lx)

(lxi)

Statement of witness Sri Pabitra Sahu recorded by the learned l"tagistrate

under Section 1 of Cr.P.C. as Exhibit-48;

Statement of witness Sri Raju Barik recorded by the leamed Magistrate

under Sedion 164 of Cr.P.C. as Exhibit-4g;

Statement of witness Sri Rupam Saikia recorded by the learned Magistrate

under Section 164 of Cr.p.C. as Exhibit-50;

Statement of witness Sri Gopal Bora recorded by the learned Magistrate

under Section 164 of Cr.p.C. as Exhibit-s1;

Statement of witness Sri paban Garh recorded by the leamed Magistrate

under Sedion 164 of Cr.P.C. as Exhibit-52;

Statement of witness Sri Jiban Tanti recorded by the learned Magistrate

under Section 164 of Cr.P.C. as Exhibit-53;

Statement of witness Sri Nlanoj Das recorded by the learned Magistrate

under Section 164 of Cr.p.C. as Exhibit-s4;

Covering letter issued by Sri Gajendra Nath Oeka, Director-cum_Chemical

Examiner to the Govemment of Assam, Directorate of Forensic Science,

Kahilipara, Guwahati as Exhibit-ss;

Report of Sri Sankar Chandra Rabha, Scientific Officer, Serology Division,

Directorate of Forensic Science, Kahilipara, Guwahati as Exhibit-56;

Covering letter issued by Sri Gajendra Nath Deka, Director-cum_Chemlcal

Examiner to the Government of Assam, Oirectorate of Forensic Science,

Kahilipara, Guwahati as Exhibit-s7;

Report of Sri Rupam Lachit, Scientific fficer, Toxicology Division,

Directorate of Forensic Science, Kahilipara, Guwahati as F.)(hibit_sg;

Certifled copy ofthe extrdct G.D. Entry No. 526 to 533 as Exhibit_5g;

Certified copy of the c.D. Entry No. 534 dated 31/08/2019 as Exhibit-60;

Photograph of the room where Dr. Deben Dutta was assaulted and where
large pool of blood on the floor, one blue revolving chair with bloodstains,

various articles including papers, blood pressure machine, wooden table
parts, one plastic water bottie, blood collection virals can be seen lying in
scattered condition as Exhibit-61;

Photograph of the part of the room where the doctor was assaulted can

be seen. A pool of blood on the floor in wet condition alongwith a visible

'/ {txii)
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(lxiii)

(lxiv)

(lxv)

(lxvi)

part blue revolvinq chair having bloodstain can be seen, glass of windows

as well as door in broken condition can be seen. Various articles including

papeB, wood and table parts etc. can be seen lying in a scattered

condition in the room, Broken glass pieces of various shapes and sizes

can be seen scattered haphazardly on the floor of the room as Exhibit-62;

Photograph of the places where and the door to the room where the

doctor was assaulted can be seen. The glass of the door can be seen in

broken condition and various articles including pape6 and some broken

glass pieces of various shapes and sizes can be seen scattered

haphazardly on the floor of the room as Exhibit-63;

Photograph of the passageway and the door to the room where the

doctor was assaulted can be seen. The glass of the door can be seen in

broken condition. Various articles including papers and some broken glass

pieces of various shapes and sizes etc. can be seen scattered haphazardly

on the floor of the room as Exhibit-64;

Photograph of the passageway and a part of the door to the room where

the doctor was assaulted can be seen. Various articles including papers

and some broken glass pieces of various shapes and sizes etc. can be

s€en scattered haphazardly on the floor of the room as Exhibit-65;

Photograph of the room where the dodor was assaulted can be seen. A

large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition alongwith a blue

revolving chair having blood stains can be seen. Glass of windows as well

as door in broken condition can be seen. Various articles including papers,

sphygmomanometer, wooden table parts, a plastic water bottle can be

seen lying in a scattered condition in the room. Broken glass pieces of

various shapes and sizes can be seen scattered haphazardly on the floor

of the room as Exhibit-66;

Photograph of a large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition

alongwith the bottom part of blue revolving chair having bloodstains can

be seen. Wooden table part, blood colledion vials and some broken glass

pieces of various shapes and sizes can be seen scattered haphazardly on

the floor ofthe room as Exhibit-67;

(xvii)
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(lwiii)

(lxix)

(l)c()

(l>o<i)

(l)o(ii)

(l)o(ii)

(l)o(iv)

Photograph of a window of the room where the dodor was assaulted can

be seen. The glass of the window can be seen in broken condition as

Exhiblt-68;

Photograph of a close shot of window of the room where the doctor was

assaulted can be seen. The glass of the window can be seen in broken

condition as Exhibit-69;

Photograph of the bottom part of window of the room where the doctor

was assaulted can be seen. A pile of broken glass pieces of the window in

different shapes and sizes can be seen accumulated therein the

photograph as Exhibit-70;

Photograph of a part of the rear side room of the hospital alongwith a

nebulizer attached to the electric plug lying on the bed can be seen as

Exhibit-71;

Photograph of the room where the doctor was assaulted can be seen. A

blue revolving chair having bloodstains can be seen. Glass of windows in

broken condition can be seen. Various articles including papers,

sphygmomanometer, wooden table parts, a plastic water bottle can be

seen lying in a scattered condition in the room. Broken glass pieces of

various shapes and sizes can be seen scattered haphazardly on the floor

of the room as Exhibit-72;

Photograph of a part of the blue revolving chair having bloodstains on it

can be seen alongwith a pool of blood on the floor in wet condition as

Exhibit-73;

Photograph of a part of the room where the doctor was assaulted can be

seen. Glass of windows as well as door in broken condition can be seen.

Various articles including papers, wooden table parts etc, can be seen

lying in a scattered condition in the room. Broken glass pieces of various

shapes and sizes can be seen scattered haphazardly on the floor of the

room as Exhibit-74;

Photograph of the room where the dodor was assaulted can be seen. A

large pool of blood on the floor in wet condition alongwith a blue

revolving chair having bloodstains can be seen. Glass of windows as welt

as door in broken conditjon can be seen. A sphygmomanometer, wooden

(boo/)
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table, a plastic water bottle can be seen in the room. Broken glass pieces

of various shapes and sizes can be seen scattered haphazardly on the
floor of the room as Exhibit-7s;

(|rcryi) Photograph of a part of the floor of the room where the doctor was

assaulted can be seen. Various articles including papers, a broken
stethoscope, wooden table parts, blood collection vials etc. can be seen

lying in a scattered condition in the room. Broken glass pieces of various
shapes and sizes can be seen scattered haphazardly on the floor of the
room as Exhibit-76;

(bcryii) Photograph of a rear side room of the hospital with 2 beds and 1 ptastic

chair alongwith a nebulizer attached to the electric plug lying on one of
the beds can be seen as Exhibit-77;

(lxxvjii) Photograph of a part of floor of the room where the doctor was assaulted
can be seen. Various articles including papers, a broken stethoscope,
wooden table parts, blood collection vials etc. can be seen lying in a

scattered condition in the room. Broken glass pieces of various shapes
and sizes can be seen scattered haphazardly on the floor of the room as
Exhibit-78;

(l)o(ix) Photograph of the passagey/ay and the door of the room where the
doctor was assaulted can be seen. The glass of the door can be seen in
broken condition, Some broken glass pieces of various shapes and sizes

etc. can be seen scattered haphazardly on the floor of the room as

Exhibit-79;

(lpo<) Photograph of window of the room where the doctor was assaulted can
be seen. The glass of the window can be seen in broken condition as
Exhibit-80;

(l)cui) Sketch N,tap of the place of occurrence showing the verandah of the
garden hospital as Exhibit-81;

(lxui) Sketch Map of the doctor,s chamber of the place of occurence of the
garden hospital as Exhibit-82;

Order of the District Magistrate to the Executive Magistrate to hold
inquest over the dead body as Exhibit-83;l

Vial sent to F.S.L., Guwahati as Exhibit-84;

(l)co(iii)
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(booryii)

(l)ooryiii)
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Requisition for medical examination of aforesaid accused persons and

report thereof issued by Dr. N.N. Rahman, the Senior Medical Officer,

Jorhat Police Hospital as Exhibit-85;

Requisition for medical examination and report thereof issued by Dr, N.N.

Rahman, the Senior Medical Officer, Jorhat police Hospital as Exhibit-86;

Charge-sheet as Exhibit-87;

Certificate under section 65 I Evidence Act, given by I.O.(P.W.56) as

Exhibit-88;

Another Certificate under section 65 B Evidence Act given by I.O.(P.W.56)

as Exhibit-8g;

(D

(iD

(iiD

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(V) MATERIAL EXHIBITS:-

One broken stethoscope of light grey colour and ,pioneer, written on one

end without right ear-tube and without ear-tips as Material Exhibit-li
Bent ear-tube of stethoscope as Material Exhibit-2;
Earpieces of stethoscope [light grey in colour] as Material Exhibit-3;
Broken sphygmomanometer of silver colour with ,Disha, written on broken

end as Material Exhibit-4i

Pressure controlling knob of sphygmomanometer [silver colour] as

Material Exhibit-5;

Blood collection vial container of thermocol [white in colour] square

shaped having 5 [five] numbers of transparent blood connection vials

made of plastic with red caps as Material Exhibit-6;
Blue coloured revolving chair of about 40 inch height having blood stains

as Mat€rial Exhibit-7;

Wooden leg of table of 23 inch in length and sidearm of about 11 inch

lskewed 'T'shaped having blood stain on one end [side arm end] as

Material Exhibit-8;

Empty blood connedion vials made of plastic with red caps as Material
Exhibit-9;

Opening handle of table drawer [black coloured] containing blood stains
picked up with gloves as Material Exhabit-10;

(ix)
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(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)
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Broken pieces of wooden table about 28 inch in length and 13 inch width

as lllaterial Exhibit-11;

Broken pieces of wooden table about 21 inch in length and 13 inch width

as Material Exhibit-12;

White coloured torn curtain cloth about 80 inch length and 40 inch width

as Material Exhibit-13;

Broken block board of about 22 inch length & 7 inch width with'Teok T.E.

Hospital and details of medical officer, pharmacist and staff nurse IGNIY]

wrjtten on it as Material Exhibit-14;

Open plastic bottle without cap [empty] and partially crushed with'splash'

written on it of 500 ml size as Material Exhibit-ls;

Broken small glass pieces of below 4 cm length as Material Exhibit-16;

Broken bigger glass pieces of 4 to 6 cm length as Material Exibit-17;

Broken big glass pieces about 6 to 10 cm length as Materlal Exhlbit-l8;

Broken glass piece of about 13 inch in length and oval shaped having

blood stain on one end [narrower end] picked up with gloves as Mabrial

Exhibit-19;

Broken glass piece of about 13 inch in length of conical shape with blood

stain on narrower end picked up with gloves as Material Exhibit-2o;

Broken glass piece of about 13 inch in length of conical shape having

blood stain on narrower end and some finger prints on the other end

picked up with gloves as Material Exhibit-2l;

Broken glass piece, about 15 inch in length of triangular shape with blood

stain on its one end picked up with gloves as Material Exhibit-22;

Broken glass piece of about 15 inches in length of pentagonal shape

having blood stain on its one end picked up with qloves as Material

Exhibit-23;

Broken glass piece of about 16 inches in length of triangular shape having

blood stain on its one end as Material Exhibit-24;

Broken glass piece of about 18 inches in length of hexagonal shape

picked up with gloves as Material Exhibit-2s;

Broken glass piece of about 15 inches in length of triangular shape picked

up with gloves as Material Exhibit-26;

(xv)

(xvi)

(xvii)

(xviii)

(xix)

(ro<)

()od)

(ndi)

()odiD

(r<iv)

(ro<v)

()oo/i)
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()oryiii)

()o(ix)

()cc()

()ood)

()oodi)

()oo(iii)

()oodv)

()ooo/)

()ooo/i)

()ooo/ii)

()ooryiii)

()oodx)

(xl)

(xli)
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Broken glass pieces of about 2 to 5 cm in length having blood stains

picked up with gloves as Material Exhibit-27;

Broken glass pieces of about 6 to 12 cm in length having blood stains

picked up with gloves as Material Exhibit-28;

Blue coloured ATM Card cover with 'State Bank Debit Card written on it,

of about 9 cm long and 6 cm width having blood stains picked up with

gloves as Material Exhibit-29;

One nebulizer lwhite & green in color] with'NUNEB PRO PISION TYPE'

written on it of about 12 inch in length and 7 inch width as Material

Exhibit-30;

One half sleeve cream colored shirt containing blood stains that was worn

by deceased Dr. Deben Dutta as Material Exhibit-3l;

One blue colored half pant containing blood stains that was worn by

deceased Dr. Deben Dutta as Material Exhibit-32;

One white colored sleeveless vest containing blood stains that was worn

by deceased Dr. Deben Dutta as Material Exhibit-33;

One silver grey colored tull pant with cut on right leg with blood stains

that was worn by deceased Dr. Deben Dutta as Material Exhibit-34;

Compad Disc marked as Video No. 3 wherein Exhibit-3s [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-3s;

Compact Disc marked as Video No. 4 wherein Exhibit-36 [U is the

signature of Pw-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-36;

Compact Disc marked as Video No. 5 wherein Exhibit-37 [1] is the

signature of PW48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-37;

Compact Disc marked as Video No. 6 wherein Exhibit-38 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-38i

Compad Disc marked as Video No. 7 wherein Exhibit-3g [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-3g;

compact Disc marked as Video No. 8 wherein Exhibit-4o [1] is the

signature of Pw-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-4o;

Compact Disc marked as Video No. 9 wherein Exhibit-41 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-4l;
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(lvi)

(lvii)

(xlii) Compact Disc marked as Video No. 10 wherein Exhibit-42 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-42;
(xliii) Compact Disc marked as Vldeo No. 11 wherein Exhibit-43 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-43;
(xliv) Compad Disc marked as Video No. 12 wherein Exhibit44 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-44;
(xlv) Compad Disc marked as Video No. 13 wherein Exhibit-45 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-4s;

(xlvi) Compad Disc marked as Video No. 14 wherein Exhibit-46 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-46;

(xlvii) Compad Oisc marked as Video No. 15 wherein Exhibit-47 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-47;

(xlviii) Compact Disc marked as Video No. t6 wherein Exhibit-48 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-48;

(xlix) Compact Disc marked as Video No. 17 wherein Exhibit{g [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-49;

(l) Compad Disc marked as Video No. 18 wherein Exhibit-so [1] is the

signature of PW48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-so;

(lD Compad Disc marked as Video No. 19 wherein Exhibit-51 [1] is the

signature of PW48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-su

(iD Compact Disc marked as Video No. 20 wherein Exhibit-s2 [1] is the

signature of PW-48 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-S2;

(iiD Compact Disc marked as Video No. 1 wherein Exhibit-53 [1] is the

signature offlv-43 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-s3;

(liv) Compact Oisc marked as Video No. 2 wherein Exhibit-s4 [1] is the

signature of PW-43 over the C.D. as Material Exhibit-s4;

(lv) Bears photograph of accused Sd Manoj Majhi and Srt Ajay Majhi as

Material Exhibit-ss;

Photo printout of Video No.-l of accused Sri l(alanag Majhl
Material Exhibit-56;.

Photo printout of Vldeo No.-l of accused Srl Kalicharan Mahlll
Material Ahibit-57;
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v;

(lviii)

(lix)

(lx)

(lxi)

(lxii)

(lxiii)

(lxiv)

(lxv)

(lxvi)

(lxvii)

(lxviii)

(lxix)

(lx()

(bod)

(bo(ii)

(bo(iii)
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Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Babu Rajowar as

Material Exhibit-58;

Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Babu Rajowar as

Material Exhibit-59;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rajul Rajowar as Material Exhibit-60;

Photo printout of accused S Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Babu Rajowar as

Material Exhibit-61;

Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Babu Rajowar as

Material Exhibit-62;

Photo printout of accused Sri Manoj Majhi and Sri Sanjib Raiowar as

Material Exhibit-63;

Photo printout of accused Sri Manoj Majhi and Sri Saniib Raiowar as

Material Exhibit-64;

Photo printout of accused Sri Biiit Mahili @ Siba as lvlaterial Exhibit-65;

Photo printout of accused Sri Bijit Mahili @ Siba as l'|aterial Exhibit-66;

Photo printout of accused Sri Ajay Majhi & Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Late Samlal Rajowar as Material Exhibit-67;

Photo printout of accused Sri Aiay Majhi & Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Late Samlal Rajowar as Material Exhibit-68;

Photo printout of accused Sri Ajay Majhi & Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Late Samlal Rajowar as Material Exhibit-69;

Photo printout of accused Sri Ajay Majhi & Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Late Samlal Rajowar as Material Exhibit-7o;

Photo printout of accused Sri Ajay Majhi & Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Late Samlal Rajowar as Material Exhibit-71;

Photo printout of accused S.i Ajay Majhi & Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Late Samlal Rajowar as Material Exhibit-72;

Photo printout of accused Sri Aiay Majhi & Sri Debeswar Rajowar,

Son of Late Samlal Rajowar as Material Exhibit-73;

Photo printout of accused Ajay Majhi @ Tutu as Material Exhibit-74;

Photo printout of accused Sri Suresh Rajowar as Material Exhibit-7s;

Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar and Sri Rahul Rajowar

as Material Exhibit-76;
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(l)oryii)

(l)oc/iii)

(l)odx)

(bco()

(l)oqi)

(l)oo(ii)

(l)cc{ii)

(l)oo(iv)

(l)oco/)

(Dooryi)

0)ocryiD

(l)ooo/iii)

(Doo(ix)

(xc)

(xci)

(xcii)

(xciii)

(xciv)

(xcv)

(xcvi)

(xcvii)

Photo printout of accused Sri Manoi Maihi as Material Exhibit-77;

Photo printout of accused Sri Deb€swar Rajowar @ Deba and Sri

Rahul Ralowar as Material Exhibit-78;

Photo printout of accused Sri Debeswar Raiowar @ Deba and Sri

Rahul Rajowar as Material Exhibit-79;

Material Exhibit-8o is the photo printout of accused Sri Debeswar

Rajowar @ Deba.

Photo printout of accused Sri saniay Rajowar, son of Late Babu

Rajowar as Materlal Exhibit-81;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rameswar Bhumiz as Material Exhibit-82;

Photo printout of accused Sri Saniay Raiowar, Son of Late Babu

Rajowar and Sri Dimpu Maihi as lvlaterial Exhibit-83;

Photo printout of accused Sri Saniay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu

Raiowar as Nlaterial Exhibit-84;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rintu Majhi as Material Exhibit-85;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rameswar Bhumii as Materjal Exhibit-

86;

Photo printout of accused Rameswar Bhumij as Material Exhibit-87;

Photo printout of accused Sri Babu RaJowar as Material Exhibit-88;

Photo printout of accused Sri Babu Raiowar and Sri Rinku Majhi as

l'laterial Exhibit-89;

Photo printout of accused Sri Babu Rajowar and Sri Rinku Majhi as

Material Exhibit-90;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rinku Maihi as lYaterial Exhibit-gl;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rinku Majhi as Material Exhibit-g2;

Photo printout of accused Sri Manoi Majhi and Sri Kalanag Maihi as

Material Exhibit-93;

Photo printout of accused Sri Kalanag Maihi as Material Exhibit-g4;

Photo printout of accused Sri Saniib Rajowar as Material Exhibit-gs;

Photo printout of accused Sri Kalicharan Mahali as Material Exhibit-96;

Photo printout of accused Sri Sivcharan Mahali @ Bablu as Material

Exhibit-97;
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(xcviii) Photo printout of accused Sri Sivcharan Mahali @ Bablu as Material

Exhibit-98;

(xcix) Photo printout of accused Sri Kalicharan Mahali as l4aterial Exhibit-gg;

(c) Photo printout of accused Sri Ajay Majhi and Sri Pritam Majhl as

N4aterial Exhibit-100;

(ci) Photo printout of accused Sri Sur€sh Rajowar as Material Exhibit-lo1i

(cii) Photo printout of accused Sri Mishilal Majhi as Material Exhibit-lo2;

(ciii) Photo printout of accused Sri Ratul Rajowar as Material Exhibit-lo3;

(civ) Photo printout of accused Sri Ratul Rajowar and Sri Hari Majhi as

Material Exhibit-104;

(cv) Photo printout of accused Sri Ajay Majhi and Sri Ratul Rajowar as

Material Exhibit-105;

(cvi) Photo printout of accused Srl

as Material Exhibit-106;

(cvii) Photo printout of accused Sri

N4aterial Exhibit-107;

(cviii) Photo printout of accused Sri Milon Rajowar and Sri Hari Majhi as

Material Exhibit-108;

(cix) Photo printout of accused Srl Sur€sh Rajowar as Material Exhibit-1og;

(c() Photo printout of accused Sri Sur€sh Rajowar and Sri Ajay Maihi as

Material Exhibit-110;

(cxi) Photo printout of accused Sri Babu Rajowar and Sri Sanjib Rajowar

as Nlaterial Exhibit-l11;

(cxii) Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjib Rajowar as Material Exhibit-U2;

(odii) Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjib Rajowar as Material Exhibit-113;

(cxiv) Photo printout of accused Sri Pritam Majhi and Sri Suresh Rajowal

SXV)

as Material Exhibit-114;

Photo printout of accused Sri Sanju Majhi as Material Exhibit-l1s;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rinku Bakti as Material Exhibit-116;

Photo printout of accused Sri Rahul Rajowar as Material Exhibit-117;

Photo printout of accused Sri Sivcharan Mahali @ Batu as Material

Exhibit-118;

Photo printout of accused Sri Ajay Maihi as llaterial Exhibit-119;

Milon Rajowar and S.i Ratul Rajowal

Hari Majhi and Sri Ratul Rajowar as

)
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(cxviii)
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(oo() Photo printout of accused Sri Bijay Raiowar as Material Exhibit-12o;

(oo(i) Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar, Son of Late Babu

Raiowar and Sri Debeswar Raiowar @ Deba as Material Exhibit-121;

(oo(ii) Photo printout of accused Sri Karttick Bhumij as Material Exhibit-122;

(oo(iii) Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjay Rajowar. Son of Lat€ Babu

Rajowar and Sri Rahul Rajowar as Material Exhibit-123;

(oo(iv) Photo printout of accused Sri Siba Mahali @ BUit and Sri Manoi

Majhi as Material Exhibit-124;

(ooo/) Photo printout of accused Sri Sanjay Raiowar @ Taklu as Material

Exhibit-125;

(owi) Photo printout of accused Sri Aiay Maihi as Material Exhibit-126;

(V) DEFENCE EXHIBIT : - EXHIBIT- A

(vI) COURT EXHIBIT I . NIL

Typed & transcribed bv:

tktilffik^a
(Stenographer Grade-I)
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